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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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DataStudio of DataWorks allows you to perform operations on a GUI to develop and test  data in big
data scenarios. This way, you can manage data in an intelligent and efficient  manner. This topic
describes the following aspects of DataStudio: nodes, supported node types, management and usage
of resources during development, and management of permissions on resources and service modules
during development.

Not eNot e

This topic describes how to use DataStudio in a workspace in standard mode. In standard
mode, the development and production environments are isolated.

If  you change the code for a node in the production environment, you must modify node
parameters on the DataStudio page. Then, commit and deploy the node.

If  no engine is available in your workspace or the engine that you want to use is not
displayed in the directory tree, check whether the engine is act ivated and associated with
your workspace on the Workspace Management page. Only the engines that are associated
with a workspace are displayed in a workflow. For more information about how to associate
an engine with a workspace, see Configure a workspace.

If  you cannot perform operations on specific service modules or cannot find an add entry,
go to the User Management page to check whether you have development permissions. You
have development permissions if  you use an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user that is
assigned the developer role or workspace administrator role. You can also check whether
the DataWorks edit ion meets your requirements.

Organizational structureOrganizational structure
You can organize your business based on workspacesworkspaces, solut ionssolut ions, and workf lowsworkf lows. You can plan and
group workspaces based on enterprise departments, business projects, and data warehouse layers.

Concept Description Purpose

WorkspaceWorkspace

You can specify administrators and members for
each workspace based on your business
requirements. The role settings of members and
parameters for a compute engine instance are
different among workspaces. For more information
about workspace planning, see Plan workspaces.

Workspaces are basic units for
managing permissions in
DataWorks. You can create
workspaces based on the
organizational structure of your
company. You can use a
workspace to manage
development permissions and
O&M permissions. Workspace
members can collaborate to
develop and manage the code
for all nodes in a workspace.

1.Overview1.Overview
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Solut ionSolut ion

A solution is a group of workflows that are
dedicated to a specific business goal. A workflow
can be added to multiple solutions. After you
develop a solution and add a workflow to the
solution, other users can reference and modify the
workflow in their solutions or workflows for
collaborative development.

You can use a solution for
business integration.

Workf lowWorkf low

A workflow is an abstract business entity that
allows you to develop code based on your business
requirements. Workflows and nodes in different
workspaces are separately developed.

Workflows can be displayed in a directory tree or in
a panel. The display modes enable you to organize
code from the business perspective and show the
resource classification and business logic in a more
efficient manner.

The directory tree allows you to organize your
code by node type.

The panel shows the business logic in a
workflow.

A workflow is a basic unit  for
code development and resource
management.

Concept Description Purpose

DataStudio works based on nodes in a workflow. You can create one or more nodes in a specific
workflow in the panel. In each workflow, nodes are grouped by engine type. In the sect ion of a specific
engine, nodes are classified into data synchronization nodes, tables, resources, and functions. These
components can be used to meet a specific business goal. Only the components that are used in a
workflow are displayed in the workflow.

To use DataStudio, you must create a workflow.

If you change the code for a node in the production environment, you must modify node parameters
on the DataStudio page. Then, commit and deploy the node.

Development logicDevelopment logic

Dat a Development ··Overview Dat aWorks
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Workflows and nodes are required for data development. You can select  a manually triggered node or
an auto triggered node for data development. You can select  engine nodes, control nodes, or custom
nodes to cleanse data. If  you select  an auto triggered node, you must configure scheduling parameters
and commit the node to the Create Package page. Then, deploy the node in the Nodes to Deploy
panel. After the node is deployed, the node is in the production environment and is scheduled based
on the scheduling parameters that you configure.

Main features of DataStudioMain features of DataStudio
Node type

Engine capabilit ies are encapsulated into DataWorks. You do not need to use complex engine CLIs.
DataWorks provides custom wrappers for custom nodes. This allows you to add computing task
types and use custom nodes to access custom computing services. You can use custom nodes with
system nodes of DataWorks to process complex data.

Use data synchronization nodes in Data Integration to synchronize data.

Use engine nodes to develop data.

Use engine nodes and general nodes to manage complex processes.

Use custom nodes to develop data.

For more information about how to select  a node type, see the Select  a data development node
section in this topic.

Node development

Allows you to select  a manually triggered node or an auto triggered node and perform operations on
a GUI in an intelligent and efficient  manner to develop data.

Hybrid orchestrat ion mode: allows you to drag different types of engine nodes in a workflow to
the canvas and view the result . For more information, see Creat e an aut o t riggered nodeCreat e an aut o t riggered node of the
Select  a node type sect ion in this topic.

AI-powered SQL editor: supports code hint ing and displays the structure of SQL operators. For
more information, see View node code and manage node versionsView node code and manage node versions of the Select  a node type
section in this topic.

For more information about how to create an auto triggered node and a manually triggered node,
see Select  a node type.

Visualized management and use of tables, resources, and functions

For more information, see the Manage and use tables, resources, and functions sect ion in this topic.

Permission and development behavior management of members

The permissions on the following items are managed in DataStudio:

Resources

GUI-based operations

Operation procedure

For more information, see the Manage the permissions and development behavior of members
sect ion in this topic.

Code version management and operational audit

You can use Act ionTrail in the following scenarios:

Dat aWorks Dat a Development ··Overview
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Obtain the audit  logs of operations that are performed by developers on a GUI.

Configure parameters in advance to collect  important data for cause analysis.

Audit  permissions on a MaxCompute table.

Restore table data and nodes.

Compare and roll back node versions.

For more information, see the Act ionTrail sect ion in this topic.

Select a data development nodeSelect a data development node
Engine capabilit ies are encapsulated as engine nodes in DataWorks. This way, you do not need to use
complex engine CLIs. DataWorks provides general nodes that you can use together with engine nodes
to manage complex processes. DataWorks also provides custom wrappers for custom nodes. This
allows you to add computing task types and use custom nodes to access custom computing services.
You can use custom nodes to customize code processing methods.

Not e Not e More features will be available in the future.

Data synchronization node in Data Integration: You can use a data synchronization node in Data
Integration to synchronize data.

Data synchronization
node in Data
Integration

Scenario

Batch synchronization
node

A batch synchronization node is used for offline data synchronization.

Batch synchronization nodes support different types of heterogeneous data
sources in complex scenarios. These nodes are used to synchronize data
based on a data transmission framework by using a reader and a writer,
which are abstract data extraction and writ ing plug-ins.

A batch synchronization node supports more than 40 data sources of the
following categories: relational databases, unstructured storage, big data
storage, and message queues.

For more information about the data sources that are supported by a batch
synchronization node, see Supported data source types, readers, and writers.

Real-time
synchronization node

A real-time synchronization node for real-time data synchronization.

A real-time synchronization node uses three basic plug-ins to read, convert,
and write data. These plug-ins interact with each other based on an
intermediate data format that is defined by the plug-ins.

For more information about the data sources that are supported by a real-
time synchronization node, see Plug-ins for data sources that support real-
time synchronization.
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Data synchronization
solution

DataWorks provides solutions for various data synchronization scenarios, such
as real-time synchronization, offline full synchronization, and offline
incremental synchronization. These solutions help enterprises migrate data to
the cloud in a more efficient and convenient manner.

Synchronization solutions provide the following benefits:

Init ializes full data.

Writes incremental data in real t ime.

Automatically merges full and incremental data at a scheduled time and
writes the data to the new partit ion of a full table.

For more information about synchronization solutions, see Overview.

Data synchronization
node in Data
Integration

Scenario

Engine node: You can use an engine node to develop data.

In a workflow, you can find an engine and create a node of the engine to issue the engine code to
the data cleansing engine to run.

Engine integrated with
DataWorks

Encapsulated engine capability

MaxCompute

Create an ODPS SQL node

Create a MaxCompute Spark node

Create a PyODPS 2 node

Create a PyODPS 3 node

Create an ODPS Script node

Create an ODPS MR node

E-MapReduce

Create an EMR Presto node

Create an EMR Hive node

Create and use an EMR MR node

Create an EMR Spark SQL node

Create and use an EMR Spark node

Create and use an EMR Shell node

Create and use an EMR Spark Streaming node

AnalyticDB For
PostgreSQL

Create an ADB for PostgreSQL node

AnalyticDB For MySQL Create and use an AnalyticDB for MySQL node

Hologres Create a Hologres SQL node

Database Create a MySQL node
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ClickHouse Create and use a ClickHouse SQL node

Algorithm Create a Machine Learning (PAI) node

Engine integrated with
DataWorks

Encapsulated engine capability

General node: You can use general nodes together with engine nodes to manage complex processes.

You can create a general node and use the node together with engine nodes to manage complex
processes in a workflow.

Scenario Node type Description

Business
management

Create a zero-
load node

A zero load node is a control node that supports dry-run
scheduling and does not generate data. In most cases, a zero
load node serves as the root node of a workflow and allows
you to manage nodes and workflows.

Event triggering

Create an HTTP
Trigger node

Use this type of node if you want to schedule nodes in
DataWorks after nodes in other systems finish running.

OSS Object
Inspection node

Use this type of node if you want to trigger a descendant
node to run by monitoring whether Object Storage Service
(OSS) objects are generated.

Create an FTP
Check node

Use this type of node if you want to trigger a descendant
node to run by monitoring whether File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) files are generated.

Parameter value
assignment

Configure an
assignment node

Use this type of node if you want to use the outputs
parameter of an assignment node to pass the data from the
output of the last row of the code for the assignment node
to its descendant nodes.

Control

Configure a for-
each node

Use this type of node to traverse the result  set of an
assignment node.

Configure a do-
while node

Use this type of node to execute logic of specific nodes in
loops. You can also use this type of node together with an
assignment node to generate the data that is passed to a
descendant node of the assignment node in loops.

Configure a
branch node

Use this type of node to route results based on logical
conditions. You can also use this type of node together with
an assignment node.

Configure a
merge node

Use this type of node to merge the status of its ancestor
nodes and prevent dry-run of its descendant nodes.

Parameter
passing

Create a
parameter node

Use this type of node to aggregate parameters of its
ancestor nodes and distribute parameters to its descendant
nodes.
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passing

Create a Shell
node

Shell nodes support standard shell syntax. The interactive
syntax is not supported.

Code reuse
Create an SQL
component node

An SQL component node is an SQL script template that
contains multiple input and output parameters. You can
create and run an SQL component node to filter source table
data, join source tables, and aggregate source tables to
generate a result  table.

Not e Not e Only the MaxCompute SQL syntax is
supported.

Scenario Node type Description

Custom node: You can use custom nodes to develop data.

DataWorks provides custom wrappers for custom nodes. This allows you to add computing task
types and use custom nodes to access custom computing services. You can write code for a custom
wrapper on your on-premises machine and add the code to DataWorks on the node configuration
page. When you use DataStudio, you can select  the custom wrapper from the custom code group of
a workflow to develop data.

The following table describes how to use a custom node.

Procedure Description

Step 1: Develop a
custom wrapper
package

To run a task by using a custom node, you must use a custom wrapper. Before
you can use a custom node, you must create a custom wrapper package.
Then, upload and deploy the package to DataWorks.

Step 2: Create a
wrapper

Deploy the custom wrapper in DataWorks.

Step 3: Create a
custom node type

Add a custom node and configure the relationship between the custom node
and the custom wrapper. Then, configure the basic information, code editor,
and interaction parameters of the custom node.

Select a node typeSelect a node type
In DataWorks, you can create auto triggered nodes or manually triggered nodes to develop data. To
create a node, you can right-click a workflow in the directory tree on the left , or double-click a
workflow and drag a specific node type to the canvas.

Creat e an aut o t riggered nodeCreat e an aut o t riggered node

i. Create an auto triggered node
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Find a type of node and create a node. You can configure dependencies between nodes in a
workflow by using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and drag components to the canvas to
orchestrate the workflow. You can configure node dependencies across workflows and
workspaces by using the automatic parsing feature.

The following table describes the addit ional features that can be used to improve the efficiency
of data development.

Additional feature Description

Create and reference
a node group

Groups several nodes that are frequently reused in a workflow as a node
group and references the node group in other workflows.

Workflow parameters
Assigns a value to a variable or replaces the value of a parameter for all
nodes in a workflow.

Change History Displays the operation records on a workflow.

Versions
An updated version is generated each time you commit the same
workflow. On the Versions tab, you can view and compare the committed
versions.

Code search

Allows you to search for a node by entering code snippet keywords and
displays all the nodes that contain the code snippet and details about the
code snippet. You can use this feature to search for the node that causes
data changes in the destination table.

ii. Configure scheduling parameters for the auto triggered node
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In DataWorks, you can schedule an auto triggered node in different t ime granularit ies, such as
minute, hour, day, month, or year. DataWorks allows you to run tens of millions of auto triggered
nodes on a daily basis and supports parameter passing between nodes. For more information,
see Basic properties.

The following tables describe major scheduling parameters.

Not e Not e On the Batch Operation-Data development tab, you can perform an operation
on mult iple nodes, resources, or functions at  the same t ime. For more information, see the
"Batch operations" sect ion.

Configure basic propert ies

Parameter Description

Parameters

Assign values to variables in code. You can add scheduling parameters in
the Parameters section. This way, you can dynamically assign values to
variables. The values of the added parameters are replaced with the
time points at which nodes are scheduled. For more information, see
Overview of scheduling parameters.

Configure t ime propert ies

Parameter Description

Instance Generation
Mode

Specifies the t ime at which an auto triggered node is scheduled. You can
view the auto triggered instances of the node on the Cycle Instance
page.

Next Day: On the next day after an auto triggered node is deployed to
the production environment, the auto triggered instances of the node
are generated and are run as scheduled.

Immediately After Deployment: Auto triggered instances are
generated immediately after an auto triggered node is deployed to
the production environment. You must set the node scheduled time
based on the specified requirement. For more information, see
Configure immediate instance generation for a node.
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Recurrence

Specifies whether an auto triggered node is actually run in a specific
scheduling scenario and the impact of each scheduling type on
descendant nodes.

Normal

Description: An auto triggered node is scheduled normally. The
descendant nodes of this node are also scheduled normally.

Scenario: By default, the Recurrence parameter is set to Normal.

Skip Execution

Description: An auto triggered node is frozen. However, the
instances of this node are not frozen. This auto triggered node
cannot be run and the descendant nodes are blocked from running.

Scenario: If you do not need to run a workflow within a specified
period of t ime, you can set the Recurrence parameter to Skip
Execution. This allows you to freeze the root node of the workflow.

Dry Run

Description: The scheduling system does not run a node or
generate running logs. Instead, the system directly returns a success
message for the node and the node does not consume resources.
The descendant nodes of the node can be run as scheduled.

Scenario: If you do not need to run a node within a specified period
of t ime but you need to run the descendant nodes as scheduled,
you can set the Recurrence parameter to Dry Run for this node.

Rerun

Specifies whether to rerun a node based on data idempotence.

Allow Regardless of Running Status

Allow upon Failure Only

Disallow Regardless of Running Status

Auto Rerun upon Error
Specifies the number of automatic reruns upon an error and rerun interval
for a node in a specific scheduling scenario.

Validity Period
Specifies the t ime period within which a node is automatically rerun. The
node is not automatically scheduled outside the specified time period
and no auto triggered instances are generated.

Scheduling Cycle and
Run At

Valid values: Minut eMinut e, HourHour, DayDay, WeekWeek, Mont hMont h, and YearYear.

Not e Not e The system generates dry-run instances for an auto
triggered node outside the specified time period.

T imeout definit ion
Specifies the t imeout duration. If a node is run for a period of t ime that
exceeds the specified duration, the node automatically terminates and
exits.

Parameter Description
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Configure a resource group: specifies the resource group for node scheduling.

Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies

Parameter Description

Same Cycle

Specifies the nodes that trigger the current node to run. The node
depends on the same-cycle auto triggered instances that are scheduled
to run on the current day for the ancestor nodes of this node. From the
business perspective, the node is run based on the table data that is
generated by its ancestor nodes on the current day.

Previous Cycle

Specifies the nodes that trigger the current node to run. The node
depends on the previous-cycle auto triggered instances that are
scheduled to run on the previous day for the ancestor nodes of the
current node. From the business perspective, the node depends on the
table data that is generated by its ancestor nodes on the previous day.

Configure input and output parameters: This feature is used together with an assignment
node. You can configure Input Parameters and Output Parameters in the Parameters sect ion to
pass the result  set  of the assignment node to its descendant nodes.

iii. View node code and manage node versions

Feature Description Screenshot

Code editing
The AI-powered SQL editor
supports code hinting.

Lineage
Displays node dependencies
and node code lineage.
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Versions

A new version is generated
each time you commit the
same node. On the Versions
tab, you can compare and roll
back the committed versions.

Code
Structure

Uses SQL operators to display
the code structure.

Feature Description Screenshot

Creat e a manually t riggered nodeCreat e a manually t riggered node
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In the left-side navigation pane, click Manually Triggered Workflows. On the page that appears,
double-click Manually Triggered Workflows to create a workflow. Find the type of the node that you
want to create and create a node in the workflow. You can configure dependencies between nodes
in the workflow by using DAGs. You can drag components to the canvas and draw lines to connect
the nodes in the workflow.

Commit  a nodeCommit  a node

After you commit a node, the operation record is displayed on the Create Package page. You can
determine whether to deploy the operation in the Nodes to Deploy panel. The node can be
scheduled in the production environment only after you deploy the operation.

Deploy a nodeDeploy a node
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The Create Package page displays all the operations to be deployed in a workspace, including the
records of add, update, and undeploy operations. A node can be scheduled as expected in the
production environment only after you deploy the operation in the Nodes to Deploy panel.

Not e Not e In a workspace in simple mode, you can use the cross-project  cloning feature to
deploy code in the workspace to another workspace.

Manage and use tables, resources, and functionsManage and use tables, resources, and functions
DataWorks encapsulates tables, resources, and functions of an engine. You can create tables and
resources, and register functions in a visualized manner.

Manage t ablesManage t ables

You can manage tables in a visualized manner, upload data of a table from your on-premises
machine, and export  table data.

DataWorks provides mult iple entries to help you manage and use tables. You can select  an entry
based on your business requirements.

Entry Scheduled Workflow Workspace Tables Tenant Tables

Entry
Screen
shot
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Operat
ion
descri
ption

Use workflows on the
Scheduled Workflow page to
manage tables based on
business workflows.

Import tables to a
workflow: Use this
feature to import tables
that are required for a
workflow to the
workflow. This way, you
can manage the tables
based on your business
requirements.

Delete tables from a
workflow: Use this
feature to delete tables
that are no longer
required for a workflow.
You can right-click the
table that you want to
delete and click Delete
Table.

Not e Not e The
table is deleted only
from the workflow. It
is still retained in the
engine.

Manage tables: You can
view all the tables in the
development and
production environments
in a workspace.

Manage settings for
tables: You can create
folders and manage
tables by folder.

None.

Entry Scheduled Workflow Workspace Tables Tenant Tables

Not e Not e You can view the basic metadata, lineage, and impact of a table in Data Map. For
more information, see Overview.

The following table describes the items that you must take note of when you manage tables by
using different entries.
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Opera
tion
categ
ory

Operation Scheduled Workflow Workspace Tables

Mana
ge
table
s

Basic table
operations:

Create a
table

Delete a
table in the
development
environment

Rename a
table

Modify the
comment of
a table

Add a field

...

The table operations are the same
as the operations on an engine.

The table operations are the same
as the operations on an engine.

Delete a
table in the
production
environment

Change
multiple
table owners
at the same
time

Change
multiple
table
lifecycles at
the same
time

Change the
display
names of
multiple
tables at the
same time

You cannot directly perform the four operations on a table in the
production environment on the Scheduled Workflow or Workspace Tables
page. You must perform the operations in Data Map. For more information,
see Overview.
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Impor
t
table
data

Upload data
from your on-
premises
machine to a
table

Synchronize
data from other
data sources to
a table

If you want to synchronize data
from other data sources to a table,
you can use batch synchronization
nodes and real-time
synchronization nodes.

Not supported.

Export data to
your on-
premises
machine

Not e Not e An administrator can specify the Download SELECT Query
Result parameter.

Opera
tion
categ
ory

Operation Scheduled Workflow Workspace Tables
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Expor
t
table
data

Export data to
other data
sources

If you want to synchronize data to
other data sources, you can use
batch synchronization nodes and
real-time synchronization nodes.

Not supported.

Opera
tion
categ
ory

Operation Scheduled Workflow Workspace Tables

Manage and use resourcesManage and use resources

Manage resources

Visualized upload Resource version management
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Use resources

Use resources in a node Use resources to register functions

Manage and use f unct ionsManage and use f unct ions

You can register a function on the Scheduled Workflow page.
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Manage the permissions and development behavior of membersManage the permissions and development behavior of members
The permissions in DataStudio are classified into the permissions on engines and the permissions on
service modules.

Manage the permissions on engines:

After you associate an engine with a workspace, you can manage the permissions on the engine
when you develop data in DataWorks.

Not ice Not ice You are automatically granted the permissions on the engine with which the
workspace is associated. You may encounter the following scenarios when you manage the
permissions on engines:

If  you associate an engine with a workspace, a built-in role is granted the permissions on
tables, functions, and resources of some engines.

If  no built-in role is assigned or a built-in role is not granted the required permissions on a
specific engine, you must go to the permission granting page of the specified engine to
grant the required permissions. You are not allowed to directly grant the permissions in
DataWorks.

Manage permissions on service modules:

You can manage the permissions on service modules of DataWorks when you perform data
development operations that are not related to engines.

Development behavior management: DataWorks provides a permission management capability that can
help you identify and block sensit ive behavior at  the earliest  opportunity. If  sensit ive behavior is
detected, you can manually block the behavior or DataWorks can automatically notify you of the
sensit ive behavior based on the custom event check logic. However, DataWorks does not block
operation procedures.

Manage permissions on MaxComput eManage permissions on MaxComput e

If the MaxCompute engine is associated with a workspace in standard mode:

The DataWorks built-in roles and the roles in a MaxCompute project  in the developmentdevelopment
environmentenvironment  have a permission mapping. By default , a DataWorks built-in role has all the
permissions that the mapped MaxCompute project  role has on the MaxCompute engine in the
development environment.

The DataWorks built-in roles and the roles in a MaxCompute project  in the product ionproduct ion
environmentenvironment  do not have a permission mapping. A DataWorks built-in role cannot directly manage
resources of a MaxCompute project  in the production environment.

In summary, after a RAM user of DataWorks is assigned the administrator or developer role, the RAM
user has all the permissions on a MaxCompute project  in the development environment. However, the
RAM user does not have the permissions on the same MaxCompute project  in the production
environment. If  you want to use the RAM user to access a table in the production environment from
the development environment, you must apply for the operation permissions on the table for the
RAM user in Data Map. For more information, see Data Map.

You can compile and debug code on the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, commit and deploy the code to the
production environment, and then run nodes in the production environment on the Operat ionOperat ion
Cent erCent er page.
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Operation
page

Access a table in the development
environment

Access a table in the production
environment

DataStudio

Sample code:

select col1 from tablename

Operation result  description: You can
use an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM
user to access a table in the
development environment. Specify the
table name in the  project name_devproject name_dev.
tablename  format.

Sample code:

select col1 from 
projectname.tablename

Operation description: You can use an
Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user to
access a table in the production
environment. Specify the table name in
the  project nameproject name.tablename 
format.

Operation
Center

Not supported.

Sample code:

select col1 from tablename

Operation description: You can use an
Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user
that you select when you associate an
engine instance with a workspace to
access a table in the production
environment. Specify the table name in
the  project nameproject name.tablename 
format.

Manage permissions on E-MapReduce (EMR)Manage permissions on E-MapReduce (EMR)

DataWorks built-in roles and EMR roles do not have a permission mapping. When you associate an EMR
cluster with a workspace, you can set  Access Mode to Short cut  ModeShort cut  Mode or Securit y ModeSecurit y Mode. The
associat ion sett ings that you must configure and the operation permissions that you can have vary
based on the access mode that you select. For more information, see Associate an EMR cluster with a
DataWorks workspace.

Short cut  ModeShort cut  Mode

Operation
page

Access a table in the development
environment

Access a table in the production
environment

DataStudio
and
Operation
Center

Perform operations as the hadoop user.
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Securit y ModeSecurit y Mode

Operat
ion
page

Access a table in the
development environment

Access a table in the
production environment

How it  works

DataSt
udio

You can use the account
that you selected in the
DevelopmentDevelopment
EnvironmentEnvironment  section when
you associate the EMR
cluster with the workspace
to access all engine
resources.

Not supported.

You can configure the
Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP)
permission mapping for
members in a DataWorks
workspace to manage the
permissions of a RAM user
on EMR clusters when the
RAM user uses DataWorks.

If you use an Alibaba Cloud
account or a RAM user to
commit code in DataWorks,
the account that has the
same username in EMR is
used to run the node. You
can use EMR Ranger to
manage the permissions of
users in an EMR cluster. This
way, Alibaba Cloud
accounts, node owners, and
RAM users have different
data permissions when they
run EMR nodes in
DataWorks.

Operat
ion
Center

Not supported.

You can use the account
that you selected in the
Product ion EnvironmentProduct ion Environment
section when you associate
the EMR cluster with the
workspace to access all
engine resources.

Manage permissions on ot her enginesManage permissions on ot her engines

If engines except MaxCompute and EMR are associated with a workspace, whether you have
permissions to run nodes on the DataStudio page depends on the account that you selected when
you configure the engine.

Manage permissions on service modulesManage permissions on service modules
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Manage permissions on service modules

DataWorks allows you to create a custom role, and then grant the read/write permissions on
specific service modules to this role. For more information, see Manage workspace-level roles and
members.

Manage the permissions on features of a service module

In DataWorks, if  some features are dimmed or the entry of a feature is not found, check whether
you have the required permissions. DataWorks built-in roles have different permissions. For more
information, see Permissions of built-in workspace-level roles.

Manage permissions on operat ion proceduresManage permissions on operat ion procedures

DataWorks provides a permission management capability that can detect  and block sensit ive
behavior at  the earliest  opportunity. If  sensit ive behavior is detected, you can manually block the
behavior or DataWorks can automatically notify you of the sensit ive behavior based on the custom
event check logic. However, DataWorks does not block operation procedures.

DataWorks provides the code review feature. This feature includes the forcible code review (block
operation procedures) and message sending (notificat ion without blocking operation procedures)
sub-features. You can enable Force to review code for baseline tasks of the specified priority
based on node importance (the baseline to which nodes belong). You can open data by opening
relevant interfaces or features. This way, you can identify the core changes and take relevant
measures at  the earliest  opportunity. You can enable the message opening feature to subscribe to
the status changes of database tables and nodes in DataWorks and achieve personalized and
automated responses.

ActionTrailActionTrail
Restore nodes and table data

Restore a node: You can restore nodes that are recently deleted. For more information, see
Recycle bin. New node IDs are generated after you restore deleted nodes.

Restore data of MaxCompute tables: DataWorks provides the data backup and restoration
feature. The system automatically backs up data of earlier versions, including deleted data or data
that exists before an update, and retains the data for a period of t ime. For more information, see
Backup and restoration.

Compare and roll back node versions
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On the DataStudio page, find the node whose versions you want to view and click Versions on the
right side of the node configuration page. On the Versions tab, you can select  the nodes and
compare the node versions. You can also roll back node versions. For more information, see Versions.

Obtain audit  logs of operations that are performed in the DataWorks console, such as download
data

DataWorks is integrated with Act ionTrail. You can view and retrieve DataWorks behavioral events of
your Alibaba Cloud account over the previous 90 days in the Act ionTrail console. You can use
ActionTrail to deliver the event logs to a Logstore in Log Service or an Object  Storage Service (OSS)
bucket for monitoring and alert ing. This way, you can audit  the event logs and track and analyze
issues at  the earliest  opportunity. For more information, see Use ActionTrail to query behavior events.

Mask data and trace leaked data

If your files are important, you can configure data masking rules for sensit ive data to prevent file
data leak and trace the leaked data by using the data watermark feature in Data Security Guard. For
more information, see Create a data masking rule.

Audit  the permissions on MaxCompute tables

Go to the Security Center page and click Data access control. On the Data access control page, click
Permission auditPermission audit . On the tab that appears, you can view the owner IDs that have permissions on
tables, the details about the permissions, and the validity period of the permissions. You can also
revoke the permissions on tables.
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This topic describes the features that are provided by DataWorks on the DataStudio page. This helps
you understand the overall layout of and modules on the DataStudio page and easily access relevant
topics.

Go to the DataStudio pageGo to the DataStudio page
1. Log on to the DataWorks console, click WorkspacesWorkspaces in the left-side navigation pane, and then

select  a region.

2. Find the workspace that you want to manage and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column to go to
the DataStudio page of the workspace.

On the DataStudio page, you can create workflows and different types of nodes for data
development based on your business requirements. For more information, see Manage workflows and
Create a batch sync node.

The features for different data development operations vary. The following sect ions in this topic
describe these features to facilitate your understanding:

Overall layout of the DataStudio page: describes the overall layout of the DataStudio page.

Features related to workflows: describes the features related to workflows on the DataStudio page.

Shortcut  menu related to workflows: describes the shortcut  menu related to workflows on the
DataStudio page.

Features related to nodes: describes the features related to nodes on the DataStudio page.

Shortcut  menu related to nodes: describes the shortcut  menu related to nodes on the DataStudio
page.

Overall layout of the DataStudio pageOverall layout of the DataStudio page
The following figure shows the overall layout of the DataStudio page.

2.Features on the DataStudio2.Features on the DataStudio
pagepage
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Section Description

1

Switch between workspaces.

This section displays the name of the current workspace. You can click the  icon to switch to

another workspace in the current region.

Go to another DataWorks service.

You can click the  icon to go to another DataWorks service, such as Data Integration or

Operation Center.

Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion: Data Integration.

Dat a ModelingDat a Modeling: Data Warehouse Planning, Data Standard, Data Metric, and Dimensional
Modeling.

Dat a Development  And T ask Operat ionDat a Development  And T ask Operat ion: DataStudio, Operation Center, Deploy, and
Code Review.

Dat a governanceDat a governance: DataMap, Data Quality, Security Center, Data Security Guard, and Data
Governance Center.

Dat a AnalysisDat a Analysis : DataAnalysis.

Dat a ServiceDat a Service: DataService Studio.

Machine LearningMachine Learning: PAI.

Ot herOt her: Approval Center, Resource Optimization, Dat aWorks(Home)Dat aWorks(Home), Migration Assistant,
and Global Member Management.

Go back to the DataWorks homepage.

Click the  icon. On the page that appears, click the  icon in the lower-left  corner to

go back to the DataWorks homepage.
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2

In this section, you can click the  icon to show or hide the names of the module tabs in the left-

side navigation pane.

Scheduled Workflow: On this tab, you can create auto triggered nodes that use different
compute engines for data development. The nodes created on this tab can be deployed to the
production environment for O&M.

Not e Not e Before you can use a specific compute engine for data development, you
must associate your workspace with the compute engine.

Manually Triggered Workflows: On this tab, you can develop manually triggered nodes. The
nodes created on this tab can be deployed to the production environment for O&M.

Operating history: On this tab, you can view the records of the nodes that are run within the
previous three days in DataStudio.

Ad Hoc Query: On this tab, you can perform a simple ad hoc query to test your code. However,
the code of an ad hoc query cannot be deployed to the production environment for O&M.

Tenant Tables: On this tab, you can view all production tables of the current Alibaba Cloud
account.

Workspace Tables: On this tab, you can perform operations on a table in a visualized manner.
The operations that you can perform on a table must be supported by the compute engine
used to create the table.

Built-in Functions: On this tab, you can view the descriptions of all built-in MaxCompute
functions.

Recycle Bin: On this tab, you can manage the nodes, resources, and functions that are removed
from the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low  or Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows  tab.

Snippets: A script template is a pre-defined block of code that involves multiple input and
output parameters. Each SQL code block references one or more source tables. You can filter
source table data, join source tables, and aggregate them to generate a table required by the
new business.

Operat ion Hist oryOperat ion Hist ory: On this tab, you can filter and view historical operation records in the
current workspace by operation type, operator, and operation time.

Operat ion CheckOperat ion Check: On this tab, you can filter and view operations by operation type and check
status.

MaxComput eMaxComput e:

MaxCompute Resources: On this tab, you can manage the existing MaxCompute resources
and view the operation records of a specific MaxCompute resource. In addition, you can add
a MaxCompute resource that is not uploaded in DataWorks to the Scheduled Workflow tab
for management.

MaxCompute Functions: On this tab, you can manage the existing MaxCompute functions
and view the operation records of a specific MaxCompute function. In addition, you can add
a MaxCompute function that is not registered with DataWorks to the Scheduled Workflow
tab for management.

Not e Not e If a specific module is not displayed in the left-side navigation pane, you can

click the  icon in Section 4 to add the module on the Set t ingsSet t ings  page. For more information,

see Personal settings.

Section Description
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3

DataStudio shortcuts to other services:

Node Config: You can click Node Config to manage custom nodes and wrappers to meet your
requirements for data development and data quality. After you create a custom node, you can
write an SQL statement for the node in DataStudio. DataWorks parses and executes the SQL
statement based on the processing logic of the wrapper that you define for the node in the
background. Before you create a custom node, you must create a wrapper to define the
processing logic of the node.

Deploy: You can click Deploy to deploy a node that is developed in DataStudio to the
production environment. You can manage the deployment process of the node.

Cross-project cloning: You can click Cross-project cloning to clone and migrate nodes such as
compute nodes and synchronization nodes between workspaces.

Operation Center: You can click Operation Center to perform O&M operations on nodes in
Operation Center. In Operation Center, you can switch between the development environment
and the production environment. You can perform O&M operations on deployed nodes in
Operation Center in the production environment.

Common features of DataWorks services:

Not e Not e DataWorks services share common features. The following content describes
the common features that are provided by DataWorks on the DataStudio page.

Not if icat ion Cent er (Not if icat ion Cent er ( )): You can click this icon to obtain the latest updates of DataWorks

at the earliest opportunity.

Helps (Helps ( )): You can click this icon to obtain information about how to use a specific feature

based on your business requirements.

Workspace Manage (Workspace Manage ( )): You can click this icon to go to the Workspace Management page.

On this page, you can view the basic information, scheduling properties, security settings, and
associated compute engines of the workspace. For more information, see Configure a
workspace.

Language swit chLanguage swit ch: You can click the current language and switch to another language. For
example, you can switch from Chinese to English.

Account  inf ormat ionAccount  inf ormat ion: You can click the account to view the personal information of the
account and the status statistics about nodes in the workbench.

Section Description
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4

After you click the Settings icon in Section 4, you can set system configurations on the following
tabs of the Settings page:

Personal Settings: On this tab, you can manage DataStudio modules, editor settings, and
general settings, such as the DataWorks theme.

Code Templates: On this tab, you can modify a code template to a required style.

Scheduling Settings: On this tab, you can enable the periodic scheduling feature and configure
the default scheduling settings for auto triggered nodes. Auto triggered nodes can be run as
scheduled only after the periodic scheduling feature is enabled.

Table Management: On this tab, you can manage settings such as partit ion formats, identifiers
of partit ion fields, prefixes of table names, table folders, and table levels.

Workspace Backup and Restoration: On this tab, you can compress and download code to
back up the code of a workspace. You can also upload the code package and use the package
to restore the code that is accidentally deleted.

Securit y Set t ings and Ot hersSecurit y Set t ings and Ot hers :

Security settings: You can specify whether to mask sensit ive information in the returned
results of queries that you perform in DataStudio in the current workspace.

Other settings: You can enable forcible code review and specify one or more code reviewers
to manage code quality of your nodes.

5
This section displays the keyboard shortcuts that are commonly used in the DataStudio editor.
For more information about the keyboard shortcuts, see Editor shortcuts.

Section Description

Features related to workflowsFeatures related to workflows
By default , the Scheduled Workflow tab appears if  you go to the DataStudio page. On the Scheduled
Workflow tab, you must create a workflow before you can organize your data development
operations. For more information about how to create a workflow, see the "Create a workflow" sect ion
in the Manage workflows topic. The following figure shows the features related to workflows.
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Section Description

1

Solution: You can create a solution to manage multiple workflows. A workflow can be added
to different solutions. Solutions can be displayed by using lists and cards on a GUI.

Business Flow: A workflow is an abstract business entity. You can create a workflow to
organize code development operations based on the business requirements.

Click the  icon to show all solutions or workflows in the current workspace.

2

Ref resh (Ref resh ( )): After you modify a workflow or solution, you can click this icon to refresh the

corresponding directory tree.

Locat e (Locat e ( )): You can click this icon to find the current node on the Scheduled Workflow tab.

Search Code ( ): You can click this icon to search for a code snippet by using keywords. This

way, you can find all nodes that contain the code snippet on the Scheduled Workflow,
Manually Triggered Workflows, Ad Hoc Query, and Recycle Bin tabs and view the details of the
code snippet in a centralized manner. You can also use this feature to identify the node that
causes changes to a table.

Batch Operation ( ): You can click this icon to modify the configurations of multiple tables,

resources, and functions at a t ime. The configurations include the owner, engine instance,
resource group for scheduling, rerun properties, scheduling type, recurrence, and scheduling
timeout period.

Import ( ): You can click this icon to upload the data of a local file to a table in DataWorks.

Take note that you can import the data of a local file only to a MaxCompute table.

Creat eCreat e ( ): You can click Create to quickly create workflows, nodes, tables, resources,

and functions.

Solut ion and workf low direct ory t reesSolut ion and workf low direct ory t rees :

AllAll : This directory tree displays all created objects, including nodes, resources, and
functions, in the current workspace by solution and workflow.

Owned by MeOwned by Me: This directory tree displays the objects, including nodes, resources, and
functions, that are owned by the current account by solution and workflow.

My Favorit esMy Favorit es : This directory tree displays the objects, including nodes, resources, and
functions, that are added to favorites by the current account by solution and workflow.

Node searchNode search:

Exact  searchExact  search: You can enter the name of a node or the identifier of a node creator in the

search box and click the  icon to search for the specified node.
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Search by node t ypeSearch by node t ype: You can click the  icon to specify the types of nodes that you

want to search. After you specify a node type, the directory tree displays only nodes of the
specified type in the current workspace.

Not e Not e You can determine whether to hide engine instances or node folders based
on your business requirements. After you select Hide Engine Inst ancesHide Engine Inst ances  or Hide NodeHide Node
FoldersFolders , engine instances or node folders are not displayed in the directory tree.

Hide Engine Inst ancesHide Engine Inst ances  and Hide Node FoldersHide Node Folders  are applicable only to the
latest version of workflows.

Generally, if an engine contains only one engine instance, we recommend that
you hide the engine instance.

If you do not need to use node folders, such as Data Analytics, Table, Resource,
and Function, you can hide them.

Not e Not e Before you perform data development operations in a new workspace, you
must create a workflow and a node in the workflow. For more information about how to
create a workflow, see the "Create a workflow" section in the Manage workflows topic.

3

In this section, you can use a directory tree to manage the nodes, tables, resources, and functions
in each workflow.

Workf lowWorkf low : the unit  for business development.

NodeNode: the smallest unit  for code development. You can develop code by node type, such as
engine nodes, algorithm nodes, Data Integration nodes, database nodes, general nodes, or
custom nodes.

T ableT able: You can manage tables in DataStudio in a visualized manner.

ResourceResource: You can upload resources in DataStudio in a visualized manner.

Not e Not e Only MaxCompute, E-MapReduce (EMR), and Cloudera Distribution Hadoop
(CDH) engines support visualized uploading of resources.

Funct ionFunct ion: You can register functions in a visualized manner.

Not e Not e Only MaxCompute, EMR, and CDH engines support visualized registration of
functions.

The icon before the name of a node indicates the status of the node:

 icon: indicates that the node is not committed. You can click this icon to commit the node.

 icon: indicates that the node is not deployed. You can click this icon to deploy the node.

The last t ime when the node is edited is displayed after the node name.

Double-click the name of a workflow to go to the configuration tab of the workflow, as shown in
Sections 5 to 8. On this tab, you can perform data development operations.

4

Resource Group Orchestration ( ): You can click this icon to change the resource groups for

scheduling used by multiple nodes in a workflow during data development. If multiple resource
groups for scheduling are used in your workspace, you can use this feature to change the
resource groups for scheduling for the nodes in the workspace based on your business
requirements. This helps you improve resource usage. After you change the resource groups for
scheduling used by multiple nodes, you must deploy the nodes to the production environment so
that the change can take effect in the production environment.

Section Description
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5

Common NodesCommon Nodes : This section displays the common types of nodes in the current workspace.
This helps you quickly select a node type and create a node.

Node Group: You can use this feature to reference a set of nodes across workflows. You can
add nodes that are frequently used in a workflow to a node group and reuse the node group
in other workflows.

Quick node creation: You can drag nodes in sections, such as Data Integration, MaxCompute,
and EMR, to the right-side canvas of a workflow to create the nodes in the workflow.

6

Tools on the canvas:

Swit ch Layout  (Swit ch Layout  ( )): You can click this icon to switch the layout of the canvas to Vert icalVert ical ,

Horiz ont alHoriz ont al , or GridGrid.

Box (Box ( )): You can click this icon to select nodes to form a node group and perform operations

on the node group to manage selected nodes.

Ref resh (Ref resh ( )): After you modify a workflow, you can click this icon to refresh the workflow.

Format  (Format  ( )): You can click this icon to horizontally align the nodes on the canvas.

Adapt  (Adapt  ( )): You can click this icon to adapt the current workflow layout to the size of the

canvas.

Cent er (Cent er ( )): You can click this icon to center nodes on the canvas.

1:1 (1:1 ( )): You can click this icon to change the scale of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of

nodes to 100%.

Zoom In (Zoom In ( )): You can click this icon to zoom in the nodes in the current workflow.

Zoom Out  (Zoom Out  ( )): You can click this icon to zoom out the nodes in the current workflow.

Search (Search ( )): You can click this icon and enter a keyword in the search box to search for a

node whose name contains the keyword.

Not e Not e Fuzzy match is supported. After you enter a keyword, DataWorks displays all
nodes whose names contain the keyword in the current workflow.

T oggle Full Screen View (T oggle Full Screen View ( )): You can click this icon to view the current workflow in full

screen.

Hide Engine Inf ormat ion (Hide Engine Inf ormat ion ( )): You can click this icon to show or hide the engine information

of each node.

Section Description
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7

Tabs in the right-side navigation pane:

Workflow Parameters: You can click this tab and assign a value to a variable in the code for all
ODPS SQLODPS SQL nodes in the current workflow at a t ime.

Change History: You can click this tab and view the operation records of nodes in the current
workflow.

Versions: Each time nodes in the workflow are committed, a new version is generated for the
workflow. You can click this tab and view all versions and version details of the workflow.

8

Tools in the toolbar and tools above the configuration tab:

Submit  (Submit  ( )): You can click this icon to commit one or more updated nodes in the current

workflow to the Deploy page.

Run (Run ( )): You can click this icon to run all nodes in the current workflow.

St op (St op ( )): If a workflow is running, you can click this icon to stop the nodes from running in

the workflow.

Deploy ( ): You can click this icon to go to the Deploy page and view the nodes to be

deployed in the current workflow. Then, you can deploy nodes based on your business
requirements.

Go to Operation Center ( ): You can click this icon to go to Operation Center to view the O&M

details of nodes.

View opened conf igurat ion t absView opened conf igurat ion t abs : If you have opened multiple configuration tabs on the

DataStudio page, you can click the  icon to view all configuration tabs that are open from

the drop-down list.

Close opened conf igurat ion t absClose opened conf igurat ion t abs : You can click the  icon to close one or more

configuration tabs.

Section Description

Shortcut menu related to workflowsShortcut menu related to workflows
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Move the pointer over a workflow and right-click the workflow. The following figure shows the
shortcut  menu that appears, and the following table describes the commands supported by the
shortcut  menu.

Command Description
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Creat e NodeCreat e Node

This command allows you to quickly create nodes of different types.

When you create a node, the system displays the node types that are
recently used. If you click one of the node types, the system automatically
sets the Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance and Node T ypeNode T ype parameters based on the
information about the node that was last used of this type. You can create
a node of a type that was recently used by using this method.

Creat e T ableCreat e T able This command allows you to quickly create tables of different types.

Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource

This command allows you to quickly create resources of different engine
types.

Not e Not e This command supports only MaxCompute, CDH, and EMR
resources.

Creat e Solut ionCreat e Solut ion

This command allows you to quickly create functions of different engine
types.

Not e Not e This command supports only MaxCompute, CDH, and EMR
functions.

BoardBoard This command navigates you to the canvas of a workflow.

Modif y Workf lowModif y Workf low
This command allows you to modify the name, owner, and description of
a workflow.

Command Description
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Delet e Workf lowDelet e Workf low

This command allows you to delete the current workflow.

Not e Not e If you perform this operation, all objects in the workflow
will be deleted. Proceed with caution.

The following options are available to cope with situations where an
object cannot be deleted:

T erminat e t he Delet e Operat ionT erminat e t he Delet e Operat ion: By default, this option is selected.
If an object cannot be deleted, the delete operation will be terminated.
This operation does not affect the deleted objects.

Skip Current  Object  and Cont inue t o Delet e Ot her object sSkip Current  Object  and Cont inue t o Delet e Ot her object s : If an
object cannot be deleted, the system skips the object and continues to
delete other objects.

Perform operations on
multiple DataWorks objects
at a t ime

This command allows you to modify the configurations of multiple nodes,
resources, or functions at a t ime. For example, you can modify the owners,
engine instances, and scheduling properties of multiple objects at a t ime.
This command also allows you to commit and deploy multiple modified
objects to the production environment at a t ime.

Command Description

Features related to nodesFeatures related to nodes
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After you create a workflow, you can create different types of nodes for data development based on
your requirements. For more information, see the "Select  a data development node" sect ion in the
Overview topic. Different types of nodes provide similar features. In this sect ion, an ODPS SQL node is
used as an example to describe the features that are provided by DataWorks on the node configuration
tab.

Section Description

Node development-related features in the top toolbar:

Save (Save ( )): You can click this icon to save the code and configurations of the current node.

Save as Ad-Hoc Query Node (Save as Ad-Hoc Query Node ( )): You can click this icon to save the current code as an ad

hoc query. Then, you can view the ad hoc query on the Ad Hoc QueryAd Hoc Query tab. For more
information, see Create an ad hoc query.

Submit  (Submit  ( )): You can click this icon to commit the current node.

Unlock (Unlock ( )): You can click this icon to commit the current node and allow other users to

modify the code of the node.

St eal Lock (St eal Lock ( )): If you are not the owner of the node but you want to modify the node, click

this icon.

Run (Run ( )): You can click this icon to run the code of the current node. Values need to be

assigned to the variables in the SQL statements only once. If you modify the code, the
variables in the code still use the init ial values that you assign.

Not e Not e If no resource group for scheduling is specified for the node, DataWorks
prompts you to select a resource group for scheduling after you click this icon.

Run wit h Paramet ers (Run wit h Paramet ers ( )): You can click this icon to run the code of the current node based
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1

on the configured parameters. Each time you click the Run wit h Paramet ersRun wit h Paramet ers  icon, you must
assign values to variables in SQL statements. DataWorks automatically obtains the init ial values
when you click the icon. After you assign values to custom parameters, DataWorks replaces the
init ial values with the values assigned to the custom parameters.

Not e Not e If no resource group for scheduling is specified for the node, DataWorks
prompts you to select a resource group for scheduling after you click this icon.

St op (St op ( )): You can click this icon to stop the node that is running.

Reload (Reload ( )): You can click this icon to refresh the current node configuration tab and return to

the node configuration tab that is last saved.

Perf orm Smoke T est ing in Development  Environment  (Perf orm Smoke T est ing in Development  Environment  ( )): You can click this icon to test

the code of the current node in the development environment. Smoke testing in the
development environment allows you to simulate the value replacement of scheduling
parameters in the production environment. After you select a data t imestamp, DataWorks
replaces the values in the specified data t imestamp with the values that you specified. This
feature checks the result  of value replacement for scheduling parameters.

Not e Not e Each time you modify the scheduling parameters, you must save and commit
the modification before you perform smoke testing in the development environment.
Otherwise, the new values of scheduling parameters do not take effect.

View Log of  Smoke T est ing in Development  Environment  (View Log of  Smoke T est ing in Development  Environment  ( )): You can click this icon to

view the operation logs of a node that runs in the development environment.

Access Scheduling Syst em in Development  Environment  (Access Scheduling Syst em in Development  Environment  ( )): You can click this icon to

go to Operation Center in the development environment and perform O&M operations. For
more information, see View auto triggered node instances.

Format  Code (Format  Code ( )): You can click this icon to sort the code of the current node. This prevents

the code in a single line from being excessively long.

Share (Share ( )): You can click this icon to share the current node with other users.

Section Description
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2

Propert iesPropert ies  tab:

General: In this section, you can view the name, ID, and type of the node and set the Owner
and Description parameters for the node.

Parameters: In this section, you can add scheduling parameters for the node and dynamically
assign values to the parameters.

Schedule: In this section, you can configure t ime properties for scheduling the node after the
node is deployed in the production environment. The time properties include the instance
generation mode, recurrence and scheduled time of instances, rerun properties, and timeout
period for the node.

Resource Group: In this section, you can specify a resource group for scheduling for the node.

DependenciesDependencies : In this section, you can configure node dependencies. For more information,
see Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies and Configure previous-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

Input and Output Parameters: In this section, you can use context-based parameters to pass
the value of the output parameter of an ancestor node to a descendant node based on the
assignment feature.

Lineage tab: This tab displays the dependencies and auto-captured lineage between the current
node and other nodes.

Versions tab: A version is generated each time a node is committed and deployed. On this tab,
you can view the historical versions and information about each version of the node. The
information includes the user that committed the node, the t ime when the node was committed,
change type, status, and remarks. The following content describes the different states of a node
version:

YesYes : The node has been committed to the development environment, but a deployment task
has not been created for the node on the Create Deploy Task page.

DeployedDeployed: The node has been deployed in the production environment. You can view the
node on the Cycle Task page in Operation Center in the production environment. For more
information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Not  DeployedNot  Deployed: The node has been committed to the development environment but not
deployed to the production environment. If you commit the node again, the previously
committed version becomes a pending version.

T he deployment  is cancelledT he deployment  is cancelled: If you commit a node but cancel the deployment of the
committed node on the Create Deploy Task page, the state of this committed version
becomes The deployment is cancelled.

Code Structure tab: This tab uses SQL operators to display the code structure of the node.

Section Description
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3

SQL Edit orSQL Edit or: You can write SQL statements in the editor based on your business requirements.

You can click the  icon to return to the first  line of the SQL editor.

You can click the  icon to view the SQL editor in full screen.

You can click the  icon to quickly run a code snippet to test whether the code snippet is

correctly written. For more information, see Debug a code snippet: Quickly run a code snippet.

Not e Not e This icon is displayed only when you click a line of code.

4

Feat ures in t he upper-right  cornerFeat ures in t he upper-right  corner:

Deploy: You can click Deploy to go to the Create Deploy Task page. On this page, you can view
the deployment details of the node or perform O&M operations in the production environment
after the node is deployed.

Operation Center: You can click this icon to go to Operation Center in the production
environment and perform O&M operations.

Section Description

Shortcut menu related to nodesShortcut menu related to nodes
Move the pointer over a node and right-click the node. The following figure shows the shortcut  menu
that appears, and the following table describes the commands supported by the shortcut  menu.

Command Description

RenameRename This command allows you to change the name of the node.
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Add t o Favorit esAdd t o Favorit es

This command allows you to add the node to favorites. After you add the
node to favorites, you can click My Favorit esMy Favorit es  in the upper-right corner of
the Scheduled Workflow tab to view the node. If you want to remove the
node from favorites, right-click the node and select Remove f romRemove f rom
Favorit esFavorit es .

MoveMove This command allows you to move the node to another workflow.

CloneClone
This command allows you to clone the node. The new node is of the same
type and has the same owner and resource properties as the original node
but has a name that is different from that of the original node.

View Versions

This command allows you to view the historical versions and information
about each version of the node. The information includes the user that
committed the node, the t ime when the node was committed, change
type, status, and remarks.

Locate in Operation Center

This command navigates you to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er so that you can view
information about the node. If the node is committed to both the
development and production environments, you can select Locat e inLocat e in
Operat ion Cent er (Product ion Environment )Operat ion Cent er (Product ion Environment )  or Locat e in Operat ionLocat e in Operat ion
Cent er (Development  Environment )Cent er (Development  Environment ) .

Submit for Code Review
This command commits the code of the node for review. A node that is
committed by a developer must pass the code review before it  can be
deployed.

Delet eDelet e

This command deletes the node and the dependency configurations of its
ancestor and descendant nodes. After you click Delete to delete a node
that has been deployed to the production environment, you must go to
the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, create a deployment task for the node,
and then deploy the node. This way, the node is deleted from the
production environment. For more information, see Delete a node.

Command Description
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The data development mode of DataWorks is upgraded so that you can organize mult iple workflows in
a solut ion of a workspace.

ContextContext
DataWorks upgrades the data development mode to allow you to organize various types of nodes
based on the business category. You can organize workflows to analyze data by business.

DataWorks defines a new data development process by using the data development mode that
involves workspacesworkspaces, solut ionssolut ions, and workf lowsworkf lows. This helps improve user experience.

A workspace is the basic organizational unit  in which the development and O&M permissions of users
are managed. Workspace members can collaborate to develop and manage all code in a workspace.

A solut ion can contain one or more workflows. Solut ions have the following benefits:

A solut ion can contain mult iple workflows.

Mult iple solut ions can use the same workflow.

Workspace members can collaborate to create and manage all solut ions in a workspace.

A workflow is an abstract  entity of business. A workflow allows you to develop data code from a
business perspective. A workflow can be added to mult iple solut ions.

Workflows have the following benefits:

Workflows facilitate business-oriented code development. Nodes in a workflow are organized by
node type. The hierarchical directory structure is supported. We recommend that you create a
maximum of four levels of subfolders. To create a subfolder, right-click the node type in the
Scheduled Workflow pane of the DataStudio page and select  Creat e FolderCreat e Folder.

You can view and optimize each workflow from a business perspective.

You can view each workflow on a dashboard and develop code in an efficient  manner.

You can deploy and manage nodes in each workflow as a whole.

A workflow can be added to mult iple solut ions. After you develop a solut ion and add a workflow to
the solut ion, other users can reference and modify this workflow in their own solut ions for collaborative
development.

3.workflow and Solutions3.workflow and Solutions
3.1. Create a solution3.1. Create a solution
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The node status model defines six states of a node throughout the lifecycle of the node. The
following figure shows the logic of status conversion.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, click + Creat e+ Creat e and select  Creat e Solut ionCreat e Solut ion. In the Create Solut ion dialog
box, configure the parameters.
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Parameter Description

Solut ion NameSolut ion Name
The name of the solution. The name cannot
exceed 128 characters in length.

Descript ionDescript ion
The description of the solution. The description
cannot exceed 256 characters in length.

Workf lowsWorkf lows
The workflow that you want to add to the
solution. You can add multiple workflows to the
solution.

3. After the solut ion is created, click Solut ionSolut ion and perform the following operations:

Double-click the solut ion name to view all workflows in the solut ion. You can click a workflow
name to view and edit  the workflow. For more information, see Manage workflows.

Right-click the solut ion name and select  Solut ion KanbanSolut ion Kanban to view all workflows in the solut ion
and all nodes in the workflows. You can click Change Solut ion to modify the configuration of the
solution.

4. Deploy and manage the solut ion.

Move the pointer over the solut ion name. The  and  icons appear.

Click the  icon. The Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page appears. On the Deploy Task page, you can

view the nodes in the solut ion that have not been deployed, and deploy the nodes.

For more information, see Deploy nodes.

Not eNot e

When you deploy a solut ion, you deploy all workflows in the solut ion.

A workflow may be reused in mult iple solut ions. If  all workflows in a solut ion have
been deployed in other solut ions, you do not need to deploy the solut ion again.

You cannot specify the order in which the workflows are run in a solut ion. You can
configure scheduling propert ies for the nodes in workflows. The order in which the
workflows are run is determined by the scheduling t ime of the nodes.

Click the  icon to go to the Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance page under Cycle T ask Maint enanceCycle T ask Maint enance in

Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er. The Cycle Instance page displays the auto triggered instances of all nodes in
the current solut ion.
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You can use a workflow to organize nodes based on business types. This way, you can develop code by
the business type. This topic describes how to create, design, commit, and view a workflow and how to
modify or delete mult iple nodes in a workflow at  a t ime.

ContextContext
A workspace supports various types of compute engines and can contain mult iple workflows. A
workflow is a collect ion of mult iple types of objects. The object  types include Data Integration, Data
Analyt ics, table, resource, function, and algorithm.

Each type of object  corresponds to an independent folder. You can create subfolders in the folder. To
facilitate the management of objects, we recommend that you create no more than four levels of
subfolders. If  you create more than four levels of subfolders, your workflow becomes excessively
complex. In this case, we recommend that you split  your workflow into two or more workflows and add
the workflows to the same solut ion to improve work efficiency.

Design the organizational structureDesign the organizational structure
You can organize your business based on workspacesworkspaces, solut ionssolut ions, and workf lowsworkf lows. You can plan and
group workspaces based on enterprise departments, business projects, and data warehouse layers.

Concept Description Purpose

WorkspaceWorkspace

You can specify administrators and members for
each workspace based on your business
requirements. The role settings of members and
parameters for a compute engine instance are
different among workspaces. For more information
about workspace planning, see Plan workspaces.

Workspaces are basic units for
managing permissions in
DataWorks. You can create
workspaces based on the
organizational structure of your
company. You can use a
workspace to manage
development permissions and
O&M permissions. Workspace
members can collaborate to
develop and manage the code
for all nodes in a workspace.

Solut ionSolut ion

A solution is a group of workflows that are
dedicated to a specific business goal. A workflow
can be added to multiple solutions. After you
develop a solution and add a workflow to the
solution, other users can reference and modify the
workflow in their solutions or workflows for
collaborative development.

You can use a solution for
business integration.

3.2. Manage workflows3.2. Manage workflows
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Workf lowWorkf low

A workflow is an abstract business entity that
allows you to develop code based on your business
requirements. Workflows and nodes in different
workspaces are separately developed.

Workflows can be displayed in a directory tree or in
a panel. The display modes enable you to organize
code from the business perspective and show the
resource classification and business logic in a more
efficient manner.

The directory tree allows you to organize your
code by node type.

The panel shows the business logic in a
workflow.

A workflow is a basic unit  for
code development and resource
management.

Concept Description Purpose

DataStudio works based on nodes in a workflow. You can create one or more nodes in a specific
workflow in the panel. In each workflow, nodes are grouped by engine type. In the sect ion of a specific
engine, nodes are classified into data synchronization nodes, tables, resources, and functions. These
components can be used to meet a specific business goal. Only the components that are used in a
workflow are displayed in the workflow.

To use DataStudio, you must create a workflow.

If you change the code for a node in the production environment, you must modify node parameters
on the DataStudio page. Then, commit and deploy the node.
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Not eNot e

If no compute engine is available in your workspace or the compute engine that you want to
use is not displayed in the directory tree, check whether the service corresponding to the
compute engine type is act ivated and whether the compute engine is associated with your
workspace on the Workspace Management page. Only the compute engines that are
associated with the workspace are displayed in the directory tree. For more information
about how to associate a compute engine with a workspace, see Configure a workspace.

If  you cannot use specific features or cannot find an entry used to create an object, go to
the User Management page to check whether you have developer permissions. You have
developer permissions if  you use an Alibaba Cloud account or you log on to the DataWorks
console as a RAM user that is assigned the developer role or workspace administrator role.
You can also check whether the DataWorks edit ion that you adopted meets the
requirements.

If  you create more than four levels of subfolders, your workflow becomes excessively
complex. In this case, we recommend that you split  your workflow into two or more
workflows and add the workflows to the same solut ion to improve work efficiency.

Create a workflowCreate a workflow
In DataStudio, data development is implemented by using the components such as nodes in workflows.
Before you create a node, create a workflow.

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and click Workf lowWorkf low.
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3. In the Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low dialog box, set  the Workf low NameWorkf low Name and Descript ionDescript ion parameters.

Not ice Not ice The workflow name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click Creat eCreat e.

Design a workflowDesign a workflow
Code development is implemented in workflows. To develop code in a workflow, you can create a node
under a folder of a compute engine type in the directory tree. You can also double-click a workflow. On
the workflow configuration tab, drag the components including nodes of different compute engine
types to the canvas and connect the components to form a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

When you design a workflow, take note of the following items:

We recommend that you create no more than 100 nodes in a workflow.

Not e Not e If  the total number of nodes in a workflow exceeds 1,000, the DAG of the workflow
cannot be viewed.

In the DAG, you can draw a line between two nodes to configure dependencies between the two
nodes. You can also open the Propert ies panel on the configuration tab of a node and configure
node dependencies in the panel. For more information, see Logic of same-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

If  you create a node in the directory tree of a workflow, the node dependencies can be configured
based on the lineage in the code. For more information, see Logic of same-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

Design the business logicDesign the business logic
DataWorks encapsulates the capabilit ies of different compute engines in different types of nodes. You
can use nodes of different compute engine types to develop data without the need to run complex
commands on compute engines. You can also use the general nodes of DataWorks to design complex
logic.

In a workflow, you can configure components such as data integration nodes and data analyt ics nodes.
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You can configure data integration nodes including batch synchronization nodes and real-t ime
synchronization nodes to synchronize data between databases.

You can configure data analyt ics nodes for data cleansing. You can also add required resources and
create required functions in a visualized mode.

Not eNot e

For more information about the supported types of nodes that encapsulate the capabilit ies
of different compute engines and the supported features for development in DataWorks,
see Select  a data development node.

For more information about how to configure scheduling dependencies, see Configure basic
propert ies.

Commit a workflowCommit a workflow
In a workspace in standard mode, the DataStudio page only allows you to develop and test  nodes in
the development environment. To commit the code to the production environment, you can commit
mult iple nodes in the workflow at  a t ime and deploy them on the Deploy page.

1. After you design a workflow, click the  icon in the toolbar.

2. In the CommitCommit  dialog box, select  the nodes that you want to commit and enter your comments in
the Change descript ionChange descript ion field. Then, determine whether to select  Ignore I/O Inconsist encyIgnore I/O Inconsist ency
Alert sAlert s based on your business requirements. If  you do not select  Ignore I/O Inconsist encyIgnore I/O Inconsist ency
Alert sAlert s, an error message is displayed if  the system determines that the input and output that you
set do not match with those identified in code lineage analysis. For more information, see When I
commit a node, the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not consistent with
the data lineage in the code developed for the node. What do I do?.

3. Click CommitCommit .
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Not e Not e If  you have modified the code or propert ies of a node and committed the node on
its configuration tab, you cannot select  the node in the Commit dialog box. If  you have
modified the code or propert ies of a node but have not committed the node on its
configuration tab, you can select  the node in the Commit dialog box.

View all workflowsView all workflows
In the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low pane, right-click Business FlowBusiness Flow and select  All Workf lowsAll Workf lows to view all the
workflows in the current workspace.

Click the card of a workflow. The configuration tab of the workflow appears.

Manage workflows by using the solution featureManage workflows by using the solution feature
You can include one or more workflows in a solut ion. Solut ions have the following benefits:

A solut ion can contain mult iple workflows.

A workflow can be added to mult iple solut ions.

Workspace members can collaboratively develop and manage all solut ions in a workspace.

If  you manage workflows by using solut ions, you can perform the following operations:

Add a workflow to a solut ion.
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Add mult iple workflows to a solut ion at  a t ime. To do so, right-click a solut ion, select  Edit , and then
modify the Workflows parameter in the Change Solut ion dialog box.

Modify or delete multiple nodes at a t imeModify or delete multiple nodes at a t ime
If  you want to modify or delete mult iple nodes of the same type, such as all batch synchronization
nodes, in the current workspace at  a t ime, you can use the parameters on the NodeNode tab to find the
nodes and modify or delete the nodes. The parameters include Node t ypeNode t ype, Business processesBusiness processes, and
Scheduling Resource GroupScheduling Resource Group.

Not e Not e You can modify only the owners and resource groups for scheduling of mult iple nodes
at a t ime.

1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio pane, click the  icon in the upper-right corner of the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low
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pane to go to the NodeNode tab.

2. Modify or delete nodes.

i. Configure filter condit ions such as the node name, node ID, node type, and workflow to find
the nodes that you want to modify or delete.

ii. Select  part ial or all nodes.

iii. Modify or delete the nodes.

To modify the selected nodes, click Modif y responsible personModif y responsible person or Modif y schedulingModif y scheduling
Resource GroupResource Group. You can modify only the owners and resource groups for scheduling of
mult iple nodes at  a t ime.

If  you set  the Mandat ory modif icat ionMandat ory modif icat ion parameter to YesYes in the dialog box that appears,
you can modify all the selected nodes. If  you set  this parameter to NoNo, you can modify only
the nodes that are locked by yourself.

To delete the selected nodes, choose MoreMore >  > Delet eDelet e in the lower part  of the Node tab.

If  you set  the Force delet eForce delet e parameter to YesYes in the Delet e nodeDelet e node dialog box, you can
delete all the selected nodes. If  you set  this parameter to NoNo, you can delete only the
nodes that are locked by yourself.

Export a common workflow for replicationExport a common workflow for replication
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You can use the node group feature to quickly group all nodes in a workflow as a node group and then
reference the node group in a new workflow. For more information, see Create and reference a node
group.

Export multiple workflows from a DataWorks workspace at a t imeExport multiple workflows from a DataWorks workspace at a t ime
and import them to other DataWorks workspaces or open sourceand import them to other DataWorks workspaces or open source
enginesengines
If  you want to export  mult iple workflows in a workspace from DataWorks at  a t ime and import  them to
other DataWorks workspaces or open source engines, you can use the Migration Assistant service of
DataWorks. For more information, see Overview.

In a manually triggered workflow, all nodes must be manually triggered, and cannot be scheduled.
Therefore, you do not need to specify a parent node or output for a node in a manually triggered
workflow.

Create a manually triggered workflowCreate a manually triggered workflow
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the left-side navigation submenu, click the Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows icon.

You can click the  icon in the lower-left  corner to show or hide the left-side navigation submenu.

3. Right-click Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows and select  Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low.

4. In the Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low dialog box, set  the Workf low NameWorkf low Name and Descript ionDescript ion parameters.

Not ice Not ice The workflow name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

5. Click Creat eCreat e.

GUI elementsGUI elements

The following table describes the GUI elements on the configuration tab of a manually triggered
workflow.

No. GUI element Description

1 SubmitSubmit Commit all nodes in the manually triggered workflow.

3.3. Manage manually triggered3.3. Manage manually triggered
workflowsworkflows
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2 RunRun
Run all nodes in the manually triggered workflow. Nodes in this
workflow do not have dependencies. Therefore, they can be
run at the same time.

3 St opSt op Stop running nodes.

4 DeployDeploy
Go to the DeployDeploy page. On this page, you can deploy specific
or all nodes that are committed but not deployed to the
production environment.

5
Go t o Operat ionGo t o Operat ion
Cent erCent er

ou can click this icon to go to Operation Center to view the O&M
details of nodes.

6 Swit ch LayoutSwit ch Layout
You can click this icon to switch the layout of the canvas to
Vert icalVert ical  Horiz ont alHoriz ont al  or GridGrid.

7 BoxBox Draw a box to select required nodes to form a node group.

8 Ref reshRef resh
Refresh the configuration tab of the manually triggered
workflow.

9 FormatFormat
You can click this icon to horizontally align the nodes on the
canvas.

10 AdaptAdapt
You can click this icon to adapt the current workflow layout to
the size of the canvas.

11 Cent erCent er You can click this icon to center nodes on the canvas.

12 1:11:1
You can click this icon to adjust the scale of the directed acyclic
graph (DAG) of nodes to 100%.

13 Zoom InZoom In Zoom in the directed acyclic graph (DAG).

14 Zoom OutZoom Out Zoom out the DAG.

15 SearchSearch
You can click this icon and enter a keyword in the search box to
search for a node whose name contains the keyword.

16
T oggle Full ScreenT oggle Full Screen
ViewView

Display nodes in the manually triggered workflow in the full
screen.

17
Hide EngineHide Engine
Inf ormat ionInf ormat ion

Show or hide engine information.

18 Workf low Paramet ersWorkf low Paramet ers

Set parameters for the manually triggered workflow.
Parameters set on this tab takes priority over those set on a
node configuration tab. If the same parameter is set for both
the workflow and a node, the parameter setting on the
Workflow Parameters tab takes effect.

No. GUI element Description
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19 Change Hist oryChange Hist ory
View the operation records of all nodes in the manually
triggered workflow.

20 VersionsVersions
View the deployment records of all nodes in the manually
triggered workflow.

No. GUI element Description

Composition of a manually triggered workflowComposition of a manually triggered workflow

Not e Not e We recommend that you create no more than 100 nodes in a manually triggered
workflow.

A manually triggered workflow can contain a variety of nodes. After you create a manually triggered
workflow based on the preceding procedure, you can create nodes in the workflow. For more
information, see Manage workflows.

Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion

Double-click Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion under a manually triggered workflow to view all the data integration
nodes in the workflow.

Right-click Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion and choose Creat eCreat e >  > Bat ch Synchronizat ionBat ch Synchronizat ion to create a batch sync
node. For more information, see Batch Sync node.

MaxComput eMaxComput e

Not ice Not ice The MaxComput eMaxComput e folder appears on the page only after you add a MaxCompute
compute engine on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more information, see Configure a
workspace.

The MaxCompute compute engine allows you to create data analyt ics nodes, such as ODPS SQL, SQL
Snippet, ODPS Spark, PyODPS 2, ODPS Script, ODPS MR, and PyODPS 2 nodes. You can also create and
view tables, resources, and functions.

Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics

Click MaxComput eMaxComput e under the manually triggered workflow and right-click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics to
create a data analyt ics node. For more information, see Create an ODPS SQL node, Create an SQL
component node, Create a MaxCompute Spark node, Create a PyODPS 2 node, Create an ODPS Script node,
Create an ODPS MR node, and Create a PyODPS 3 node.

T ableT able

Click MaxComput eMaxComput e under the manually triggered workflow and right-click T ableT able to create a table.
You can also view all the tables that are created in the current MaxCompute compute engine. For
more information, see Create a MaxCompute table.

ResourceResource

Click MaxComput eMaxComput e under the manually triggered workflow and right-click ResourceResource to create a
resource. You can also view all the resources that are created in the current MaxCompute compute
engine. For more information, see Create a MaxCompute resource.
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Funct ionFunct ion

Click MaxComput eMaxComput e under the manually triggered workflow and right-click Funct ionFunct ion to create a
function. You can also view all the functions that are created in the current MaxCompute compute
engine. For more information, see Register a MaxCompute function.

EMREMR

Not ice Not ice The EMREMR folder appears on the page only after you add an E-MapReduce compute
engine on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more information, see Configure a
workspace.

The E-MapReduce compute engine allows you to create data analyt ics nodes, such as EMR Hive, EMR
MR, EMR Spark SQL, EMR Spark, EMR Shell, EMR Spark Shell, EMR Presto, and EMR Impala nodes. You can
also create and view E-MapReduce resources.

Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics

Click EMREMR under the manually triggered workflow and right-click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics to create a data
analyt ics node. For more information, see Create an EMR Hive node, Create and use an EMR MR node,
Create an EMR Spark SQL node, Create an EMR Spark node, and Create an EMR Presto node.

ResourceResource

Click EMREMR under the manually triggered workflow and right-click ResourceResource to create a resource.
You can also view all the resources that are created in the current E-MapReduce compute engine.

Funct ionFunct ion

Click EMREMR under the manually triggered workflow and right-click Funct ionFunct ion to create a function.
You can also view all the resources that are created in the current E-MapReduce compute engine.

Algorit hmAlgorit hm

Click the manually triggered workflow and right-click Algorit hmAlgorit hm to create an algorithm. You can also
view all the Machine Learning experiment nodes that are created in the manually triggered workflow.
For more information, see Create a Machine Learning (PAI) node.

GeneralGeneral

Click the manually triggered workflow and right-click GeneralGeneral to create relevant nodes. For more
information, see Create a Shell node and Create a zero-load node.

UserDef inedUserDef ined

Click the manually triggered workflow and right-click UserDef inedUserDef ined to create relevant nodes. For
more information, see Create a Data Lake Analytics node and Create an AnalyticDB for MySQL node.
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This topic describes how to create a MaxCompute table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A MaxCompute compute engine instance is associated with the workspace in which you want to create
a MaxCompute table. The MaxCompute folder is displayed on the DataStudio page only after you
associate a MaxCompute compute engine instance with the workspace on the WorkspaceWorkspace
ManagementManagement  page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the page that appears, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Creat e T ableCreat e T able > >

MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > T ableT able.

Alternatively, you can click the desired workflow in the Business Flow sect ion, right-click
MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then select  Creat e T ableCreat e T able.

3. In the Creat e t ableCreat e t able dialog box, select  a path from the Pat hPat h drop-down list , configure the NameName
parameter, and then click Creat eCreat e.

Not iceNot ice

The table name can be a maximum of 100 characters in length. The table name must
start  with a letter and cannot contain special characters.

If  mult iple MaxCompute compute engine instances are associated with the current
workspace, you must select  one from the Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance drop-down list .

4. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion, configure the parameters.

4.Create and manage tables4.Create and manage tables
4.1. Create a table4.1. Create a table
4.1.1. Create a MaxCompute table4.1.1. Create a MaxCompute table
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Parameter Description

DisplayDisplay
NameName

The name of the MaxCompute table.

Level-1Level-1
FolderFolder

The name of the level-1 folder where the table resides.

Not e Not e The level-1 and level-2 folders show the table locations in DataWorks
for you to manage tables with ease.

Level-2Level-2
FolderFolder

The name of the level-2 folder where the table resides.

Creat eCreat e
FolderFolder

Click Creat e FolderCreat e Folder to go to the Folder ManagementFolder Management  tab of the Table Management
tab. On the Folder Management tab, you can create level-1 and level-2 folders for
tables.

After you create a folder, click  next to Create Folder to synchronize the folder.

Descript ioDescript io
nn

The description of the table.

5. Create a table.

You can use one of the following methods to create a table:

Create a table by using a DDL statement.

Click DDL St at ementDDL St at ement  in the toolbar. In the dialog box that appears, enter the table creation
statement and click Generat e T able SchemaGenerat e T able Schema. Then, parameters in the Physical ModelPhysical Model and
SchemaSchema sect ions are automatically configured. For more information about the table creation
statement, see the "Create a table" sect ion in Table operations.

Create a table on the graphical user interface (GUI).

DataWorks allows you to create tables on the GUI.

Category Parameter Description

Part it ioningPart it ioning
Valid values: Part it ioned T ablePart it ioned T able and Non-Non-
Part it ioned T ablePart it ioned T able.
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Physical modelPhysical model
designdesign

T ime-t o-LiveT ime-t o-Live

Specifies whether to enable the T ime-to-Live feature
for the table. If you enable the T ime-to-Live feature,
you must enter a number in the T T L (Days)T T L (Days)  field. If the
table or partit ion is stored for more than the specified
number of days, data that has not been updated is
deleted.

LayerLayer

The layer where the table data is stored or processed.
A data warehouse consists of the operational data
store (ODS), common data model (CDM), and
application data store (ADS) layers. You can customize
a name for each layer.

Cat egoryCat egory

The category of the table. Tables are categorized into
basic services, advanced services, and other services.
You can customize a name for each category.

If you want to create a table category or layer, click
Creat e LevelCreat e Level . On the T able ManagementT able Management  tab, click
the Level Management tab.

Not e Not e Categories are designed only to help
you manage the table and do not affect underlying
implementation.

Schema designSchema design

Creat e FieldCreat e Field
The button for adding a field. To add a field, click
Creat e FieldCreat e Field, configure the field information, and then
click the savesave icon in the Actions column.

Move UpMove Up The buttons for adjusting the field sequence of the
table. If you want to adjust the sequence of fields in an
existing table, you must delete the table and create
another table with the same name. These operations
are forbidden in the production environment.

Move DownMove Down

Field NameField Name
The name of the field. The name can contain letters,
digits, and underscores (_).

Display NameDisplay Name The display name of the field.

Dat a T ypeDat a T ype

The data type of the field. MaxCompute supports the
following data types: T INYINT, SMALLINT, INT, BIGINT,
FLOAT, DOUBLE, DECIMAL, VARCHAR, CHAR, STRING,
BINARY, DATETIME, DATE, T IMESTAMP, BOOLEAN, ARRAY,
MAP, and STRUCT. For more information, see Data
types.

Def init ion orDef init ion or
MaximumMaximum
Value Lengt hValue Lengt h

The length limit of the field. You must configure this
parameter if the data type that you specify for the field
has a length limit.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the field.

Category Parameter Description
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Primary KeyPrimary Key
FieldField

Specifies whether the field serves as the primary key or
part of a composite primary key.

EditEdit  icon
The iconicon for editing the field. After you save the field,
you can click this icon to edit  the field and then click the
savesave icon to save the edited field.

Delet eDelet e icon

The icon for deleting the field.

Not e Not e If you want to delete a field from an
existing table and then commit the table, you must
delete the table and create another table with the
same name. These operations are forbidden in the
production environment.

Part it ion f ieldPart it ion f ield
designdesign

Not eNot e
This section
appears only
when you set
Partit ioning to
Partit ioned
Table in the
Physical Model
section.

AddAdd

The button for adding a partit ion. If you set the
Part it ioningPart it ioning parameter to Part it ioned T ablePart it ioned T able in the
Physical ModelPhysical Model  section, you must configure a partit ion
for the table.

You can add a partit ion to the current table. If you
want to add a partit ion to an existing table and then
commit the table, you must delete the table and create
another table with the same name. These operations
are forbidden in the production environment.

Dat a T ypeDat a T ype
The data type of the partit ion field. We recommend
that you use the STRING type for all partit ion fields.

Part it ionPart it ion
Column Dat eColumn Dat e
FormatFormat

The format of the date partit ion. If the partit ion field is
a date, although the data type may be STRING, select
or enter a date format, such as yyyymmdd or yyyy-mm-
dd.

Part it ionPart it ion
Column Dat eColumn Dat e
Granularit yGranularit y

The granularity of the date partit ion. The granularity
can be second, minute, hour, day, month, quarter, or
year. You can enter a partit ion granularity based on
your business requirements. If you want to add multiple
partit ions with different granularit ies, note that a
greater granularity corresponds to a higher partit ion
level. For example, if you add three partit ions whose
granularit ies are day, hour, and month, respectively, to
the table, the table contains three partit ions: a level-1
partit ion (month), a level-2 partit ion (day), and a level-3
partit ion (hour).

Delet eDelet e icon

The icon for deleting the partit ion. If you want to
delete a partit ion from an existing table and then
commit the table, you must delete the table and create
another table with the same name. These operations
are forbidden in the production environment.

Category Parameter Description
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6. Click Commit  t o Development  EnvironmentCommit  t o Development  Environment  and Commit  t o Product ion EnvironmentCommit  t o Product ion Environment  in
sequence.

If  you are using a workspace in basic mode, you need only to click Commit  t o Product ionCommit  t o Product ion
EnvironmentEnvironment .

Button Description

Load f rom DevelopmentLoad f rom Development
EnvironmentEnvironment

If the table has been committed to the development environment, this
button is clickable. After you click this button, the information about
the table you create in the development environment overwrites the
table information on the current page.

Not e Not e This feature is supported only for MaxCompute
tables.

Commit  t o DevelopmentCommit  t o Development
EnvironmentEnvironment

Before you click this button, make sure that you have configured all
required parameters on the current page. You cannot click this button if
any parameter is not configured.

Load f rom Product ionLoad f rom Product ion
EnvironmentEnvironment

After you click this button, the information about the table that is
committed to the production environment overwrites the table
information on the current page.

Not e Not e This feature is supported only for MaxCompute
tables.

Commit  t o Product ionCommit  t o Product ion
EnvironmentEnvironment

After you click this button, the table is created in the workspace of the
production environment.

What's nextWhat's next
After the table is created, you can query the table data, modify the table, or delete the table. For more
information, see Manage tables.

This topic describes how to create an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or higher is act ivated.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling or a custom resource group is added based on business
needs. For more information, see Purchase an exclusive resource group for scheduling or Create and
use a custom resource group for scheduling.

The resource group added when you bind an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance passes the
connectivity test.

An Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance is bound to the workspace where you want to create an ADB
for PostgreSQL table. The Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL service is available in a workspace only after you
bind an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance to the workspace on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management

4.1.2. Create an AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL table4.1.2. Create an AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL table
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page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

The metadata of the bound Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance is collected on the Dat aMapDat aMap page.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Analyt icDBAnalyt icDB

> > T ableT able.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click Analyt icDB f orAnalyt icDB f or
Post greSQLPost greSQL, and then choose NewNew >  > Analyt icDB f or Post greSQL T ableAnalyt icDB f or Post greSQL T able.

3. In the New t ableNew t able dialog box, set  the T able nameT able name parameter.

Not iceNot ice

The table name is in the format of schema_name.table_name.

The schema name and table name must be 1 to 63 characters in length, and can contain
letters, digits, and underscores (_). They must start  with a letter or underscore (_).

If  you have bound mult iple Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instances to the current
workspace, you must select  one based on your needs.

4. Click SubmitSubmit . The table configuration tab appears.

The upper part  of the table configuration tab displays the table name and Analyt icDB for
PostgreSQL instance name.

5. In the Basic propert iesBasic propert ies sect ion, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

T he st airT he st air
t hemet heme

The name of the level-1 folder where the table resides.

Not e Not e Level-1 and level-2 folders show the table locations in DataWorks for
you to manage tables more conveniently.
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T heT he
secondarysecondary
t hemet heme

The name of the level-2 folder where the table resides.

NewNew
t hemet heme

Click New t hemeNew t heme to go to the T heme managementT heme management  tab. On this tab, you can create
level-1 and level-2 folders for tables.

After you create a folder, click the  icon next to New theme to synchronize the

folder.

Descript ioDescript io
nn

The description of the table.

Parameter Description

6. In the Physical model designPhysical model design sect ion, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

Level select ionLevel select ion

The layer where the table data is stored or processed. Generally, a data
warehouse consists of the operational data store (ODS), common data
model (CDM), and application data store (ADS) layers. You can specify a
custom name for each layer.

PhysicalPhysical
classif icat ionclassif icat ion

The category of the table. Tables are categorized into basic services,
advanced services, and other services. You can specify a custom name for
each category.

Not e Not e Categories are designed only for your management
convenience and do not involve underlying implementation.

New LevelNew Level

The levels and categories to be created. To add levels and categories, click
New LevelNew Level  to go to the Hierarchical managementHierarchical management  tab. After levels and

categories are created, click the  icon.

7. In the Analyt icDB f or Post greSQL t able designAnalyt icDB f or Post greSQL t able design sect ion, set  the parameters as required.

You can configure the schema of an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL table on the following tabs:
Column inf ormat ion set t ingsColumn inf ormat ion set t ings, Index set t ingsIndex set t ings, Sub-t able designSub-t able design, and Part it ion set t ingsPart it ion set t ings
(opt ional)(opt ional).
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Tab Parameter Description

ColumnColumn
inf ormat ioninf ormat ion
set t ingsset t ings

New columnsNew columns
Allows you to click the button and set the relevant
parameters to create a field.

NameName The name of the field.

Field t ypeField t ype The data type of the field.

Field lengt hField lengt h
The length of the field. You can specify the length for fields
of only some specific data types.

Def ault  valueDef ault  value The default value of the field.

Allow t o be empt yAllow t o be empt y Specifies whether the field can be empty.

Is it  t he primaryIs it  t he primary
key?key?

Specifies whether the field serves as the primary key.

Foreign keyForeign key Specifies whether the field serves as a foreign key.

Operat ionOperat ion

You can perform the following operations on a new field:
save, cancel, delete, move up, and move down.

You can perform the following operations on an existing
field: modify, delete, move up, and move down.

IndexIndex
set t ingsset t ings

New columnsNew columns
Allows you to click the button and set the relevant
parameters to create an index.

Index nameIndex name
The name of the index. Make sure that you specify a unique
name.

Include columnsInclude columns

The field on which the index is to be created. To select a
field, click EditEdit . In the Select  at  least  one indexSelect  at  least  one index dialog
box, click the ++  icon. All created fields appear in the Column
information drop-down list.

Select the field from the Column inf ormat ionColumn inf ormat ion drop-down
list and click SaveSave.

Index t ypeIndex t ype
The type of the index. Valid values: NormalNormal, Primary KeyPrimary Key,
and UniqueUnique.

Index modeIndex mode
The mode for indexing data in the fields. Valid values: B-B-
t reet ree, Bit mapBit map, and GiSTGiST .

Operat ionOperat ion

You can perform the following operations on a new
index: save, cancel, delete, move up, and move down.

You can perform the following operations on an existing
index: modify, delete, move up, and move down.
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Sub-t ableSub-t able
designdesign

HashHash
(Recommended)(Recommended),
Copy SchemaCopy Schema, and
Random (NotRandom (Not
Recommended)Recommended)

The way in which the partit ion key is generated. Take HashHash
(Recommended)(Recommended) as an example. Click New columnsNew columns  and
select the target field from the NameName drop-down list. The
information about the selected field appears. Click SaveSave.

For more information, see the Column inf ormat ionColumn inf ormat ion
set t ingsset t ings  section of this table.

Part it ionPart it ion
set t ingsset t ings
(opt ional)(opt ional)

Part it ion set t ingsPart it ion set t ings
(opt ional)(opt ional)

The partit ions of the table. You can configure the partit ions
as required.

Tab Parameter Description

8. Click Submit  t o development  environmentSubmit  t o development  environment  and Submit  t o product ion environmentSubmit  t o product ion environment  in
sequence.

If  you are using a workspace in basic mode, you only need to click Submit  t o product ionSubmit  t o product ion
environmentenvironment .

9. In the Submit  changesSubmit  changes dialog box, confirm that the table creation statements are correct, select
a resource group from the Select  a resource groupSelect  a resource group drop-down list , and then click Conf irmConf irm
execut ionexecut ion.

Not eNot e

You can select  only an exclusive resource group for scheduling or a custom resource
group.

The selected resource group must be the same as the one that passes the connectivity
test  when you bind an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance.

What's nextWhat's next
After the Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL table is created, you can query the table data and modify or
delete the table. For more information, see Manage tables.

This topic describes how to create an E-MapReduce (EMR) table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

4.1.3. Create an EMR table4.1.3. Create an EMR table
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The metadata of an EMR data source is collected in Dat a MapDat a Map so that you can select  an EMR
database when you create a table. For more information, see Collect  metadata from an EMR data
source.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the icon and choose Creat e T ableCreat e T able >  > EMREMR >  > t ablet able.

You can also find the workflow in which you want to create an EMR table, right-click EMREMR, and then
click Creat e T ableCreat e T able.

3. In the Creat e T ableCreat e T able dialog box, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

Engine t ypeEngine t ype
The default value is EMR, which cannot be
modified.

Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance
Select an engine instance from the drop-down
list.

NameName The name of the EMR table.

4. Click Creat eCreat e. The table configuration tab appears.

The upper part  of the tab shows the configurations that you specified in the Creat e T ableCreat e T able dialog
box. You can modify the database in which the EMR engine instance resides. To create a database,
click Creat e a dat abaseCreat e a dat abase. In the Creat e a dat abaseCreat e a dat abase dialog box, set  the parameters and click OKOK.

5. In the Basic at t ribut esBasic at t ribut es sect ion, set  the parameters as required.
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Parameter Description

Level 1Level 1
t hemet heme

The name of the level-1 folder in which the table resides.

Not e Not e Level-1 and level-2 folders show the table locations in DataWorks for
you to manage tables more conveniently.

Level 2Level 2
t hemet heme

The name of the level-2 folder in which the table resides.

Creat e aCreat e a
t hemet heme

Click Creat e a t hemeCreat e a t heme to go to the Folder ManagementFolder Management  tab. On this tab, you can
create level-1 and level-2 folders.

Ref reshRef resh After you create a folder, click Ref reshRef resh.

Descript ioDescript io
nn

The description of the table.

6. In the Physical model designPhysical model design sect ion, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

LayerLayer Select the appropriate level and category from the drop-down list. To
add levels and categories, contact the workspace administrator to click
Creat e a levelCreat e a level  to go to the Level ManagementLevel Management  tab. After you create
levels and categories, click Ref reshRef resh.

Physical classif icat ionPhysical classif icat ion

Part it ion t ypePart it ion t ype Valid values: Part it ion t ablePart it ion t able and Non-part it ioned t ableNon-part it ioned t able.

T able t ypeT able t ype Valid values: Int ernal t ablesInt ernal t ables  and Ext ernal t ablesExt ernal t ables .

7. In the T able st ruct ure designT able st ruct ure design sect ion, set  the parameters as required.
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Parameter or button Description

Add f ieldsAdd f ields
To add a field, click Add f ieldsAdd f ields , configure the field information, and
then click SaveSave.

Move upMove up Adjust the sequence of fields in the table to be created. If you adjust
the sequence of fields in an existing table, you are required to delete
the table and create another table with the same name. These
operations are forbidden in the production environment.

Move downMove down

Field nameField name
The name of the field, which can contain letters, digits, and
underscores (_).

Field t ypeField t ype
The EMR table supports the following data types: T INYINT, SMALLINT,
INT, BIGINT, FLOAT, DOUBLE, DECIMAL, VARCHAR, CHAR, STRING, BINARY,
DATETIME, DATE, T IMESTAMP, BOOLEAN, ARRAY, MAP, and STRUCT.

Lengt h/Set t ingsLengt h/Set t ings
You must set this parameter if the data type that you specify for the
field has a length limit.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the field.

Primary keyPrimary key
Specifies whether the field serves as the primary key. The primary key is
a business concept and ensures that a record is unique for your
business. DataWorks does not impose a limit on the primary key.

EditEdit
After you save a field, you can click EditEdit  to edit  the field and then click
SaveSave.

Delet eDelet e

Delete a created field.

Not e Not e If you delete a field from an existing table and then
commit the table, you are required to delete the table and create
another table with the same name. This operation is forbidden in
the production environment.

AddAdd

If you set the Part it ion t ypePart it ion t ype parameter to Part it ion t ablePart it ion t able in the
Physical model designPhysical model design section, you must configure a partit ion for
the table.

You can add a partit ion to the current table. If you add a partit ion to an
existing table, you are required to delete the table and create another
table with the same name. This operation is forbidden in the
production environment.

8. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the EMR table to the production environment.

If  you are using a workspace in standard mode, commit the table to the development environment
and the production environment in sequence.
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Not iceNot ice

You cannot create an EMR table in data definit ion language (DDL) mode.

You must select  a resource group for scheduling when you commit the EMR JAR resource.
We recommend that you use an exclusive resource group for scheduling. If  no exclusive
resource groups for scheduling are available, you can purchase and configure one. For
more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

DataWorks allows you to view MaxCompute, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL, Hologres, and E-MapReduce
(EMR) tables in the workspaces of a tenant account. You can filter tenant tables by the type and name
of the compute engine on the Tenant Tables tab.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
To view MaxCompute tenant tables, you must associate a MaxCompute compute engine instance
with the current workspace. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

To view Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL tenant tables, you must associate an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL
compute engine instance with the current workspace and collect  the metadata of the Analyt icDB for
PostgreSQL instance on the Dat aMapDat aMap page in the DataWorks console. For more information, see
Configure a workspace and Collect  metadata from an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL data source.

To view Hologres tenant tables, you must associate a Hologres compute engine instance with the
current workspace and collect  the metadata of the Hologres instance on the Dat aMapDat aMap page in the
DataWorks console. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

To view E-MapReduce (EMR) tenant tables, you must associate an E-MapReduce compute engine
instance with the current workspace and collect  the metadata of the E-MapReduce instance on the
Dat aMapDat aMap page in the DataWorks console. For more information, see Configure a workspace and
Collect  metadata from an EMR data source.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click T enant  T ablesT enant  T ables.

Click the  icon in the lower-left  corner to show or hide the left-side navigation pane.

3. Specify the type and name of the compute engine to view the tenant tables.

4.2. View tenant tables4.2. View tenant tables
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The following table describes the parameters related to a MaxCompute instance.

Parameter Description

ProjectProject

The name of the project in the related environment.

You can click the  icon next to the project or table name search box and select

an environment.

Not eNot e

For a workspace in standard mode, tenant tables in both the
developmentdevelopment  and product ionproduct ion environments are displayed.

For a workspace in basic mode, only tenant tables in the product ionproduct ion
environmentenvironment  are displayed.

The current environment is highlighted in blue.

T able NameT able Name The name of the table in the related environment.

ColumnsColumns
The information of fields in the current table, including the number of fields, field
type, and field description.
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Part it ionsPart it ions

The information and number of partit ions of the current table. A maximum of
60,000 partit ions can be created. If you have specified the t ime-to-live (TTL) for
partit ions, the number of partit ions depends on the TTL.

Not ice Not ice The partit ion information is displayed only for MaxCompute
tenant tables.

PreviewPreview

This parameter allows you to preview the data in the current table.

Not iceNot ice

Only the data of MaxCompute tenant tables can be previewed.

External tables do not support data preview.

Parameter Description

This topic describes how to use DataWorks to create and configure external tables. This topic also lists
the data types supported in external tables.

ConceptsConcepts
The following table lists the concepts you need to know before using external tables.

Concept Description

Object Storage Service
(OSS)

OSS supports storage classes including standard, infrequent access, and archive.
It  is applicable to various data storage scenarios. In addition, OSS can deeply
integrate with the Hadoop open-source community and other products such as
E-MapReduce (EMR), Batch Compute, MaxCompute, Machine Learning Platform
for AI, and Function Compute.

MaxCompute
MaxCompute is an efficient and fully managed data warehousing solution. When
used in conjunction with OSS, it  enables you to analyze and process large
amounts of data with reduced costs.

External tables of
MaxCompute

Based on the computing framework V2.0 of MaxCompute, you can use external
tables to directly query numerous files in OSS without loading data into
MaxCompute tables. This reduces the t ime and labor required for data migration
and lowers the storage costs.

Currently, MaxCompute supports external tables that store unstructured data, such as the tables in OSS
and Table Store. The unstructured data processing framework allows MaxCompute to import  data from
and export  data to external tables in OSS and Table Store. The following sect ion takes the OSS
external tables as an example to describe the processing logic:

1. Data stored in OSS is converted through the unstructured data processing framework and passed
to user-defined interfaces using the InputStream Java class. You need to write code for the
EXTRACT logic, that is, to read, parse, convert, and compute data from input streams. The format

4.3. External table4.3. External table
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of extracted data records must be supported by MaxCompute.

2. The extracted data records can be further processed by the SQL compute engine built  in
MaxCompute. More data records can be produced during the processing.

3. The produced records are passed to the user-defined output logic for further computing and
conversion. Finally, the system uses the OutputStream Java class to export  required data in the
records to OSS.

You can create, search for, configure, process, and configure external tables by using a visual interface
in the DataWorks console. You can also query, compute, and analyze data in external tables. DataWorks
is powered by MaxCompute.

Network and access authorizationNetwork and access authorization
Since MaxCompute is separate from OSS, network connectivity between them on different clusters may
affect  the ability of MaxCompute to access the data stored in OSS. We recommend that you use the
private endpoint  which ends with -internal.aliyuncs.com when you access the data stored in OSS from
MaxCompute.

MaxCompute requires a secure authorized channel to access OSS data. MaxCompute uses Resource
Access Management (RAM) and Security Token Service (STS) of Alibaba Cloud to ensure data access
security. MaxCompute applies for data access permissions from STS as the table creator. The permission
sett ings of Table Store are the same as those of OSS.

1. Perform STS authorization.

You need to authorize the account used for running MaxCompute jobs to access OSS data. STS is a
token management service provided by the RAM service of Alibaba Cloud. With STS, authorized
RAM users and cloud services can issue tokens with custom validity and permissions. Applications
can use tokens to call Alibaba Cloud API operations to manipulate resources.

You can grant the permissions by using either of the following two methods:

If the MaxCompute project  and OSS bucket are owned by the same Alibaba Cloud account, log
on to the DataWorks console and perform authorization.

a. Open the edit ing page of a newly created table and find the Physical ModelPhysical Model sect ion.

b. Set  T able T ypeT able T ype to Ext ernal T ableExt ernal T able.

c. Configure St orage AddressSt orage Address and click Aut horizeAut horize.

d. In the Cloud Resource Access Aut horizat ionCloud Resource Access Aut horizat ion dialog box, click Conf irm Aut horizat ionConf irm Aut horizat ion
PolicyPolicy.

Grant MaxCompute the permission to access OSS data in the RAM console.

a. Log on to the RAM console.

Not e Not e If  you use different accounts for logon to MaxCompute and OSS, you must
log on to the RAM console using the OSS account to perform the following operations.

b. In the left-side navigation pane, click RAM RolesRAM Roles.

c. In the Creat e RoleCreat e Role panel, select  Alibaba Cloud AccountAlibaba Cloud Account  for the Select  Trusted Entity
parameter and click NextNext .
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d. Configure RAM Role NameRAM Role Name and Not eNot e.

Not e Not e The role name must be set  to AliyunODPSDefaultRole or
AliyunODPSRoleForOtherUser.

e. Under Select  T rust ed Alibaba Cloud AccountSelect  T rust ed Alibaba Cloud Account , select  Current  Alibaba Cloud AccountCurrent  Alibaba Cloud Account
or Ot her Alibaba Cloud AccountOt her Alibaba Cloud Account .

Not e Not e If  you select  Ot her Alibaba Cloud AccountOt her Alibaba Cloud Account , enter the account ID.

f. Click OKOK.

g. Configure the role det ailsrole det ails.

On the RAM RolesRAM Roles page, click the target role in the RAM Role NameRAM Role Name column. On the
T rust ed Policy ManagementT rust ed Policy Management  tab, click Edit  T rust  PolicyEdit  T rust  Policy and enter a policy as required.

--If the MaxCompute project and OSS bucket belong to the same account, enter the 
following content:
{
"Statement": [
{
"Action": "sts:AssumeRole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"Service": [
"odps.aliyuncs.com"
      ]
    }
  }
],
"Version": "1"
}                                           

--If the MaxCompute project and OSS bucket belong to different accounts, enter th
e following content:
{
"Statement": [
{
"Action": "sts:AssumeRole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"Service": [
"ID of the Alibaba Cloud account that owns the MaxCompute project@odps.aliyuncs.c
om"
      ]
    }
  }
],
"Version": "1"
}

After the configuration is completed, click OKOK.
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h. Associate an authorization policy with the role. Click Add PermissionsAdd Permissions and search for the
AliyunODPSRolePolicy policy that is required for granting OSS access. Attach the
AliyunODPSRolePolicy policy to the role. If  you cannot find this policy in this way, click InputInput
and At t achand At t ach to attach the required permission to the role.

{
  "Version": "1",
  "Statement": [
    {
      "Action": [
        "oss:ListBuckets",
        "oss:GetObject",
        "oss:ListObjects",
        "oss:PutObject",
        "oss:DeleteObject",
        "oss:AbortMultipartUpload",
        "oss:ListParts"
        ],
        "Resource": "*",
        "Effect": "Allow"
  },
  {
      "Action": [
        "ots:ListTable",
        "ots:DescribeTable",
        "ots:GetRow",
        "ots:PutRow",
        "ots:UpdateRow",
        "ots:DeleteRow",
        "ots:GetRange",
        "ots:BatchGetRow",
        "ots:BatchWriteRow",
        "ots:ComputeSplitPointsBySize"
      ],
      "Resource": "*",
      "Effect": "Allow"
    }
  ]
}

2. Use an OSS data store.

If  you have created and saved an OSS data store, view and use the data store under WorkspaceWorkspace
ManageManage >  > Dat a SourceDat a Source.

Create an external tableCreate an external table
1. Use Data Definit ion Language (DDL) to create an external table.

Go to the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics page and use a DDL statement to create an external table. The DDL
statement must comply with the MaxCompute syntax. If  you have completed STS authorization,
you do not need to include the odps.propert ies.rolearn attribute in the DDL statement.

The following sect ion provides a sample DDL statement, in which EXTERNAL indicates an external
table:
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CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE IF NOT EXISTS ambulance_data_csv_external(
vehicleId int,
recordId int,
patientId int,
calls int,
locationLatitute double,
locationLongtitue double,
recordTime string,
direction string
)
STORED BY 'com.aliyun.odps.udf.example.text.TextStorageHandler' --Required. The STORED 
BY statement specifies the name of a custom storage handler class or other file format.
with SERDEPROPERTIES (
'delimiter'='\\|', -- Optional. The SERDEPROPERTIES clause specifies the parameters use
d when serializing or deserializing data. These parameters can be passed into the EXTRA
CT logic through DataAttributes.
'odps.properties.rolearn'='acs:ram::xxxxxxxxxxxxx:role/aliyunodpsdefaultrole'
)
LOCATION 'oss://oss-cn-shanghai-internal.aliyuncs.com/oss-odps-test/Demo/SampleData/Cus
tomTxt/AmbulanceData/'     --Required. The LOCATION parameter specifies the location of
the external table.
USING 'odps-udf-example.jar'; --Required if you use a custom format class. The USING pa
rameter specifies the JAR package where the custom format class resides. 

STORED BY can be followed by a parameter indicating the storage handler built  in for the Comma
Separated Value (CSV) or Tab Separated Value (TSV) file. The details are as follows:

 com.aliyun.odps.CsvStorageHandler  indicates that the table is stored as a CSV file. With this
specificat ion, the column delimiter is a comma (,) and the newline character is \n. One example is 
 STORED BY'com.aliyun.odps.CsvStorageHandler' .

  com.aliyun.odps.TsvStorageHandler  indicates that the table is stored as a TSV file. With this
specificat ion, the column delimiter is \t  and the newline character is \n.

STORED BY can also be followed by a parameter indicating an open-source ext ernal t ableopen-source ext ernal t able, such
as ORC, Parquet, sequence file, Record Columnar File (RCFile), Avro, or text  f ile. For example, you can
specify the  org.apache.hive.hcatalog.data.JsonSerDe  class to save the table as a text  f ile.

org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe: The table is stored as a text  f ile.

org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.orc.OrcSerde: The table is stored in the Optimized Row Columnar
(ORC) format.

org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.parquet.serde.ParquetHiveSerDe: The table is stored in the Parquet
format.

org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.avro.AvroSerDe: The table is stored in the Avro format.

org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe: The table is stored as a sequence file.

The following sect ion provides a DDL statement for creating an open-source external table:
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  CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE [IF NOT EXISTS] (<column schemas>)
  [PARTITIONED BY (partition column schemas)]
  [ROW FORMAT SERDE '']
  STORED AS 
  [WITH SERDEPROPERTIES ( 'odps.properties.rolearn'='${roleran}'
  [,'name2'='value2',...]
  ) ]
  LOCATION 'oss://${endpoint}/${bucket}/${userfilePath}/';

The following table lists attributes of the SERDEPROPERT IESSERDEPROPERT IES clause.

Attribute Valid value Default value Description

odps.text.option.gzip.i
nput.enabled

true or false false
Indicates whether the
file to be read is
compressed.

odps.text.option.gzip.
output.enabled

true or false false
Indicates whether the
file to be written is
compressed.

odps.text.option.head
er.lines.count

N (a non-negative
integer)

0
Skip the first  N lines of
the file.

odps.text.option.null.i
ndicator

String Empty string
The string that
represents NULL.

odps.text.option.ignor
e.empty.lines

true or false true
Specifies whether to
ignore blank lines.

odps.text.option.enco
ding

UTF-8, UTF-16, or US-
ASCII

UTF-8
The encoding of the
file.

Not e Not e MaxCompute can also read CSV and TSV files in GZIP format by using a built-in
extracter. You can select  whether the file is GZIP compressed, which determines attributes you
need to specify.

The LOCATION parameter is in the oss://oss-cn-shanghai-internal.aliyuncs.com/Bucket name/Direct
ory name format. You can obtain the OSS directory in the graphical user interface (GUI). You do not
need to add a filename next  to the directory.

You can find tables created by using DDL statements in the node tree on the Workspace Tables
tab. You can modify the values of level 1 folder and level 2 folder to change the table locations.

2. Create a Table Store external table.

The following sect ion describes a statement used to create a Table Store external table:
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CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE IF NOT EXISTS ots_table_external(
odps_orderkey bigint,
odps_orderdate string,
odps_custkey bigint,
odps_orderstatus string,
odps_totalprice double
)
STORED BY 'com.aliyun.odps.TableStoreStorageHandler' 
WITH SERDEPROPERTIES (
'tablestore.columns.mapping'=':o_orderkey,:o_orderdate,o_custkey, o_orderstatus,o_total
price', -- (3)
'tablestore.table.name'='ots_tpch_orders'
'odps.properties.rolearn'='acs:ram::xxxxx:role/aliyunodpsdefaultrole'
)
LOCATION 'tablestore://odps-ots-dev.cn-shanghai.ots-internal.aliyuncs.com'; 

The parameters in the statement are described as follows:

com.aliyun.odps.TableStoreStorageHandler specifies the storage handler built  in MaxCompute
for processing data stored in Table Store.

SERDEPROPERTIES provides options for parameters. You must specify
tablestore.columns.mapping and tablestore.table.name when using TableStoreStorageHandler.

tablestore.columns.mapping: Required. This parameter describes the columns of the table in
Table Store that MaxCompute accesses, including the primary key columns and property
columns. A primary key column is indicated with the colon sign (:) at  the beginning of the
column name. In this example, primary key columns are  :o_orderkey  and  :o_orderdatee .
The others are property columns.

Table Store supports up to four primary key columns. The data types include STRING, INTEGER,
and BINARY. The first  primary key column is the part it ion key. You must specify all primary key
columns of the table in Table Store when specifying the mapping. You only need to specify
the property columns that MaxCompute accesses instead of specifying all property columns.

tablestore.table.name: the name of the table to access in Table Store. If  the table name does
not exist  in Table Store, an error is returned. MaxCompute does not create a table in Table
Store.

LOCATION: specifies the name and endpoint  of the Table Store instance.

3. Create a table in the GUI.

Go to the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics page and create a table in the GUI. An external table has the following
attributes:

GeneralGeneral

Table name (entered when you create a table)

Display name

Level 1 folder and level 2 folder

Descript ion

Physical ModelPhysical Model

T able T ypeT able T ype: Select  Ext ernal T ableExt ernal T able.

Part it ioningPart it ioning: Table Store external tables do not support  part it ioning.
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St orage AddressSt orage Address: In the Physical ModelPhysical Model sect ion, you can enter the value of the LOCATION
parameter as the storage address. You can also click Click t o SelectClick t o Select  to select  a storage
address. Then, click Aut horizeAut horize.

St orage FormatSt orage Format : Select  the file format as required. CSV, TSV, ORC, Parquet, sequence file,
RCFile, Avro, text  f ile, and custom file formats are supported. If  you select  a custom file
format, you need to select  the corresponding resource. After you commit a resource,
DataWorks automatically parses out included class names and displays them in the Class Name
drop-down list .

rolearn: If  you have completed STS authorization, you can leave it  unspecified.

SchemaSchema

Parameter Description

Field T ypeField T ype
MaxCompute 2.0 supports fields of T INYINT, SMALLINT, INT, BIGINT,
VARCHAR, and STRING types.

Act ionsAct ions The add, change, and delete actions are supported.

Def init ion orDef init ion or
Maximum ValueMaximum Value
Lengt hLengt h

You can set the maximum length of the VARCHAR type fields. For complex
data types, enter the definit ion.

Data typesData types
The following table describes the data types supported in external tables.

Type New Example Description

TINYINT Yes 1Y and -127Y
A signed eight-bit  integer in the range of
-128 to 127.

SMALLINT Yes 32767S and -100S
A signed 16-bit  integer in the range of -
32768 to 32767.

INT Yes 1000 and -15645787
A signed 32-bit  integer in the range of -
2~31 to 2~31 - 1.

BIGINT No 100000000000L and -1L
A signed 64-bit  integer in the range of -
2~63 + 1 to 2~63 - 1.
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FLOAT Yes None. The 32-bit  binary floating point type.

DOUBLE No 3.1415926 1E+7
An eight-byte double precision floating-
point number (a 64-bit  binary floating-
point number).

DECIMAL No
3.5BD and
99999999999.9999999B
D

A decimal exact number. The integer
part is in the range of -10~36 + 1 to
10~36 - 1, and the fractional part is
accurate to 10 to 18 decimal places.

VARCHAR(n) Yes None.
A variable-length character string, which
can be 1 to 65535 characters in length.

STRING No
"abc", 'bcd', and
"alibaba"

A string. Currently, the maximum length
is 8 MB.

BINARY Yes None.
A binary number. Currently, the maximum
length is 8 MB.

DATETIME No
DATETIME '2017-11-11
00:00:00'

The data type for dates and times. UTC-
8 is used as the standard time of the
system. The range is from 0000-01-01 to
9999-12-31, accurate to milliseconds.

T IMESTAMP Yes
TIMESTAMP '2017-11-11
00:00:00.123456789'

The T IMESTAMP data type, which is
independent from time zones. The range
is from 0000-01-01 to 9999-12-31
23.59:59.999,999,999, accurate to
nanoseconds.

BOOLEAN No TRUE and FALSE The value must be TRUE or FALSE.

Type New Example Description

The following table lists complex field types supported in external tables.

Type Definit ion Constructor

ARRAY
array< int >; array< struct< a:int,
b:string >>

array(1, 2, 3); array(array(1, 2); array(3,
4))

MAP
map< string, string >; map< smallint,
array< string>>

map("k1", "v1", "k2", "v2"); map(1S,
array('a', 'b'), 2S, array('x', 'y))

STRUCT
struct< x:int, y:int>; struct<
field1:bigint, field2:array< int>,
field3:map< int, int>>

named_struct('x', 1, 'y', 2);
named_struct('field1', 100L, 'field2',
array(1, 2), 'field3', map(1, 100, 2, 200))
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If  you want to use data types newly supported by MaxCompute 2.0 including TINYINT, SMALLINT, INT,
FLOAT, VARCHAR, TIMESTAMP, BINARY, and complex data types, you must include  set
odps.sql.type.system.odps2=true;  before the statement used to create a table. Commit the set
statement together with the table creation statement. If  compatibility with Hive is required, we
recommend that you include the  odps.sql.hive.compatible=true;  statement.

View and process external tablesView and process external tables
Go to the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics page and click Workspace T ablesWorkspace T ables in the left-side navigation pane to view
external tables. External tables are processed in the same way as internal tables.

DataWorks allows you to view, modify, and delete your MaxCompute, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL, and E-
MapReduce (EMR) tables. You can view and manage these tables by type on the Workspace Tables tab
of the DataStudio page.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
To manage MaxCompute tables, you must associate a MaxCompute compute engine instance with
your workspace. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

To manage Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL tables, you must associate an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL
compute engine instance with your workspace and collect  the metadata of the Analyt icDB for
PostgreSQL compute engine instance on the Dat aMapDat aMap page in the DataWorks console. For more
information, see Configure a workspace and Collect  metadata from an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL
data source.

To manage EMR tables, you must associate an EMR compute engine instance with your workspace
and collect  the metadata of the EMR compute engine instance on the Dat aMapDat aMap page in the
DataWorks console. For more information, see Configure a workspace and Collect  metadata from an
EMR data source.

Manage tablesManage tables
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click the Workspace T ablesWorkspace T ables icon.

You can click the  icon in the lower-left  corner to show or hide the names of tabs in the left-side

navigation pane.

3. Select  an engine type from the drop-down list  in the upper part  of the Workspace Tables tab.

4.4. Manage tables4.4. Manage tables
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In this example, MaxCompute is selected. The following table describes how to view, modify, and
delete a MaxCompute table. For more information about how to create a table, see Create a
MaxCompute table.

Operation Description

View aView a
t ablet able

You can click the  icon next to the search box and select an environment.

Not eNot e

For a workspace in standard mode, tables in both the development and
production environments are displayed.

For a workspace in basic mode, only tables in the production environment
are displayed.

The current environment is highlighted in blue.

Double-click a table. The configuration tab of the table appears and displays the
details of the table.

Rename aRename a
t ablet able

In a workspace in standard mode, right-click a table and select Rename T ableRename T able. In the
Rename T ableRename T able dialog box, enter a name and click OKOK.

Not e Not e You cannot right-click a table in the production environment and
rename the table. Therefore, tables in workspaces in basic mode do not support
this operation.

ImportImport
dat a t o adat a t o a
t ablet able

Right-click a table and select Import  Dat aImport  Dat a. For more information, see Create tables
and import data.
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Delet e aDelet e a
t ablet able

You can delete a table in either the development or production environment.

Delete a table in the development environment:

a. Before you delete a table, make sure that you have permissions to delete the
table. Right-click a table and select Delet e T ableDelet e T able.

b. In the Delet e T ableDelet e T able dialog box, select the I have been aware of  t he riskI have been aware of  t he risk
and conf irm t he delet ionand conf irm t he delet ion check box.

c. Click OKOK.

Not e Not e You cannot right-click a table in the production environment and
delete the table. Therefore, tables in workspaces in basic mode do not support
this operation.

If the name of a table starts with tmp_pyodps, the table is of the PyODPS type. For
more information, see Create a PyODPS 2 node.

Delete a table in the production environment:

a. Method 1: Create an ODPS SQL node, enter the command that is used to delete
the table, and then commit and deploy the node to the production environment
to run the node. For more information, see Create an ODPS SQL node.

b. Method 2: Delete the table on the My Data tab of the DataMap page.

Operation Description

Divide a data warehouse into layersDivide a data warehouse into layers
In the Physical ModelPhysical Model sect ion of the configuration tab of a table, you can define table layers for a
data warehouse. This enables you to have better planning and control over your data.

In most cases, a data warehouse consists of the following layers:

The ODS layer stores raw data in the data warehouse. The data structure is basically consistent with
that in the source system. The ODS layer serves as the data staging area of the data warehouse. It
imports basic data to MaxCompute and records historical changes of basic data.

The CDM layer, which is also called the general data model layer, consists of the dimension data (DIM),
data warehouse detail (DWD), and data warehouse service (DWS) layers. The CDM layer processes and
integrates the data of the ODS layer to define conformed dimensions, create reusable detailed fact
tables for analysis and stat ist ics, and aggregate common metrics.

The DIM layer defines conformed dimensions for an enterprise based on the concepts of
dimensional modeling. It  reduces the risk of inconsistent stat ist ical criteria and algorithms.

Tables at  the DIM layer are also called logical dimension tables. Generally, each dimension
corresponds to a logical dimension table.
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The DWS layer is driven by analyzed subjects during data modeling. Based on the metric
requirements of upper-layer applications and products, the DWS layer creates fact  tables to
aggregate common metrics and builds a physical data model by using wide tables. The DWS layer
creates stat ist ical metrics in compliance with uniform naming conventions and stat ist ical criteria,
provides common metrics for the upper layer, and generates aggregate wide tables and detailed
fact  tables.

Tables at  the DWS layer are also called logical aggregate tables, which are used to store derived
metrics.

The DWD layer is driven by business processes during data modeling. It  creates detailed fact  tables
at the finest  granularity based on each specific business process. In combination with the data
usage habits of an enterprise, you can duplicate some key attribute fields of dimensions in detailed
fact  tables to create wide tables.

Tables at  the DWD layer are also called logical fact  tables.

The ADS layer stores personalized stat ist ical metrics of data products. It  processes the data of the
CDM and ODS layers.
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Batch sync nodes support  various types of data stores, including MaxCompute, MySQL, Distributed
Relational Database Service (DRDS), SQL Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, MongoDB, Db2, Tablestore, Object
Storage Service (OSS), FTP, HBase, LogHub, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and Stream. This
topic describes how to create a batch sync node.

ContextContext
When you enter a table name, an object  list  appears, which displays all matched tables. Only exact
match is supported. Therefore, you must enter a complete table name. Tables are labeled as
unsupported if  they are not supported by batch sync nodes.

If  you move the pointer over a table in the list , the details of the table are displayed, including the
database, IP address, and owner of the table. The details help you select  the correct  table. After you
select  and click a table, the column information is automatically entered. You can add, move, or delete
columns.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion >  > Bat ch Synchronizat ionBat ch Synchronizat ion.

Alternatively, you can find the required workflow, right-click Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > Bat ch Synchronizat ionBat ch Synchronizat ion.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Configure the batch sync node. For more information, see Configure a synchronization node by using
the codeless UI.

6. Commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

5.Create and manage nodes5.Create and manage nodes
5.1. Create a batch sync node5.1. Create a batch sync node
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In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the do-while node.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

DataWorks supports real-t ime synchronization. This topic describes how to create, configure, commit,
and manage real-t ime sync nodes.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The real-t ime synchronization feature is in public preview. This feature is available in the following
regions: China (Hangzhou), China (Shanghai), China (Beijing), China (Zhangjiakou), China (Shenzhen), and
China (Chengdu).

Create a real-time sync nodeCreate a real-time sync node
1. Log on to the DataWorks console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

3. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

4. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Dat aDat a

int egrat ionint egrat ion >  > Real-t ime synchronizat ionReal-t ime synchronizat ion.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click Dat aDat a
Int egrat ionInt egrat ion, and then choose NewNew >  > Real-t ime synchronizat ionReal-t ime synchronizat ion. For more information about
the data stores that the real-t ime synchronization feature supports, see Plug-ins for data sources
that support  real-t ime synchronization.

5. In the New nodeNew node dialog box, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

Node t ypeNode t ype The type of the node. Default value: Real-t ime synchroniz at ionReal-t ime synchroniz at ion.

5.2. Create, configure, commit, and5.2. Create, configure, commit, and
manage real-time sync nodesmanage real-time sync nodes
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Sync Met hodSync Met hod

The method for synchronizing data. Valid values:

End-t o-end ET LEnd-t o-end ET L: synchronizes data in one table to one or more
tables. Data transformation is supported during the synchronization
process.

Migrat ion t o HologresMigrat ion t o Hologres : synchronizes all or some tables in a
database to Hologres. Destination tables can be automatically
created in Hologres.

Migrat ion t o MaxComput eMigrat ion t o MaxComput e: synchronizes all or some tables in a
database to MaxCompute.

Migrat ion t o Dat aHubMigrat ion t o Dat aHub: synchronizes all or some topics in a
database to DataHub.

Node nameNode name
The name of the node. The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in
length, and can contain letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

Dest inat ion f olderDest inat ion f older The folder where the node resides.

Parameter Description

6. Click SubmitSubmit .

Configure the real-time sync nodeConfigure the real-time sync node
The operations that you can perform on the configuration tab of the real-t ime sync node vary based
on the synchronization method you selected.

To configure the real-t ime sync node for which Sync Met hodSync Met hod is set  to End-t o-end ET LEnd-t o-end ET L, perform
the following steps:

i. Double-click the real-t ime sync node. On the node configuration tab that appears, click the
Basic conf igurat ionBasic conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Basic configuration tab,
select  the desired resource group from the Resource GroupResource Group drop-down list .

No. Description

1
The left-side navigation tree. This pane consists of the InputInput , Out putOut put , and
ConversionConversion sections.

2
The configuration canvas of the real-time sync node. You can drag components
from the navigation tree to the canvas.
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3

The property configuration pane of the real-time sync node. This pane appears
after you click a node on the canvas or click the Basic conf igurat ionBasic conf igurat ion tab in the
right-side navigation pane.

Not ice Not ice You must select a resource group before you commit the
node. Otherwise, the system returns an error when you commit the node.
Real-time sync nodes can be run only on an exclusive resource group for
Data Integration. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive
resource group for Data Integration.

No. Description

ii. Drag components from the navigation tree to the canvas, and drag directed lines to connect the
nodes on the canvas. Data will be synchronized from upstream nodes to downstream nodes
based on the connection.

iii. Click each node. In the configuration pane that appears, set  the required parameters in the NodeNode
conf igurat ionconf igurat ion sect ion. For more information, see Supported data stores.

iv. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

To configure the real-t ime sync node for which Sync Met hodSync Met hod is set  to Migrat ion t o HologresMigrat ion t o Hologres,
perform the following steps:

i. Double-click the real-t ime sync node. On the node configuration tab that appears, click the
Basic conf igurat ionBasic conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Basic configuration tab,
select  the desired resource group from the Resource GroupResource Group drop-down list .
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Not ice Not ice You must select  a resource group before you commit the node. Otherwise, the
system returns an error when you commit the node. Real-t ime sync nodes can be run only on
an exclusive resource group for Data Integration. For more information, see Create and use
an exclusive resource group for Data Integration.

ii. In the Dat a sourceDat a source sect ion, set  the T ypeT ype and Dat a sourceDat a source parameters.

iii. In the Select  t he source t able f or synchronizat ionSelect  t he source t able f or synchronizat ion sect ion, select  the tables to be
synchronized in the SOURCE T ableSOURCE T able list  and click the  icon to move the tables to the Select edSelect ed

Source t ableSource t able list .

The SOURCE Table list  displays all the tables in the source database. You can select  all or some
tables to synchronize them at a t ime.

Not ice Not ice If  a selected table does not have a primary key, the table cannot be
synchronized in real t ime.

iv. (Optional)In the Set  synchronizat ion rulesSet  synchronizat ion rules sect ion, click Add ruleAdd rule and select  an option to
configure naming rules for dest ination tables.

Supported options include T able name conversion rulesT able name conversion rules and T arget  t able name ruleT arget  t able name rule.

T able name conversion rulesT able name conversion rules: the rules for convert ing the names of source tables to that
of dest ination tables.

T arget  t able name ruleT arget  t able name rule: the rule for adding a prefix and suffix to the converted names of
dest ination tables.

v. Click Next  St epNext  St ep.

vi. In the Set  t arget  t ableSet  t arget  t able step, set  the T arget  Hologres dat a sourceT arget  Hologres dat a source and SchemaSchema parameters.

vii. Click Reload source t able and Hologres T able mappingReload source t able and Hologres T able mapping to configure the mappings
between the source tables and dest ination Hologres tables.
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viii. Check the source and dest ination tables after the mappings are created, and click Next  St epNext  St ep.

No. Description

1

The mapping progress between the source and destination tables.

Not e Not e The mapping may take a long period of t ime if the number of
source tables to be synchronized is large.

2

The destination tables to which data is written. The tables can be existing ones
or the ones that are automatically created.

Not e Not e An error message appears if the selected source table does
not have a primary key. The synchronization can be performed if one of the
selected source tables has a primary key. Source tables without primary
keys are ignored during the synchronization.

3

The method of creating a destination table. The message that appears in the
Hologres T able nameHologres T able name column varies depending on the method that you
select.

If you select Creat e t ables aut omat icallyCreat e t ables aut omat ically, the Creat e t ablesCreat e t ables
aut omat icallyaut omat ically dialog box appears after you click Next  St epNext  St ep. Click St artSt art
t able buildingt able building in the dialog box, and then click CloseClose after the table is
created. You can click the table name to view and modify the table creation
statements.

If you select Use exist ing T ableUse exist ing T able, you must select a table from the drop-
down list  in the Hologres T able nameHologres T able name column.

ix. In the Run resource set t ingsRun resource set t ings step, set  the Maximum number of  connect ions support ed byMaximum number of  connect ions support ed by
source readsource read and Number of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  sideNumber of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  side parameters and then
click the  icon in the toolbar.

To configure the real-t ime sync node for which Sync Met hodSync Met hod is set  to Migrat ion t o MaxComput eMigrat ion t o MaxComput e,
perform the following steps:

i. Double-click the real-t ime sync node. On the node configuration tab that appears, click the
Basic conf igurat ionBasic conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Basic configuration tab,
select  the desired resource group from the Resource GroupResource Group drop-down list .
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ii. In the Dat a sourceDat a source sect ion, set  the T ypeT ype and Dat a sourceDat a source parameters.

iii. In the Select  t he source t able f or synchronizat ionSelect  t he source t able f or synchronizat ion sect ion, select  the tables to be
synchronized in the SOURCE T ableSOURCE T able list  and click the  icon to move the tables to the Select edSelect ed

Source t ableSource t able list .

The SOURCE Table list  displays all the tables in the source database. You can select  all or some
tables to synchronize them at a t ime.

Not ice Not ice If  a selected table does not have a primary key, the table cannot be
synchronized in real t ime.

iv. In the Set  synchronizat ion rulesSet  synchronizat ion rules sect ion, click Add ruleAdd rule and select  an option to configure
naming rules for dest ination tables.

Supported options include T able name conversion rulesT able name conversion rules and T arget  t able name ruleT arget  t able name rule.

T able name conversion rulesT able name conversion rules: the rules for convert ing the names of source tables to that
of dest ination tables.

T arget  t able name ruleT arget  t able name rule: the rule for adding a prefix and suffix to the converted names of
dest ination tables.

v. Click Next  St epNext  St ep.

vi. In the Set  t arget  t ableSet  t arget  t able step, select  a connection from the T arget  MaxComput e (ODPS)T arget  MaxComput e (ODPS)
dat a sourcedat a source drop-down list  and click the  icon next  to MaxComput e (ODPS) t imeMaxComput e (ODPS) t ime

aut omat ic part it ion set t ingsaut omat ic part it ion set t ings. In the EditEdit  dialog box, set  the part it ion interval of tables in
MaxCompute to day or hour.

vii. Click Reload source t able and MaxComput e (ODPS) T able mappingReload source t able and MaxComput e (ODPS) T able mapping to configure the
mappings between the source tables and dest ination MaxCompute tables.

viii. Check the source and dest ination tables after the mappings are created, and click Next  St epNext  St ep.

No. Description

1

The mapping progress between the source and destination tables.

Not e Not e The mapping may take a long period of t ime if the number of
source tables to be synchronized is large.
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2

The destination tables to which data is written. The tables can be existing ones
or the ones that are automatically created.

Not e Not e An error message appears if the selected source table does
not have a primary key. The synchronization can be performed if one of the
selected source tables has a primary key. Source tables without primary
keys are ignored during the synchronization.

3

The method of creating a destination table. The message that appears in the
MaxComput e (ODPS) T able nameMaxComput e (ODPS) T able name column varies depending on the method
that you select.

If you select Creat e t ables aut omat icallyCreat e t ables aut omat ically, the Creat e t ablesCreat e t ables
aut omat icallyaut omat ically dialog box appears after you click Next  St epNext  St ep. Click St artSt art
t able buildingt able building in the dialog box, and then click CloseClose after the table is
created. You can click the table name to view and modify the table creation
statements.

If you select Use exist ing T ableUse exist ing T able, you must select a table from the drop-
down list  in the MaxComput e (ODPS) T able nameMaxComput e (ODPS) T able name column.

No. Description

ix. In the Run resource set t ingsRun resource set t ings step, set  the Maximum number of  connect ions support ed byMaximum number of  connect ions support ed by
source readsource read and Number of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  sideNumber of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  side parameters and then
click the  icon in the toolbar.

To configure the real-t ime sync node for which Sync Met hodSync Met hod is set  to Migrat ion t o Dat aHubMigrat ion t o Dat aHub,
perform the following steps:

i. Double-click the real-t ime sync node. On the node configuration tab that appears, click the
Basic conf igurat ionBasic conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Basic configuration tab,
select  the desired resource group from the Resource GroupResource Group drop-down list .

ii. In the Dat a sourceDat a source sect ion, set  the T ypeT ype and Dat a sourceDat a source parameters.

iii. In the Select  t he source t able f or synchronizat ionSelect  t he source t able f or synchronizat ion sect ion, select  the tables to be
synchronized in the SOURCE T ableSOURCE T able list  and click the  icon to move the tables to the Select edSelect ed

Source t ableSource t able list .

The SOURCE Table list  displays all the tables in the source database. You can select  all or some
tables to synchronize them at a t ime.

Not ice Not ice If  a selected table does not have a primary key, the table cannot be
synchronized in real t ime.

iv. In the Set  synchronizat ion rulesSet  synchronizat ion rules sect ion, click Add ruleAdd rule and then select  an option to
configure naming rules for dest ination tables.

Supported options include SOURCE t able name and T opic conversion rulesSOURCE t able name and T opic conversion rules and T argetT arget
T opic rulesT opic rules.

v. Click Next  St epNext  St ep.

vi. In the Set  t arget  t ableSet  t arget  t able step, select  a connection from the T arget  Dat aHub dat a sourceT arget  Dat aHub dat a source
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drop-down list  and then click Reload source t able and Dat aHub T opic mappingReload source t able and Dat aHub T opic mapping to
configure the mappings between the source tables and dest ination DataHub topics.

vii. Check the source tables and dest ination topics after the mappings are created, and click NextNext
St epSt ep.

No. Description

1

The mapping progress between the source tables and destination topics.

Not e Not e The mapping may take a long period of t ime if the number of
source tables to be synchronized is large.

2
The destination topics to which data is written. The topics can be existing ones
or the ones that are automatically created.

3

The method of creating a destination topic. The message that appears in the
T opicT opic  column varies depending on the method that you select.

If you select Creat e t ables aut omat icallyCreat e t ables aut omat ically, the Creat e t ablesCreat e t ables
aut omat icallyaut omat ically dialog box appears after you click Next  St epNext  St ep. Click St artSt art
t able buildingt able building in the dialog box, and then click CloseClose after the topic is
created.

If you select Use exist ing T opicUse exist ing T opic , you must select a topic from the drop-
down list  in the T opicT opic  column.

viii. In the Run resource set t ingsRun resource set t ings step, set  the Maximum number of  connect ions support ed byMaximum number of  connect ions support ed by
source readsource read and Number of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  sideNumber of  concurrent  writ es on t he t arget  side parameters and then
click the  icon in the toolbar.

Commit the real-time sync nodeCommit the real-time sync node

1. On the configuration tab of the real-t ime sync node, click the  icon in the toolbar.

2. In the Submit  New versionSubmit  New version dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

3. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click PublishPublish in the upper-right corner after you commit
the real-t ime sync node. For more information, see Deploy a node.

Manage the real-time sync nodeManage the real-time sync node
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1. After you commit or deploy the real-t ime sync node, click Operat ion & Maint enance (O & M)Operat ion & Maint enance (O & M) in
the upper-right corner of the node configuration tab to manage the node on the Real T ime DIReal T ime DI
page.

2. On the Real T ime DIReal T ime DI page, find the real-t ime sync node, click the node name, and then view the
O&M details about the node.

On this page, you can start , stop, undeploy, or configure alert  sett ings for the real-t ime sync node.

To start  a node that is not running, perform the following steps:

a. Find the node and click St artSt art  in the Operation column.
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b. In the St artSt art  dialog box, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

Whet her t o reset  t he sit eWhet her t o reset  t he sit e
Specifies whether to set the t ime point for next startup. If
you select Reset site, the St art  t ime pointSt art  t ime point  and T ime z oneT ime z one
parameters are required.

St art  t ime pointSt art  t ime point The date and time for starting the real-time sync node.

T ime z oneT ime z one
The time zone where the source data store resides. Select a
time zone from the T ime z oneT ime z one drop-down list.

T ask aut omat ically endsT ask aut omat ically ends

The condition for automatically terminating the real-time
sync node. You can specify the maximum number of dirty
data records allowed. If you set the value to 0, no dirty
data records are allowed. If the value is empty, the node
continues no matter whether dirty data records exist.

You can also specify the maximum number of failover
times. If the value is empty, the node is automatically
terminated if the node fails for 100 times every 5 minutes.
This avoids resource occupation caused by frequent
startup.

c. Click OKOK.

To stop a running node, perform the following steps:

a. Find the node and click St opSt op in the Operation column.

b. In the message that appears, click St opSt op.

To bring offline a node that is not running, perform the following steps:

a. Find the node and click Of f lineOf f line in the Operation column.

b. In the message that appears, click Of f lineOf f line.

Find the node and click Alarm set t ingsAlarm set t ings in the Operation column. On the page that appears, you
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can view alert  event information and alert  rules on the Alert  eventAlert  event  and Alarm rulesAlarm rules tabs.

To configure alert  sett ings for a node, perform the following steps:

a. Select  the node and click New AlarmNew Alarm in the lower part  of the page.

b. In the New ruleNew rule dialog box, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

NameName Required. The name of the rule to create.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the rule.

Indicat orsIndicat ors
The indicators in the rule to create. Valid values: T ask St at usT ask St at us ,
Business lat encyBusiness lat ency, FailoverFailover, Dirt y Dat aDirt y Dat a, and DDL errorDDL error.

T hresholdT hreshold
The threshold for reporting an alert. The default value is 5
minutes for both WARNINGWARNING and CRIT ICALCRIT ICAL alerts.

Alarm int ervalAlarm int erval The interval for reporting alerts. The default value is 5 minutes.

WARNINGWARNING The methods for sending alerts. Valid values: MailMail , SMSSMS, and
DingT alkDingT alk.

Not e Not e Only Singapore, Malaysia(Kuala Limpur), and
Germany(Frankfurt) support the SMS reminding method. To
use the SMS reminding method in other regions, submit a
ticket to contact DataWorks technical support.

CRIT ICALCRIT ICAL

ReceiverReceiver
The person who receives alerts. Select a receiver from the
ReceiverReceiver drop-down list.

c. Click OKOK.

To modify alert  sett ings for a node, perform the following steps:

a. Select  the node and click Operat ion alarmOperat ion alarm in the lower part  of the page.

b. In the Operat ion alarmOperat ion alarm dialog box, set  the Operat ion t ypeOperat ion t ype and Alarm indicat orsAlarm indicat ors
parameters.

DataWorks automatically modifies all the rules for the selected alert  types at  a t ime.

c. Click OKOK.

ODPS SQL nodes can process terabytes of data in distributed scenarios that do not require real-t ime
processing by using the SQL-like syntax. This topic describes how to create an ODPS SQL node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A MaxCompute compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The MaxComput eMaxComput e service

5.3. MaxCompute5.3. MaxCompute
5.3.1. Create an ODPS SQL node5.3.1. Create an ODPS SQL node
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is available in a workspace only after you associate a MaxComput eMaxComput e compute engine instance with the
workspace on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

ContextContext
In most cases, a long period of t ime is required from preparation to job committ ing. To reduce the t ime
required, you can use ODPS SQL nodes to process thousands to tens of thousands of transactions.
ODPS SQL nodes are online analyt ical processing (OLAP) applications that are designed to process large
amounts of data..

LimitsLimits
ODPS SQL nodes have the following limits:

You cannot use a SET or USE statement separately in the code of an ODPS SQL node. They must be
executed with other SQL statements. For example, you can use a SET statement together with a
CREATE TABLE statement.

set a=b;
create table name(id string);

You cannot add comments to statements that contain keywords in the code of an ODPS SQL node.
The statements include the SET and USE statements. For example, a comment is not allowed in the
following code:

create table name(id string);
set a=b; --Comment   // You cannot add a comment. 
create table name1(id string);

You cannot add comments to the end of a complete statement in the code of an ODPS SQL node.
Examples:

Not e Not e If  a semicolon (;) is added to the end of an SQL statement, the SQL statement is
considered complete.

select *   --Comment   // This statement is incomplete. You can add a comment. 
from dual;--Comment   // This statement is complete. You cannot add a comment. 
show tables;

The running of an ODPS SQL node during data development and the scheduled running of an ODPS
SQL node have the following differences:

Running during data development: All the statements that contain keywords are combined in the
node code and are executed before you execute other SQL statements.

Scheduled running: All SQL statements are executed in sequence.

set a=b;
create table name1(id string);
set c=d;
create table name2(id string);

The following table describes the differences between the two execution modes for the preceding
SQL statements.
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SQL statement
Running during data
development

Scheduled running

First SQL statement

set a=b;
set c=d;
create table name1(id 
string);

set a=b;
create table name1(id 
string);

Second SQL statement

set a=b;
set c=d;
create table name2(id 
string);

set c=d;
create table name2(id 
string);

You must configure a scheduling parameter in the format of  key=value . Do not add spaces before
or after the equal sign (=). Examples:

time={yyyymmdd hh:mm:ss} // The format is invalid.
a =b // The format is invalid.

If  you use keywords such as bizdate and date as scheduling parameters, you must specify the values
in the format of yyyymmdd. If  you want to use other t ime formats, do not use the preceding
keywords as scheduling parameters. Example:

bizdate=201908 // The format is invalid. 

You can use only statements that start  with SELECT, READ, or WITH to query the result  data of a
node during data development. Otherwise, no results are returned.

If  you want to execute mult iple SQL statements, separate the SQL statements with semicolons (;).
Specify each SQL statement in a separate line.

Incorrect  example

create table1;create table2

Correct  example

create table1;
create table2;

If  new data types are used for the addit ional functions of MaxCompute V2.0, you must add  set odp
s.sql.type.system.odps2=true;  before the SQL statements that use the functions, and commit and
execute the code together with the SQL statements.

If  you want to add comments to SQL statements, do not use semicolons (;) in comments.

Incorrect  example:

create table1;  // Create a table named table1; then, create a table named table2.
create table2;

The code of an ODPS SQL node can be a maximum of 200 KB in size and can contain a maximum of
200 SQL statements.
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ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. In the Scheduled Workflow pane, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Creat eCreat e

NodeNode >  > MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ODPS SQLODPS SQL.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Scheduled Workflow pane, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e,
and then choose Creat e NodeCreat e Node >  > ODPS SQLODPS SQL.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the ODPS SQL node, write and run code in the code editor.

After the node is created, write the code of the ODPS SQL node. The code must conform to the
SQL syntax. For more information about SQL syntax, see Overview of MaxCompute SQL.

Not e Not e Due to the adjustment made by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) on the UTC+8 t ime zone, differences exist  between the actual t ime and the output t ime
when you execute related SQL statements in DataWorks. In a year from 1900 to 1928, the t ime
difference is 352 seconds. Before the year of 1900, the t ime difference is 9 seconds.

You cannot use a  SET  statement separately in the node code. The SET statement must be
executed together with other SQL statements. For example, you can execute a SET statement
together with a SELECT statement.

set odps.sql.allow.fullscan=true;
select 1;

For more information about SET statements, see SET operations.

Example: Create a table, insert  data into the table, and then query data in the table.

i. Create a table named test1.

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS test1 
( id BIGINT COMMENT '' ,
  name STRING COMMENT '' ,
  age BIGINT COMMENT '' ,
  sex STRING COMMENT '');
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ii. Insert  data into the table.

INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Adam',43,'Male');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Carlos',32,'Male');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Claire',27,'Female');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Alan',24,'Male');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Alice',35,'Female');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Sofia',22,'Female');
INSERT INTO test1 VALUES (1,'Raju',55,'Male');

iii. Query data in the table.

select * from test1;
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iv. After you enter the preceding SQL statements in the code editor, click the  icon in the

toolbar. DataWorks executes the SQL statements from top to bottom and then displays logs.

Not eNot e

If mult iple MaxCompute compute engine instances are associated with the current
workspace, select  a desired MaxCompute compute engine instance before you click
the Run icon.

If  the MaxCompute compute engine instance that you selected uses a shared
resource group charged based on the pay-as-you-go billing method, click the 

icon in the toolbar to est imate the cost. You can view your bill for the accurate
expenses that are generated when you run this node.

If  you execute an  INSERT INTO  statement, unexpected data duplication may occur.
DataWorks does not re-execute the  INSERT INTO  statement. However, DataWorks may rerun
the nodes that contain the statement. We recommend that you do not use the  INSERT INTO
  statement. If  DataWorks runs a node that contains the INSERT INTO statement, the
following information appears in run logs:

The INSERT INTO statement may cause repeated data insertion. DataWorks does not re-
execute the INSERT INTO statement, but it may rerun nodes that contain the statemen
t. We recommend that you do not use the INSERT INTO statement.  
If you continue to use the INSERT INTO statement, you are deemed to be aware of the
risks and are willing to take the consequences of potential data duplication. 

v. After the SQL statements are executed, click the  icon in the toolbar to save the SQL code.
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vi. View the query result .

DataWorks displays the query result  in a workbook.

You can view or manage the query result  in the workbook, or copy the query result  to an Excel
file on your on-premises machine.

Button Description

Hide ColumnHide Column
Select one or more columns and click Hide ColumnHide Column in the lower
part to hide the selected columns.

Copy RowCopy Row
Select one or more rows and click Copy RowCopy Row  in the lower part to
copy the selected rows.

Copy ColumnCopy Column
Select one or more columns and click Copy ColumnCopy Column in the lower
part to copy the selected columns.

Copy Select edCopy Select ed
Select one or more cells in the workbook and click Copy Select edCopy Select ed
in the lower part to copy the selected cells.

Dat a AnalysisDat a Analysis
Click Dat a AnalysisDat a Analysis  in the lower part to go to the workbookworkbook
edit ingedit ing page.

SearchSearch
Click SearchSearch in the lower part to search for data in the workbook.
After you click the button, a search box appears in the upper-right
corner of the Result tab.

DownloadDownload Download the result  data in the GBKGBK or UT F-8UT F-8 encoding format.

6. On the node configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and
configure scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

7. Commit the node.
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Not ice Not ice You can commit the node only after you configure the RerunRerun and ParentParent
NodesNodes parameters.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, configure the Change descript ionChange descript ion parameter.

If  an alert  appears, indicating that the input and output that you configured do not match
with those identified in the code lineage analysis process, you can choose to ignore the alert ,
or click CancelCancel and then modify the dependencies.

iii. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
a node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

An SQL component is an SQL script  template that contains mult iple input and output parameters. You
can create and run an SQL component node to filter source table data, join source tables, and
aggregate source tables to generate a result  table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or higher is act ivated.

A MaxCompute compute engine is bound to the workspace where you want to create an SQL
component node. The MaxCompute service is available in a workspace only after you bind a
MaxCompute compute engine to the workspace on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more
information, see Configure a workspace.

SQL script  templates are prepared. For more information, see Create a script  template.

ContextContext
When a new version is released for a script  template, you can decide whether to update the version of
the script  template used in your nodes to the new version.

The script  template update feature allows developers to update script  template versions. This feature
helps improve the process execution efficiency and optimize the business performance.

Assume that User A uses a script  template that is released by User B in Node C. After User B updates the
version of the script  template, User A receives an update notificat ion. User A can decide whether to
update the version of the script  template in Node C.

To update the version of the SQL script  template in an SQL component node, perform the following
steps: Go to the configuration tab of the node, click Updat e code versionUpdat e code version in the upper-right corner
of the code editor, and then check whether the parameter sett ings of the old-version SQL script
template are valid in the new version. If  the parameter sett ings are invalid in the new version, modify
the sett ings based on the descript ion of the new-version SQL script  template. Then, save the node and
commit it  for deployment.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

5.3.2. Create an SQL component node5.3.2. Create an SQL component node
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i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e > >

SQL component  nodeSQL component  node.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e,
and then choose NewNew >  > SQL component  nodeSQL component  node.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the node configuration tab, select  an SQL script  template from the Select  code component sSelect  code component s
drop-down list .

If  mult iple MaxCompute compute engines are bound to the current workspace, select  one from the
MaxComput e Engine inst anceMaxComput e Engine inst ance drop-down list .

After you select  an SQL script  template, you can click Open componentOpen component  to go to the details page
of the template.

To improve development efficiency, you can create data analyt ics nodes by using the script
templates that are provided by workspace members and tenants.

The script  templates that are provided by members of the current workspace are available on
the Component sComponent s tab.

The script  templates that are provided by tenants are available on the Common component sCommon component s
tab.

6. Click the Paramet er conf igurat ionParamet er conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane and set  parameters for
the SQL script  template.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.
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iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

A MaxCompute Spark node processes data by using Java and Python. This topic describes how to create
and configure a MaxCompute Spark node.

ContextContext
Python resources are referenced in the user-defined functions (UDFs) of Python. However, Python
resources have limited usage because you can obtain only a few dependent third-party packages.

PyODPS 2 and PyODPS 3 nodes support  Python resources. For more information, see Create a PyODPS 2
node and Create a PyODPS 3 node.

This topic describes how to create JAR and Python resources and upload them based on your business
requirements after you create a MaxCompute Spark node.

Create a JAR resourceCreate a JAR resource
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e > >

ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

Alternatively, you can find your desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

3. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, specify Resource NameResource Name and Locat ionLocat ion.

Not eNot e

If mult iple MaxCompute compute engine instances are bound to the current workspace,
you must select  one from the Engine Inst ance MaxComput eEngine Inst ance MaxComput e drop-down list .

If  the selected JAR package has been uploaded from the MaxCompute client, clear
Upload t o MaxComput eUpload t o MaxComput e. If  you do not clear it , an error occurs during the upload
process.

The resource name can be different from the name of the uploaded file.

The resource name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters, digits,
underscores (_), and periods (.). The name is not case-sensit ive. A JAR resource name
must end with .jar, and a Python resource name must end with .py.

4. Click UploadUpload and select  the file to upload.

5. Click Creat eCreat e.

5.3.3. Create a MaxCompute Spark node5.3.3. Create a MaxCompute Spark node
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6. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the code.

7. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field and click
OKOK.

Create a Python resourceCreate a Python resource

1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e > >

ResourceResource >  > Pyt honPyt hon.

Alternatively, you can find your desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ResourceResource >  > Pyt honPyt hon.

2. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, specify Resource NameResource Name and Locat ionLocat ion.

Not eNot e

If mult iple MaxCompute compute engine instances are bound to the current workspace,
you must select  one from the Engine Inst ance MaxComput eEngine Inst ance MaxComput e drop-down list .

The resource name can contain letters, digits, periods (.), underscores (_), and hyphens (-
), and must end with .py.

The created Python resource can be run by using only the code of Python 2.X or 3.X.

3. Click Creat eCreat e.

4. On the node configuration tab, enter the Python code.

In the following example, the Python code defines the logic for checking whether parameter values
are correct  instead of the logic for processing data.
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import sys
from pyspark.sql import SparkSession
try:
    # for python 2
    reload(sys)
    sys.setdefaultencoding('utf8')
except:
    # python 3 not needed
    pass
if __name__ == '__main__':
    spark = SparkSession.builder\
        .appName("spark sql")\
        .config("spark.sql.broadcastTimeout", 20 * 60)\
        .config("spark.sql.crossJoin.enabled", True)\
        .config("odps.exec.dynamic.partition.mode", "nonstrict")\
        .config("spark.sql.catalogImplementation", "odps")\
        .getOrCreate()
def is_number(s):
    try:
        float(s)
        return True
    except ValueError:
        pass
    try:
        import unicodedata
        unicodedata.numeric(s)
        return True
    except (TypeError, ValueError):
        pass
    return False
print(is_number('foo'))
print(is_number('1'))
print(is_number('1.3'))
print(is_number('-1.37'))
print(is_number('1e3'))

5. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the code.

6. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field and click
OKOK.

Create a MaxCompute Spark nodeCreate a MaxCompute Spark node

1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e > >

ODPS SparkODPS Spark.

Alternatively, you can find your desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ODPS SparkODPS Spark.

2. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.
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Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

3. Click CommitCommit .

4. On the configuration tab of the MaxCompute Spark node, configure the parameters. For more
information about MaxCompute Spark nodes, see Overview.

Two options are available for the Spark VersionSpark Version and LanguageLanguage parameters of the MaxCompute
Spark node. The parameters on this tab vary based on the value of the LanguageLanguage parameter. You
can configure the parameters as prompted.

The following table describes the parameters that appear on this tab when you set  LanguageLanguage
to Java/ScalaJava/Scala.

Parameter Description

Spark VersionSpark Version The Spark version of the node. Valid values: Spark1.xSpark1.x and Spark2.xSpark2.x.

LanguageLanguage The programming language used by the node. Select Java/ScalaJava/Scala.

Main JAR ResourceMain JAR Resource
The main JAR resource referenced by the node. Select the desired JAR
resource from the drop-down list.

Conf igurat ion It emsConf igurat ion It ems

The configuration items of the node. Click AddAdd, and enter a key and a
value to add a configuration item. Alternatively, you can directly
select a key from the field that appears. In this case, a value is
automatically entered for the key.

Main ClassMain Class The class name of the node.
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Argument sArgument s

The parameters of the node. Separate multiple parameters with
spaces. You can configure scheduling parameters. If you want to
perform such an operation, click Properties in the right-side
navigation pane. For more information, see Overview of scheduling
parameters.

Not e Not e After you configure the scheduling parameters, you
must continue to configure the parameters for the node. The
scheduling parameters and node parameters are run in sequence.

JAR ResourcesJAR Resources
The JAR resource referenced by the node. The system displays all the
uploaded JAR resources. Select the desired JAR resource from the
drop-down list.

File ResourcesFile Resources
The file resource referenced by the node. The system displays all the
uploaded file resources. Select the desired file resource from the
drop-down list.

Archive ResourcesArchive Resources
The archive resource referenced by the node. The system displays all
the uploaded archive resources that are compressed. Select the
desired archive resource from the drop-down list.

Parameter Description

The following table describes the parameters that appear when you set  LanguageLanguage to Pyt honPyt hon.
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Parameter Description

Spark VersionSpark Version The Spark version of the node. Valid values: Spark1.xSpark1.x and Spark2.xSpark2.x.

LanguageLanguage The programming language used by the node. Select Pyt honPyt hon.

Main Pyt hon ResourceMain Pyt hon Resource
The main Python resource referenced by the node. Select the desired
Python resource from the drop-down list.

Conf igurat ion It emsConf igurat ion It ems

The configuration items of the node. Click AddAdd, and enter a key and a
value to add a configuration item. Alternatively, you can directly
select a key from the field that appears. In this case, a value is
automatically entered for the key.

Argument sArgument s
The parameters of the node. Separate multiple parameters with
spaces.

Pyt hon ResourcesPyt hon Resources
The Python resource referenced by the node. The system displays all
the uploaded Python resources. Select the desired Python resource
from the drop-down list.

File ResourcesFile Resources
The file resource referenced by the node. The system displays all the
uploaded file resources. Select the desired file resource from the
drop-down list.

Archive ResourcesArchive Resources
The archive resource referenced by the node. The system displays all
the uploaded archive resources that are compressed. Select the
desired archive resource from the drop-down list.

5. On the node configuration tab, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane. On the
Propert ies tab, configure the scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see
Configure basic properties.

6. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

DataWorks supports PyODPS 2 nodes, which are integrated with MaxCompute SDK for Python. You can
edit  Python code in PyODPS 2 nodes of DataWorks to process data in MaxCompute.

5.3.4. Create a PyODPS 2 node5.3.4. Create a PyODPS 2 node
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ContextContext
MaxCompute provides SDK for Python. You can use the SDK for Python to process data in MaxCompute.
For more information, see SDK for Python.

Not eNot e

The Python version of PyODPS 2 nodes is 2.7.

Each PyODPS 2 node can process a maximum of 50 MB data and can occupy a maximum of 1
GB memory. Otherwise, the PyODPS 2 node stops running. Avoid writ ing excessive data
processing code for a PyODPS 2 node.

For more information about the hints parameter, see SET operations.

PyODPS 2 nodes are designed to use MaxCompute SDK for Python. If  you want to run pure Python code,
you can create a Shell node to run the Python scripts that are uploaded to DataWorks. For information
about how to reference a third-party package in a PyODPS 2 node, see Use a PyODPS node to reference a
third-party package.

Create a PyODPS 2 nodeCreate a PyODPS 2 node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > PyODPS 2PyODPS 2.

Alternatively, you can click the required workflow in the Business FlowBusiness Flow sect ion, right-click
MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > PyODPS 2PyODPS 2.

For more information about how to create a workflow, see Create a workflow.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Edit  the PyODPS 2 node.

i. Use the MaxCompute entry.

In DataWorks, each PyODPS 2 node includes the global variable odps or o, which is the
MaxCompute entry. Therefore, you do not need to manually specify the MaxCompute entry.

print(odps.exist_table('PyODPS_iris'))
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ii. Execute SQL statements.

PyODPS 2 supports MaxCompute SQL queries and allows you to obtain the query results. The
return value of the execute_sql or run_sql method is running instances.

Not all SQL statements that you can execute on the MaxCompute client  are supported by
PyODPS 2. To execute statements other than data definit ion language (DDL) and data
manipulation language (DML) statements, use other methods.

For example, to execute a GRANT or REVOKE statement, use the run_security_query method.
To run a Machine Learning Platform for AI (PAI) command, use the run_xflow or execute_xflow
method.

o.execute_sql('select * from dual')  # Execute the statement in synchronous mode. O
ther nodes are blocked until the SQL statement is executed.
instance = o.run_sql('select * from dual') # Execute the statement in asynchronous 
mode.
print(instance.get_logview_address()) # Obtain the Logview URL.
instance.wait_for_success() # Block other nodes until the SQL statement is executed
.

iii. Set  runtime parameters.

You can use the hints parameter to set  the runtime parameters. The type of the hints
parameter is dict .

o.execute_sql('select * from PyODPS_iris', hints={'odps.sql.mapper.split.size': 16}
)

If  you set  the sql.sett ings parameter for the global configuration, you must set  the runtime
parameters each t ime you run the code.

from odps import options
options.sql.settings = {'odps.sql.mapper.split.size': 16}
o.execute_sql('select * from PyODPS_iris')  # The hints parameter is set based on g
lobal configuration.

iv. Obtain SQL query results.

You can perform the open_reader operation on the instance that executes the SQL statement
in the following scenarios:

The SQL statement returns structured data.

with o.execute_sql('select * from dual').open_reader() as reader:
for record in reader:  # Process each record.

SQL statements such as DESC are executed. In this case, you can use the reader.raw property
to obtain raw SQL query results.

with o.execute_sql('desc dual').open_reader() as reader:
print(reader.raw)

Not e Not e If  you use a custom scheduling parameter and run the PyODPS 2 node on
the page, you must fix the parameter to a t ime. PyODPS nodes do not support  direct
replacement.
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6. On the node configuration tab, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane. Set  the
scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

PyODPS 2 nodes can use built-in scheduling parameters and custom scheduling parameters:

If  the PyODPS 2 node uses built-in scheduling parameters, you can assign values on the node
configuration tab.

Not e Not e The shared resource group cannot be connected to the Internet. If  you want to
connect to the Internet, we recommend that you use a custom resource group or exclusive
resources for scheduling. Only DataWorks Professional Edit ion supports custom resource
groups. You can purchase exclusive resources for scheduling in all DataWorks edit ions. For
more information, see DataWorks exclusive resources.

You can also set  custom scheduling parameters in the Propert iesPropert ies >  > GeneralGeneral sect ion.

Not e Not e You must specify a custom parameter in the format of args['Parameter name'],
for example,  print (args['ds']) .

7. Commit the node.

Not ice Not ice Before you commit the node, you must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes
parameters.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Built-in services for a PyODPS nodeBuilt-in services for a PyODPS node
A PyODPS node contains the following built-in services:

setuptools

cython

psutil

pytz

dateutil

requests

pyDes
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numpy

pandas

scipy

scikit_learn

greenlet

six

Other built-in services in Python 2.7, such as smtplib

This topic describes the usage limits of PyODPS 3 nodes and how to create a PyODPS 3 node in
DataWorks.

LimitsLimits
Python 3 defines bytecode differently in its different subversions such as Python 3.7 and Python 3.8.

MaxCompute is compatible with Python 3.7. A MaxCompute client  that uses another subversion of
Python 3 will return an error when it  executes code with specific syntax. For example, a MaxCompute
client  that uses Python 3.8 will return an error when it  executes code with the finally block syntax. We
recommend that you use Python 3.7.

Each PyODPS 3 node can process a maximum of 50 MB data and can occupy a maximum of 1 GB
memory. Otherwise, DataWorks terminates the PyODPS 3 node. Do not write code that will process an
extra large amount of data in a PyODPS 3 node.

PyODPS 3 nodes can run on a shared resource group and an exclusive resource group for scheduling
that is purchased after April 2020. If  you create an exclusive resource group for scheduling before
April 2020, submit  a t icket  to upgrade the resource group.

Create a PyODPS 3 nodeCreate a PyODPS 3 node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > PyODPS 3PyODPS 3.

Alternatively, click the required workflow under Business FlowBusiness Flow, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e, and
choose Creat eCreat e >  > PyODPS 3PyODPS 3.

For more information about how to create a workflow, see Create a workflow.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Edit  and run the PyODPS 3 node.

5.3.5. Create a PyODPS 3 node5.3.5. Create a PyODPS 3 node
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For example, if  you want to use the execute_sql() method, you must specify runtime parameters
for the SQL statements.

hints={'odps.sql.python.version': 'cp37', 'odps.isolation.session.enable': True}

If  you want to use a user-defined function (UDF) for DataFrame, such as df.map, df.map_reduce,
df.apply, and df.agg, specify the following sett ings:

hints={'odps.isolation.session.enable': True}

PyODPS determines the runtime environment of the UDF and commits SQL statements based on the
Python version that the client  uses. Assume that a public Python UDF is used to call DataFrame.
When the client  uses Python 3, statements are interpreted to Python 3. If  the UDF executes a print
statement specific to Python 2, the client  returns the ScriptError error. For more information about
how to reference a third-party package in a PyODPS 2 node, see Use a PyODPS node to reference a
third-party package.

6. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and set  the scheduling propert ies for the
node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

You can create an ODPS Script  node to develop an SQL script  by using the code editor provided by the
MaxCompute V2.0 SQL engine.

ContextContext
An ODPS Script  node allows DataWorks to compile an SQL script  as a whole, instead of compiling the
SQL statements in the script  one by one. This way, the SQL script  is committed and run as a whole. This
ensures that an execution plan is queued and executed only once, making full use of MaxCompute
computing resources.

ODPS Script  nodes allow you to write SQL statements based on your business logic in a way similar to
that of using a common programming language. You do not need to consider how to organize the SQL
statements.

5.3.6. Create an ODPS Script node5.3.6. Create an ODPS Script node
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-- SET statements
set odps.sql.type.system.odps2=true;
[set odps.stage.reducer.num=***;]
[...]
-- Data definition language (DDL) statements
create table table1 xxx;
[create table table2 xxx;]
[...]
-- Data manipulation language (DML) statements
@var1 := SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] select_expr, select_expr, ...
    FROM table3
    [WHERE where_condition];
@var2 := SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] select_expr, select_expr, ...
    FROM table4
    [WHERE where_condition];
@var3 := SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] var1.select_expr, var2.select_expr, ...
    FROM @var1 join @var2 on ... ;
INSERT OVERWRITE|INTO TABLE [PARTITION (partcol1=val1, partcol2=val2 ...)]
    SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] select_expr, select_expr, ...
    FROM @var3;
[@var4 := SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] var1.select_expr, var.select_expr, ... FROM @var1
    UNION ALL | UNION
    SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] var1.select_expr, var.select_expr, ... FROM @var2;
CREATE [EXTERNAL] TABLE [IF NOT EXISTS] table_name
    AS
    SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] select_expr, select_expr, ...
    FROM var4;]

ODPS Script  nodes have the following limits:

ODPS Script  nodes support  SET statements, DML statements, and some DDL statements. The DDL
statements, such as  DESC  and  SHOW  statements, that are used to return data are not
supported.

A complete script  consists of SET statements, DDL statements, and DML statements in sequence. You
can write one or more statements of each type, or skip a type without writ ing any statements of
that type. However, you cannot mix different types of statements together. You must strict ly follow
this sequence: SET statements > DDL statements > DML statements.

The at  signs (@) preceding several statements indicate that these statements are connected by
using variables.

You can write only one statement, for example, a SELECT statement, that returns data in a script. If
you write mult iple such statements in a script, an error occurs. We recommend that you do not use
SELECT statements in a script.

You can write only one  CREATE TABLE AS  statement in a script, and this statement must be the last
statement in the script. We recommend that you write CREATE TABLE statements and INSERT
statements in different sect ions to separate them.

If one statement in a script  fails, the whole script  fails.

A job is generated to process data only after all the input data is prepared for a script.

If  you specify a statement for writ ing data to a table and then a statement for reading data from
the table in the same script, an error occurs. For example, if  you write the following statements in a
script, an error occurs:
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insert overwrite table src2 select * from src where key > 0;
@a := select * from src2;
select * from @a;

To avoid the error, write the statements in the following format:

@a := select * from src where key > 0;
insert overwrite table src2 select * from @a;
select * from @a;

Sample script:

create table if not exists dest(key string , value bigint) partitioned by (d string);
create table if not exists dest2(key string,value bigint ) partitioned by (d string);
@a := select * from src where value >0;
@b := select * from src2 where key is not null;
@c := select * from src3 where value is not null;
@d := select a.key,b.value from @a left outer join @b on a.key=b.key and b.value>0;
@e := select a.key,c.value from @a inner join @c on a.key=c.key;
@f := select * from @d union select * from @e union select * from @a;
insert overwrite table dest partition (d='20171111') select * from @f;
@g := select e.key,c.value  from @e join @c on e.key=c.key;
insert overwrite table dest2 partition (d='20171111') SELECT * from @g;

ODPS Script  nodes are applicable to the following scenarios:

You can use an ODPS Script  node to rewrite a single statement with nested subqueries, or a script
that must be split  into mult iple statements to make it  simpler.

Data from different data stores may be ready at  different t ime points, and the t ime difference
may be large. For example, the data from one data store can be ready at  01:00, whereas that from
the other data store can be ready at  07:00. In this case, table variables are not suitable for
connecting statements. You can use an ODPS Script  node to combine the statements to a script.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e

> > ODPS ScriptODPS Script .

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e,
and then choose NewNew >  > ODPS ScriptODPS Script .

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .
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5. On the node configuration tab, write the SQL script  of the ODPS Script  node. For more information,
see Develop and submit an SQL script.

6. On the node configuration tab, click the Scheduling conf igurat ionScheduling conf igurat ion tab in the right-side
navigation pane. On the Scheduling configuration tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node.
For more information, see Configure basic properties.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

MaxCompute supports the MapReduce API. You can create and commit ODPS MR nodes that call the
Java API operations of MapReduce to develop MapReduce programs for processing data in
MaxCompute.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Required resources are uploaded and committed.

For more information about how to edit  and use an ODPS MR node, see WordCount example.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Create a JAR resource.

i. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose

MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click
MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose NewNew >  > ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

5.3.7. Create an ODPS MR node5.3.7. Create an ODPS MR node
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ii. In the New resourceNew resource dialog box, set  the Resource NameResource Name and Dest inat ion f olderDest inat ion f older
parameters.

Not eNot e

If mult iple MaxCompute compute engines are bound to the current workspace, you
must select  one from the MaxComput e Engine inst anceMaxComput e Engine inst ance drop-down list .

If  the selected JAR package has been uploaded from the MaxCompute client, clear
Upload as an ODPS resourceUpload as an ODPS resource. If  you do not clear it , an error will occur during the
upload process.

The resource name can be different from the name of the uploaded file.

A resource name can contain letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.), and is
not case-sensit ive. It  must be 1 to 128 characters in length. A JAR resource name
must end with .jar, and a Python resource name must end with .py.

iii. Click Click UploadClick Upload, select  a local JAR package, and then click OpenOpen.

In this example, upload the mapreduce example.jar package.

iv. Click Conf irmConf irm.

v. Click the  and  icons in the toolbar to save and commit the resource to the development

environment.

3. Create an ODPS MR node.

i. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose

MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ODPS MRODPS MR.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click
MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose NewNew >  > ODPS MRODPS MR.

ii. In the New nodeNew node dialog box, set  the Node nameNode name and Dest inat ion f olderDest inat ion f older parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.). It  is not case-sensit ive.

iii. Click SubmitSubmit .

4. On the node configuration tab, enter the following sample code:
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-- Create an input table.
CREATE TABLE if not exists jingyan_wc_in (key STRING, value STRING);
-- Create an output table.
CREATE TABLE if not exists jingyan_wc_out (key STRING, cnt BIGINT);
    --- Create the dual table.
    drop table if exists dual;
    create table dual(id bigint); -- Create the dual table if no dual table exists in t
he current workspace.
    --- Initialize the dual table.
    insert overwrite table dual select count(*)from dual;
    --- Insert the sample data to the wc_in table.
    insert overwrite table jingyan_wc_in select * from (
    select 'project','val_pro' from dual 
    union all 
    select 'problem','val_pro' from dual
    union all 
    select 'package','val_a' from dual
    union all 
    select 'pad','val_a' from dual
      ) b;
-- Reference the created JAR resource. You can find the JAR resource in the resource li
st, right-click the JAR resource, and then select Reference Resources to reference the 
resource.
--@resource_reference{"mapreduce-examples.jar"}
jar -resources mapreduce-examples.jar -classpath ./mapreduce-examples.jar com.aliyun.od
ps.mapred.open.example.WordCount jingyan_wc_in jingyan_wc_out

Code descript ion:

 --@resource_reference : references a resource. Find the resource to be referenced in the
resource list , right-click it , and then select  Ref erence ResourcesRef erence Resources to generate the reference
statement.

 -resources : the name of the referenced JAR resource.

 -classpath : the path of the referenced JAR resource. You need to enter only ./Resource nam
e because the resource has been referenced.

 com.aliyun.odps.mapred.open.example.WordCount : the name of the main class in the JAR
resource to be called during node running. The main class name must be the same as that in the
JAR resource.

 jingyan_wc_in : the name of the input table of the ODPS MR node. The input table is created
by using the preceding code.

 jingyan_wc_out : the name of the output table of the ODPS MR node. The output table is
created by using the preceding code.

If  you reference mult iple JAR resources in an ODPS MR node, separate the resource paths with
commas (,), for example,  -classpath ./xxxx1.jar,./xxxx2.jar .

5. On the node configuration tab, click the Scheduling conf igurat ionScheduling conf igurat ion tab in the right-side
navigation pane. On the Scheduling configuration tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node.
For more information, see Configure basic properties.

6. Save and commit the node.
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Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

After you associate an E-MapReduce (EMR) cluster with a DataWorks workspace, you can create EMR
nodes such as EMR Hive, EMR MR, EMR Presto, and EMR Spark SQL nodes. Then, you can configure
propert ies for these EMR nodes and run the nodes. This facilitates metadata management and data
generation for EMR users. This topic describes the notes on how to use EMR in DataWorks. We
recommend that you read this topic before you use EMR in DataWorks.

LimitsLimits
The following table describes the limits of different versions or configurations of EMR clusters for using
EMR in DataWorks.

EMR-related feature in DataWorks Requirements for the versions or configurations of an EMR cluster

View the output information of
metadata tables and use the
automatic recommendation
feature of the Data Map service
of DataWorks.

The version of the EMR cluster is later than V3.33.0 or V4.6.

Create and use an EMR JAR
resource, Create an EMR table,
and Create an EMR function.

The Kerberos or LDAP-based security mode is disableddisabled for the EMR
cluster.

Create and use nodes except for
EMR Hive nodes and EMR Spark
nodes.

The Kerberos or LDAP-based security mode is disableddisabled for the EMR
cluster. If the Kerberos or LDAP-based security mode is enabled, you
can create and use only EMR Hive nodes, EMR Spark nodes, EMR Spark
SQL nodes, and EMR Spark Streaming nodes.

DataWorks does not support Flink tasks for EMR.

You can use only EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks to collect EMR metadata and lineage information.

If your EMR clusters or exclusive resource groups for scheduling of DataWorks were created before August
1, 2021, you must submit a t icket to update the plug-in for using EMR in DataWorks to the latest version.

5.4. EMR5.4. EMR
5.4.1. Overview5.4.1. Overview
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PreparationsPreparations
Before you run an EMR node in DataWorks, make the following preparations:

Purchase and configure an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Before you run an EMR node, you must purchase an exclusive resource group for scheduling and
connect it  to the VPC in which the EMR cluster resides. For more information about how to purchase
and configure an exclusive resource group for scheduling, see Overview.

Check the configurations of the EMR cluster.

Before you run an EMR node in DataWorks, you must check whether the configurations of the EMR
cluster meet the following requirements. Otherwise, an error may occur when you run an EMR node in
DataWorks.

An EMR cluster is created. An inbound rule that contains the following content is added to the
security group to which the EMR cluster belongs:

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

If you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned
when you run EMR nodes.

a. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can
append key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom
parameter for Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapr
educe.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are configurations in DataWorks.

b. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

Set  the hadoop.http.authentication.simple.anonymous.allowed parameter to true on the HDFS
page in the EMR console. Then, restart  the HDFS and YARN components.

Associate the EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace.

You can create and develop an EMR node in DataWorks only after you associate an EMR cluster with a
DataWorks workspace. When you associate an EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace, select  a
mode to access the EMR cluster based on the configurations of the EMR cluster. Take note of the
following items when you select  the access mode. For more information, see Associate an EMR cluster
with a DataWorks workspace.

If  the LDAP authentication is disabled for the EMR cluster, select  Shortcut  mode when you
associate the EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace.
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If  the LDAP authentication is enabled for the EMR cluster, select  Security mode when you associate
the EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace.

In this scenario, you must perform the following operations:

In the EMR console, restart  the related components if  the LDAP authentication is enabled for
them.

Turn on Security Mode for the project  in which the EMR cluster resides.

Set  the Access Mode parameter to Security mode when you associate an EMR cluster with a
DataWorks workspace.

Configure mappings between RAM users and LDAP accounts on the EMR Cluster Configuration
page. This operation is important.

If  the LDAP authentication is enabled for the Impala component, perform the following
operations before you run an EMR node in DataWorks:

a. Download the Impala JDBC driver.

After the LDAP authentication is enabled, you must provide LDAP authentication credentials
when you access Impala by using JDBC. In addit ion, you must download the Impala JDBC driver
from the official website of Cloudera and add the driver to the /usr/lib/hive-current/lib
directory. To download the Impala JDBC driver, click DJBC Driver for Impala.

b. After you download the JAR package, copy the JAR package to the /usr/lib/flow-agent-curr
ent/zeppelin/interpreter/jdbc/ directory of the header or gateway node in the EMR cluster.

c. Restart  the FlowAgent component by clicking Flow Agent Daemon in the EMR console.

Create and debug an EMR nodeCreate and debug an EMR node
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If  the preparations are complete, you can create, compile, and run an EMR node in DataWorks. Take
note of the following items when you create and debug an EMR node:

Advanced parameters

"USE_GATEWAY":true: If  you set  this parameter to true, the node is automatically committed to
the master node of an EMR gateway cluster.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters that are required
to run Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

Not e Not e Compared with the queue that you configure when you associate an EMR cluster
with a DataWorks workspace, the queue that you configure here has a higher priority. Later
versions will support  the parameters of the default  queue.

"vcores": the number of CPU cores. Default  value: 1. We recommend that you use the default
value.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Default  value: 2048. We recommend that
you use the default  value.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. A value of false indicates
that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. A value of true indicates that mult iple SQL
statements are executed at  a t ime.

Debugging

If parameters are used in the code of the node, you must declare these parameters in the
Paramet ersParamet ers field on the Propert iesPropert ies pane and click Advanced runAdvanced run to start  debugging.

Data MapData Map
Before you use DataWorks to collect  metadata from EMR, you must check whether the configurations
of the EMR cluster meet the requirements.

1. In the EMR console, check whether the configurations for the
hive.met ast ore.pre.event .list enershive.met ast ore.pre.event .list eners and hive.exec.post .hookshive.exec.post .hooks fields take effect.
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2. Set  the parameters that are required to collect  metadata on the Data Map page in the DataWorks
console. For more information, see Collect  and view metadata.

FAQ: Why does the operation to commit an EMR job fail?FAQ: Why does the operation to commit an EMR job fail?
Problem descript ion

The following error message is returned after an EMR job failed to be committed in DataWorks.

Not e Not e The error message does not indicate that the job failed to be run.

>>> [2021-07-29 07:49:05][INFO ][InteractiveJobSubmitter]: Fail to submit job: ### ErrorC
ode: E00007
java.io.IOException: Request Failed, code=500, message=
        at com.aliyun.emr.flow.agent.client.protocol.impl.FlowAgentClientRestProtocolImpl
.exchange(FlowAgentClientRestProtocolImpl.java:146)
       

Possible causes

The FlowAgent component of the EMR cluster is required to integrate EMR into DataWorks. If  the
preceding error message is returned, the cause may lie in the FlowAgent component. Restart  the
component to fix the problem.

Solution:

You can restart  the FlowAgent component to fix the problem.

i. Visit  the FlowAgent page.

By default , the FlowAgent page cannot be directly visited from the EMR console. Therefore, you
need to visit  the page of a component, and then modify the URL to visit  the FlowAgent page.

Take the HDFS Components page as an example. After you visit  the page, the URL of the HDFS
Components page is shown as  https://emr.console.aliyun.com/#/ cn-hangzhou/cluster/C-XXXX
XXXXXXXXXX/ service/HDFS . You need to change the component name HDFS at  the end of the
URL to EMRFLOW. The complete URL is shown as  https://emr.console.aliyun.com/#/ cn-hangzh
ou/cluster/C-XXXXXXXXXXXXXX/ service/EMRFLOW .

ii. Restart  the FlowAgent component.
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In the upper-right corner of the FlowAgent page, choose Act ionsAct ions >  > Rest art  All Component sRest art  All Component s.

This topic describes how to associate an E-MapReduce (EMR) cluster with a DataWorks workspace. In
DataWorks, you can create nodes such as EMR Hive, EMR MR, EMR Presto, and EMR Spark SQL nodes
based on an EMR compute engine instance and configure EMR workflows. You can also schedule the
nodes and manage metadata. This improves your data output. You must associate an EMR cluster with
a DataWorks workspace before you create an EMR node to develop data. This topic describes how to
associate an EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace.

DataWorks provides two modes for you to associate an EMR cluster with a workspace: Short cut  modeShort cut  mode
and Securit y modeSecurit y mode. The two modes can meet the security requirements of various enterprises. If  you
associate an EMR cluster with a workspace by using the Short cut  modeShort cut  mode, you can create and run EMR
nodes to generate data. If  you associate an EMR cluster with a workspace by using the Securit y modeSecurit y mode,
you can create and run EMR nodes to generate data and manage permissions on the data to ensure
higher security.

Shortcut modeShortcut mode
In Short cut  modeShort cut  mode, if  you run or schedule EMR nodes in DataWorks by using your Alibaba Cloud account
or as a RAM user, the code is committed to the EMR cluster and run by the Hadoop user of the EMR
cluster.

Not iceNot ice

The Hadoop user has all the permissions on the EMR cluster. Proceed with caution when you
use the Shortcut  mode to associate an EMR cluster with a workspace.

Before you use the Short cut  modeShort cut  mode to associate an EMR cluster with a workspace, you must
attach the AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy to workspace roles such as developers and
administrators. This way, the roles can be used to create and run EMR nodes in DataStudio.

The AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy is attached to Alibaba Cloud accounts by
default .

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must attach the AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy
to the RAM user. For more information, see Grant permissions to RAM users.

5.4.2. Associate an EMR cluster with a DataWorks5.4.2. Associate an EMR cluster with a DataWorks
workspaceworkspace
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The Short cut  modeShort cut  mode is suitable for workspaces that do not require strict  permission management for
users who run nodes.

To associate an EMR cluster with a workspace in Short cut  modeShort cut  mode, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.
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iii. Select  the region in which the workspace resides. Then, find the workspace and click
Workspace Set t ingsWorkspace Set t ings in the Act ions column. In the Workspace Set t ingsWorkspace Set t ings panel, click MoreMore.
The Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page appears.

Alternatively, you can find the workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column. On
the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the  icon in the upper-right corner. The WorkspaceWorkspace

ManagementManagement  page appears.

2. In the Comput e Engine Inf ormat ionComput e Engine Inf ormat ion sect ion, click the E-MapReduceE-MapReduce tab.

3. On the E-MapReduceE-MapReduce tab, click Add Inst anceAdd Inst ance.

4. In the New EMR clust erNew EMR clust er dialog box, set  the parameters.
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Parameters in the New EMR cluster dialog box vary based on the mode in which your DataWorks
workspace runs. The following table describes the parameters for a DataWorks workspace in
standard mode. You must set  the parameters for both the production environment and the
development environment.

Parameter Description

Inst ance Display NameInst ance Display Name The display name of the EMR compute engine instance.

RegionRegion
The region of the current workspace. The value of this parameter
cannot be changed.

Access ModeAccess Mode
The access mode of the EMR cluster. Select Short cut  modeShort cut  mode from the
drop-down list.
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Scheduling accessScheduling access
ident it yident it y

The identity that is used to commit the code of an EMR node to the
EMR cluster. The code is committed when the node is committed to the
scheduling system of DataWorks in the production environment. Valid
values: Alibaba Cloud primary accountAlibaba Cloud primary account  and Alibaba Cloud sub-Alibaba Cloud sub-
accountaccount .

Not eNot e

This parameter is available only for the production
environment.

Before you use the Short cut  modeShort cut  mode to associate an EMR
cluster with a workspace, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy to workspace roles such as
developers and administrators. This way, the roles can be
used to create and run EMR nodes in DataStudio.

The AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy is attached to
Alibaba Cloud accounts by default.

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must attach
the AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy to the RAM
user. For more information, see Grant permissions
to RAM users.

Parameter Description
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Access ident it yAccess ident it y

The identity that is used to commit the code of an EMR node in the
development environment to the EMR cluster. Default value: T askT ask
ownerowner.

Not eNot e

This parameter is available only for the development
environment of a workspace in standard mode.

T ask ownerT ask owner can be an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM
user.

Before you use the Short cut  modeShort cut  mode to associate an EMR
cluster with a workspace, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy to workspace roles such as
developers and administrators. This way, the roles can be
used to create and run EMR nodes in DataStudio.

The AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy is attached to
Alibaba Cloud accounts by default.

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must attach
the AliyunEMRDevelopAccess policy to the RAM
user. For more information, see Grant permissions
to RAM users.

Clust er IDClust er ID
The ID of the EMR cluster that you want to associate with the
workspace. Select an ID from the drop-down list. The EMR cluster with
the selected ID is used as the runtime environment of EMR nodes.

Project  IDProject  ID

The ID of the EMR project that you want to associate with the
workspace. Select an ID from the drop-down list. The EMR project with
the selected ID is used as the runtime environment of EMR nodes.

Not e Not e The IDs of the EMR projects that are not in Securit ySecurit y
modemode are not displayed and cannot be selected.

YARN resource queueYARN resource queue
The name of the resource queue in the EMR cluster. Unless otherwise
specified, set this parameter to default.

Parameter Description
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def ault  t ask submitdef ault  t ask submit
nodenode

The node from which an EMR job is submitted to the EMR cluster. If your
EMR cluster is associated with a gateway cluster, set this parameter to
the associated gateway cluster. Otherwise, set this parameter to the
default value HEADERHEADER.

Not e Not e If you set this parameter to the associated gateway
cluster, all EMR nodes in the workspace that is associated with the
current EMR cluster use the associated gateway cluster to submit
EMR jobs by default. If a node does not need to submit EMR jobs
by using the gateway cluster, you can add the USE_GAT EWAYUSE_GAT EWAY
parameter to the advanced configurations of the node and set the
parameter to FalseFalse. For more information about the advanced
configurations of EMR nodes, see the topics related to EMR nodes.

EndpointEndpoint
The endpoint of the EMR cluster. The value of this parameter cannot be
changed.

Parameter Description

5. Select  a resource group.

i. Select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that connects to the DataWorks workspace.
If  no exclusive resource group for scheduling is available, create one. For more information
about how to create an exclusive resource group for scheduling and configure network
connectivity, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

ii. Click T est  Connect ivit yT est  Connect ivit y to verify the network connectivity between the exclusive resource
group for scheduling and the EMR cluster.

6. Click Conf irmConf irm.

Security modeSecurity mode
In Securit y modeSecurit y mode, if  you commit the code of EMR nodes by using an Alibaba Cloud account or as a RAM
user to an EMR cluster, the code is run by a user that has the same name as the Alibaba Cloud account
or RAM user. EMR Ranger can be used to manage the permissions of each Hadoop user in the EMR
cluster. This ensures that different Alibaba Cloud accounts, node owners, or RAM users have different
data permissions when they run EMR nodes in DataWorks. This provides higher data security.
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Not eNot e

Before you use the Securit y modeSecurit y mode to associate an EMR cluster with a workspace, you must add
the credentials of workspace roles such as developers and administrators to the Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory of the EMR cluster. In addit ion, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess or AliyunEMRFullAccess policy and grant relevant data permissions to the
workspace roles. This way, the roles can be used to create and run EMR nodes in DataStudio.

The credentials of Alibaba Cloud accounts are in the LDAP directory of the EMR cluster by
default . The AliyunEMRDevelopAccess and AliyunEMRFullAccess policies are also attached to
Alibaba Cloud accounts by default .

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must add the credential of the RAM user to the LDAP
directory of the EMR cluster. For more information, see the Add the credentials of specific R
AM users to the LDAP directory of the EMR cluster step. In addit ion, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess or AliyunEMRFullAccess policy to the RAM user. For more
information, see Grant permissions to RAM users.

The Securit y modeSecurit y mode is suitable for workspaces that require strict  management and isolat ion of data
permissions for users who run nodes.
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To use the Securit y modeSecurit y mode to associate an EMR cluster with a workspace, perform the following steps:

1. Turn on Security Mode for the EMR project.

i. Log on to the EMR console.

ii. In the top navigation bar, click Dat a Plat f ormDat a Plat f orm.
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iii. In the Project sProject s sect ion, f ind the project  for which you want to enable the Security mode and
click Edit  JobEdit  Job in the Act ions column.

iv. On the page that appears, click the Project sProject s tab in the top navigation bar.

v. In the left-side navigation pane, click General Conf igurat ionGeneral Conf igurat ion. On the General Configuration
page, turn on Securit y ModeSecurit y Mode.

2. Add the credentials of specific RAM users to the LDAP directory of the EMR cluster.

i. Return to the homepage of the EMR console. In the top navigation bar, click Clust erClust er
ManagementManagement .

ii. Find the cluster that you want to manage and click Det ailsDet ails in the Act ions column.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, click UsersUsers.

iv. On the UsersUsers page, click Add UserAdd User.

v. In the Add UserAdd User dialog box, set  the parameters.

We recommend that you add the credentials of the following RAM users to the LDAP directory
of the EMR cluster:

RAM users that create, test, and run EMR nodes in DataStudio

RAM users that create, commit, and deploy EMR nodes in DataStudio

vi. Click OKOK.

3. Configure EMR Ranger and manage the permissions of the Hadoop users that correspond to your
Alibaba Cloud account and RAM users. For more information, see Integrate Ranger UserSync with an
LDAP server and Integrate components with Ranger.

4. Associate the EMR cluster with the current DataWorks workspace.

i. Go to the Workspace Management page.

ii. In the Comput e Engine Inf ormat ionComput e Engine Inf ormat ion sect ion, click the E-MapReduceE-MapReduce tab.

iii. On the E-MapReduceE-MapReduce tab, click Add Inst anceAdd Inst ance.

iv. In the New EMR clust erNew EMR clust er dialog box, set  the parameters.
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Parameters in the New EMR cluster dialog box vary based on the mode in which your DataWorks
workspace runs. The following table describes the parameters for a DataWorks workspace in
standard mode. You must set  the parameters for both the production environment and the
development environment.

Parameter Description

Inst ance Display NameInst ance Display Name The display name of the EMR compute engine instance.

RegionRegion The region of the current workspace.

Access ModeAccess Mode

The access mode of the EMR cluster. Select Securit y modeSecurit y mode from
the drop-down list  and click Conf irmConf irm in the Please not ePlease not e message.

Not e Not e You cannot use multiple modes to associate an
EMR cluster with a DataWorks workspace at the same time.
Proceed with caution when you change the access mode of the
EMR cluster because a mode change leads to permission
changes.
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Scheduling accessScheduling access
ident it yident it y

The identity that is used to commit the code of an EMR node to the
EMR cluster. The code is committed when the node is committed
and deployed to the DataWorks scheduling system in the
production environment. The Hadoop user that corresponds to this
identity runs the code.

Valid values: T ask ownerT ask owner, Alibaba Cloud primary accountAlibaba Cloud primary account , and
Alibaba Cloud sub-accountAlibaba Cloud sub-account .

T ask ownerT ask owner: commits and runs the code of an EMR node as the
node owner. If you select this value, the data permissions of
Hadoop users are isolated. T ask ownerT ask owner can be an Alibaba Cloud
account or a RAM user.

Alibaba Cloud primary accountAlibaba Cloud primary account : commits the code of an EMR
node to the EMR cluster by using an Alibaba Cloud account.

Alibaba Cloud sub-accountAlibaba Cloud sub-account : commits the code of an EMR
node to the EMR cluster as a RAM user.

Not eNot e

This parameter is available only for the production
environment.

The credentials of Alibaba Cloud accounts are in the
LDAP directory of the EMR cluster by default. The
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess and AliyunEMRFullAccess
policies are also attached to Alibaba Cloud accounts by
default.

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must add the
credential of the RAM user to the LDAP directory of the
EMR cluster. For more information, see the Add the cred
entials of specific RAM users to the LDAP directory of th
e EMR cluster step. In addition, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess or AliyunEMRFullAccess policy
to the RAM user. For more information, see Grant
permissions to RAM users.

Parameter Description
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Access ident it yAccess ident it y

The identity that is used to commit the code of an EMR node in the
development environment to the EMR cluster. Default value: T askT ask
ownerowner. The Hadoop user that corresponds to the user who runs the
node runs the code.

Not eNot e

This parameter is available only for the development
environment of a workspace in standard mode.

Make sure that the credential of the user who runs the
node is added to the LDAP directory of the EMR cluster.
In addition, make sure that the AliyunEMRDevelopAccess
or AliyunEMRFulAccess policy is attached to the user and
relevant data permissions are granted to the user. This
way, the user can run EMR nodes in DataStudio. T askT ask
ownerowner can be an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user.

The credentials of Alibaba Cloud accounts are in
the LDAP directory of the EMR cluster by default.
The AliyunEMRDevelopAccess and
AliyunEMRFullAccess policies are also attached
to Alibaba Cloud accounts by default.

To run EMR nodes as a RAM user, you must add
the credential of the RAM user to the LDAP
directory of the EMR cluster. For more
information, see the Add the credentials of spec
ific RAM users to the LDAP directory of the EMR c
luster step. In addition, you must attach the
AliyunEMRDevelopAccess or AliyunEMRFullAccess
policy to the RAM user. For more information,
see Grant permissions to RAM users.

Clust er IDClust er ID

The ID of the EMR cluster that you want to associate with the
workspace. Select an ID from the drop-down list. The EMR cluster
with the selected ID is used as the runtime environment of EMR
nodes.

Project  IDProject  ID

The ID of the EMR project that you want to associate with the
workspace. Select the ID of an EMR project in Security mode from
the drop-down list.

Not e Not e The IDs of the EMR projects that are not in
Securit y modeSecurit y mode are not displayed and cannot be selected.

YARN resource queueYARN resource queue
The name of the resource queue in the EMR cluster. Unless
otherwise specified, set this parameter to default.

Parameter Description
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def ault  t ask submitdef ault  t ask submit
nodenode

The node from which an EMR job is submitted to the EMR cluster. If
your EMR cluster is associated with a gateway cluster, set this
parameter to the associated gateway cluster. Otherwise, set this
parameter to the default value HEADERHEADER.

Not e Not e If you set this parameter to the associated
gateway cluster, all EMR nodes in the workspace that is
associated with the current EMR cluster use the associated
gateway cluster to submit EMR jobs by default. If a node does
not need to submit EMR jobs by using the gateway cluster, you
can add the USE_GAT EWAYUSE_GAT EWAY  parameter to the advanced
configurations of the node and set the parameter to FalseFalse. For
more information about the advanced configurations of EMR
nodes, see the topics related to EMR nodes.

EndpointEndpoint
The endpoint of the EMR cluster. The value of this parameter cannot
be changed.

Parameter Description

v. Select  a resource group.

a. Select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that connects to the DataWorks
workspace. If  no exclusive resource group for scheduling is available, create one. For more
information about how to create an exclusive resource group for scheduling and configure
network connectivity, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

b. Click T est  Connect ivit yT est  Connect ivit y to verify the network connectivity between the exclusive
resource group for scheduling and the EMR cluster.

vi. Click Conf irmConf irm.

5. Configure mappings between Alibaba Cloud accounts or RAM users and LDAP accounts.

After the EMR cluster in Securit y modeSecurit y mode is associated with your DataWorks workspace, the LDAP
account that maps the identity specified by the Access identity parameter is used to run EMR
nodes. The Access identity parameter is set  when you associate the EMR cluster with your
DataWorks workspace. You must configure mappings between Alibaba Cloud accounts or RAM
users and LDAP accounts on the EMR Clust er Conf igurat ionEMR Clust er Conf igurat ion page.

i. After the EMR cluster is associated with your DataWorks workspace, the Please not ePlease not e message
appears. In the Please note message, click Conf igure Development  EnvironmentConf igure Development  Environment  and
Conf igure Product ion EnvironmentConf igure Product ion Environment  to configure mappings between Alibaba Cloud
accounts or RAM users and LDAP accounts.

ii. On the EMR Clust er Conf igurat ionEMR Clust er Conf igurat ion page, click EditEdit  in the upper-right corner of the EMR
cluster that is associated with your DataWorks workspace.
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iii. In the Edit  EMR Clust er Conf igurat ionEdit  EMR Clust er Conf igurat ion dialog box, configure mappings between Alibaba
Cloud accounts or RAM users and LDAP accounts. You can use one of the following methods
to configure the mappings:

Reference an exist ing mapping: You can reference an exist ing mapping in the current
workspace.

Create a mapping: In the Conf igure Account  MappingConf igure Account  Mapping sect ion, specify the Alibaba Cloud
account and LDAP account between which you want to configure a mapping, and enter the
password of the LDAP account.

Not eNot e

An Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user to whom the AliyunEMRFullAccessAliyunEMRFullAccess
policy is attached can configure mappings for all members of this workspace.
Other members of the workspace can configure mappings only for themselves.

You can add mappings between mult iple Alibaba Cloud accounts and LDAP
accounts. A single LDAP account can be mapped to mult iple Alibaba Cloud
accounts in DataWorks.

iv. Click Conf irmConf irm. The mappings are configured.

This topic describes how to create an E-MapReduce (EMR) Presto node. EMR Presto nodes allow you to
perform interact ive analysis and queries on large amounts of structured and unstructured data.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

5.4.3. Create an EMR Presto node5.4.3. Create an EMR Presto node
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Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

LimitsLimits
You are not allowed to create EMR Presto nodes on Alibaba Gov Cloud and Alibaba Finance Cloud
platforms.

You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Presto nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMR Prest oEMR Prest o.

Alternatively, f ind your workflow, right-click the EMR folder in the workflow, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > EMR Prest oEMR Prest o.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the EMR Presto node, write code for the node.

Sample SQL statement for the node:

show tables;
select '${var}'; // You can assign a specific scheduling parameter to the var variable.

select * from userinfo ;
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Not eNot e

The size of the SQL statement for the node cannot exceed 130 KB.

If  you use an EMR Presto node to query data, a maximum of 10,000 data records can be
returned and the total size of the returned data records cannot exceed 10 MB.

If  mult iple EMR compute engine instances are associated with the current workspace,
you must select  one from the compute engine instances based on your business
requirements. If  only one EMR compute engine instance is associated with the current
workspace, you do not need to select  a compute engine instance.

For more information about scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

If  you want to change the scheduling parameter that is assigned to the variable in the code, click
Run wit h Paramet ersRun wit h Paramet ers in the top toolbar. For more information about the assignment logic of
scheduling parameters, see What are the differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling
parameters among the Run, Run with Parameters, and Perform Smoke Testing in Development Environment
modes?.

For more information about how to configure a Presto SQL job, see Configure a Presto SQL job.

6. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .

Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.
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7. In the right-side navigation pane, click Propert iesPropert ies. In the Propert ies panel, configure propert ies for
the EMR Presto node.

For more information, see Configure basic propert ies.

8. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

9. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

This topic describes how to create an E-MapReduce (EMR) Hive node. EMR Hive nodes allow you to use
SQL-like statements to read data from and write data to data warehouses with large volumes of data
stored in a distributed storage system and manage these data warehouses. You can use EMR Hive
nodes to analyze large amounts of log data in an efficient  manner.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

5.4.4. Create an EMR Hive node5.4.4. Create an EMR Hive node
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hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMR HiveEMR Hive.

Alternatively, f ind your workflow, right-click the EMR folder in the workflow, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > EMR HiveEMR Hive.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the EMR Hive node, write code for the node.

Sample SQL statement for the node:

show tables;
select '${var}'; // You can assign a specific scheduling parameter to the var variable.

select * from userinfo ;
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Not eNot e

The size of the SQL statement for the node cannot exceed 130 KB.

If  you use an EMR Hive node to query data, a maximum of 10,000 data records can be
returned and the total size of the returned data records cannot exceed 10 MB.

If  mult iple EMR compute engine instances are associated with the current workspace,
you must select  one from the compute engine instances based on your business
requirements. If  only one EMR compute engine instance is associated with the current
workspace, you do not need to select  a compute engine instance.

For more information about scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

If  you want to change the scheduling parameter that is assigned to the variable in the code, click
Run wit h Paramet ersRun wit h Paramet ers in the top toolbar. For more information about the assignment logic of
scheduling parameters, see What are the differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling
parameters among the Run, Run with Parameters, and Perform Smoke Testing in Development Environment
modes?.

For more information, see Configure a Hive SQL job.

6. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .
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Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.

7. In the right-side navigation pane, click Propert iesPropert ies. In the Propert ies panel, configure propert ies for
the EMR Presto node.

For more information, see Configure basic propert ies.

8. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

9. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

You can create an E-MapReduce (EMR) MR node to process a large dataset by using mult iple parallel
map tasks. This way, you can perform parallel computing on large datasets. This topic describes how to
create an EMR MR node. It  also describes the development process of an EMR MR node. In this process,
an Object  Storage Service (OSS) bucket is used, and the number of words in an OSS object  is calculated
by using the EMR MR node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

5.4.5. Create and use an EMR MR node5.4.5. Create and use an EMR MR node
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i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

Open source code is uploaded as an EMR JAR resourceEMR JAR resource. You can reference the open source code in
your EMR MR node. .

User-defined functions (UDFs) are uploaded as EMR JAR resourcesEMR JAR resources and are registered with EMR. You
can reference the UDFs in your EMR MR node. For more information about how to register a UDF
function, see Create an EMR function.

The following operations are performed if  you use the node development example in this topic to
run the EMR MR node:

An OSS bucket is created. For more information, see Create buckets.

A Java project  is created by using IntelliJ IDEA.

ContextContext
This topic describes the node development process of an EMR MR node. In this process, an OSS bucket is
used, and the number of words in an OSS object  is calculated by using the EMR MR node. You must
replace the information involved in the development process with the actual information. The
information includes the object  name, bucket name, and directory.

Prepare init ial data and a JAR resource packagePrepare init ial data and a JAR resource package
1. Prepare init ial data.

Create the input01.txt  f ile that contains the following init ial data:

hadoop emr hadoop dw
hive hadoop
dw emr

2. Create directories that are used to store init ial data and JAR resources.

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s.

iii. On the Buckets page, find the desired bucket and click the bucket name to go to the FilesFiles
page.

In this example, the onaliyun-bucket-2 bucket is used.
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iv. On the Files page, click Creat e FolderCreat e Folder to create directories that are used to store init ial data
and JAR resources.

Set  Folder NameFolder Name to emr/datas/wordcount02/inputs to create a directory that is used to
store init ial data.

Set  Folder NameFolder Name to emr/jars to create a directory that is used to store JAR resources.

v. Upload the file that stores the init ial data to the emr/datas/wordcount02/inputs directory.

a. Go to the emr/datas/wordcount02/inputs directory.

b. Click UploadUpload.

c. In the Files t o UploadFiles t o Upload sect ion, click Select  FilesSelect  Files and upload the input01.txt  f ile to the
bucket.

d. Click UploadUpload.

3. Use the EMR MR node to read the OSS object  and generate a JAR package.

i. Open the created IntelliJ IDEA project  and add Project  Object  Model (POM) dependencies.

        <dependency>
            <groupId>org.apache.hadoop</groupId>
            <artifactId>hadoop-mapreduce-client-common</artifactId>
            <version>2.8.5</version> <!--The version of the EMR MR node is V2.8.5.-
->
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>org.apache.hadoop</groupId>
            <artifactId>hadoop-common</artifactId>
            <version>2.8.5</version>
        </dependency>

ii. Configure the following parameters to read data from and write data to the OSS object:

conf.set("fs.oss.accessKeyId", "${accessKeyId}");
conf.set("fs.oss.accessKeySecret", "${accessKeySecret}");
conf.set("fs.oss.endpoint","${endpoint}");

Parameter descript ion:

 ${accessKeyId} : the AccessKey ID of your Alibaba Cloud account.
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 ${accessKeySecret} : the AccessKey secret  of your Alibaba Cloud account.

 ${endpoint} : the endpoint  of OSS. The endpoint  is determined by the region where your
EMR cluster resides. You must act ivate OSS in the region where your EMR cluster resides. For
more information, see Regions and endpoints.

In the following code, the WordCount program of Hadoop is modified. The AccessKey ID and
AccessKey secret  are added to the code. This way, the EMR MR node has permissions to access
the OSS object.

package cn.apache.hadoop.onaliyun.examples;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.StringTokenizer;
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration;
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.IntWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.Job;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.Mapper;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.Reducer;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input.FileInputFormat;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.output.FileOutputFormat;
import org.apache.hadoop.util.GenericOptionsParser;
public class EmrWordCount {
    public static class TokenizerMapper
            extends Mapper<Object, Text, Text, IntWritable> {
        private final static IntWritable one = new IntWritable(1);
        private Text word = new Text();
        public void map(Object key, Text value, Context context
        ) throws IOException, InterruptedException {
            StringTokenizer itr = new StringTokenizer(value.toString());
            while (itr.hasMoreTokens()) {
                word.set(itr.nextToken());
                context.write(word, one);
            }
        }
    }
    public static class IntSumReducer
            extends Reducer<Text, IntWritable, Text, IntWritable> {
        private IntWritable result = new IntWritable();
        public void reduce(Text key, Iterable<IntWritable> values,
                           Context context
        ) throws IOException, InterruptedException {
            int sum = 0;
            for (IntWritable val : values) {
                sum += val.get();
            }
            result.set(sum);
            context.write(key, result);
        }
    }
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
        Configuration conf = new Configuration();
        String[] otherArgs = new GenericOptionsParser(conf, args).getRemainingArgs(
);
        if (otherArgs.length < 2) {
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        if (otherArgs.length < 2) {
            System.err.println("Usage: wordcount <in> [<in>...] <out>");
            System.exit(2);
        }
        conf.set("fs.oss.accessKeyId", "${accessKeyId}"); // 
        conf.set("fs.oss.accessKeySecret", "${accessKeySecret}"); // 
        conf.set("fs.oss.endpoint", "${endpoint}"); //
        Job job = Job.getInstance(conf, "word count");
        job.setJarByClass(EmrWordCount.class);
        job.setMapperClass(TokenizerMapper.class);
        job.setCombinerClass(IntSumReducer.class);
        job.setReducerClass(IntSumReducer.class);
        job.setOutputKeyClass(Text.class);
        job.setOutputValueClass(IntWritable.class);
        for (int i = 0; i < otherArgs.length - 1; ++i) {
            FileInputFormat.addInputPath(job, new Path(otherArgs[i]));
        }
        FileOutputFormat.setOutputPath(job,
                new Path(otherArgs[otherArgs.length - 1]));
        System.exit(job.waitForCompletion(true) ? 0 : 1);
    }
}
                                

iii. Compress the preceding code into a JAR package after you write the code. In this example, the 
onaliyun_mr_wordcount-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar. JAR package is generated.

Create and use an EMR MR nodeCreate and use an EMR MR node
This topic describes the node development process of an EMR MR node. In this process, an OSS bucket is
used, and the number of words in an OSS object  is calculated by using the EMR MR node.

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMR MREMR MR.

Alternatively, you can find the required workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > EMREMR >  > EMR MREMR MR.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Create an EMR JAR resource.

In this step, the JAR package is stored in the emr/jars directory. If  this is the first  t ime you use
DataWorks to access OSS, click Aut horizeAut horize next  to OSS to authorize DataWorks and EMR to access
OSS.
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6. Reference the EMR JAR resource.

i. Open the EMR MREMR MR node. The configuration tab of the node appears.

ii. Find the resource that you want to reference under ResourceResource in the EMREMR folder, right-click the
resource name, and then select  Insert  Resource Pat hInsert  Resource Pat h. In this step, the resource that will be
referenced is onaliyun_mr_wordcount-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar..
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iii. The code resource is referenced if  the message shown in the following figure appears on the
configuration tab of the EMR MREMR MR node. Then, run the following code.

You must replace the information in the following code with the actual information. The
information includes the resource package name, bucket name, and directory.

##@resource_reference{"onaliyun_mr_wordcount-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar"}
onaliyun_mr_wordcount-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar cn.apache.hadoop.onaliyun.examples.EmrWordCo
unt oss://onaliyun-bucket-2/emr/datas/wordcount02/inputs oss://onaliyun-bucket-2/em
r/datas/wordcount02/outputs

7. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .

Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.

8. In the right-side navigation pane, click Propert iesPropert ies. In the Propert ies panel, configure propert ies for
the EMR Presto node.

For more information, see Configure basic propert ies.

9. Save and commit the node.
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Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

View the resultView the result
Log on to the OSS console. Then, you can view the result  in the emr/datas/wordcount02/inputs
directory in which the init ial data is stored.

View the stat ist ical result  in the DataWorks console.

i. Create an EMR Hive node. For more information, see Create an EMR Hive node.

ii. Create Hive external tables that are mounted to OSS in the EMR Hive node. Sample code:

CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE IF NOT EXISTS wordcount02_result_tb
(
    `word` STRING COMMENT 'Word',
    `count` STRING COMMENT 'Count'   
) 
ROW FORMAT delimited fields terminated by '\t'
location 'oss://onaliyun-bucket-2/emr/datas/wordcount02/outputs/';
SELECT * FROM wordcount02_result_tb;

The following figure shows the result .
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This topic describes how to create an E-MapReduce (EMR) Spark SQL node. EMR Spark SQL nodes allow
you to use the distributed SQL query engine to process structured data. This improves job efficiency.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMR SparkEMR Spark

5.4.6. Create an EMR Spark SQL node5.4.6. Create an EMR Spark SQL node
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SQLSQL.

Alternatively, f ind your workflow, right-click the EMR folder in the workflow, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > EMR Spark SQLEMR Spark SQL.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the EMR Spark SQL node, write code for the node.

Sample SQL statement for the node:

show tables; 
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS userinfo_new_${var} (
ip STRING COMMENT'IP address',
uid STRING COMMENT'User ID'
)PARTITIONED BY(
dt STRING
); // You can assign a specific scheduling parameter to the var variable. 

Not eNot e

The size of the SQL statement for the node cannot exceed 130 KB.

If  you use an EMR Spark SQL node to query data, a maximum of 10,000 data records can
be returned and the total size of the returned data records cannot exceed 10 MB.

If  mult iple EMR compute engine instances are associated with the current workspace,
you must select  one from the compute engine instances based on your business
requirements. If  only one EMR compute engine instance is associated with the current
workspace, you do not need to select  a compute engine instance.

For more information about scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

If  you want to change the scheduling parameter that is assigned to the variable in the code, click
Run wit h Paramet ersRun wit h Paramet ers in the top toolbar. For more information about the assignment logic of
scheduling parameters, see What are the differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling
parameters among the Run, Run with Parameters, and Perform Smoke Testing in Development Environment
modes?.

For more information, see Configure a Spark SQL job.
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6. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .

Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.

7. In the right-side navigation pane, click Propert iesPropert ies. In the Propert ies panel, configure propert ies for
the EMR Presto node.

For more information, see Configure basic propert ies.

8. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

9. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

E-MapReduce (EMR) Spark nodes allow you to perform complex memory data analysis and help you
build large, low-latency data analysis applications. This topic describes how to create an EMR Spark
node. It  also provides two examples to demonstrate the features of an EMR Spark node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

5.4.7. Create and use an EMR Spark node5.4.7. Create and use an EMR Spark node
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

Create an EMR Spark nodeCreate an EMR Spark node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMR SparkEMR Spark.

Alternatively, you can find the required workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > EMREMR >  > EMR SparkEMR Spark.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.
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Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .

Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.

5. In the right-side navigation pane, click Propert iesPropert ies. In the Propert ies panel, configure propert ies for
the EMR Presto node.

For more information, see Configure basic propert ies.

6. Click CommitCommit .

Then, the configuration tab of the newly created EMR Spark node appears.

Not e Not e If  mult iple EMR compute engine instances are associated with the current
workspace, you must select  an EMR compute engine instance. If  only one EMR compute engine
instance is associated with the current workspace, you do not need to select  one.
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Save and commit the EMR Spark nodeSave and commit the EMR Spark node
1. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

2. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Data development example 1: Test whether the EMR Spark node canData development example 1: Test whether the EMR Spark node can
be successfully run by calculating the Pi valuebe successfully run by calculating the Pi value
In this example, the SparkPi program of Spark is used to test  whether the EMR Spark node can be
successfully run. For more information about the sample project  of Spark, see Use the sample project.

1. Obtain the storage path of the JAR package spark-examples_2.11-2.4.5.jar of the sample project.

Spark components are installed in the /usr/lib/spark-current path. You must log on to the EMR
console and log on to the master node of the desired EMR cluster to obtain the complete path /us
r/lib/spark-current/examples/jars/spark-examples_2.11-2.4.5.jar. For more information, see
Common file paths.
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2. On the configuration tab of the EMR Spark node, write code for the node. For more information
about how to create an EMR Spark node, see Create an EMR Spark node.

The following code is used in this example:

--class org.apache.spark.examples.SparkPi --master local[8] /usr/lib/spark-current/exam
ples/jars/spark-examples_2.11-2.4.5.jar 100

You need only to complete the content that follows spark-submit. spark-submit  automatically
appears when you commit the EMR Spark node. The following code shows the syntax of spark-
submit  and the code that is actually run:

# spark-submit [options] --class [MainClass] xxx.jar args
spark-submit --class org.apache.spark.examples.SparkPi --master local[8] /usr/lib/spark
-current/examples/jars/spark-examples_2.11-2.4.5.jar 100

3. Save and commit the EMR Spark node. For more information, see Save and commit the EMR Spark no
de.

If  the result   1097: Pi is roughly 3.1415547141554714  is returned, the EMR Spark node is successfully
run.

Data development example 2: Use Spark to access MaxComputeData development example 2: Use Spark to access MaxCompute
This example demonstrates the features of the EMR Spark node by using Spark to obtain the number of
rows in a MaxCompute table. For more information, see Use Spark to access MaxCompute.

Before you perform the operation in this example, you must make the following preparations:

Prepare the environment.

Associate an EMR compute engine instance and a MaxCompute compute engine instance with the
workspace. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

Activate Object  Storage Service (OSS) and create a bucket. For more information, see Create
buckets.

Create an IntelliJ IDEA project  in Scala.

Prepare test  data.

Create an ODPS SQL node on the DataStudio page, and execute SQL statements to create a
MaxCompute table and insert  data into the table. In this example, the following statements are
executed to set  the data type of the first  column of the MaxCompute table to BIGINT and insert  two
data records into the table. For more information about how to create an ODPS SQL node, see Create
an ODPS SQL node.
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DROP TABLE IF EXISTS emr_spark_read_odpstable ;
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS emr_spark_read_odpstable 
(
    id BIGINT
    ,name STRING
)
;
INSERT INTO TABLE emr_spark_read_odpstable VALUES (111,'zhangsan'),(222,'lisi') ;

1. Create a Spark Maven project  and add Project  Object  Model (POM) dependencies. For more
information, see Preparations.

Add POM dependencies. The following code provides an example:

    <dependency>
        <groupId>com.aliyun.emr</groupId>
        <artifactId>emr-maxcompute_2.11</artifactId>
        <version>1.9.0</version>
    </dependency>

You can refer to the following code in this example. You can change the code based on your
business requirements.

        <build>
        <sourceDirectory>src/main/scala</sourceDirectory>
        <testSourceDirectory>src/test/scala</testSourceDirectory>
        <plugins>
            <plugin>
                <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
                <artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>
                <version>3.7.0</version>
                <configuration>
                    <source>1.8</source>
                    <target>1.8</target>
                </configuration>
            </plugin>
              <plugin>
                <artifactId>maven-assembly-plugin</artifactId>
                <configuration>
                    <descriptorRefs>
                        <descriptorRef>jar-with-dependencies</descriptorRef>
                    </descriptorRefs>
                </configuration>
                <executions>
                    <execution>
                        <id>make-assembly</id>
                        <phase>package</phase>
                        <goals>
                            <goal>single</goal>
                        </goals>
                    </execution>
                </executions>
            </plugin>
            <plugin>
                <groupId>net.alchim31.maven</groupId>
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                <artifactId>scala-maven-plugin</artifactId>
                <version>3.2.2</version>
                <configuration>
                    <recompileMode>incremental</recompileMode>
                </configuration>
                <executions>
                    <execution>
                        <goals>
                            <goal>compile</goal>
                            <goal>testCompile</goal>
                        </goals>
                        <configuration>
                            <args>
                                <arg>-dependencyfile</arg>
                                <arg>${project.build.directory}/.scala_dependencies</ar
g>
                            </args>
                        </configuration>
                    </execution>
                </executions>
            </plugin>
        </plugins>
    </build>

2. Use Spark to obtain the number of rows in which data is of the BIGINT type in the first  column of
the MaxCompute table. For more information, see Use Spark to access MaxCompute.

The following code provides an example:

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
package com.aliyun.emr.example.spark
import com.aliyun.odps.TableSchema
import com.aliyun.odps.data.Record
import org.apache.spark.aliyun.odps.OdpsOps
import org.apache.spark.{SparkConf, SparkContext}
object SparkMaxComputeDemo {
  def main(args: Array[String]): Unit = {
    if (args.length < 6) {
      System.err.println(
        """Usage: SparkMaxComputeDemo <accessKeyId> <accessKeySecret> <envType> <projec
t> <table> <numPartitions>
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t> <table> <numPartitions>
          |
          |Arguments:
          |
          |    accessKeyId      Aliyun Access Key ID.
          |    accessKeySecret  Aliyun Key Secret.
          |    envType          0 or 1
          |                     0: Public environment.
          |                     1: Aliyun internal environment, i.e. Aliyun ECS etc.
          |    project          Aliyun ODPS project
          |    table            Aliyun ODPS table
          |    numPartitions    the number of RDD partitions
        """.stripMargin)
      System.exit(1)
    }
    val accessKeyId = args(0)
    val accessKeySecret = args(1)
    val envType = args(2).toInt
    val project = args(3)
    val table = args(4)
    val numPartitions = args(5).toInt
    val urls = Seq(
      Seq("http://service.odps.aliyun.com/api", "http://dt.odps.aliyun.com"), // public
environment
      Seq("http://odps-ext.aliyun-inc.com/api", "http://dt-ext.odps.aliyun-inc.com") //
Aliyun internal environment
    )
    val conf = new SparkConf().setAppName("E-MapReduce Demo 3-1: Spark MaxCompute Demo 
(Scala)")
    val sc = new SparkContext(conf)
    val odpsOps = envType match {
      case 0 =>
        OdpsOps(sc, accessKeyId, accessKeySecret, urls(0)(0), urls(0)(1))
      case 1 =>
        OdpsOps(sc, accessKeyId, accessKeySecret, urls(1)(0), urls(1)(1))
    }
    val odpsData = odpsOps.readTable(project, table, read, numPartitions)
    println(s"Count (odpsData): ${odpsData.count()}")
  }
  def read(record: Record, schema: TableSchema): Long = {
    record.getBigint(0)
  }
}

Compress the obtained data into a JAR package. In this example, the JAR package emr_spark_demo-
1.0-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar is generated.

Not e Not e Dependencies that are related to MaxCompute are contained in a third-party
package. You must compress the third-party package and the obtained data into a JAR
package and upload the JAR package to your EMR cluster.

3. Upload the JAR package.

i. Log on to the OSS console.
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ii. Upload the JAR package to the specified path.

In this example, the JAR package emr_spark_demo-1.0-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar is
uploaded to the oss://oss-cn-shanghai-internal.aliyuncs.com/onaliyun-bucket-2/emr_BE/spar
k_odps/ path. If  this is the first  t ime you use OSS to access DataWorks, you must grant access
permissions to OSS. For more information, see Create and use an EMR MR node.

Not e Not e The upper limit  for the size of EMR resources in the DataWorks console is 50
MB. In most cases, the size of a JAR package that is used to add dependencies is greater
than 50 MB. Therefore, you must upload the JAR package in the OSS console. If  the size of
your JAR package is less than 50 MB, you can directly upload the package in the DataWorks
console. For more information, see Create and use an EMR JAR resource.

4. Create an EMR Spark node and run the node.

In this example, the EMR Spark node emr_spark_odps is created. For more information about how to
create an EMR Spark node, see Create an EMR Spark node.

On the configuration tab of the emr_spark_odps node, select  the desired EMR compute engine
instance and write the following code:

--class com.aliyun.emr.example.spark.SparkMaxComputeDemo --master yarn-client ossref://
onaliyun-bucket-2/emr_BE/spark_odps/emr_spark_demo-1.0-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.j
ar <accessKeyId> <accessKeySecret> 1 onaliyun_workshop_dev emr_spark_read_odpstable 1

You must replace the parameters such as <accessKeyId>, <accessKeySecret>, <envType>,
<project>, <table>, and <numPart it ions> with the actual information that you need to use.

5. Save and commit the EMR Spark node. For more information, see Save and commit the EMR Spark no
de.

You can view the returned result  from the operational logs of the EMR Spark node. If  the number of
data records in the MaxCompute table is 2 in the returned result , the EMR Spark node is successfully run.

You can create an E-MapReduce (EMR) Shell node and run the node by using the code editor.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is

5.4.8. Create and use an EMR Shell node5.4.8. Create and use an EMR Shell node
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added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

Create an EMR Shell node and use the node to develop dataCreate an EMR Shell node and use the node to develop data
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. 

3. Create an EMR ShellEMR Shell node.

i. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMREMR

ShellShell.

Alternatively, you can find the desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then
choose Creat eCreat e >  > EMREMR >  > EMR ShellEMR Shell.

ii. 

iii. Click CommitCommit . Then, the configuration tab of the EMR ShellEMR Shell node appears.
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4. Use the EMR ShellEMR Shell node to develop data.

The following code provides an example:

DD=`date`;
echo "hello world, $DD"
## Scheduling parameters are supported.
echo ${var};

For more information about scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

If  you want to change the values that are assigned to the parameters in the code, click Run wit hRun wit h
Paramet ersParamet ers in the top toolbar. For more information about value assignment for the scheduling
parameters, see Scheduling parameters.

For more information about how to configure a Shell job, see Configure a Shell job.

5. In the right-side navigation pane, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings. In the Advanced Sett ings panel,
configure the parameters.

"SPARK_CONF": "--conf spark.driver.memory=2g --conf xxx=xxx": the parameters for running
Spark jobs. You can configure mult iple parameters in the --conf xxx=xxx format.

"queue": the scheduling queue to which jobs are committed. Default  value: default .

"vcores": the number of vCPUs. Default  value: 1.

"memory": the memory that is allocated to the launcher. Unit: MB. Default  value: 2048.

"priority": the priority. Default  value: 1.

"FLOW_SKIP_SQL_ANALYZE": specifies how SQL statements are executed. The value false
indicates that only one SQL statement is executed at  a t ime. The value true indicates that
mult iple SQL statements are executed at  a t ime.

"USE_GATEWAY": specifies whether a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs on the current
node. The value t ruet rue indicates that a gateway cluster is used to commit jobs. The value f alsef alse
indicates that a gateway cluster is not used to commit jobs and jobs are committed to the
header node by default .

Not e Not e If  the EMR cluster to which the node belongs is not associated with a gateway
cluster but you set  the USE_GATEWAY parameter to t ruet rue, jobs may fail to be committed.

6. Configure propert ies for the EMR Shell node.

If  you want the system to periodically run the EMR Shell node, you can click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-
side navigation pane to configure propert ies for the node based on your business requirements.
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Configure resource propert ies for the EMR Shell node. For more information, see Configure a
resource group. You must select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to
the EMR compute engine instance to run the EMR Shell node. For more information, see Select  a
network connectivity solut ion.

7. 

8. 

E-MapReduce (EMR) Spark Streaming nodes can be used to process streaming data with high
throughput. This type of node supports fault  tolerance, which helps you restore data streams on which
errors occur. This topic describes how to create an EMR Spark Streaming node and use the node to
develop data.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

The EMR cluster is associated with your DataWorks workspace as a compute engine instance. The EMR
folder is displayed on the DataStudio page only after an EMR cluster is associated with your
workspace as a compute engine instance on the Workspace Management page. For more
information, see Configure a workspace.

A resource group is created.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

LimitsLimits
An EMR Spark Streaming node can run only on an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

If  the exclusive resource group for scheduling and EMR cluster that you use are created before June
10, 2021, you must submit  a t icket  to upgrade the resource group and the EMR cluster.

Create an EMR Spark Streaming node and use the node to developCreate an EMR Spark Streaming node and use the node to develop
datadata

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

5.4.9. Create and use an EMR Spark Streaming5.4.9. Create and use an EMR Spark Streaming
nodenode
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2. 

3. Create an EMR Spark St reamingEMR Spark St reaming node.

i. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > EMREMR

Spark St reamingSpark St reaming.

Alternatively, you can find the desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then
choose Creat eCreat e >  > EMREMR >  > EMR Spark St reamingEMR Spark St reaming.

ii. 

iii. Click CommitCommit . Then, the configuration tab of the EMR Spark St reamingEMR Spark St reaming node appears.

4. Use the EMR Spark St reamingEMR Spark St reaming node to develop data.

i. Select  the EMR compute engine instance.

On the configuration tab of the EMR Spark St reaming nodeEMR Spark St reaming node, select  the EMR compute engine
instance.

ii. Write code for the EMR Spark Streaming node.

On the configuration tab of the EMR Spark Streaming node, write code for the node.

Sample code:

--master yarn-cluster --executor-cores 2 --executor-memory 2g --driver-memory 1g --
num-executors 2 --class com.aliyun.emr.example.spark.streaming.JavaLoghubWordCount 
/tmp/examples-1.2.0-shaded.jar <logService-project> <logService-store> <group> <end
point> <access-key-id> <access-key-secret>

The system automatically generates  spark-submit  after the node is created. The following
code is the code that is f inally sent to the compute engine instance:

spark-submit --master yarn-cluster --executor-cores 2 --executor-memory 2g --driver
-memory 1g --num-executors 2 --class com.aliyun.emr.example.spark.streaming.JavaLog
hubWordCount /tmp/examples-1.2.0-shaded.jar <logService-project> <logService-store>
 <group> <endpoint> <access-key-id> <access-key-secret>

 /tmp/examples-1.2.0-shaded.jar  is the name of the JAR package generated by the node
code. For more information about the code for the node, see Consume data in real t ime.

Not e Not e The JAR package can be stored in the following objects:

Master node of the EMR cluster.

Object  Storage Service (OSS). We recommend that you store the JAR package in
OSS. For more information about how to store the JAR package in OSS, see
Operations in the OSS console.

You must replace  access-key-id  and  access-key-secret  with the AccessKey ID and
AccessKey secret  of your Alibaba Cloud account. To obtain the AccessKey ID and AccessKey
secret, you can log on to the DataWorks console, move the pointer over the profile picture in
the upper-right corner, and then select  AccessKey Management.

For more information about Spark Streaming parameters, see Spark documentation.
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iii. Configure a resource group for scheduling.

Click the  icon in the top toolbar. In the Parameters dialog box, select  the desired resource

group for scheduling.

Click OKOK.

iv. Save and run the EMR Streaming SQL node.

In the top toolbar, click the  icon to save the EMR Streaming SQL node and click the  icon to

run the EMR Streaming SQL node.

5. Configure propert ies for the EMR Spark Streaming node.

If  you want the system to periodically run the EMR Spark Streaming node, you can click Propert iesPropert ies
in the right-side navigation pane to configure propert ies for the node based on your business
requirements.

Configure basic propert ies for the EMR Spark Streaming node. For more information, see
Configure basic propert ies.

Configure t ime propert ies for the EMR Spark Streaming node.

You can select  a mode to start  the node and a mode to rerun the node. For more information,
see Configure t ime properties.

Configure resource propert ies for the EMR Spark Streaming node. For more information, see
Configure a resource group.

6. 

7. View the EMR Spark Streaming node.

i. Click Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er in the upper-right corner of the DataStudio page to go to Operation
Center.

ii. View the EMR Spark Streaming node that is running. For more information, see Manage real-time
computing nodes.

This topic describes how to create a Hologres SQL node. Hologres seamlessly integrates with
MaxCompute at  the underlying layer. This integration allows you to use standard PostgreSQL
statements to query and analyze large volumes of data stored in MaxCompute. In this case, you can
quickly obtain query results without the need to transfer data.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A HologresHologres compute engine instance is added on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. This ensures
that the HologresHologres folder is displayed on the page on which you want to create a Hologres SQL node.
For more information, see Associate a Hologres compute engine instance with a workspace.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

5.5. Create a Hologres SQL node5.5. Create a Hologres SQL node
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2. Create a workf lowworkf low.

If you have a workf lowworkf low, skip this step.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and select  Workf lowWorkf low.

ii. In the Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low dialog box, specify the Workf low NameWorkf low Name parameter.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

3. Create a Hologres SQLHologres SQL node.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose HologresHologres >  > Hologres SQLHologres SQL.

You can also find the workflow in which you want to create a Hologres SQL node, right-click
HologresHologres, and choose Creat eCreat e >  > Hologres SQLHologres SQL.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length, and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click CommitCommit .

4. On the tab that appears, edit  and run the code in the code editor.

After the Hologres SQL node is created, edit  the code in compliance with the Hologres SQL syntax.
For more information about the Hologres SQL syntax, see SELECT.

Not e Not e If  you query data by executing a  SELECT  statement that does not contain the  
LIMIT  clause, a maximum of 200 records are returned by default . If  you want to view more
query results, add the  LIMIT  clause at  the end of the  SELECT  statement. A maximum of
10,000 records can be returned.

For example, if  you execute the  select col_1,col_2 from your_table_name where pt>0 limit
500;  statement, a maximum of 500 records are returned.

5. On the node configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and
configure scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

6. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

5.6. Create an ADB for PostgreSQL5.6. Create an ADB for PostgreSQL
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DataWorks supports ADB for PostgreSQL nodes. You can create an ADB for PostgreSQL node in the
DataWorks console to build an online extract, transform, load (ETL) process.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or higher is act ivated.

An Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance is bound to the workspace where you want to create an ADB
for PostgreSQL node. The Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL service is available in a workspace only after you
bind an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance to the workspace on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management
page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is added. For more information, see Purchase an exclusive
resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e ADB for PostgreSQL nodes can run only on exclusive resource groups for scheduling.

ContextContext
ADB for PostgreSQL nodes are used to connect to Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL of Alibaba Cloud. For
more information, see Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Analyt icDBAnalyt icDB >  > ADBADB

f or Post greSQLf or Post greSQL.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click Analyt icDB f orAnalyt icDB f or
Post greSQLPost greSQL, and then choose NewNew >  > ADB f or Post greSQLADB f or Post greSQL.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Configure the ADB for PostgreSQL node.

5.6. Create an ADB for PostgreSQL5.6. Create an ADB for PostgreSQL
nodenode
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i. Select  a connection from the Select  dat a sourceSelect  dat a source drop-down list .

Not iceNot ice

When you bind an Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL instance to the workspace, DataWorks
automatically creates a connection to the instance.

You can select  only a connection that is configured by using a connection string.

ii. Write the SQL statements of the node.

After you select  a connection, write SQL statements based on the syntax that is supported by
Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL.

iii. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the SQL statements to the server.

iv. Click the  icon in the toolbar to execute the SQL statements you have saved.

When you run the node for the first  t ime, the Paramet ersParamet ers dialog box appears. You must select
a resource group for running the node from the Scheduling Resource GroupScheduling Resource Group drop-down list ,
set  other parameters as required, and then click Conf irmConf irm.

When you run the node later, the system uses the resource group and parameter sett ings that
you specify for the first  running of the node. If  you need to change the resource group or
modify the parameter sett ings, click the  icon in the toolbar.

Not e Not e To access a data store in a virtual private cloud (VPC), a node must be run on
an exclusive resource group for scheduling. In this example, you must select  an exclusive
resource group for scheduling that is connected to the Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL
instance.

6. On the node configuration tab, click the Scheduling conf igurat ionScheduling conf igurat ion tab in the right-side
navigation pane. On the Scheduling configuration tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node.
For more information, see Configure basic properties.

You must select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to the Analyt icDB for
PostgreSQL instance to periodically run the node.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

5.7. Create and use an AnalyticDB for5.7. Create and use an AnalyticDB for
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You can create an Analyt icDB for MySQL node and use SQL statements to develop data for the
Analyt icDB for MySQL data source. This topic describes how to create and use an Analyt icDB for MySQL
node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks of the required edit ion is act ivated, the required data source is purchased, and an
Analyt icDB for MySQL compute engine instance is associated with the workspace.

DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated. For more information, see
Billing of DataWorks advanced edit ions.

An Analyt icDB for MySQL cluster is created. For more information, see Create a cluster.

An Analyt icDB for MySQL compute engine instance is associated with the workspace on the
Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

A resource group is created.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created. For more information, see Purchase an exclusive
resource group for scheduling.

A data source is prepared.

An Analyt icDB for MySQL data source is added. For more information, see Configure an AnalyticDB for
MySQL 3.0 connection.

ContextContext
Analyt icDB for MySQL is an analyt ical database of Alibaba Cloud. For more information, see What is
AnalyticDB for MySQL?

LimitsLimits
An Analyt icDB for MySQL compute engine instance can be associated only with a DataWorks
workspace of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion.

Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes can run only on exclusive resource groups for scheduling.

An Analyt icDB for MySQL node can be used to develop data for an Analyt icDB for MySQL data source
that is added by using the connection string mode or by associat ing an Analyt icDB for MySQL
compute engine instance with a workspace. You can go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page, find the desired
data source, and then click EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion column to view the mode that was used to add
the data source. For more information, see Configure an AnalyticDB for MySQL 3.0 connection.

Create an AnalyticDB for MySQL node and use the node to developCreate an AnalyticDB for MySQL node and use the node to develop
datadata

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

5.7. Create and use an AnalyticDB for5.7. Create and use an AnalyticDB for
MySQL nodeMySQL node
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2. 

3. Create an Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL node.

i. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Analyt icDB f orAnalyt icDB f or

MySQLMySQL >  > ADB f or MySQLADB f or MySQL.

You can also find the newly created workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL >  > ADB f or MySQLADB f or MySQL.

ii. 

iii. Click CommitCommit . Then, the configuration tab of the Analyt icDB for MySQL node appears.

4. Use the Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL node to develop data.

i. Select  a data source.

Select  the desired Analyt icDB for MySQL data source from the Select  Dat a SourceSelect  Dat a Source drop-
down list . If  no Analyt icDB for MySQL data source is available, click Add Dat a SourceAdd Dat a Source and add
an Analyt icDB for MySQL data source on the Dat a SourceDat a Source page. For more information, see
Configure an Analyt icDB for MySQL 3.0 connection.

Not eNot e

If you associate an Analyt icDB for MySQL compute engine instance with a
workspace, the system automatically creates an Analyt icDB for MySQL data source.
The system uses the data source to develop data by default . You can also select
the desired data source.

An Analyt icDB for MySQL node can be used to develop data for an Analyt icDB for
MySQL data source that is added by using the connection string mode or by
associat ing an Analyt icDB for MySQL compute engine instance with a workspace.
You can go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page, find the desired data source, and then click
EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion column to view the mode that was used to add the data
source. For more information, see Configure an AnalyticDB for MySQL 3.0 connection.
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ii. Use SQL statements to create a task.

a. Enter SQL statements in the SQL editor to create a task.

In this example, the following statement is used to query tables in the data source. You
can enter SQL statements that you want to execute based on the syntax supported by
Analyt icDB for MySQL and your business requirements.

show tables;

b. Select  a resource group.

In the top toolbar, click the  icon. In the Paramet ersParamet ers dialog box, select  the created

exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not eNot e

You must use an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to
the data source. For more information, see Select  a network connectivity
solut ion.

If  you want to change the resource group in subsequent operations, you can
also perform the change in the Parameters dialog box.

c. Save and execute the SQL statement.

In the top toolbar, click the  icon to save the compiled SQL statement. Then, click the 

icon to execute the SQL statement.

The following figure shows the results.

5. Configure propert ies for the Analyt icDB for MySQL node.

If  you want the system to periodically run the Analyt icDB for MySQL node, you can click Propert iesPropert ies
in the right-side navigation pane to configure propert ies for the node based on your business
requirements.

Configure resource propert ies for the Analyt icDB for MySQL node. For more information, see
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Configure a resource group. You must select  the exclusive resource group for scheduling that is
connected to the Analyt icDB for MySQL data source. For more information, see Select  a network
connectivity solut ion.

6. 

7. 

You can create a MySQL node and use SQL statements to develop data for a MySQL data source. This
topic describes how to create and use a MySQL node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
MySQL nodes can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling. For more information about how
to create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling, see Create and use an exclusive
resource group for scheduling.

A MySQL data source is added by using the connection string mode. For more information, see Add a
MySQL data source. Make sure that the data source that you created is connected to the exclusive
resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e MySQL nodes support  only data sources in the production environment.

LimitsLimits
MySQL nodes can be used to develop data only for MySQL data sources that are in the production
environment and that are added by using the connection string mode. You can go to the Dat aDat a
SourceSource page by performing the operations in Add a MySQL data source. On the Data Source page, find
your desired data source, and click EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion column to view the mode that is used to
add the data source.

If  you want to access the MySQL data source over the Internet, you must configure a whitelist  for the
data source. To ensure the connectivity between the resource group and the data source, we
recommend that you use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

If  you want to access the MySQL data source over a virtual private cloud (VPC), you can use only an
exclusive resource group for scheduling to develop data.

Not e Not e The current node type does not support  MySQL 8.0 or later.

Proposals and suggestions for network connectionsProposals and suggestions for network connections
This sect ion describes the proposals and suggestions for network connections.

Resources in exclusive resource groups for scheduling can be scheduled on demand to ensure the
outputs of the nodes. We recommend that you use exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run
nodes.

If  you want to access the MySQL data source over a VPC, use an exclusive resource group for
scheduling.

If  you want to access the MySQL data source over the Internet, we recommend that you use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

If  you want to use the shared resource group for scheduling to access the MySQL data source over

5.8. Create a MySQL node5.8. Create a MySQL node
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the Internet, you must configure a whitelist  for the data source.

Create and use a MySQL node to develop dataCreate and use a MySQL node to develop data
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Create a workf lowworkf low.

If you have a workf lowworkf low, skip this step.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and select  Workf lowWorkf low.

ii. In the Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low dialog box, set  the Workf low NameWorkf low Name parameter.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

3. Create a MySQLMySQL node.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose Dat abaseDat abase >  > MySQLMySQL.

You can also right-click the name of the workflow that you created and then choose Creat eCreat e > >
Dat abaseDat abase >  > MySQLMySQL.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name, Node T ypeNode T ype, and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click CommitCommit  to go to the configuration tab of the MySQL node.

4. Use the MySQLMySQL node to develop data.

i. Select  a data source.

Select  the data source for which you want to develop data from the Select  Dat a SourceSelect  Dat a Source
drop-down list . If  you cannot find the required data source in the drop-down list , click AddAdd
Dat a SourceDat a Source and add a data source on the Dat a SourceDat a Source page. For more information, see
Add a MySQL data source.

Not eNot e

MySQL nodes can be used to develop data only for MySQL data sources that are in the
production environment and that are added by using the connection string mode. You can
go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page by performing the operations in Add a MySQL data source. On
the Data Source page, find your desired data source, and click EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion
column to view the mode that is used to add the data source.
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ii. Select  a resource group.

In the top toolbar, click the  icon. In the Paramet ersParamet ers dialog box, select  the created resource

group for scheduling.

Not eNot e

If you want to access a data source over the Internet or a VPC, you must use the
resource group for scheduling that is connected to the data source. For more
information, see Select  a network connectivity solut ion.

If  you want to change the resource group in subsequent operations, you can also
perform the change in the Parameters dialog box.

iii. Use SQL statements to create a task.

Write SQL statements in the SQL editor to create a task.

In this example, the following statement is used to query data in the xc_emp table. You can
write SQL statements that you want to execute based on your business requirements and the
syntax that is supported by MySQL.

select * from xc_emp;

The following figure shows the results.

If  the task execution fails, you can view the error message and troubleshoot the issues based
on the instruct ions in What do I do if  the node fails to run and the system displays the error
message indicating that SQL execution failed and the JDBC driver is not supported?.

iv. Save and execute the SQL statements.

In the top toolbar, click the  icon to save the SQL statements. Then, click the  icon to

execute the SQL statements.

5. Configure scheduling propert ies for the MySQL node.
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If  you want the system to periodically run the MySQL node, you can click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-
side navigation pane to configure scheduling propert ies for the node based on your business
requirements.

Configure basic propert ies for the MySQL node. For more information, see Configure basic
propert ies.

Configure the scheduling cycle, rerun propert ies, and scheduling dependencies of the MySQL
node. For more information, see Configure t ime propert ies and Configure same-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

Not e Not e You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters on the Propert ies tab
before you commit the node.

Configure resource propert ies for the MySQL node. For more information, see Configure a
resource group. If  you want to access the MySQL data source over the Internet or a VPC, you
must use the exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to the MySQL data
source to run the MySQL node. For more information, see Select  a network connectivity solut ion.

6. Commit and deploy the MySQL node.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the node.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

If you use a workspace in standard mode, you must deploy the node in the production environment
after you commit the node. Click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner. For more information, see
Deploy nodes.

7. View the MySQL node.

i. Click Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er in the upper-right corner of the DataStudio page to go to Operation
Center.

ii. View the scheduled MySQL node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

What do I do if the node fails to run and the system displays theWhat do I do if the node fails to run and the system displays the
error message indicating that SQL execution failed and the JDBCerror message indicating that SQL execution failed and the JDBC
driver is not supported?driver is not supported?

Problem descript ion

When I configure a MySQL data source that is not added by using the connection string mode, the
node fails to run, and the system displays the error message indicating that SQL execution failed and
  the JDBC driver is not supported .

Cause

A MySQL data source that is not added by using the connection string mode is used.

Solution
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Select  a data source that is added by using the connection string mode. You can go to the Dat aDat a
SourceSource page by performing the operations in Add a MySQL data source. On the Data Source page, find
your desired data source, and click EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion column to view the mode that is used to
add the data source.

Machine Learning (PAI) nodes are used to call nodes that are created in Machine Learning Platform for AI
(PAI) and schedule production act ivit ies based on the node configuration.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Before you create a Machine Learning (PAI) node in DataWorks, you must create a PAI experiment in PAI.

In this topic, a heart  disease predict ion experiment is used to describe how to load a PAI experiment to
a Machine Learning node in DataWorks.

Not e Not e Before you perform the operations described in this topic, you must go to the PAI
console from the DataStudio page, create a PAI experiment based on the heart  disease predict ion
case described in Predict  heart  disease, and then upload the required data to DataStudio.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Machine LearningMachine Learning

> > Machine Learning Plat f orm f or AIMachine Learning Plat f orm f or AI to create a Machine Learning (PAI) node.

Alternatively, you can open the desired workflow, right-click Algorit hmAlgorit hm, and then choose Creat eCreat e
> > Machine Learning Plat f orm f or AIMachine Learning Plat f orm f or AI to create a Machine Learning (PAI) node.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the node, select  a PAI experiment that you have created from the
ExperimentExperiment  drop-down list .

If  you want to edit  the loaded PAI experiment, click Edit  in PAI ConsoleEdit  in PAI Console to go to the experiment
edit ing page in the PAI console.

5.9. Create a Machine Learning (PAI)5.9. Create a Machine Learning (PAI)
nodenode
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Not e Not e You can select  a PAI experiment from the Experiment drop-down list  and edit  the
experiment on the experiment edit ing page in the PAI console only after you have created a
PAI experiment in the PAI console.

6. On the configuration tab of the node, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane. On the
Propert ies tab, configure propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic
properties.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

ClickHouse SQL nodes allow you to use a distributed SQL query engine to process structured data. This
improves the task efficiency. This topic describes how to create and use a ClickHouse SQL node to
develop data.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An EMR ClickHouse cluster or an ApsaraDB for ClickHouse cluster is created. The security group to
which the cluster belongs has the following inbound rule:

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

The ClickHouse compute engine is associated with your DataWorks workspace. For more information,
see Configure a workspace.

Not e Not e After you associate the ClickHouse compute engine with your workspace, you can
view the directory of the ClickHouse compute engine on the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

The exclusive resource group for scheduling is created and is associated with the VPC to which the
ClickHouse cluster belongs. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for
scheduling.

5.10. Create and use a ClickHouse SQL5.10. Create and use a ClickHouse SQL
nodenode
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LimitsLimits
You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run ClickHouse SQL nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose ClickHouseClickHouse >  > Click SQLClick SQL.

Alternatively, right-click a workflow and select  ClickHouseClickHouse, and choose Creat eCreat e >  > Click SQLClick SQL.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Develop data in the code editor.

You can run SQL nodes based on your business requirements. Sample code:

CREATE DATABASE if not EXISTS ck_test;
CREATE TABLE if not EXISTS  ck_test.first_table  (
`product_code` String,
`package_name` String
) ENGINE = MergeTree ORDER BY package_name SETTINGS index_granularity = 8192;
insert into ck_test.first_table (product_code, package_name) VALUES ('1', '1');
select * from ck_test.first_table;

6. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

5.11. Create a common node5.11. Create a common node
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You can use the Object  Storage Service (OSS) object  inspection feature to monitor OSS objects if
descendant nodes can run only after OSS objects are generated in OSS. For example, you can run a
node for synchronizing OSS data files to DataWorks only after the OSS data files are generated. In this
case, you can use the OSS object  inspection feature to monitor the OSS data files.

The OSS object  inspection feature can monitor OSS objects of all tenants. To create an OSS Object
Inspection node, follow these steps:

1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the
Workspaces page, find the target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > OSS Object  Inspect ionOSS Object  Inspect ion.

You can also find the target workflow, right-click GeneralGeneral, and choose Creat eCreat e >  > OSS ObjectOSS Object
Inspect ionInspect ion.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box that appears, enter the node name, select  the target folder, and
click CommitCommit .

Not e Not e A node name can be up to 128 characters in length.

4. On the OSS Object  Inspect ionOSS Object  Inspect ion page that appears, set  the parameters.

No. Parameter Description

1 OSS ObjectOSS Object
The storage path of the OSS object. You can add a
scheduling parameter to the storage path. For more
information, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

2 T imeoutT imeout

The timeout period during which DataWorks checks whether
the OSS object exists in OSS every five seconds. If the OSS
object is not detected before the t imeout period ends, the
OSS Object Inspection node fails.

3 St orage AddressSt orage Address

The storage space of the OSS object. Valid values:

MyselfMyself : detects the OSS object in the storage space of
the current tenant.

Ot herOt her: detects the OSS object in the storage space of
another tenant.

5.11.1. OSS Object Inspection node5.11.1. OSS Object Inspection node
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Not eNot e

When an OSS Object  Inspection node is running, it  monitors the OSS object  through
MaxCompute. Make sure that MaxCompute has the required permissions on the OSS
bucket. For more information, see STS authorization.

In the development or production environment, the node monitors the OSS object
through the access identity of the development or production environment. Make sure
that the access identity has the required permissions on the OSS bucket.

You cannot specify an OSS object  by using the wildcard (*), nor can you use the system
parameters cyct ime and bizdate. However, you can use custom parameters.

5. Grant MaxCompute the permission to access OSS in the Resource Access Management (RAM)
console.

MaxCompute uses RAM and Security Token Service (STS) of Alibaba Cloud to resolve security issues
of accounts.

If  the owners of MaxCompute and OSS are using the same Alibaba Cloud account, you can go to
the RAM console and click Confirm Authorization Policy to authorize MaxCompute to access OSS.

If  the owners of MaxCompute and OSS are using different Alibaba Cloud accounts, you can
follow these steps to authorize MaxCompute to access OSS:

a. Create a role in the RAM console.

Create a role, such as AliyunODPSDefaultRole or AliyunODPSRoleForOtherUser, and set  the
following policy:

--The owners of MaxCompute and OSS are using different Alibaba Cloud accounts.
{
"Statement": [
{
"Action": "sts:AssumeRole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"Service": [
"The ID of the Alibaba Cloud account used by the owner of MaxCompute@odps.aliyunc
s.com"
]
}
}
],
"Version": "1"
}
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b. Create the AliyunODPSRolePolicy permission policy that contains the permissions required for
accessing OSS.

{
"Version": "1",
"Statement": [
{
"Action": [
 "oss:ListBuckets",
 "oss:GetObject",
 "oss:ListObjects",
 "oss:PutObject",
 "oss:DeleteObject",
 "oss:AbortMultipartUpload",
 "oss:ListParts"
],
"Resource": "*",
"Effect": "Allow"
}
]
}
--You can also add other permissions as required.

c. Grant the AliyunODPSRolePolicy permission policy to the role.

6. Go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er to view the runtime logs.

If  the following error information appears, the OSS object  is not detected:

<Error>
 <Code>NoSuchKey</Code>
 <Message>The specified key does not exist. </Message>
 <RequestId></RequestId>
 <HostId>OSS object</HostId>
 <Key>xc/111.txt</Key>
</Error>

DataWorks provides for-each nodes. You can use a for-each node to traverse the output of an
assignment node in loops. You can also customize the workflow in a for-each node. This topic describes
the composit ion and application logic of a for-each node.

ScenariosScenarios
In DataWorks, a for-each node is used to traverse the output of an assignment node in loops. Before
you use a for-each node, you must configure the for-each node as a descendant node of an
assignment node. After the assignment node passes its output to the for-each node, the for-each
node traverses the output in loops.

5.11.2. Configure a for-each node5.11.2. Configure a for-each node

5.11.2.1. Composition and application logic5.11.2.1. Composition and application logic
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For more information about the limits of a for-each node, see Limits.

A for-each node contains inner nodes. The inner nodes are used to compile task code for traversal in
loops. For more information, see Node composit ion.

LimitsLimits
Dependencies

A for-each node is used to traverse the output of an assignment node in loops. You must configure
the assignment node as an ancestor node of the for-each node.

for-each nodes

You can use for-each nodes only in DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion.
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A for-each node can traverse the output of an assignment node in a maximum of 128 loops. If  the
number of loops exceeds 128, an error is reported. The number of loops that are actually run by a
for-each node varies based on the output of the assignment node that is configured as an
ancestor node of the for-each node.

If  the output of an assignment node is a one-dimensional array, the number of loops is the
number of elements in the array.

For example, a for-each node is configured as a descendant node of an assignment node in the
Shell or Python 2 language, and the output of the assignment node is the one-dimensional array
 2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-01 . In this case, the for-each node

traverses the output in five loops.

If  the output of an assignment node is a two-dimensional array, the number of loops is the
number of rows in the array.

For example, a for-each node is configured as a descendant node of an assignment node in the
ODPS SQL language, and the output of the assignment node is a two-dimensional array. The
following code shows the two-dimensional array.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region         | age_range            | zodiac                 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown        | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

In this case, the for-each node traverses the output in two loops.

Inner nodes

You can delete the exist ing dependencies between the inner nodes of a for-each node and
customize the workflow in the for-each node. However, you must make sure that the workflow of
the for-each node starts with the st artst art  node and ends with the endend node.

If  you use a branch node as an inner node of a for-each node to perform logical judgments or
traverse the output of an assignment node, you must also use a merge node.

Test ing

If the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you cannot test  a for-each node on the
DataStudio page.

To test  a for-each node and view the result , you must commit and deploy the for-each node to
the production environment. Then, you can view the operational logs of the for-each node on the
Operation Center page.

To view the operational logs of a for-each node on the Operation Center page, right-click the for-
each node in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes.

Node compositionNode composition
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In DataWorks, for-each nodes are a special type of node that contains inner nodes. After you create a
for-each node, the following three inner nodes are created: st artst art , sqlsql, and endend. The start  node marks
the start  of a loop. The sql node runs a loop. The end node marks the end of a loop and determines
whether to start  the next  loop. The three inner nodes are organized as a workflow to traverse the
output of an assignment node.

The preceding figure shows the inner nodes of a for-each node.

sqlsql node

By default , DataWorks creates an SQL node named sqlsql in a for-each node. You can delete the sql
node and customize inner nodes to run the loop task of the for-each node.

If  you want to use the sqlsql node to run the loop task of your for-each node, double-click the node
and write code on the configuration tab of the node.

If  the loop task of your for-each node is complex, you can create more inner nodes to run the task
and connect the nodes based on your business requirements.

Not e Not e Before you customize inner nodes that are used to run the loop task of your for-
each node, you can delete the dependencies between the original inner nodes and customize
new inner nodes and a workflow in the for-each node. However, you must make sure that the
workflow starts with the st artst art  node and ends with the endend node.

st artst art  and endend nodes

The start  node marks the start  of a loop. The end node marks the end of a loop. The two nodes are
not used to run loops.

Not e Not e The end node does not determine the number of loops. The number of loops that
are actually run by a for-each node varies based on the output of the assignment node that is
configured as an ancestor node of the for-each node.

Built-in variablesBuilt-in variables
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Each t ime you run a for-each node to traverse the output of an assignment node in loops, you can
configure some built-in variables to obtain the number of loops that are run by the for-each node and
the offset.

Built-in variable Description
Comparison between a loop run by a for-each node
and a for loop

 ${dag.loopDataArra
y} 

The output of an
assignment node.

The value of this variable is equivalent to the code
result in the for loop. Example:

data=[]

 ${dag.foreach.curr
ent} The current data entry.

Example of code in the for loop:

for(int i=0;i<data.length;i++) {
   print(data[i]);
}

 data[i]  is equivalent to  ${dag.foreach.cu
rrent} .

 i  is equivalent to  ${dag.offset} .

 ${dag.offset} 
The offset of the
current number of
loops to 1.

 ${dag.loopTimes} The current number of
loops.

-

If  you understand the schema of your output table, you can configure the variables that are described
in the following table to obtain the values of other variables.

Variable Description

 ${dag.dag.foreach.current[
n]} 

The data in a column of the current row in each loop if the output of
an assignment node is a two-dimensional array.

 ${dag.loopDataArray[i]
[j]} 

The data in Column j of Row i in the output if the output of an
assignment node is a two-dimensional array.

 ${dag.foreach.current[n]}
 

The data in a specified column if the output of an assignment node is a
one-dimensional array.

Examples of variable valuesExamples of variable values
Example 1

An assignment node in the Shell language is configured as an ancestor node of a for-each node, and
the last  output of the assignment node is  2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-
01 . The following table lists the values of the built-in variables in this example.

Not e Not e The output of the assignment node is a one-dimensional array. The array contains
five elements. The elements are separated by commas (,). Therefore, the total number of loops
that are run by the for-each node is 5.
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Built-in variable Value obtained in the first  loop
Value obtained in the second
loop

 ${dag.loopDataArray}  2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-01 

 ${dag.foreach.current}  2021-03-28  2021-03-29 

 ${dag.offset} 0 1

 ${dag.loopTimes} 1 2

 ${dag.foreach.current[3]}
  2021-03-30 

Example 2

An assignment node in the ODPS SQL language is configured as an ancestor node of a for-each node.
The following pieces of data are obtained after the last  SELECT statement is executed:

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region         | age_range            | zodiac                 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown        | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following table lists the values of the built-in variables in this example.

Not e Not e The output of the assignment node is a two-dimensional array. The array contains
two rows. Therefore, the total number of loops that are run by the for-each node is 2.

Built-in variable Value obtained in the first  loop
Value obtained in the second
loop

 ${dag.loopDataArray} 

+------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------+
| uid            | region         | age_range            
| zodiac                 |
+------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30 to 40 years old   
| Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown        | 30 to 40 years old   
| Cancer (constellation) |
+------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------+

 ${dag.foreach.current} 
 0016359810821,Hubei Provi
nce,30 to 40 years old,Canc
er (constellation) 

 0016359814159,Unknown,30 
to 40 years old,Cancer (con
stellation) 
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 ${dag.offset} 0 1

 ${dag.loopTimes} 1 2

 ${dag.dag.foreach.current
[1]}  0016359810821  0016359814159 

 ${dag.loopDataArray[1][0]
}  0016359814159 

Built-in variable Value obtained in the first  loop
Value obtained in the second
loop

DataWorks provides for-each nodes. You can use a for-each node to traverse the output of an
assignment node in loops. You can also customize the workflow in a for-each node. This topic provides
an example on how to configure and use a for-each node. In this example, the for-each node is used to
traverse the output of an assignment node in two loops, and the system displays the current number
of loops in the Operation Center for each loop.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated.

ContextContext
In DataWorks, a for-each node is used to traverse the output of an assignment node in loops. Before
you use a for-each node, you must configure the for-each node as a descendant node of an
assignment node. After the assignment node passes its output to the for-each node, the for-each
node traverses the output in loops. After you create a for-each node, the following three inner nodes
are created: st artst art , sqlsql, and endend.

You can customize the workflow in a for-each node and configure built-in variables to obtain the
output of an assignment node. For more information, see Composit ion and application logic.

5.11.2.2. Configure a for-each node5.11.2.2. Configure a for-each node
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LimitsLimits
Dependencies

A for-each node is used to traverse the output of an assignment node in loops. You must configure
the assignment node as an ancestor node of the for-each node.

for-each nodes

You can use for-each nodes only in DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion.

A for-each node can traverse the output of an assignment node in a maximum of 128 loops. If  the
number of loops exceeds 128, an error is reported. The number of loops that are actually run by a
for-each node varies based on the output of the assignment node that is configured as an
ancestor node of the for-each node.

If  the output of an assignment node is a one-dimensional array, the number of loops is the
number of elements in the array.

For example, a for-each node is configured as a descendant node of an assignment node in the
Shell or Python 2 language, and the output of the assignment node is the one-dimensional array
 2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-01 . In this case, the for-each node

traverses the output in five loops.

If  the output of an assignment node is a two-dimensional array, the number of loops is the
number of rows in the array.

For example, a for-each node is configured as a descendant node of an assignment node in the
ODPS SQL language, and the output of the assignment node is a two-dimensional array. The
following code shows the two-dimensional array.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region         | age_range            | zodiac                 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown        | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

In this case, the for-each node traverses the output in two loops.

Inner nodes

You can delete the exist ing dependencies between the inner nodes of a for-each node and
customize the workflow in the for-each node. However, you must make sure that the workflow of
the for-each node starts with the st artst art  node and ends with the endend node.

If  you use a branch node as an inner node of a for-each node to perform logical judgments or
traverse the output of an assignment node, you must also use a merge node.

Test ing

If the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you cannot test  a for-each node on the
DataStudio page.

To test  a for-each node and view the result , you must commit and deploy the for-each node to
the production environment. Then, you can view the operational logs of the for-each node on the
Operation Center page.

To view the operational logs of a for-each node on the Operation Center page, right-click the for-
each node in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes.
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ProcedureProcedure
Before you use a for-each node, you must configure the for-each node as a descendant node of an
assignment node. The following figure shows the configuration procedure.

1. Configure node dependencies.

Configure an assignment node as an ancestor node of a for-each node. For more information, see
Create and configure a workflow.

2. Configure inputs for the for-each node.

In the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab for the for-each node, add the out put sout put s
parameter of the assignment node to Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers. For more information, see Configure an
assignment node.

3. Configure the inner nodes of the for-each node.

Customize the workflow in the for-each node based on your business requirements. Then,
configure built-in variables for the inner nodes to enable the inner nodes to obtain and traverse
the output of the assignment node in loops. For more information about the built-in variables, see
Built-in variables. For more information about how to configure a for-each node, see Configure a
for-each node.

Create and configure a workflowCreate and configure a workflow
To create a workflow that contains an assignment node as the ancestor node and a for-each node as
the descendant node, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.
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iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Create a workflow.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and select  Workf lowWorkf low.

ii. In the Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low dialog box, specify Workf low NameWorkf low Name and Descript ionDescript ion.

Not ice Not ice The workflow name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

3. Create a for-each node.

i. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > f or-eachf or-each.

Alternatively, f ind the required workflow in the Scheduled Workflow pane, click the workflow
name, right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > f or-eachf or-each.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, specify Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion.

Not ice Not ice The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click CommitCommit .

4. Create an assignment node. For more information, see Configure an assignment node.
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i. On the configuration tab of the created workflow, drag Assignment  NodeAssignment  Node in the GeneralGeneral
sect ion to the canvas on the right side.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, specify Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion. The default  value of the
Location parameter is the path of the current workflow.

Not ice Not ice The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click CommitCommit .

5. Drag a directed line to configure the assignment node as an ancestor node of the for-each node.
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Configure an assignment nodeConfigure an assignment node
1. On the configuration tab of the created workflow, double-click the name of the assignment node

that you created. The configuration tab of the assignment node appears.

2. Select  SHELLSHELL from the LanguageLanguage drop-down list .

3. Enter the following statement in the code editor:

echo 'this is name,ok';

4. In the right-side navigation pane, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab. In the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion, view the
information about the outputs parameter below Out put  Paramet ersOut put  Paramet ers. The outputs parameter is
the default  output parameter of the assignment node.

5. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to save the assignment node.

6. Commit the assignment node.

Not ice Not ice You must specify RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes on the Propert ies tab before you
commit the assignment node.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, specify Change descript ionChange descript ion.

iii. Click OKOK.

If the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner
to deploy the node after you commit the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

Configure a for-each nodeConfigure a for-each node
1. Double-click the for-each node that you created. By default , the start , sql, and end nodes are

displayed on the configuration tab of the for-each node.
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2. Delete the sql node.

You can use a node other than an SQL node in the workflow of the for-each node.

If  you want to use an ODPS SQL node, skip this step.

If  you want to use a node other than an SQL node, delete the sql node first . In this example, a
Shell node is used.

i. Right-click the sql node and select  Delet e NodeDelet e Node.

ii. In the Delet eDelet e message, click OKOK.

3. Create and configure a Shell node.

You can create other types of nodes by using the same method. If  you want to use the default  sql
node, skip this step.
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i. Drag ShellShell in the GeneralGeneral sect ion to the configuration tab of the for-each node.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, specify Node NameNode Name.

Not ice Not ice The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

iv. Drag directed lines to configure the start  node as an ancestor node of the Shell node and the
end node as a descendant node of the Shell node.

v. Double-click the Shell node. The configuration tab of this node appears.
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vi. Enter the following code:

echo ${dag.loopTimes} ----Display the current number of loops. 

Not eNot e

The start  and end nodes in the workflow of the for-each node have fixed logic and
cannot be modified.

After you modify the code of the Shell node, save the modificat ion. No message
that reminds you to save the modificat ion will appear when you commit the node.
If  you do not save the modificat ion, the code cannot be immediately updated to
the latest  version.

A for-each node supports the following environment variables:

${dag.foreach.current}: the current data entry.

${dag.loopDataArray}: the output of an assignment node.

${dag.offset}: the offset  of the current number of loops to 1.

${dag.loopTimes}: the current number of loops. The value is equivalent to the value of
${dag.offset} plus 1.

For more information about the variables, see Built-in variables and Examples of variable
values.

4. Configure the scheduling propert ies of the for-each node.

i. On the configuration tab of the for-each node, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side
navigation pane.

ii. Find the loopDataArray parameter below Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion and
click ChangeChange in the Act ions column. The loopDataArray parameter is the default  input
parameter of the for-each node.

iii. Select  the outputs parameter of the assignment node from the drop-down list  in the ValueValue
SourceSource column.

Not e Not e After you configure the assignment node as an ancestor node of the for-each
node, you must specify the input parameter for the for-each node on the Propert ies tab. If
you do not specify the input parameter, an error occurs when you commit the for-each
node.

iv. Click SaveSave.

5. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to save the for-each node.

6. Commit the for-each node.
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Not ice Not ice You must specify RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes on the Propert ies tab before you
commit the node.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the CommitCommit  dialog box, select  the inner nodes that you want to commit and enter your
comments in the Descript ionDescript ion field.

iii. Click CommitCommit .

If  the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner
to deploy the for-each node after you commit the for-each node. For more information, see
Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the for-each node and view the result .

i. On the configuration tab of the for-each node, click Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er in the upper-right
corner.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane of the Operation Center page, choose Cycle T askCycle T ask
Maint enanceMaint enance >  > Cycle T askCycle T ask.
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iii. On the page that appears, click the name of the for-each node in the node list . In the directed
acyclic graph (DAG) on the right side, right-click the assignment node and choose RunRun > >
Current  and Descendant  Nodes Ret roact ivelyCurrent  and Descendant  Nodes Ret roact ively. In the Patch Data dialog box, select  the
assignment node and for-each node and click OK.

iv. On the Pat ch Dat aPat ch Dat a page, wait  until the data backfill node instance is run. Then, click DAGDAG in
the Act ions column of the instance.

v. In the DAG that appears, right-click the assignment node and select  View Runt ime LogView Runt ime Log to
view the operational logs of the node.
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vi. On the Pat ch Dat aPat ch Dat a page, right-click the for-each node in the DAG and select  View Int ernalView Int ernal
NodesNodes.
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vii. On the page that appears, click Loop 1Loop 1 in the middle pane, right-click the Shell node in the
DAG, and then select  View Runt ime LogView Runt ime Log.

On the page that appears, view the operational logs of the Shell node in the first  loop.
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viii. Use the same method to view the operational logs of the Shell node in the second loop.

DataWorks provides do-while nodes. You can rearrange the workflow inside a do-while node, write the
logic to be executed in a loop in the node, and then configure an end node to determine whether to
exit  the loop. You can also use a do-while node together with an assignment node to loop through the
result  set  that is passed by the assignment node. This topic describes the composit ion and application
logic of do-while nodes.

Node compositionNode composition

5.11.3. Configure a do-while node5.11.3. Configure a do-while node

5.11.3.1. Logic principles5.11.3.1. Logic principles
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A do-while node in DataWorks is a special node that contains internal nodes. When you create a do-
while node, the following three internal nodes are automatically created: the st artst art  node (loop start
node), the sqlsql node (loop task node), and the endend node (loop end node). The internal nodes are
organized into an internal node process to perform the task in a loop.

The preceding figure shows the following information:

st art  nodest art  node

The start  node in the internal nodes does not carry specific task code.

sql nodesql node

By default , DataWorks creates an internal SQL task node. You can delete the default  sqlsql node and
customize internal loop task nodes.

If  your loop task is an SQL task, you can double-click the default  sqlsql node to go to the node
configuration tab to develop loop task code.

If  your loop task is complex, you can create task nodes in the internal node process and rebuild the
node execution process based on actual situations.

Generally, a do-while node is used together with an assignment node, a branch node, and a merge
node. For more information about typical scenarios, see Typical scenario: Use a do-while node
together with an assignment node.

Not e Not e When you customize a do-while node, you can delete the dependencies between
the internal nodes and rearrange the internal workflow of the do-while node. However, you
must use the st artst art  node and the endend node as the start  and end nodes of the internal
workflow of the do-while node.

end nodeend node

The endend node is used to determine the number of t imes the loop is run for the do-while node. The
end node is essentially an assignment node. The end node returns  true  or  false . t rue
indicates to run the loop again, and false indicates to exit  the loop.
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You can use MaxCompute SQL, Shell, or Python 2 to develop the code of the endend node. The do-
while node provides convenient built-in variables for you to develop the end code. For more
information about built-in variables, see Built-in variables and Examples of variable values. For more
information about sample codes developed in different languages, see Example 1: Sample code
of the end node.

Limits and usage nodesLimits and usage nodes
Support  for do-while nodes

You can use do-while nodes only in DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion.

A do-while node supports a maximum of 128 t imes the loop is run. If  the number of t imes the loop
is run determined by the endend node exceeds 128, an error is returned.

Internal nodes

When you customize a do-while node, you can delete the dependencies between the internal
nodes and rearrange the internal workflow of the do-while node. However, you must use the st artst art
node and the endend node as the start  and end nodes of the internal workflow of the do-while
node.

When the internal nodes of a do-while node use a branch node to perform logical judgments or
traverse results, a merge node also needs to be used.

You cannot add comments when you develop the code of the endend node of a do-while node.

Test  and running

If the workspace is in standard mode, you cannot directly test  and run a do-while node in
DataStudio.

To test  the do-while node and view the result , you must commit the do-while node to Operation
Center and run the do-while node in Operation Center. If  you use the value passed by an
assignment node in the do-while node, run both the assignment node and do-while node during
the test  in Operation Center.

When you view the operational logs of a do-while node in Operation Center, right-click the do-
while node and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes to view the operational logs of the internal nodes.

Typical scenario: Use a do-while node together with an assignmentTypical scenario: Use a do-while node together with an assignment
nodenode
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A do-while node is often used together with an assignment node, as shown in the following figure.

When you use a do-while node together with an assignment node:

You must use the output of the assignment node as the input of the do-while node, and configure
the dependencies of the do-while node on the assignment node. For more information about usage
notes, see Example 2: Use a do-while node together with an assignment node.

You can use some built-in variables to obtain the current number of t imes the loop is run and the
values of the assignment parameters. For more information, see Built-in variables.

Built-in variablesBuilt-in variables
A do-while node in DataWorks uses internal nodes to run a task in a loop. Each t ime the task is run in a
loop, you can use some built-in variables to obtain the current number of t imes the loop is run and the
offset.

Built-in variable Description Value

 ${dag.loopTimes} The current number of t imes the
loop is run.

1 when the loop is run for the
first t ime, 2 when the loop is run
for the second time, 3 when the
loop is run for the third t ime, ...,
and n when the loop is run for
the nth t ime.

 ${dag.offset} The offset.

0 when the loop is run for the
first t ime, 1 when the loop is run
for the second time, 2 when the
loop is run for the third t ime, ...,
and n-1 when the loop is run for
the nth t ime.

If  you use a do-while node together with an assignment node, you can also obtain the values of the
assignment parameters and loop variables in the following way:
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Not e Not e In the following variable examples,  input  specifies the name of the input parameter
defined in the do-while node. You must replace input with the actual name of the input parameter.

Built-in variable Description

 ${dag.input} The dataset passed by the parent assignment node.

 ${dag.input[${dag.offset}]} The data row obtained by the do-while node in the
current loop.

 ${dag.input.length} The length of the dataset obtained inside the do-
while node.

Examples of variable valuesExamples of variable values
Example 1

The parent assignment node is a Shell node, and the last  output is  2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03
-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-01 . The following table describes the values of the variables in Example 1.

Built-in variable
Value when the loop is run for
the first  t ime

Value when the loop is run for
the second time

 ${dag.input}  2021-03-28,2021-03-29,2021-03-30,2021-03-31,2021-04-01 

 ${dag.input[${dag.offset}]
}  2021-03-28  2021-03-29 

 ${dag.input.length} 5

 ${dag.loopTimes} 1 2

 ${dag.offset} 0 1

Example 2

The parent assignment node is an ODPS SQL node, and the last  SELECT statement queries the
following two pieces of data:

+----------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region | age_range | zodiac |
+----------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30–40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown   | 30–40 years old   | Cancer (constellation) |
+----------------------------------------------+

The following table describes the values of the variables in Example 2.

Built-in variable
Value when the loop is run for
the first  t ime

Value when the loop is run for
the second time
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 ${dag.input} 

+----------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region | age_range | zodiac |
+----------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30–40 years old   | 
Cancer (constellation) |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown   | 30–40 years old   | 
Cancer (constellation) |
+----------------------------------------------+

 ${dag.input[${dag.offset}]
} 

 0016359810821, Hubei Prov
ince, 30–40 years old, Canc
er (constellation) 

 0016359814159, unknown, 3
0–40 years old, Cancer (con
stellation) 

 ${dag.input.length} 

2

Not e Not e The number of rows in a two-dimensional array is
the length of the dataset. The number of rows in a two-
dimensional array in the output of the assignment node is 2.

 ${dag.input[0][1] 

Not e Not e The value in the
first row and first  column of
the two-dimensional array.

 0016359810821 

 ${dag.loopTimes} 1 2

 ${dag.offset} 0 1

Built-in variable
Value when the loop is run for
the first  t ime

Value when the loop is run for
the second time

Example 1: Sample code of the end nodeExample 1: Sample code of the end node
You can use MaxCompute SQL, Shell, or Python 2 to develop the code of the endend node. The following
part  shows typical sample code in these three different languages.

MaxCompute SQL:

SELECT  CASE 
 WHEN COUNT(1) > 0 AND ${dag.offset}<= 9 
  THEN true 
  ELSE false 
 END 
FROM  xc_dpe_e2.xc_rpt_user_info_d  where dt='20200101';
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In the preceding sample code of the end node, the number of rows and the offset  are compared
with fixed values to limit  the number of t imes the loop is run for the do-while node.

Shell:

if [ ${dag.loopTimes} -lt 5 ];
then
     echo "True"
else
     echo "False"
fi

In the preceding code, the number of t imes the loop is run is compared with 5 to limit  the number of
t imes the loop is run for the do-while node. The  ${dag.loopTimes}  variable specifies the number
of t imes the loop is run.

The value of the  ${dag.loopTimes}  variable is 1 when the loop is run for the first  t ime and is
incremented by 1 each t ime, for example, 2 for the second t ime, and 5 for the fifth t ime. At  this
point, the output of the end node is false, and the do-while node exits the loop.

Python 2:

if ${dag.loopTimes}<${dag.input.length}:
   print True;
else
   print False;
# Run the loop again if the end node returns True. 
# Exit the loop if the end node returns False. 

In the preceding code, the number of t imes the loop is run is compared with the number of rows in
the dataset passed by the assignment node to limit  the number of t imes the loop is run for the do-
while node. The  ${dag.loopTimes}  variable specifies the number of t imes the loop is run.

Example 2: Use a do-while node together with an assignment nodeExample 2: Use a do-while node together with an assignment node
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The following table describes a typical scenario and usage notes for using a do-while node together
with an assignment node.

Scenario Usage note Configuration example
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When a  do-
while  node is used
to perform a loop
task, each time the
loop is run, the
internal nodes need
to obtain and use
the output
parameters of the
parent node (  up
node ). In this case,
you can use an
assignment node
(  assign_node ).

Dependencies

The do-while node depends
on the parent assignment
node (assign_node).

Not e Not e The do-while
node rather than the  sq
l  node of the do-while
node depends on the
assignment node, as
shown in the preceding
figure.

Context parameters

The assignment node must
use the output parameters
as the output parameters
of the assignment node (  a
ssign_node ).

The output parameters of
the assignment node must
be added as the input
parameters of the  sql 
node of the do-while node.

Not e Not e You must
set context
relationships for the
internal loop task node
rather than the do-
while node.

Scenario Usage note Configuration example

Example 3: Use a do-while node together with a branch node and aExample 3: Use a do-while node together with a branch node and a
merge nodemerge node
The following table describes a typical scenario and usage notes for using a do-while node together
with a branch node and a merge node.
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Scenario Usage note

The do-while node needs to perform logical
judgment or result  traversal. In this case, you can
customize the loop task node in the internal node
of the do-while node and use a branch node
(  branch_node ) and a merge node
(  merge_node ).

In the do-while node, the branch node
(  branch_node ) and the merge node
(  merge_node ) need to be used at the same time.

DataWorks provides do-while nodes. You can rearrange the workflow inside a do-while node, write the
logic that you want to execute in a loop in the node, and then configure an end node to determine
whether to exit  from looping. You can also use a do-while node together with an assignment node to
traverse the output of the assignment node in loops. This topic provides examples on how to configure
a do-while node in simple and complex scenarios.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated.

ContextContext
In DataWorks, do-while nodes are a special type of node that contains inner nodes. After you create a
do-while node, the following three inner nodes are created: st artst art , sqlsql, and endend. The start  node marks
the start  of a loop. The sql node runs a loop. The end node marks the end of a loop and controls the
number of loops to run. The three inner nodes are organized as a workflow to traverse data in loops.

5.11.3.2. Configure a do-while node5.11.3.2. Configure a do-while node
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You can customize the sql node and use the built-in variables provided by the do-while node to write
the code of the end node. For more information about logic principles, see Logic principles. You can
plan the workflow inside your do-while node based on your business requirements. For more
information about how to configure a do-while node, see the procedures described in the following
sections.

Limits and usage nodesLimits and usage nodes
Support  for do-while nodes

You can use do-while nodes only in DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion.

A do-while node supports a maximum of 128 t imes the loop is run. If  the number of t imes the loop
is run determined by the endend node exceeds 128, an error is returned.

Internal nodes

When you customize a do-while node, you can delete the dependencies between the internal
nodes and rearrange the internal workflow of the do-while node. However, you must use the st artst art
node and the endend node as the start  and end nodes of the internal workflow of the do-while
node.

When the internal nodes of a do-while node use a branch node to perform logical judgments or
traverse results, a merge node also needs to be used.

You cannot add comments when you develop the code of the endend node of a do-while node.

Test  and running

If the workspace is in standard mode, you cannot directly test  and run a do-while node in
DataStudio.

To test  the do-while node and view the result , you must commit the do-while node to Operation
Center and run the do-while node in Operation Center. If  you use the value passed by an
assignment node in the do-while node, run both the assignment node and do-while node during
the test  in Operation Center.

When you view the operational logs of a do-while node in Operation Center, right-click the do-
while node and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes to view the operational logs of the internal nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
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1. Configure node dependencies.

Configure an assignment node as an ancestor node of a do-while node.

2. Configure inputs for the do-while node.

In the Input  and Out put  Paramet ersInput  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab for the do-while node, add
the out put sout put s parameter of the assignment node to Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers.

3. Configure the inner nodes of the do-while node.

Customize the workflow inside the do-while node based on your business requirements. Then,
configure built-in variables for the inner nodes of the do-while node to obtain and traverse the
output of the assignment node in loops.

Create a do-while nodeCreate a do-while node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. In the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low pane of the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the 

icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > do-whiledo-while.

Alternatively, you can click the name of the workflow in which you want to create a do-while node,
right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > do-whiledo-while.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .
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Simple example of using a do-while nodeSimple example of using a do-while node
This sect ion describes how to use a do-while node to traverse the output of an assignment node in five
loops and display the current number of loops each t ime a loop is run.

1. Double-click the name of the do-while node. The configuration tab of the node appears.

By default , the do-while node consists of the start , sql, and end nodes.

The start  node marks the start  of a loop and does not run business code.

The sql node is a sample business processing node provided by DataWorks. You can replace the
sql node based on your business requirements. For example, you can replace this node with a
Shell node named Display loop count.

The end node marks the end of a loop and determines whether to start  the next  loop. The end
node defines the condit ion for exit ing from looping for the do-while node.

2. Delete the sql node.

i. Right-click the sql node and select  Delet e NodeDelet e Node.

ii. In the Delet eDelet e message, click OKOK.

3. Create and configure a loop task node. In this example, a Shell node is used.
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i. Choose GeneralGeneral >  > ShellShell and drag Shell to the canvas on the right.

ii. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, enter a name in the Node NameNode Name field.

Not ice Not ice The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

iii. Click CommitCommit .

iv. On the canvas of the do-while node, drag lines to configure the Shell node as the descendant
node of the start  node and the ancestor node of the end node.

v. Double-click the Shell node. The configuration tab of the Shell node appears.

vi. Enter the following code in the code editor:

echo ${dag.loopTimes} ----Display the current number of loops. 

The ${dag.loopTimes} variable is a reserved variable of the system. This variable specifies the
current number of loops, and the value of this variable starts from 1. All inner nodes of the
do-while node can reference this variable. For more information about built-in variables, see
Built-in variables and Examples of variable values.

After you modify the code of the Shell node, save the modificat ion. No message that
reminds you to save the modificat ion will appear when you commit the node. If  you do not
save the modificat ion, the code cannot be updated to the latest  version in t ime.

4. Configure the end node to control the number of loops that can be run.

i. Double-click the end node. The configuration tab of the node appears.

ii. Select  Pyt honPyt hon from the LanguageLanguage drop-down list .
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iii. Enter the following code to define the condit ion for exit ing from looping for the do-while
node:

if ${dag.loopTimes}<5: 
 print True; 
else: 
 print False;

The ${dag.loopTimes} variable is a reserved variable of the system. This variable specifies the
current number of loops, and the value of this variable starts from 1. All inner nodes of the
do-while node can reference this variable. For more information about built-in variables, see
Built-in variables and Examples of variable values.

In the code, the value of the  dag.loopTimes  variable is compared with 5 to limit  the
number of loops that can be run. The value of the ${dag.loopTimes} variable is 1 for the first
loop and increases by 1 each t ime. In this case, the value of the ${dag.loopTimes} variable is
2 for the second loop and 5 for the fifth loop. The do-while node exits from looping when
the result  of ${dag.loopTimes}<5 is False.

5. On the configuration tab of the do-while node, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab on the right-side
navigation pane to configure scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see
Configure basic properties.

6. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

7. Commit the do-while node.

Not ice Not ice You can commit the do-while node only after you configure the RerunRerun and
Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the CommitCommit  dialog box, select  the nodes that you want to commit and enter your
comments in the Descript ionDescript ion field.

iii. Click CommitCommit .

If  the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner
to deploy the do-while node after you commit it . For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node and view the result .

Not e Not e If  the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you cannot directly perform a
test  to run a do-while node in DataStudio.

To perform a test  to run the do-while node and view the result , you must commit the do-while
node to Operation Center and run the do-while node in Operation Center. If  you use the value
passed by an assignment node in the do-while node, run both the assignment node and do-
while node during the test  in Operation Center.

i. On the node configuration tab, click Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er in the upper-right corner to go to
Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane of the Operation Center page, choose Cycle T askCycle T ask
Maint enanceMaint enance >  > Cycle T askCycle T ask.
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iii. On the Cycle Task page, find the do-while node and click DAG in the Act ions column to open
the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the do-while node. In the DAG of the do-while node, right-
click the assignment node and choose RunRun >  > Current  and Descendent  NodesCurrent  and Descendent  Nodes
Ret roact ivelyRet roact ively. In the Patch Data dialog box, configure the parameters and click OK.

iv. Refresh the Pat ch Dat aPat ch Dat a page. After the data backfill instance is run, click DAGDAG in the Act ions
column of the instance.

v. Right-click the do-while node and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes.

The internal workflow of the do-while node is divided into three parts:

The left  pane of the view displays the rerun history of the do-while node. A record is
generated each t ime a do-while node instance is run.

The middle pane of the view displays a loop record list  that shows all exist ing loops of the
do-while node and the status of each loop.

The right pane of the view displays the details about each loop. You can click a record in the
loop record list  to view the details of each instance in the loop.

vi. On the inner node page, click Loop 3Loop 3 on the left , right-click the Shell node, and then select
View Runt ime LogView Runt ime Log.

The preceding example shows that a do-while node works based on the following application
logic:

i. The system starts a loop from the start  node.

ii. Other nodes inside the do-while node run in sequence based on the dependencies configured
for them.

iii. The system executes the condit ional statement defined in the code of the end node for
exit ing from looping.

iv. The system records the number of loops that are run, and the next  loop starts if  the
condit ional statement returns True in the logs of the end node.

v. The entire looping process ends if  the condit ional statement returns False in the logs of the
end node.

Complex example of using a do-while nodeComplex example of using a do-while node
In addit ion to the preceding simple scenario, you may encounter complex scenarios in which each data
entry is processed in sequence by using a loop. You can use a do-while node to process data in these
scenarios. Before you use a do-while node to process data in these scenarios, make sure that the
following condit ions are met:

Another node is deployed and configured as the ancestor node of the do-while node. The node can
pass its output to the do-while node. You can use an assignment node as the ancestor node.

The output of the assignment node is configured as the input of the do-while node. This way, the
do-while node can obtain the output of the assignment node.

The inner nodes of the do-while node can reference each data entry. The built-in variable
${dag.offset} is used to reference the input parameters configured for the do-while node.

The following example shows how to configure a do-while node in a complex scenario. The preceding
figure shows the following information:

The output of the assignment node is a two-dimensional array. The two-dimensional array is passed
to the do-while node.
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Sample values of the two-dimensional array:

+----------------------------------------------+
| uid            | region | age_range | zodiac |
+----------------------------------------------+
| 0016359810821  | Hubei Province | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer |
| 0016359814159  | Unknown   | 30 to 40 years old   | Cancer |
+----------------------------------------------+

The inner nodes of the do-while node use variables to obtain and print  the loop parameters, offsets,
and parameter values of the input from the ancestor assignment node.

1. Create and configure an assignment node.

Key points:

Value assignment code and input and output parameters: Select  the language of the
assignment node and write the code of the assignment parameter. The system generates
output parameters for the output of the assignment node based on specific rules.

Not e Not e The output of the assignment node is used as the input of the do-while node.

Node dependencies: You can create an assignment node in the workflow and drag a line to
configure the assignment node as the ancestor node of the do-while node.

For more information, see Configure an assignment node.

2. Configure the output of the assignment node as the input of the do-while node.

On the configuration tab of the do-while node, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab on the right-side
navigation pane. In the Input  and Out put  Paramet ers Input  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion, click Creat eCreat e. Set  the Paramet erParamet er
NameName parameter to input and the Value SourceValue Source parameter to the output parameter of the
ancestor assignment node.

Not e Not e The input and output parameters are configured for the assignment node and the
do-while node, not for the inner nodes of the do-while node.
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3. Configure the inner loop task node of the do-while node.

Double-click the name of the do-while node. The node configuration tab appears. Then, define
the workflow inside the do-while node.

By default , the do-while node consists of three nodes: start , sql, and end. In this example, you
must delete the sql node, create a Shell node, and then write code for the Shell node to print  the
loop parameters. Take note of the following key points:

Node dependencies: After you delete the sql node and create a Shell node, you must drag lines
to establish dependencies between the inner nodes.

Loop task code: When you write code for the Shell node, you can use built-in variables to print
various loop parameters. For more information about the built-in variables available for a do-
while node, see Built-in variables. You can refer to the following sample code to write code for
the Shell node:
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echo '${dag.input}';
echo 'Obtain the row data of the current loop:'${dag.input[${dag.offset}]};
echo 'Obtain the offset:'${dag.offset};
echo 'Obtain the number of loops that are run:'${dag.loopTimes};
echo 'Obtain the length of the dataset passed by the ancestor assignment node _odpssq
l:'${dag.input.length};
echo 'If you want to select data in a specific row and a specific column in the outpu
t of the assignment node, select the value based on a two-dimensional array:'${dag.in
put[0][1]};

4. Define the loop exit  condit ion for the end node.

You can use the built-in variables supported by the do-while node for loop control. In this example,
the values of the dag.loopTimes and dag.input.length variables are compared. The dag.loopTimes
variable specifies the number of loops that are run, and the dag.input.length variable specifies the
length of the dataset passed by the ancestor assignment node. If  the value of the dag.loopTimes
variable is less than the value of the dag.input.length variable, the end node returns True and the
next loop starts. Otherwise, the end node returns False, and the entire looping process ends. In this
example, the following code is used:

if ${dag.loopTimes}<${dag.input.length}:
    print True;
else:
    print False;

5. Run the do-while node and view the result .

Go to Operation Center, f ind the do-while node, and then open the DAG of the node. In the DAG,
right-click the node name and choose RunRun >  > Current  and Descendent  Nodes Ret roact ivelyCurrent  and Descendent  Nodes Ret roact ively. In
the Nodes sect ion of the Patch Data dialog box, select  the assignment node and the do-while
node. After the data backfill instances are run, you can view the result  in the logs.

Not eNot e

If you use the value passed by an assignment node in the do-while node, run both the
assignment node and do-while node during the test  in Operation Center.

To view the operational logs of a do-while node in Operation Center, perform the
following steps: find the do-while node and open the DAG of the node. In the DAG,
right-click the node name and select  View Int ernal NodesView Int ernal Nodes to view the operational
logs of the inner nodes.

View the output of the assignment node.
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View the result  that is returned after the end node is run for the first  t ime

View the result  that is returned after the end node is run for the second t ime

SummarySummary
Comparison between a do-while node and the while, For Each, and do-while loop statements:

A do-while node runs based on a workflow that starts a loop before evaluation. This node
functions the same way as the do-while statement. A do-while node can use the built-in variable
${dag.offset} and input and output parameters to achieve the feature of the For Each statement.

A do-while node cannot achieve the feature of the while statement because a do-while node runs
a loop before evaluation.

Work procedure of a do-while node:

i. The system runs a loop from the start  node and runs other nodes based on the dependencies
configured for them.

ii. After the system runs the code that is defined for the end node in a loop, one of the following
situations occur:

The next  loop starts if  the end node returns True.

The entire looping process ends if  the end node returns False.

Input and output parameters: The inner nodes of the do-while node use a variable ${dag.Input and
output parameter names} to reference the input and output parameters configured for the do-while
node.

Built-in variables: DataWorks provides the following built-in variables for the inner nodes of the do-
while node:

dag.loopTimes: the number of loops that are run. The value of this variable starts from 1.

dag.offset: the offset  of the number of loops that are run to 1. The value of this variable starts
from 0.

This topic describes the definit ion of merge nodes and how to create a merge node and define the
merging logic. This topic also provides a sample merge node to show how to configure and run a merge
node.

5.11.4. Configure a merge node5.11.4. Configure a merge node
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ContextContext
A merge node is a logical control node in DataStudio. A merge node can merge the results of its
ancestor nodes. A merge node aims to facilitate the scheduling of nodes that depend on the output
of the child nodes of a branch node.

You cannot change the status of a merge node. A merge node merges the results of mult iple child
nodes of a branch node and sets the status to Successful. To ensure the proper scheduling of a node
that depends on the output of the child nodes of a branch node, you can configure the node to
depend on a merge node.

For example, Branch Node C has two logically exclusive branches C1 and C2. These two branches use
different logic to write data to the same MaxCompute table. Assume that Node B depends on the
output of this MaxCompute table. To ensure that Node B can be run as expected, you must use Merge
Node J to merge the results of branches C1 and C2, and then configure Merge Node J as the parent
node of Node B. If  Node B directly depends on branches C1 and C2, one of the branches will fail to be
run because only one branch meets the branch condit ion each t ime Branch Node C is run. In this case,
Node B and its descendant nodes cannot be triggered as scheduled.

LimitsLimits
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated so that you can use merge nodes.

Create a merge nodeCreate a merge node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > Merge NodeMerge Node.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

Define the merging logicDefine the merging logic
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After the merge node is created, the node configuration tab appears. Define the merging logic for the
node.

1. Add the branch node whose branches need to be merged. The branch node becomes an ancestor
node of the merge node.

In the Merged BranchMerged Branch drop-down list , enter the output name or output table name of the branch
node, select  the branch node, and then click the  icon.

Not e Not e If  you need to merge branches of mult iple branch nodes, you must repeat this step
to add the branch nodes one by one.

2. In the MERGE Condit ionMERGE Condit ion sect ion, configure merge condit ions for the branch nodes.

You need to configure merge logic condit ions and states for the branch nodes.

The following merge logic condit ions are supported:

ANDAND: The node status specified in the ResultResult  sect ion takes effect  only if  all the ancestor
branch nodes are run and in the specified state.

OROR: The node status specified in the ResultResult  sect ion takes effect  if  an ancestor branch node is
run and in the specified state.

You can specify the following states for the branch nodes:

Successf ulSuccessf ul

FailedFailed

Branch Not  RunningBranch Not  Running

3. In the ResultResult  sect ion, specify the status of the merge node.

Not e Not e You can set  the status of the merge node only to Successf ulSuccessf ul.

The preceding figure shows a merge node with the following configurations:

Branch Nodes A and B are added as the ancestor nodes of the merge node.

The Successf ulSuccessf ul, Branch Not  RunningBranch Not  Running, and FailedFailed states are specified for Node A. In this case,
Node A needs only to be run, regardless of the result .

The Successf ulSuccessf ul and Branch Not  RunningBranch Not  Running states are specified for Node B. In this case, Node B
needs to be run and the result  must not be Failed.

The merge logic condit ion is set  to ANDAND.
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Therefore, the Successf ulSuccessf ul status of the merged node takes effect  if  Nodes A and B are run and the
result  of Node B is not Failed.

On the node configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Configure
the scheduling propert ies of the merge node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

Sample merge nodeSample merge node
You can associate child nodes with different outputs of a branch node to define the branches under
different condit ions. For example, in the workflow that is shown in the following figure, the branches
Branch_1Branch_1 and Branch_2Branch_2 are defined as the child nodes of the branch node.

Branch_1 depends on the output that is named autotest.fenzhi121902_1.
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Branch_2 depends on the output that is named autotest.fenzhi121902_2.

Run nodesRun nodes
The condit ion of Branch_1 is met. The child node of this branch is run. You can select  the branch and
view the running details of the child node on the Runt ime LogRunt ime Log tab.

The condit ion of Branch_2 is not met. The child node of this branch is skipped. You can select  the
branch and view relevant information on the Runt ime LogRunt ime Log tab.

The child node of the merge node is run as expected.

A branch node is a logical control node in DataStudio. It  can define the branch logic and the direct ion
of branches under different logical condit ions.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated. Then, you can use branch
nodes.

Generally, branch nodes need to be used together with assignment nodes. For more information, see
Configure an assignment node.

Create a branch nodeCreate a branch node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > Branch NodeBranch Node.

Alternatively, f ind the required workflow, right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > BranchBranch
NodeNode.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Define the branch logic.

5.11.5. Configure a branch node5.11.5. Configure a branch node
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i. In the Def init ionDef init ion sect ion, click Add BranchAdd Branch.

ii. In the Branch Def init ionBranch Def init ion dialog box, set  the parameters.

Parameter Description

Condit ionCondit ion

The following information describes the condition of the branch:

You can use only Python comparison operators to define logical
conditions for the branch node.

If the result  of the expression is true when the node is running,
the corresponding branch condition is met.

If the expression fails to be parsed when the node is running, the
whole branch node fails.

To define branch conditions, you can use global variables and the
parameters that are defined in the node context. For example,
the ${input} variable can be used as an input parameter of the
branch node.

Associat ed NodeAssociat ed Node
Out putOut put

The following information describes the associated node output:

The node output is used to configure dependencies between the
child nodes and the branch node.

If the branch condition is met, the child node that depends on the
node output is run. If the child node also depends on the output
of other nodes, the status of these nodes also matters.

If the branch condition is not met, the child node that depends on
the node output is not run. The child node is set to the  Not Run
ning  state because the branch condition is not met.

Descript ionDescript ion
The description of the branch. For example, the branches
${input}==1 and ${input}>2 are defined.

The following example shows associated node outputs.
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Assume that a branch node is associated with two child nodes. The names of the child nodes
are qqqq and wwww. If  the condit ion of Branch 1 is met, the qqqq node is run. If  the condit ion
of Branch 2 is met, the wwww node is run. When you configure the branch node, you can
configure associated node outputs as needed. Assume that the associated node output of
Branch 1 is 1234, and the associated node output of Branch 2 is 2324. Both 1234 and 2324 are
used as the output names of the branch node. The qqqq node must be associated with the
branch node based on the output name 1234. The wwww node must be associated with the
branch node based on the output name 2324.

iii. Click OKOK.

After you add a branch, you can click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e.

Click ChangeChange to modify the branch and related dependencies.

Click Delet eDelet e to delete the branch and related dependencies.

6. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and set  the scheduling propert ies for the
node.

After the branch condit ions are defined, the output names are automatically added to the output
name list  in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab. Then, you can associate child nodes
with the branch node based on the output names.

Not eNot e

Child nodes inherit  dry-run propert ies of the parent node. Therefore, we recommend
that you do not create a node that depends on its last-cycle instance as the branch.

The dependencies that are established by drawing lines between nodes are not
recorded on the Propert ies tab. You must manually specify these dependencies.

7. Commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the do-while node.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Example: Configure child nodes for a branch nodeExample: Configure child nodes for a branch node
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You can associate child nodes with different outputs of a branch node to define the branches under
different condit ions. For example, in the workflow that is shown in the following figure, the branches
Branch_1Branch_1 and Branch_2Branch_2 are defined as the child nodes of the branch node.

Branch_1 depends on the output that is named autotest.fenzhi121902_1.
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Branch_2 depends on the output that is named autotest.fenzhi121902_2.

Commit the branch node and run it  in Operation Center. In this example, the condit ion of Branch_1 is
met. Branch_1 depends on the autotest.fenzhi121902_1 output of the branch node. The following
figures show the operational logs.

The condit ion of Branch_1 is met. The child node of this branch is run. You can select  the branch and
view the running details of the child node on the Runt ime LogRunt ime Log tab.

The condit ion of Branch_2 is not met. The child node of this branch is skipped. You can select  the
branch and view relevant information on the Runt ime LogRunt ime Log tab.

Supported Python comparison operatorsSupported Python comparison operators
Assume that the value of Variable a is 10 and that of Variable b is 20 in the following table.

Operator Description Example

==
Equal: checks whether two objects are
equal.

(a==b) returns false.

!=
Not equal: checks whether two objects are
not equal.

(a!=b) returns true.

<>
Not equal: checks whether two objects are
not equal.

(a<>b) returns true. This operator is similar
to !=.

>
Greater than: checks whether x is greater
than y.

(a>b) returns false.

<

Less than: checks whether x is less than y.
If the returned result  is 1 or 0, 1 indicates
true and 0 indicates false. The results 1
and 0 are equivalent to the special
variables true and false.

(a<b) returns true.

>=
Greater than or equal to: checks whether x
is greater than or equal to y.

(a>=b) returns false.

<=
Less than or equal to: checks whether x is
less than or equal to y.

(a<=b) returns true.

5.11.6. Configure an assignment node5.11.6. Configure an assignment node
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If  you want a node to use the data of its ancestor node, you can use an assignment node to pass the
data. Assignment nodes support  the Shell, ODPS SQL, and Python 2 languages and automatically add
the outputs parameter based on value assignment rules. This helps nodes reference the data of their
ancestor nodes. This topic describes how to use an assignment node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated.

Only DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion supports assignment nodes.

ContextContext
When you use an assignment node to transparently pass the data that is assigned to the outputs
parameter, take note of the following items:

Dependencies between the assignment node and its ancestor and descendant nodes

In the preceding figure, three assignment nodes are created: fuzhi_python, fuzhi_sql, and fuzhi_shell.
Before you use these assignment nodes, you must perform the following operations:

Configure the start  node as the ancestor node of the assignment nodes and the down_compare
node as the descendant node of the assignment nodes to establish dependencies among all these
nodes. The down_compare node references the outputs parameters of the assignment nodes.

Before you configure the assignment nodes as the ancestor nodes of down_compare, commit the
assignment nodes. This ensures that the outputs parameters of the assignment nodes can be
parsed when you configure the down_compare node.

Data passing relat ionships between the assignment node and its ancestor and descendant nodes
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After you configure Output Parameters for the assignment nodes and Input Parameters for
down_compare, data passing and parameter reference relat ionships are established, as shown in the
preceding figure.

The outputs parameter that needs to be referenced by down_compare must be added to Out putOut put
Paramet ersParamet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab for each assignment node.

The outputs parameter that needs to be referenced by down_compare must be added to InputInput
Paramet ersParamet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab for down_compare.

Not eNot e

For some nodes created in DataStudio, you do not need to configure assignment nodes if
you want to transparently pass data between these nodes. You can manually add the
out put sout put s parameter to Output Parameters or Input Parameters for the nodes. The
outputs parameter functions the same way as an assignment node. For example, you can
manually add the outputs parameter to Output Parameters or Input Parameters only for
the EMR Hive, EMR Spark SQL, ODPS Script, Hologres SQL, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL, and
MySQL nodes. For more information about how to add the outputs parameter, see
Configure input and output parameters.

If  you want to transparently pass data between nodes for which you cannot manually
add the outputs parameter to Output Parameters or Input Parameters, you must use
assignment nodes.

Assignment nodes can transparently pass data only to their Level-1 child nodes.

Data passing verificat ion (If  the descendant nodes of the assignment node need to reference the
data that is passed to the assignment node, and the descendant nodes and the assignment node
need to be run at  the same t ime, you can run all these nodes on their configuration tabs or in the
Operation Center to check whether the assignment node can pass the data to the descendant
nodes.)

Relat ionships between the parameter output format of the assignment node and the way the
descendant nodes of the assignment node reference the outputs parameter
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The following table describes the value assignment rules of the outputs parameter in the assignment
nodes that use different languages.

Language Value of outputs
Output format of
outputs

Size limit on the value
of outputs

ODPS SQLODPS SQL

The data in the output
of the SELECT
statement in the last
row is used as the
value of the outputs
parameter. This
outputs parameter is
added to Output
Parameters for the
assignment node.

The data is passed to
the descendant nodes
of the assignment
node as a two-
dimensional array.

The value size of the
outputs parameter
cannot exceed 2 MB. If
the value size exceeds
2 MB, the assignment
node fails to run.

ShellShell

The data in the output
of the ECHO statement
in the last row is used
as the value of the
outputs parameter.
This outputs parameter
is added to Output
Parameters for the
assignment node.

The data is passed to
the descendant nodes
of the assignment
node as a one-
dimensional array
whose elements are
separated by commas
(,).

Pyt hon 2Pyt hon 2

The data in the output
of the PRINT statement
in the last row is used
as the value of the
outputs parameter.
This outputs parameter
is added to Output
Parameters for the
assignment node.

The data is passed to
the descendant nodes
of the assignment
node as a one-
dimensional array
whose elements are
separated by commas
(,).

LimitsLimits
Only DataWorks of the Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion supports assignment nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
This topic describes how to use assignment nodes in the Python 2, ODPS SQL, and Shell languages to
pass data to down_compare. In this example, the data in the output of the last  row of the code for
each assignment node is passed to the descendant node of the assignment node by configuring Input
Parameters and Output Parameters. To pass the data, you must perform the following steps:

1. Create assignment nodes and other nodes.

2. Configure dependencies for the created nodes.

3. Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_sql and Input Parameters for down_compare.

4. Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_python and Input Parameters for down_compare.

5. Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_shell and Input Parameters for down_compare.
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Create assignment nodes and other nodesCreate assignment nodes and other nodes
In this example, three assignment nodes that use different languages (Python 2, ODPS SQL, and Shell)
are created: fuzhi_python, fuzhi_sql, and fuzhi_shell.

1. Log on to the DataWorks console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

3. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

4. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > Assignment  NodeAssignment  Node.

Alternatively, f ind the desired workflow in the Scheduled Workflow pane, click the workflow name,
right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > Assignment  NodeAssignment  Node.

5. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, configure the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not ice Not ice The node name must be a maximum of 128 characters in length and can contain
letters, digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

6. Click CommitCommit .

After you create the assignment nodes, you need to create other nodes based on your business
requirements. In this example, you need to create a node named start  and a node named
down_compare. start  is a zero load node, and down_compare is a Shell node. For more information
about how to create these two nodes, see Create a zero-load node and Create a Shell node.

Configure dependencies for the created nodesConfigure dependencies for the created nodes
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After you create the assignment nodes and other nodes, you must configure dependencies for these
nodes based on your business requirements.

In this example, you can draw lines to connect start  to all the three assignment nodes to use start  as
the ancestor node of the assignment nodes. Similarly, you can draw lines to connect all the three
assignment nodes to down_compare to use down_compare as the descendant node of the
assignment nodes. For more information, see Configuration by drawing lines to connect nodes.

In addit ion, you can configure basic propert ies, t ime propert ies, and resource propert ies for all the
nodes based on your business requirements. For more information, see Configure basic properties,
Configure t ime properties, and Configure a resource group.

Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_sql and Input Parameters forConfigure Output Parameters for fuzhi_sql and Input Parameters for
down_comparedown_compare
This sect ion describes how to configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_sql and Input Parameters for
down_compare.

1. Configure fuzhi_sql.

i. In the desired workflow, find fuzhi_sql and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of fuzhi_sql, select  ODPS SQL for Language and write value
assignment code.

Sample code:

select * from xc_dpe_e2.xc_rpt_user_info_d  where dt='20191008' limit 10;  
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iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Out putOut put
Paramet ersParamet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

fuzhi_sql assigns the data in the output of the code to the outputs parameter.

2. Configure down_compare.

i. In the desired workflow, find down_compare and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of down_compare, write code.

Sample code:

echo '${sql_inputs}';
echo 'Use the data in the first row in the output of fuzhi_sql as the input'${sql_i
nputs[0]};
echo 'Use the data in the second row in the output of fuzhi_sql as the input'${sql_
inputs[1]};
echo 'Use the value of the second field in the first row in the output of fuzhi_sql
as the input'${sql_inputs[0][1]};
echo 'Use the value of the third field in the second row in the output of fuzhi_sql
as the input'${sql_inputs[1][2]};

iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers
in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

Rename the outputs parameter of fuzhi_sql to sql_inputs and add sql_inputs to Input
Parameters for down_compare.

3. Run the code and view the reference result .

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the WarningWarning message, click Cont inue t o RunCont inue t o Run.

iii. View the reference result .

Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_python and Input ParametersConfigure Output Parameters for fuzhi_python and Input Parameters
for down_comparefor down_compare
This sect ion describes how to configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_python and Input Parameters for
down_compare.
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1. Configure fuzhi_python.

i. In the desired workflow, find fuzhi_python and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of fuzhi_python, select  Python for Language and write value
assignment code.

Sample code:

print "a,b,c";

iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Out putOut put
Paramet ersParamet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

fuzhi_python assigns the data in the output of the code to the outputs parameter. In this
example, the data that is assigned is a,b,c.

The data a,b,c is assigned to the out put sout put s parameter of fuzhi_python as a one-dimensional
array.

2. Configure down_compare.

i. In the desired workflow, find down_compare and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of down_compare, write code.

Sample code:

echo 'The output of fuzhi_python'${python_inputs};
echo 'Use the first value in the output of fuzhi_python as the input'${python_input
s[0]};
echo 'Use the second value in the output of fuzhi_python as the input'${python_inpu
ts[1]};

iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers
in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

Rename the outputs parameter of fuzhi_python to python_inputs and add python_inputs to
Input Parameters for down_compare.

3. Run the code and view the reference result .

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.
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ii. In the WarningWarning message, click Cont inue t o RunCont inue t o Run.

iii. View the reference result .

Configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_shell and Input ParametersConfigure Output Parameters for fuzhi_shell and Input Parameters
for down_comparefor down_compare
This sect ion describes how to configure Output Parameters for fuzhi_shell and Input Parameters for
down_compare.

1. Configure fuzhi_shell.

i. In the desired workflow, find fuzhi_shell and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of fuzhi_shell, write value assignment code.

Sample code:

echo "hello,world";

iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Out putOut put
Paramet ersParamet ers in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

fuzhi_shell assigns the data in the output of the code to the outputs parameter. In this
example, the data that is assigned is hello,world.

The data hello,world is assigned to the out put sout put s parameter of fuzhi_shell as a one-
dimensional array.

2. Configure down_compare.

i. In the desired workflow, find down_compare and double-click its name.

ii. On the configuration tab of down_compare, write code.

Sample code:

echo 'The output of fuzhi_shell'${shell_inputs};
echo 'Use the first value in the output of fuzhi_shell as the input'${shell_inputs[
0]};
echo 'Use the second value in the output of fuzhi_shell as the input'${shell_inputs
[1]};
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iii. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure Input  Paramet ersInput  Paramet ers
in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

Rename the outputs parameter of fuzhi_shell to shell_inputs and add shell_inputs to Input
Parameters for down_compare.

3. Run the code and view the reference result .

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the WarningWarning message, click Cont inue t o RunCont inue t o Run.

iii. View the reference result .

Shell nodes support  standard shell syntax but not interact ive syntax.

ContextContext
You can run Shell nodes only on exclusive resource groups f or schedulingexclusive resource groups f or scheduling. For more information,
see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

A Shell node that is run on an exclusive resource group for scheduling may need to access a data source
that has a whitelist . In this case, you must add the information about the resource group to the
whitelist  of the data source. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for
scheduling.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Scheduled Workflow tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral > >

ShellShell.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business Flow sect ion, right-click GeneralGeneral, and then
choose Creat eCreat e >  > ShellShell.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Configure the Shell node.

5.11.7. Create a Shell node5.11.7. Create a Shell node
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i. Write the code of the Shell node in the code editor.

To use the system scheduling parameters in the Shell node, execute the following statement:

echo "$1 $2 $3"

Not e Not e Separate mult iple parameters with spaces. Example: Parameter1 Parameter 2.
For more information about the system scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling
parameters.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to save the SQL statements.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar to execute the SQL statements that you have saved.

If  you want to use another resource group to test  the Shell node on the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page,
click the  icon in the toolbar and select  the exclusive resource group to use.

6. On the node configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the
Propert ies tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic
properties.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

A zero-load node is a control node that supports dry-run scheduling only and does not generate data.
It  usually serves as the root node of a workflow.

ContextContext
You can configure an output table for a zero-load node so that the output table can be used as an
input table of another node. However, the zero-load node does not process the table data.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

5.11.8. Create a zero-load node5.11.8. Create a zero-load node
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iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  tab, move the pointer over the  icon and choose UniversalUniversal > >

Virt ual nodeVirt ual node.

Alternatively, you can click a workflow in the Business process sect ion, right-click GeneralGeneral, and then
choose NewNew >  > Virt ual nodeVirt ual node.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the node configuration tab, click the Scheduling conf igurat ionScheduling conf igurat ion tab in the right-side
navigation pane. On the Scheduling configuration tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node.
For more information, see Configure basic properties.

6. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

If  you use an external scheduling system and want to trigger DataWorks nodes after nodes in the
scheduling system are run, you can use an HTTP Trigger node of DataWorks to trigger the DataWorks
nodes. This topic describes how to use an HTTP Trigger node of DataWorks if  an external scheduling
system is used to trigger DataWorks nodes. This topic also describes the precautions of using an HTTP
Trigger node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated.

A workflow is created. The compute nodes that need to be triggered by an HTTP Trigger node are
created. In the example of this topic, ODPS SQL nodes are used as the compute nodes. For more
information about how to create an ODPS SQL node, see Create an ODPS SQL node.

ContextContext
An external scheduling system is used to trigger nodes in the following typical scenarios:

5.11.9. Create an HTTP Trigger node5.11.9. Create an HTTP Trigger node
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An HTTP Trigger node has no ancestor nodes other than the root node of the workflow.

In this scenario, you must configure a trigger in the external scheduling system after you create the
HTTP Trigger node. Then, you must configure scheduling propert ies for each node in DataWorks. For
more information, see Create an HTTP Trigger node and Configure triggers in an external scheduling
system.

An HTTP Trigger node has an ancestor node.

In this scenario, take note of the following items:

You must configure a trigger in the external scheduling system after you create the HTTP Trigger
node. Then, you must configure the scheduling propert ies for each node in DataWorks. For more
information, see Create an HTTP Trigger node and Configure triggers in an external scheduling
system.

By default , the HTTP Trigger node uses the root node of the workflow as its ancestor node. You
must manually change the ancestor node of the HTTP Trigger node to the required node.
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The HTTP Trigger node can trigger its descendant nodes only after the ancestor node of the HTTP
Trigger node is run as expected and the HTTP Trigger node receives a scheduling instruct ion from
the external scheduling system.

If the HTTP Trigger node receives a scheduling instruct ion from the external scheduling system
before the ancestor node of the HTTP Trigger node is run, the HTTP Trigger node does not trigger
its descendant nodes. The DataWorks scheduling system retains the scheduling instruct ion from
the external scheduling system and schedules the HTTP Trigger node to trigger the descendant
nodes after execution of the ancestor node is complete.

Not ice Not ice The scheduling instruct ion from the external scheduling system can be retained
only for 24 hours. If  the execution of the ancestor node is not complete within 24 hours, the
scheduling instruct ion from the external scheduling system becomes invalid and is discarded.

LimitsLimits
Only DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion and a more advanced edit ion support  HTTP Trigger nodes. HTTP
Trigger nodes are available in the regions within China and the Singapore and Germany (Frankfurt)
regions.

HTTP Trigger nodes serve only as nodes that trigger other compute nodes. HTTP Trigger nodes
cannot be used as compute nodes. You must configure the nodes that need to be triggered as the
descendant nodes of an HTTP Trigger node.

If  you want to rerun an HTTP Trigger node after a workflow is created and run, you must enable the
external scheduling system to send a scheduling instruct ion again.

If  you want to obtain the historical results of the descendant nodes of an HTTP Trigger node after a
workflow is created and run, you must backfill data for the descendant nodes. For more information,
see Perform retroactive data generation and view retroactive data generation instances. The HTTP
Trigger node does not wait  for scheduling instruct ions on data backfill from the external scheduling
system. Instead, the HTTP Trigger node directly triggers its descendant nodes to backfill data.

RemarksRemarks
The HTTP Trigger node can be run only if  the following requirements are met:

Auto triggered node instances are generated for the HTTP Trigger node. You can find the instances
on the Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance page in Operation Center.

All ancestor nodes on which the HTTP Trigger node depends are run as expected. The status of the
ancestor nodes is Succeeded.

The scheduled t ime of the auto triggered node instances generated for the HTTP Trigger node
arrives.

Sufficient  scheduling resources are available for use when the HTTP Trigger node is run.

The status of the HTTP Trigger node is not Freeze.

The HTTP Trigger node can be triggered only if  it  is in the Pending state. If  the HTTP Trigger node is
triggered, it  cannot be triggered again.

Create an HTTP Trigger nodeCreate an HTTP Trigger node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.
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iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > HT T PHT T P

T riggerT rigger.

Alternatively, f ind the workflow in which you want to create an HTTP Trigger node, click the
workflow name, right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > HT T P T riggerHT T P T rigger.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the node, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane. On the
Propert ies tab, configure scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure
basic properties.

Not e Not e By default , the HTTP Trigger node uses the root node of the workflow as its
ancestor node. You must manually change the ancestor node of the HTTP Trigger node to the
required node.

6. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

7. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Configure triggers in an external scheduling systemConfigure triggers in an external scheduling system
You can use Alibaba Cloud SDK for Java or Python to configure a trigger in an external scheduling
system or call an API operation to run an HTTP Trigger node.

Alibaba Cloud SDK for Java

i. Install Alibaba Cloud SDK for Java.For more information, see Get started with Alibaba Cloud
Classic SDK for Java.

Specify the following Project  Object  Model (POM) configurations to use DataWorks SDK for Java:
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<dependency>
  <groupId>com.aliyun</groupId>
  <artifactId>aliyun-java-sdk-dataworks-public</artifactId>
  <version>3.4.2</version>
</dependency>

ii. Use the following sample code and set  the parameters in the code.

import com.aliyuncs.DefaultAcsClient;
import com.aliyuncs.IAcsClient;
import com.aliyuncs.exceptions.ClientException;
import com.aliyuncs.exceptions.ServerException;
import com.aliyuncs.profile.DefaultProfile;
import com.google.gson.Gson;
import java.util.*;
import com.aliyuncs.dataworks_public.model.v20200518.*;
public class RunTriggerNode {
public static void main(String[] args) {
// Specify the region ID, AccessKey ID, and AccessKey secret. 
// Replace cn-hangzhou with the ID of the region in which the node to be triggered re
sides. 
// <accessKeyId> indicates the AccessKey ID. 
// <accessSecret> indicates the AccessKey secret.
DefaultProfile profile = DefaultProfile.getProfile("cn-hangzhou", "<accessKeyId>", "<
accessSecret>");
IAcsClient client = new DefaultAcsClient(profile);
RunTriggerNodeRequest request = new RunTriggerNodeRequest();
// Specify the ID of the HTTP Trigger node. You can call the ListNodes operation to q
uery the ID.
request.setNodeId(700003742092L);
// Specify the timestamp for running the HTTP Trigger node. Convert the scheduled tim
e to run the HTTP Trigger node to a timestamp.
// If the region in which the HTTP Trigger node resides and the region in which the s
cheduling system resides are in different time zones, specify the timestamp of the ti
me zone in which the HTTP Trigger node resides. 
// For example, the HTTP Trigger node resides in the China (Beijing) region, the node
is scheduled to run at 18:00:00 (UTC+8), and the scheduling system resides in the US 
(Silicon Valley) region. In this case, specify the timestamp that corresponds to 18:0
0:00 (UTC+8). 
request.setCycleTime(1605629820000L);
// Specify the data timestamp of the HTTP Trigger node instance. 
// The data timestamp is one day earlier than the scheduled time of the HTTP Trigger 
node and is accurate to the day. The hour, minute, and second are presented as 000000
00. For example, the HTTP Trigger node is scheduled to run on November 25, 2020. In t
his case, you must convert the date-based time to the data timestamp 2020112400000000
.
// If the region in which the HTTP Trigger node resides and the region in which the s
cheduling system resides are in different time zones, specify the timestamp of the ti
me zone in which the HTTP Trigger node resides. 
request.setBizDate(1605542400000L);
// Specify the ID of the DataWorks workspace to which the HTTP Trigger node belongs. 
You can call the ListProjects operation to query the ID.
request.setAppId(123L);
try {
RunTriggerNodeResponse response = client.getAcsResponse(request);
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RunTriggerNodeResponse response = client.getAcsResponse(request);
System.out.println(new Gson().toJson(response));
} catch (ServerException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (ClientException e) {
System.out.println("ErrCode:" + e.getErrCode());
System.out.println("ErrMsg:" + e.getErrMsg());
System.out.println("RequestId:" + e.getRequestId());
}
}
}

Alibaba Cloud SDK for Python

i. Install Alibaba Cloud SDK for Python.For more information, see Install the Classic SDK and its core
library.

Run the following command to install DataWorks SDK for Python:

pip install aliyun-python-sdk-dataworks-public==2.1.2

ii. Use the following sample code and set  the parameters in the code.
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#!/usr/bin/env python
#coding=utf-8
from aliyunsdkcore.client import AcsClient
from aliyunsdkcore.acs_exception.exceptions import ClientException
from aliyunsdkcore.acs_exception.exceptions import ServerException
from aliyunsdkdataworks_public.request.v20200518.RunTriggerNodeRequest import RunTrig
gerNodeRequest
 # Specify the region ID, AccessKey ID, and AccessKey secret.
# Replace cn-hangzhou with the ID of the region in which the node to be triggered res
ides.
# <accessKeyId> indicates the AccessKey ID.
# <accessSecret> indicates the AccessKey secret.
client = AcsClient('<accessKeyId>', '<accessSecret>', 'cn-hangzhou')
request = RunTriggerNodeRequest()
request.set_accept_format('json')
# Specify the ID of the HTTP Trigger node. You can call the ListNodes operation to qu
ery the ID.
request.set_NodeId(123)
# Specify the timestamp for running the HTTP Trigger node. Convert the scheduled time
to run the HTTP Trigger node to a timestamp.
# If the region in which the HTTP Trigger node resides and the region in which the sc
heduling system resides are in different time zones, specify the timestamp of the tim
e zone in which the HTTP Trigger node resides. 
# For example, the HTTP Trigger node resides in the China (Beijing) region, the node 
is scheduled to run at 18:00:00 (UTC+8), and the scheduling system resides in the US 
(Silicon Valley) region. In this case, specify the timestamp that corresponds to 18:0
0:00 (UTC+8). 
request.set_CycleTime(1606321620000)
# Specify the data timestamp of the HTTP Trigger node instance. 
# The data timestamp is one day earlier than the scheduled time of the HTTP Trigger n
ode and is accurate to the day. The hour, minute, and second are presented as 0000000
0. For example, the HTTP Trigger node is scheduled to run on November 25, 2020. In th
is case, you must convert the date-based time to the data timestamp 2020112400000000.
# If the region in which the HTTP Trigger node resides and the region in which the sc
heduling system resides are in different time zones, specify the timestamp of the tim
e zone in which the HTTP Trigger node resides. 
request.set_BizDate(1606233600000)
# Specify the ID of the DataWorks workspace to which the HTTP Trigger node belongs. Y
ou can call the ListProjects operation to query the ID.
request.set_AppId(11456)
response = client.do_action_with_exception(request)
# python2: print(response)
print(str(response, encoding='utf-8'))

API operation

For more information about the API operation, see RunTriggerNode.

5.11.10. Create a parameter node5.11.10. Create a parameter node
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A parameter node is a special type of virtual node. This type of node is used to manage parameters in
workflows and pass parameters between nodes. Parameter nodes can be used to manage constant
and variable parameters and transparently pass the parameters of ancestor nodes. Nodes that need to
use parameters can obtain parameters from parameter nodes. This topic describes how to create a
parameter node.

ContextContext
Parameter nodes are virtual nodes. They do not run computing tasks. They are used to pass parameters
between nodes and manage parameters in workflows.

Paramet er passing bet ween nodesParamet er passing bet ween nodes

If Node A in a workflow needs to obtain the output parameters of its ancestor nodes, you can create
a parameter node and use it  as an ancestor node of Node A and a descendant node of the ancestor
nodes of Node A. Then, add all the parameters required by Node A to the parameter node. This way,
Node A can obtain all the required parameters from the parameter node.

In the preceding figure, the sql_7 node needs to obtain the output parameters of the sql_1, sql_3,
and sql_4 nodes. A parameter node is created and used as a descendant node of the sql_1, sql_3,
and sql_4 nodes and as an ancestor node of the sql_7 node. All the parameters required by the sql_7
node are added to the parameter node, and the sql_7 node can obtain all the required parameters
from the parameter node.

Paramet er managementParamet er management
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If  nodes in a workflow need to use some constant and variable parameters, you can create a
parameter node and use it  as an ancestor node of these nodes. Then, add all the parameters
required by these nodes to the parameter node. This way, these nodes can obtain all the required
parameters from the parameter node. The parameter node facilitates centralized management of all
the parameters used in the workflow.

In the preceding figure, the sql_3, sql_4, sql_5, and sql_7 nodes need to use some parameters. A
parameter node is created and used as an ancestor node of the sql_3, sql_4, sql_5, and sql_7 nodes.
All the parameters required by these nodes are added to the parameter node, and these nodes can
obtain all the required parameters from the parameter node.

PrecautionsPrecautions
If  a node needs to use parameters in a parameter node, the node must be a direct  descendant node of
the parameter node.

Create a parameter nodeCreate a parameter node
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > ParamsParams

NodeNode.

Alternatively, f ind the required workflow in the Scheduled Workflow pane, click the workflow name,
right-click GeneralGeneral, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > Paramet er nodesParamet er nodes.
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3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

Configure scheduling properties for the parameter nodeConfigure scheduling properties for the parameter node
After the parameter node is created, you can configure scheduling propert ies for the parameter node
based on your business requirements.

Scheduling propert ies include basic propert ies, t ime propert ies, resource propert ies, and scheduling
dependencies. A parameter node does not run data development tasks. It  is used only to manage
parameters and transparently pass parameters. Therefore, you must pay special attention to the
scheduling dependencies configured for a parameter node.

If  a node needs to use the parameters in a parameter node, the node must be a descendant node of
the parameter node.

Ancestor nodes whose parameters need to be transparently passed must be the ancestor nodes of
the parameter node.

For more information about how to configure scheduling propert ies for a parameter node, see Configure
basic properties, Configure t ime properties, Configure a resource group, and Configure same-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

Add parameters to the parameter nodeAdd parameters to the parameter node
After you configure scheduling propert ies for the parameter node, you can add the parameters that
you want to manage and transparently pass to the parameter node for subsequent management and
use. This sect ion describes the procedure in detail.

1. On the configuration tab of the parameter node, click Added paramet ersAdded paramet ers.

2. Specify Paramet er nameParamet er name, T ypeT ype, Valid valuesValid values, and Descript ionDescript ion, and click SaveSave.

The valid values of Type include Const antConst ant , VariableVariable, and Pass-t hrough variablesPass-t hrough variables.

Const antConst ant : indicates that the value of the parameter is a constant.

VariableVariable: indicates that the value of the parameter is a variable. If  you want to use a variable
such as the system t ime, set  the value of Type to Variable. For more information about variable
parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

Pass-t hrough variablesPass-t hrough variables: Pass-through variables are used to transparently pass the output
parameters of ancestor nodes of the parameter node to descendant nodes of the parameter
node. If  you add a parameter of the pass-through variable type, you can set  Valid values to an
output parameter of an ancestor node of the parameter node.
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What to do next: Use the parameters in the parameter nodeWhat to do next: Use the parameters in the parameter node
After you configure the parameter node, the descendant nodes of the parameter node can directly use
the parameters in the parameter node. This facilitates centralized management of parameters and
improves the task development efficiency of descendant nodes.

Before the descendant nodes of the parameter node can use the parameters in the parameter node,
you must configure the parameters as the input parameters of the descendant nodes. This way, these
parameters can be directly used in the code of the descendant nodes.

1. Configure the parameters as the input parameters of the descendant nodes.

On the configuration tab of a descendant node, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane.
On the Propert ies tab, add the parameters required by the descendant node in the InputInput
Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of Paramet ersParamet ers.

The following parameters in the Input Parameters sect ion must be specified:

Parameter Name: the name of the parameter that the descendant node needs to use. You can
view the parameter name in the parameter node.

Value Source: the source of the parameter that the descendant node needs to use.

If  the parameter information is not completely displayed, you can move the pointer over it  to
view the complete information. All the parameters that are added to the parameter node are
displayed in the Out put  name of  t he paramet er node:Paramet er nameOut put  name of  t he paramet er node:Paramet er name format. You can
select  the source name that is ended with the name of the required parameter.

2. Use the parameters in the code of the descendant node.
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An FTP Check node can be used to periodically detect  whether a specific f ile exists based on File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). If  the FTP Check node detects that the file exists, the scheduling system starts
to run the descendant node of the FTP Check node. Otherwise, the FTP Check node retries the
detect ion based on the configured detect ion interval. The FTP Check node stops the retry until the
condit ion for stopping the detect ion is met. In most cases, FTP Check nodes are used for
communications between the DataWorks scheduling system and external scheduling systems. This topic
describes how to use an FTP Check node and the related precautions.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An FTP data source is added. For more information, see Add an FTP data source.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created. For more information, see Billing of exclusive
resource groups for scheduling (subscript ion).

A workflow is created. For more information, see Create a workflow.

ContextContext
An FTP Check node is typically used in the following scenario: A node in the DataWorks scheduling
system needs to access an external database in an external scheduling system, but an ongoing data
write task for the database is not performed by DataWorks. In this case, the t ime when the data write
task is completed and the t ime when the database can be accessed are unknown to DataWorks. If  the
node accesses the database, the data that is read from the database may be incomplete or the data
read fails because the data write task is not completed. To ensure that the node can successfully read
data from the external database, you can enable the external scheduling system to generate a mark
that indicates the data write task is completed. For example, you can enable the external scheduling
system to generate a marker file with the suffix  .done  in the file system to indicate that the data
write task is completed. Then, you can create an FTP Check node in the DataWorks scheduling system to
periodically detect  whether the marker file with the suffix  .done  exists. If  the file exists, the node
that needs to access the external database can be scheduled.

Not eNot e

You can specify the file system that can be used to store the marker files.

In this example, a marker file with the suffix  .done  is used. You can customize the
information such as the format and name for your marker file.

Not e Not e External databases include but are not limited to Oracle, MySQL, and SQL Server.

LimitsLimits
Only the China (Beijing), China (Shanghai), China (Hangzhou), China (Shenzhen), China (Zhangjiakou),
China (Chengdu), and Singapore (Singapore) regions support  FTP Check nodes.

FTP Check nodes can run only on exclusive resource groups for scheduling.

If  an FTP Check node is scheduled by minute or hour, you can set  the Check st op policyCheck st op policy parameter
only to Number of  Check st opsNumber of  Check st ops for the node.

Create an FTP Check nodeCreate an FTP Check node

5.11.11. Create an FTP Check node5.11.11. Create an FTP Check node
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1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose GeneralGeneral >  > FT PFT P

CheckCheck.

Alternatively, you can find the desired workflow, right-click the workflow name, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > GeneralGeneral >  > FT P CheckFT P Check.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and configure propert ies for the FTP
Check node.

The propert ies include basic propert iesbasic propert ies, t ime propert iest ime propert ies, resource propert iesresource propert ies, and
scheduling dependenciesscheduling dependencies. For more information, see Configure basic propert ies, Configure t ime
propert ies, Configure a resource group, and Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

6. Configure a detect ion object  and a detect ion policy.

i. Select  the FTP data source that you want to detect  from the Select  FT P dat a sourceSelect  FT P dat a source drop-
down list .

You can select  an FTP or SFTP data source. If  no data source is available, you must add one.
For more information, see Add an FTP data source.

ii. Specify the path of the marker file in the Specif y t he f ile t o CheckSpecif y t he f ile t o Check field. If  the file path that
you specified is dynamic, you can use scheduling parameters to configure variable paths in the
file path. For more information, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

i. Specify an interval at  which the detect ion is performed in the Check int erval (seconds)Check int erval (seconds) field.
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ii. Select  a policy for Check st op policyCheck st op policy. The following policies are available:

Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime: the point  in t ime when the detect ion stops. Specify this parameter in the
 hh24:mi:ss  format. The t ime format is based on the 24-hour clock. If  no marker file is

detected each t ime the FTP Check node is run, the detect ion fails. In this case, the system
does not schedule the descendant node of the FTP Check node. The system starts to
schedule the descendant node only after the detect ion succeeds. If  the previous detect ion
fails, the node continues the detect ion based on the configured detect ion interval and
stops the detect ion until the t ime that you specified for stopping the detect ion is reached.
You can view the node logs to find the detailed cause of the failure.

Not e Not e The scheduling cycle of the FTP Check node affects its stop policy.

If  the FTP Check node is scheduled by minut eminut e or hourhour, the Check stop policy
parameter can be set  only to Number of  Check st opsNumber of  Check st ops for the node. For more
information, see Configure a detect ion policy for an FTP Check node.

If  you want to change the scheduling cycle of the FTP Check node for which
Check stop policy is set  to Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime from dayday to minut eminut e or hourhour, the
Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime policy becomes invalid. In this case, you must set  Check stop
policy to Number of  Check st opsNumber of  Check st ops. Otherwise, the FTP Check node cannot be
committed.

Number of  Check st opsNumber of  Check st ops: the maximum number of t imes that the detect ion can be
performed. If  no marker file is detected each t ime the FTP Check node is run, the detect ion
fails. In this case, the system does not schedule the descendant node of the FTP Check
node. The system starts to schedule the descendant node only after the detect ion
succeeds. If  the detect ion fails, the node continues the detect ion based on the specified
detect ion interval and stops the detect ion when the maximum number of t imes that the
detect ion can be performed is reached. You can view the node logs to find the detailed
cause of the failure.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

5.12. Custom nodes5.12. Custom nodes
5.12.1. Node configuration5.12.1. Node configuration
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DataStudio supports default  node types such as ODPS SQL and Shell nodes, and also allows you to
create custom node types.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated so that you can use custom node
type.

LimitsLimits
Only DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion supports the custom node type.

Go to the Node Config pageGo to the Node Config page
1. Log on to the DataWorks console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

3. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

4. Click Node Conf igNode Conf ig in the upper-right corner of the DataStudio page. The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list  tab
appears.

The Node Config page consists of four tabs: Node Plugin listNode Plugin list , Def ault  Node T ypesDef ault  Node T ypes, Cust omCust om
Node T ypesNode T ypes, and Dat a qualit y plug-in listDat a qualit y plug-in list .

Not ice Not ice Only the owner and administrators of a workspace can perform operations on
the Node Config page of the workspace.

View wrappersView wrappers
A wrapper defines the core processing logic of a node type. Assume that you write an SQL statement in
the code editor for an ODPS SQL node and commit the statement. In this case, DataWorks uses the
wrapper for the specific ODPS SQL node type to parse and execute the statement. Before you create a
custom node type, you must create a wrapper to develop the processing logic of the node type. You
can use only Java to develop processing logic in a wrapper.

The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list  tab displays all exist ing wrappers. You can click Creat eCreat e in the upper-right corner
to create a wrapper. For more information, see Create a wrapper.

The values in the Lat est  VersionLat est  Version, Version in Development  EnvironmentVersion in Development  Environment , and Version inVersion in
Product ion EnvironmentProduct ion Environment  columns for each wrapper are displayed based on the following rules:

5.12.1.1. Overview5.12.1.1. Overview
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If  the node is created but not deployed, Not  DeployedNot  Deployed is displayed.

If  the node is deployed, the version and deployment t ime are displayed.

If  the node is being deployed, DeployingDeploying is displayed.

View default node typesView default node types
In the left-side navigation pane of the Node Conf igNode Conf ig page, click Def ault  Node T ypesDef ault  Node T ypes to view values
of Node NameNode Name and T absT abs for each default  node type. By default , Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio is displayed in the Tabs
column.

Not e Not e You can only view data but cannot perform operations on the Def ault  Node T ypesDef ault  Node T ypes
tab.

View custom node typesView custom node types
In the left-side navigation pane of the Node Conf igNode Conf ig page, click Cust om Node T ypesCust om Node T ypes. On this tab,
you can create, view, edit , and delete custom node types. These custom node types can be used on
the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page. For more information, see Create a custom node type.

View data quality wrappersView data quality wrappers
DataWorks allows you to create, deploy, and use data quality wrappers to satisfy diversified needs for
data quality.

In the left-side navigation pane of the Node Conf igNode Conf ig page, click Dat a qualit y plug-in listDat a qualit y plug-in list . On this
tab, you can create, configure, view, and delete data quality wrappers.

To run a task based on a custom node, you must use a custom wrapper. Before you use a custom node,
you must create a custom wrapper package and upload and deploy the package to DataWorks. This
topic describes how to create a custom wrapper package.

ContextContext
The following methods are used during the running of DataWorks custom nodes and the development
and use of wrappers:

 submitJob(String codeFilePath, List args) : submits a node that corresponds to a wrapper.

Input parameters:

5.12.1.2. Develop a custom wrapper package5.12.1.2. Develop a custom wrapper package
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codeFilePath: specifies the absolute path that is used to store the developed code.

List  args: specifies the scheduling parameters that you want to configure. The value is in the  {"ke
y"="value","key2"="value2"...}  format.

Returned results:

0: indicates that the task succeeded.

2: indicates that the scheduling system needs to rerun the task.

1, 4, or 3: indicates that the task is terminated.

Other values: indicates that the task failed.

 killJob() : listens to the task termination indication and triggers an operation. This method does
not have input parameters or provide returned results.

Not e Not e If  the task is not processed at  the business layer within 9 seconds, the wrapper is
forcibly terminated and the task fails.

Download a dependency JAR packageDownload a dependency JAR package
Click alisa-wrapper-face-1.0.0.jar to download the dependency JAR package.

Package codePackage code
1. Create a wrapper code project.

Use an integrated development environment (IDE) to create a Maven project. The following
descript ion provides the structure requirements for files and the configuration requirements for the
pom.xml file:

Structure requirements for files

The following figure shows the structure requirements for files. alisa-wrapper-face-1.0.0.jar in
the lib folder is the downloaded dependency JAR package. This package is introduced to the
project  in the same way as an on-premises package.

Configuration requirements for the pom.xml file
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The following code provides an example for the configuration of the pom.xml file. The class
name of the wrapper (indicated by  <mainclass> ) is the classpath of the submit Job method,
such as  com.alibaba.dw.wrapper .

<groupId>org.example</groupId>
<artifactId>dw-plugin</artifactId>
<version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
<dependencies>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>com.alibaba.dw</groupId>
        <artifactId>alisa-wrapper-face</artifactId>
        <version>1.0.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
        <scope>system</scope>
        <systemPath>${basedir}/lib/alisa-wrapper-face-1.0.0.jar</systemPath>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>commons-lang</groupId>
        <artifactId>commons-lang</artifactId>
        <version>2.4</version>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>commons-io</groupId>
        <artifactId>commons-io</artifactId>
        <version>2.6</version>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.apache.commons</groupId>
        <artifactId>commons-lang3</artifactId>
        <version>3.8.1</version>
    </dependency>
</dependencies>
<build>
    <plugins>
        <plugin>
            <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
            <artifactId>maven-assembly-plugin</artifactId>
            <version>2.5.5</version>
            <configuration>
                <archive>
                    <manifest>
                        <mainClass>com.alibaba.dw.wrapper.DemoWrapper</mainClass>
                    </manifest>
                </archive>
                <descriptorRefs>
                    <descriptorRef>jar-with-dependencies</descriptorRef>
                </descriptorRefs>
            </configuration>
            <executions>
                <execution>
                    <id>make-assembly</id>
                    <phase>package</phase>
                    <goals>
                        <goal>assembly</goal>
                    </goals>
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                </execution>
            </executions>
        </plugin>
    </plugins>
</build>

2. Develop code.

Example 1: Basic logic
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package com.alibaba.dw.alisa.wrapper;
import java.io.File;
import java.util.List;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisawrapper.DwalisaWrapper;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisawrapper.constants.Constant;
/**
**DwalisaWrapper is in the alisa-wrapper-face package.
**/
public class DemoWrapper extends DwalisaWrapper {
   /**
    * codeFilePath: the full path that is used to store the code. 
    * args: the input parameters. args[0] is used as codeFilePath. If the task has no c
ode, args[0] is the first parameter. 
    * This method implements the main features of the wrapper, and the business logic i
s implemented within the method. 
    * The return code 0 indicates that the task succeeded. 
    * Return codes 1, 4, and 3 indicate that the task is terminated. 
    * Other return codes indicate that the task failed. 
    */
   @SuppressWarnings("deprecation")
   @Override
   public Integer submitJob(String codeFilePath, List<String> args) {
       try {
           System.err.println("your code->");
           // Implement the business code. The task is finished after this method is ru
n. 
       } catch (Exception e) {
           System.err.println(e);
       }
       System.out.println("task finished...");
       return Constant.SUCCESSED_EXIT_CODE;
   }
   /**
    * After task termination is initiated, the method is called to perform business pro
cessing before the method is terminated. 
    * If the method is not terminated within 9 seconds, the system returns kill-9 to te
rminate the task. 
    *
    */
   @Override
   public void killJob() {
       System.err.println("After the task termination indication is detected, some busi
ness operations are performed to terminate the task from the server.");
   }
}

Example 2: A custom node developed based on a data source

MysqlWrapper.java

package com.alibaba.dw.alisa.wrapper;
import java.io.File;
import java.nio.charset.StandardCharsets;
import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.ResultSet;
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import java.sql.ResultSet;
import java.sql.ResultSetMetaData;
import java.sql.Statement;
import java.util.List;
import org.apache.commons.io.FileUtils;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisa.wrapper.util.ConnectionManager;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisa.wrapper.util.SqlUtils;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisawrapper.DwalisaWrapper;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisawrapper.constants.Constant;
import com.alibaba.dw.alisawrapper.utils.TaskDirUtils;
import com.csvreader.CsvWriter;
public class MysqlWrapper extends DwalisaWrapper {
    private Connection conn = null;
    private Statement stmt = null;
    private static final int MAX_ROWS = 10000;
    /**
     * codeFilePath: the full path that is used to store the code. args: the input para
meters. args[0] is used as codeFilePath. If the task has no code, args[0] is the first 
parameter.
     * This method implements the main features of the wrapper, and the business logic 
is implemented within the method. The return code 0 indicates that the task succeeded. 
Return codes 1, 4, and 3 indicate that the task is terminated. The return code 1 indica
tes that the task failed. Obtain the information of a MaxCompute project: Obtain enviro
nment variables: id: ODPS_ACCESSID.
     * key:ODPS_ACCESSKEY endpoint:ODPS_ENDPOINT
     */
    @Override
    public Integer submitJob(String codeFilePath, List<String> args) {
        try {
            System.out.println("code-content: ");
            File file = new File(codeFilePath);
            String sqlContent = FileUtils.readFileToString(file);
            String execContent = getParaValueContent(sqlContent, args);
            System.out.println(execContent);
            executeJdbcSql(execContent);
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.err.println(e);
            return Constant.FAILED_EXIT_CODE;
        }
        return Constant.SUCCESSED_EXIT_CODE;
    }
    private String getParaValueContent(String sqlContent, List<String> args) throws Exc
eption {
        String content = sqlContent;
        if (args == null || args.size() <= 0) {
            return content;
        }
        // Replace ${...} parameters
        for (String keyValue : args) {
            System.out.println(args);
            if (keyValue.contains("=")) {
                String[] param = keyValue.split("=");
                String target = "${" + param[0] + "}";
                String replacement = param[1];
                content = content.replace(target, replacement);
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                content = content.replace(target, replacement);
            } else {
                System.err.println("param format is invalid, key=value");
                throw new Exception("param exception!");
            }
        }
        return content;
    }
    /**
     * The method that is used to kill the task. After task termination is initiated, t
he method is called to perform business processing before the method is terminated. If 
the method is not terminated within 9 seconds, the system returns kill-9 to terminate t
he task.
     */
    @Override
    public void killJob() {
        System.out.println("Accept kill signal...");
        try {
            if (stmt != null) {
                stmt.close();
            }
            if (conn != null) {
                conn.close();
            }
            System.out.println("Kill succeed");
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.err.println("kill job error! " + e.getMessage());
        }
    }
    private void executeJdbcSql(String sqlContent) throws Exception {
        List<String> sqlList = SqlUtils.splitSql(sqlContent);
        try {
            /**
             * (1) Perform authentication and obtain the connection string.
             */
            System.out.println("Connecting to Server...");
            String jdbcConn = System.getenv("SKYNET_CONNECTION");
            // Obtain and parse the connection string to establish a connection. The st
ring is in the JSON format.
            conn = ConnectionManager.getJDBCConnection(jdbcConn);
            System.out.println("Connected to Server!");
            stmt = conn.createStatement();
            stmt.setMaxRows(MAX_ROWS);
            for (String sql : sqlList) {
                System.out.println("start run... sql: " + sql);
                /**
                 * (2) Execute SQL statements.
                 */
                boolean hasResult = stmt.execute(sql);
                if (hasResult) {
                    /**
                     * (3) Generate results and store the results in a file.
                     */
                    storeResult(stmt.getResultSet());
                }
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            }
        } catch (Exception e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
            System.err.println("sql execute failed! " + e.getMessage());
            throw e;
        } finally {
            if (stmt != null) {
                stmt.close();
            }
            if (conn != null) {
                conn.close();
            }
            System.out.println("release sql connection...");
            System.out.println("Job Finished!");
        }
    }
    protected void storeResult(ResultSet rs) throws Exception {
        ResultSetMetaData rsmd = rs.getMetaData();
        int columnsNumber = rsmd.getColumnCount();
        // Obtain the path that is used to store the result file.
        String resultFilePath = TaskDirUtils.getDataFile();
        FileUtils.writeStringToFile(new File(resultFilePath), "");
        CsvWriter csvWriter = new CsvWriter(resultFilePath, ',', StandardCharsets.UTF_8
);
        csvWriter.setTextQualifier('"');
        csvWriter.setUseTextQualifier(false);
        csvWriter.setForceQualifier(true);
        String[] headerList = new String[columnsNumber];
        for (int i = 0; i < columnsNumber; i++) {
            headerList[i] = rsmd.getColumnName(i + 1);
        }
        csvWriter.writeRecord(headerList);
        while (rs.next()) {
            String[] lineEles = new String[columnsNumber];
            for (int i = 0; i < columnsNumber; i++) {
                lineEles[i] = rs.getString(i + 1);
            }
            csvWriter.writeRecord(lineEles, true);
        }
        csvWriter.flush();
        csvWriter.close();
        System.out.println("store result finished.");
    }
}

ConnectionManager.java
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public class ConnectionManager {
    public static Connection getJDBCConnection(String connectionJson) throws Exception 
{
        Connection connection = null;
        try {
            String jdbcUrl = null;
            String userName = null;
            String password = null;
            if(StringUtils.isNotBlank(connectionJson)){
                JSONObject connectionObj = JSON.parseObject(connectionJson);
                jdbcUrl = connectionObj.getString("jdbcUrl");
                userName = connectionObj.getString("username");
                password = connectionObj.getString("password");
            }else{
                throw new Exception("member in connection is null!");
            }
            String driverClassName = getDriverClassName(jdbcUrl);
            System.out.println("load driver class: " + driverClassName);
            Class.forName(driverClassName);
            DriverManager.setLoginTimeout(20);
            connection = DriverManager.getConnection(jdbcUrl, userName, password);
        } catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
            System.err.println("acquire connection failed! " + e);
            System.exit(1);
        }
        return connection;
    }
        private static String getDriverClassName(String jdbcUrl) throws Exception{
        if(StringUtils.contains(jdbcUrl, "jdbc:mysql")){
            return "com.mysql.cj.jdbc.Driver";
        }else{
            throw new Exception("unsupported jdbc driver");
        }
    }

3. Configure the system to display the query result  sets on pages.

After the configuration, you can view the data that is queried by using a custom node on the
related page in the DataWorks console.

After the code is run, you must store the obtained result  sets, such as queried table records, in a
specific directory in accordance with the following rules:

Method to obtain the result  sets

String dataFilePath =String.format("%s/%s.data", System.getenv(Constant.TASK_EXEC_PAT
H), System.getenv(Constant.ALISA_TASK_ID));

 System.getenv  indicates the method that is used to obtain environment variables. For more
information, see Appendix: Use environment variables to obtain the information of the related
node.

Storage format

File format: CSV. The fields in the file are separated by commas (,).

Row distribution: The first  row is f ield names, and other rows are field values.
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Example:

"name","age"
"Alice","12"

4. After code is developed, package the Maven project.

Compress the dependencies of the project  into a JAR package.

5. Upload the wrapper package.

If  external dependencies such as Protobuf and Guava are used, you must compress the
dependencies and the preceding JAR package into a ZIP package. Then, upload the ZIP package to
DataWorks as a wrapper. For more information, see Create a wrapper.

Appendix: Use environment variables to obtain the information ofAppendix: Use environment variables to obtain the information of
the related nodethe related node
You can use  System.getenv("SKYNET_ONDUTY")  to obtain the values of the environment variables.

SKYNET_ID: the ID of the node. This variable is available only when the node is scheduled to run.

SKYNET_BIZDATE: the data t imestamp.

SKYNET_ONDUTY:

Indicates the operator ID during temporary running, data backfill, or tests.

Indicates the ID (employee ID or baseId) of the node owner.

SKYNET_TASKID: the node instance.

IDSKYNET_SYSTEM_ENV: the environment where the node runs, such as the development and
production environment.

SKYNET_CYCTIME: the t ime at  which the node instance is scheduled to run.

SKYNET_CONNECTION: the connection string. In most cases, the string is in the JSON format.

SKYNET_TENANT_ID: the tenant ID.

Before you use a wrapper, you must create and configure the wrapper, deploy the wrapper to and test
it  in the development environment, and then deploy the wrapper to the production environment.

ContextContext
A wrapper defines the core processing logic of a node type. You can use only Java to develop
processing logic in a wrapper. For example, after you write an SQL statement in the code editor for an
ODPS SQL node and commit the statement, DataWorks uses the wrapper for the ODPS SQL node type
to parse and execute the statement. Before you create a custom node type, you must create a
wrapper to develop the processing logic of the node type.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Create a wrapper.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

5.12.1.3. Create a wrapper5.12.1.3. Create a wrapper
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iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the target workspace resides. Find the
target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

iv. On the DataStudio page, click Node Conf igNode Conf ig in the top navigation bar. The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list
tab appears by default .

v. Click Creat eCreat e in the upper-right corner.

vi. In the Please select  plug-in t ypePlease select  plug-in t ype dialog box, select  a wrapper type and click OKOK. By default ,
Engine t ypeEngine t ype is selected.

You can select  one of the following wrapper types in the Please select  plug-in type dialog
box:

Engine t ypeEngine t ype: If  you select  this wrapper type, you must upload a code package, for
example, a JAR package, to define the functionality of the wrapper. Generally, a wrapper of
this type is applicable to a node type that uses a custom compute engine.

Business t ypeBusiness t ype: If  you select  this wrapper type, you must use a manually triggered workflow
to define the functionality of the wrapper. Generally, a wrapper of this type is used to
encapsulate mult iple nodes to implement specific business logic.

2. Configure the wrapper in the wizard that appears. In the Set t ingsSet t ings step, set  relevant parameters.

Parameter Description

NameName
The name of the wrapper. The name must start with a letter and can
contain only letters, underscores (_), and digits.

OwnerOwner

The owner of the wrapper. You can select yourself or another member
of the current workspace. If you select another member as the owner,
note the following points:

An administrator of a workspace cannot edit  the custom wrappers
of other members of the workspace.

Only the owner of a workspace can edit  the wrappers of other
members.
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Resource FileResource File

The resource file that defines the functionality of the wrapper. You can
use one of the following methods to specify a resource file: Upload aUpload a
local f ilelocal f ile, Use an OSS objectUse an OSS object , and AppSt udioAppSt udio .

Not eNot e

This parameter is available only when you select EngineEngine
t ypet ype in the Please select plug-in type dialog box.

The size of a local file can be up to 50 MB, and the size of
a file that is stored in an Object Storage Service (OSS)
bucket can be up to 200 MB.

Click Select  FileSelect  File. In the Select  FileSelect  File dialog box, select a method,
complete corresponding configurations, and then click OKOK.

Class NameClass Name

The full path of the class for implementing the wrapper.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when you select
Engine t ypeEngine t ype in the Please select plug-in type dialog box.

Paramet er ExampleParamet er Example

The parameters that are designed based on the specified resource file.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when you select
Engine t ypeEngine t ype in the Please select plug-in type dialog box.

Manual business processManual business process

The manually triggered workflow that defines the functionality of the
wrapper. Click Select  manual business processSelect  manual business process . In the Select
manual business process dialog box, select a manually triggered
workflow from the drop-down list  and click OKOK.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when you select
Business t ypeBusiness t ype in the Please select plug-in type dialog box.

VersionVersion
The version of the wrapper. In this example, select Create Version 1.
When you are editing or rolling back a version, select Overwrite Version.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the wrapper.

Parameter Description

3. Click SaveSave and then NextNext .

After you click SaveSave, the configurations in this step are saved by the system. If  you are modifying a
wrapper, note the following points:

If  you modify the basic sett ings of the wrapper, the modificat ion takes effect  after you click
Save. You do not need to deploy the wrapper again.

If  you modify the resource file, for example, the JAR package, of the wrapper, the modificat ion
takes effect  only after you deploy the wrapper again.
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4. In the Deploy in Development  EnvironmentDeploy in Development  Environment  step, confirm the configurations and click DeployDeploy
in Development  Environmentin Development  Environment . The real-t ime deployment progress appears.

5. Wait  until the deployment is completed and click NextNext .

6. Test  the wrapper in the development environment.

i. In the T est  in Development  EnvironmentT est  in Development  Environment  step, set  the Paramet er conf igurat ion inParamet er conf igurat ion in and
Environment  variablesEnvironment  variables parameters.

ii. Click T estT est .

iii. Confirm the test  result  and select  the T est  PassedT est  Passed check box.

iv. Click NextNext .

7. In the Deploy in Product ion EnvironmentDeploy in Product ion Environment  step, click Deploy t o product ion environmentDeploy t o product ion environment . The
real-t ime deployment progress appears.

Not e Not e The wrapper to be deployed to the production environment must be of the latest
version, have been deployed to the development environment, and have passed the test.
Otherwise, a message appears, indicating that the deployment to the production environment
fails.

8. Wait  until the deployment is completed. Click Complet eComplet e. The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list  tab appears.

The information about the wrapper you created appears on this tab. You can perform the
following operations on the wrapper:

Click Set t ingsSet t ings in the Act ions column to configure the wrapper. After you click Set t ingsSet t ings, you are
navigated to a step in the configuration wizard of the wrapper. Which step you are navigated to
depends on exist ing configurations of the wrapper.

Click View VersionsView Versions in the Act ions column to view the version information about the wrapper.
After you click View VersionsView Versions, the View VersionsView Versions dialog box appears. You can perform the
following operations on each version:

ViewView: View the basic information about the current version.

Roll BackRoll Back: Roll back the wrapper from the current version to the selected version. After you
click this button, the system creates a new version for the wrapper. In the new version, the
wrapper uses the basic sett ings and resource file of the selected version. The new version
number equals the latest  version number among all the versions plus 1.

DownloadDownload: Download the resource file of the current version.

Click Delet eDelet e in the Act ions column to delete the wrapper. After you click Delet eDelet e, the Delet eDelet e
WrapperWrapper message appears. Click OKOK.

Not ice Not ice Before you delete a wrapper, make sure that the wrapper is not associated
with any node types.

This topic describes how to create a custom node type. To create a custom node type, you must
configure the basic information, specify a wrapper, and set  code editor and interact ion parameters.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

5.12.1.4. Create a custom node type5.12.1.4. Create a custom node type
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DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or higher is act ivated.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Cust om Node T ypesCust om Node T ypes tab.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the target workspace resides. Find the
target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

iv. On the DataStudio page, click Node Conf igNode Conf ig in the top navigation bar. The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list
tab appears by default .

v. In the left-side navigation pane, click Cust om Node T ypesCust om Node T ypes.

2. On the Custom Node Types tab, click Creat eCreat e in the upper-right corner. The Conf igure Cust omConf igure Cust om
Node T ypeNode T ype page appears.

3. In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, set  relevant parameters.

Parameter Description

NameName
The name of the custom node type. Make sure
that the name is unique. The name must start
with a letter and can contain letters and spaces.

IconIcon
The icon of the custom node type. Select an icon
from the drop-down list.

T absT abs
The services where the custom node type can be
used. Valid values: T emporary queryT emporary query, ManualManual
business processbusiness process , and Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development .

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the custom node type.

Usage Not esUsage Not es
The usage notes of the custom node type. You
can modify the default usage notes as required.

4. In the WrapperWrapper sect ion, set  the Plug-in t ypePlug-in t ype and WrapperWrapper parameters.

The Plug-in t ypePlug-in t ype parameter specifies the type of wrapper to be associated with the node type.
Valid values:
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Engine t ypeEngine t ype: If  you select  this type, you must select  a wrapper whose functionality is defined
by using a code package, for example, a JAR package. Generally, a wrapper of this type is
applicable to a node type that uses a custom compute engine.

Business t ypeBusiness t ype: If  you select  this type, you must select  a wrapper whose functionality is defined
by using a manually triggered workflow. Generally, a wrapper of this type is used to encapsulate
mult iple nodes to implement specific business logic.

5. In the Edit or set t ingsEdit or set t ings sect ion, set  relevant parameters.

Parameter Description

Edit or T ypeEdit or T ype
The type of the editor that is supported by the custom node
type. Valid values: Edit or OnlyEdit or Only and Dat a Source Select ionDat a Source Select ion
Sect ion and Edit orSect ion and Edit or

Use MaxComput e as EngineUse MaxComput e as Engine

Specifies whether to use MaxCompute as the compute engine. If
your wrapper uses MaxCompute as the compute engine, select
Yes. In other scenarios, select No.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when Edit orEdit or
T ypeT ype is set to Edit or OnlyEdit or Only.

Connect ion T ypeConnect ion T ype

The type of connections that are supported by the custom node
type. You can select one or more types from the drop-down list.
Only connections that are created by using URLs are supported.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when Edit orEdit or
T ypeT ype is set to Dat a Source Select ion Sect ion and Edit orDat a Source Select ion Sect ion and Edit or.
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Edit or LanguageEdit or Language
The type of programming language that is supported by the
custom node type. Valid values: ODPS SQL, JSON, Shell, Python,
MySQL, XML, and YAML.

Code T emplat eCode T emplat e

The code template of the custom node type. You can use the
${author} and {createT ime} variables in a code template, which
indicate the creator and creation time of the template,
respectively.

Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings
Specifies whether to configure a template for the runtime
parameters of nodes of this type.

Paramet er T emplat eParamet er T emplat e

The template of the runtime parameters of nodes of this type.

Not e Not e This parameter is available only when the
Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings  check box is selected.

Node Chinese T ipsNode Chinese T ips The tips that help users write code in the code editor. The tips are
planned to appear in the upper-right corner of the code editor.
The tips can be up to 256 characters in length.Node English T ipsNode English T ips

Parameter Description

6. In the Int eract ionInt eract ion sect ion, set  relevant parameters.

Parameter Description

Short cut  MenuShort cut  Menu

The options to appear in the shortcut menu. By default, the
following operations are selected: Rename, Move, Clone, Steal
Lock, View Versions, Locate in Operation Center, Delete, and
Submit for Review.

More options include Edit, Copy Resource Name, and Send to
DataWorks Desktop (Shortcut).
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T ool BarT ool Bar

The options to appear in the toolbar. By default, the following
options are selected: Save, Commit, Commit and Unlock, Steal
Lock, Run, Show/Hide, Run with Arguments, Stop, Reload, Run
Smoke Test in Development Environment, View Smoke Test Log
in Development Environment, Run Smoke Test, View Smoke
Test Log, Go to Operation Center of Development Environment,
and Format.

More options include Operation Center, Deploy, and Precompile.

Right -Side BarRight -Side Bar

The tabs to appear on the right-side navigation pane of the
code editor. By default, the Scheduling configuration and
Structure options are selected.

More options include Version, Lineage, and Parameters.

Aut o Parse Opt ionAut o Parse Opt ion

Specifies whether to display the Automatic parsing parameter for
this type of nodes. If you turn on this switch, the Automatic
parsing parameter is displayed on the Scheduling configuration
tab of this type of nodes. Otherwise, this parameter is not
displayed. In an automatic parsing process, the system parses the
input and output of a node based on the lineage that is specified
in the code.

Parameter Description

7. Click Save and ExitSave and Exit . The custom node type appears on the Cust om Node T ypesCust om Node T ypes tab.

In the T absT abs column, you can select  one or more services where the custom node type can be used
based on your needs. Valid values are Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development , Manual business processManual business process, and
T emporary queryT emporary query.

In the Act ions column, you can click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e to edit  or delete the custom node type.
Only the owner of the current workspace or the creator of the custom node type can perform
these operations.

ChangeChange: You can click ChangeChange to go to the Configure Custom Node Type page. On this page,
you can modify the configurations of the custom node type based on your needs.

Delet eDelet e: If  no nodes of this custom node type are in the Deployed state, you can delete the
custom node type. If  a node of this custom node type is in the Deployed state, an error message
appears after you click Delete. You must undeploy the node before you delete the custom node
type.

DataWorks allows you to create, deploy, and use data quality wrappers to satisfy diversified needs for
data quality.

5.12.1.5. Create a data quality wrapper5.12.1.5. Create a data quality wrapper
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ProcedureProcedure
1. Create a data quality wrapper.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. After you select  the region where the required workspace resides, f ind the workspace and click
Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics.

iv. Click Node Conf igNode Conf ig in the upper-right corner. The Node Plugin listNode Plugin list  page appears.

v. In the left-side navigation pane, click Dat a qualit y plug-in listDat a qualit y plug-in list .

vi. On the Dat a qualit y plug-in listDat a qualit y plug-in list  page, click Creat eCreat e in the upper-right corner.

2. In the Set t ingsSet t ings step, set  the parameters as required.

Parameter Description

NameName

The name of the data quality wrapper.

Not e Not e The wrapper name must start with a letter and can
contain letters, underscores (_), and digits.

OwnerOwner The owner of the wrapper. Select an owner from the drop-down list.

Engine/dat a source t ypeEngine/dat a source t ype
You must first  select Comput ing EngineComput ing Engine or Dat a sourceDat a source and then
select a compute engine or a connection type from the drop-down list.

Check modeCheck mode Set the value to Of f -line checkOf f -line check.
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Resource FileResource File

You can upload a file or use an Object Storage Service (OSS) object to
specify a resource file.

Click Select  FileSelect  File. In the Select  FileSelect  File dialog box, select a method,
complete corresponding configurations, and then click OKOK.

Class NameClass Name
The full path of the class that is used to implement the data quality
wrapper.

Paramet er ExampleParamet er Example The parameters that are designed based on the specified resource file.

VersionVersion
When you create a wrapper, select Create Version. When you are editing
or rolling back a version, select Overwrite Version.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the wrapper.

Parameter Description

3. Click SaveSave and then NextNext .

4. In the Deploy in Development  EnvironmentDeploy in Development  Environment  step, confirm the configurations and click DeployDeploy
in Development  Environmentin Development  Environment . The real-t ime deployment progress appears.

5. Wait  until the deployment is completed and click NextNext .

6. Click NextNext . In the Deploy in Development  EnvironmentDeploy in Development  Environment  step, confirm the configurations and
click Deploy in Development  EnvironmentDeploy in Development  Environment .

Wait  until the message T he wrapper is deployed in t he development  environmentT he wrapper is deployed in t he development  environment  appears.
Click NextNext . The T est  in Development  EnvironmentT est  in Development  Environment  step appears.

7. Test  the wrapper in the development environment.

i. In the T est  in Development  EnvironmentT est  in Development  Environment  step, set  the parameters on the left .

Parameter Description

Sampling met hodSampling met hod The method to be used for data sampling.

St orage Engine/dat aSt orage Engine/dat a
sourcesource

The compute engine or data store where the data to be sampled
resides.

T able GUIDT able GUID
The globally unique identifier (GUID) of the table. Example:
database.table.

Part it ion namePart it ion name The name of the partit ion.

Field nameField name The name of the field.

Filt er condit ionFilt er condit ion
The filter condition. Enter the condition that is specified by the
WHERE clause. Do not enter the WHERE keyword.

Cust om SQLCust om SQL A custom SQL statement.

ii. Click T estT est .

iii. Confirm the test  results and select  T est  PassedT est  Passed.
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iv. Click NextNext .

8. In the Deploy in Product ion EnvironmentDeploy in Product ion Environment  step, click Deploy in Product ion EnvironmentDeploy in Product ion Environment . The
real-t ime deployment progress appears.

9. Click Complet eComplet e. The WrappersWrappers page appears.

The created wrapper appears on this page. You can configure the wrapper, view the version
information about the wrapper, or delete the wrapper.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings. You are navigated to a step in the configuration wizard of the wrapper. The step
you are navigated to appears based on the exist ing configurations of the wrapper.

Click View VersionsView Versions. In the View VersionsView Versions dialog box, you can view, roll back, or download each
version. Then, click OKOK.

Click ViewView. In the Sett ings step, view the basic information about the current version.

Click Roll BackRoll Back. In the Roll BackRoll Back message, click OKOK. The wrapper is rolled back to the previous
version.

Click DownloadDownload to download the resource file of the current version.

Click Delet eDelet e. In the Delet e WrapperDelet e Wrapper message, click OKOK.

You can create and edit  Hologres Development nodes and update the node versions.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose Cust omCust om >  > HologresHologres

DevelopmentDevelopment .

Alternatively, you can open the desired workflow, right-click UserDef inedUserDef ined, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > Hologres DevelopmentHologres Development .

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. On the configuration tab of the Hologres DevelopmentHologres Development  node, select  a Hologres Development
node that is developed in HoloStudio from the Select  a Hologres development  nodeSelect  a Hologres development  node drop-
down list .

5.12.2. Create a Hologres Development node5.12.2. Create a Hologres Development node
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If  no such node is available, click Creat eCreat e to create one. You can also click ChangeChange to modify the
code of the Hologres Development node that is developed in HoloStudio.

Not e Not e A Hologres Development node that is developed in HoloStudio is associated with a
Hologres Development node that is created in DataStudio. If  the Hologres Development node
that you select  already has an associated Hologres Development node that is created in
DataStudio, the system reports an error.

6. On the configuration tab of the node, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side navigation pane. On the
Propert ies tab, configure propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure basic
properties.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

Data Lake Analyt ics nodes are supported in DataWorks. You can create a Data Lake Analyt ics node in
the DataWorks console to build an online extract, transform, and load (ETL) process.

ContextContext
Data Lake Analyt ics nodes are used to connect to Data Lake Analyt ics (DLA), an interact ive query and
analyt ics service that is provided by Alibaba Cloud. For more information, see DLA documentation.

Not ice Not ice You can run Data Lake Analyt ics nodes only on exclusive resource groups for
scheduling. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

5.12.3. Create a Data Lake Analytics node5.12.3. Create a Data Lake Analytics node
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ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Data Development tab, move the pointer over  and choose Cust omizeCust omize >  > Dat aDat a

Lake Analyt icsLake Analyt ics.

Alternatively, you can click the target workflow, right-click UserDef inedUserDef ined, and then choose NewNew > >
Dat a Lake Analyt icsDat a Lake Analyt ics.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Configure the Data Lake Analyt ics node.

i. Select  a connection.

On the configuration tab of the Data Lake Analyt ics node, select  a connection from the Select
data source drop-down list . If  you cannot find the required connection in the drop-down list ,
click New dat a sourceNew dat a source to add a connection on the Dat a SourceDat a Source page. For more information,
see Add a DLA data source.

ii. Write the SQL statements of the node.

After you select  a connection, write SQL statements based on the syntax that is supported by
DLA. You can write data manipulation language (DML) or data definit ion language (DDL)
statements in the code editor.

iii. Click  in the toolbar.

iv. Click  in the toolbar to run the SQL statements you have saved.

If  you need to change the resource group on which you test  the Data Lake Analyt ics node on the
Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click  in the toolbar and select  your desired exclusive resource group.

Not e Not e To access a data store in a virtual private cloud (VPC), a node must be run on an
exclusive resource group for scheduling. In this example, the data store is in a VPC. You must
select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to the target DLA data
store.

6. Click the Scheduling conf igurat ionScheduling conf igurat ion tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Scheduling
configuration tab, set  the scheduling propert ies for the node. For more information, see Configure
basic properties.

You must select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to the target DLA
data store to periodically run the node.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.
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i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.

iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

You can create an Analyt icDB for MySQL node in the DataWorks console to build an online extract,
transform, and load (ETL) process.

ContextContext
Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes are used to connect to Analyt icDB for MySQL of Alibaba Cloud. For more
information, see Analyt icDB for MySQL documentation.

Not e Not e You can run Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes only on exclusive resource groups for
scheduling. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Move the pointer over the  icon and choose Cust omCust om >  > Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL.

Alternatively, you can click the required workflow, right-click UserDef inedUserDef ined, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL.

3. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

4. Click CommitCommit .

5. Configure the Analyt icDB for MySQL node.

5.12.4. Create an AnalyticDB for MySQL node5.12.4. Create an AnalyticDB for MySQL node
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i. Select  a connection.

Select  a connection for the node. If  you cannot find the required connection in the drop-down
list , click Add Connect ionAdd Connect ion and create a connection on the Dat a SourceDat a Source page. For more
information, see Supported data stores and plug-ins.

ii. Write the SQL statements of the node.

After you select  a connection, write SQL statements based on the syntax that is supported by
Analyt icDB for MySQL. You can write data manipulation language (DML) or data definit ion
language (DDL) statements.

iii. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the SQL statements to the server.

iv. Click the  icon in the toolbar to execute the SQL statements you have saved.

When you run the node for the first  t ime, the Paramet ersParamet ers dialog box appears. You must select
a resource group for running the node from the Scheduling Resource GroupScheduling Resource Group drop-down list ,
set  other parameters as required, and then click Conf irmConf irm.

When you run the node later, the system uses the resource group and parameter sett ings that
you specify for the first  running of the node. If  you need to change the resource group or
modify the parameter sett ings, click the  icon in the toolbar.

Not e Not e To access a data store in a virtual private cloud (VPC), a node must be run on
an exclusive resource group for scheduling. In this example, you must select  an exclusive
resource group for scheduling that is connected to the Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL
instance.

6. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane and set  the scheduling propert ies for the
node. For more information, see Configure basic properties.

You must select  an exclusive resource group for scheduling that is connected to the specified
Analyt icDB for MySQL data store to periodically run the node.

7. Save and commit the node.

Not ice Not ice You must set  the RerunRerun and Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters before you can commit
the node.

i. Click the  icon in the toolbar to save the node.

ii. Click the  icon in the toolbar.
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iii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iv. Click OKOK.

In a workspace in standard mode, you must click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner after you commit
the node. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

8. Test  the node. For more information, see View auto triggered nodes.

You can group nodes that are frequently reused in a workflow as a node group. Then, you can
reference the node group in other workflows to reuse these nodes. The configuration of each node
remains unchanged after the nodes are added to a node group. This topic describes how to create and
reference a node group.

Create a node groupCreate a node group
1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, create a workflow. For more information, see Manage workflows.

2. Go to the workflow configuration tab. Click the Box icon in the upper-right corner and drag a box
to select  the nodes to be included in a node group.

3. Right-click a node among the selected nodes and select  New Node GroupNew Node Group.

5.13. Node management5.13. Node management
5.13.1. Create and reference a node group5.13.1. Create and reference a node group
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4. In the New Node GroupNew Node Group dialog box, enter a name in the NameName field and click OKOK.

5. Right-click the node group and select  Save node groupSave node group. In the dialog box that appears, click OK.
Then, you can view the created node group in the Node Group sect ion.

Item in the shortcut menu Description

Save node groupSave node group

Save the node group. The node group that you
have created appears in the Node Group section
only after you click Save node groupSave node group. A node
group that is not saved cannot be referenced in
other workflows.
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Delet e node groupDelet e node group

You can click Delet e Node GroupDelet e Node Group

Not e Not e to delete the nodes in the node
group.

Split  node groupSplit  node group

Dismiss the node group. After the node group is
dismissed, the selected nodes no longer form a
node group in the workflow. However, the node
group still exists in the node group list.

Item in the shortcut menu Description

If  the created node group contains a Machine Learning experiment node, create a Machine Learning
Platform for AI (PAI) experiment in another workflow to reference the node group. If  the created
node group contains a branch node, add digits to the value in the Associat ed Node Out putAssociat ed Node Out put
parameter.

Reference a node groupReference a node group
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You can directly drag a node group to another workflow to reference the node group in the workflow.
The dependencies among the nodes in the node group remain unchanged.

You can run the workflow or commit and deploy the workflow. Then, go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er to view
the execution result .

DataWorks provides a recycle bin to store all deleted nodes in the current workspace. You can restore or
permanently delete the nodes.

In the left-side navigation pane, click Recycle BinRecycle Bin to go to the Recycle Bin page.

In the recycle bin, you can view all deleted nodes in the current workspace. You can right-click a node to
restore or permanently delete it .

Not eNot e

The recycle bin displays only 100 nodes. If  more than 100 nodes are deleted, the nodes
deleted earlier are deleted permanently from the recycle bin.

Deleted node groups are not displayed in the recycle bin.

Click Show My Nodes OnlyShow My Nodes Only in the upper-right corner to view the deleted nodes in the current
workspace.

Not e Not e Nodes permanently deleted from the recycle bin cannot be restored. The recycle bin
can only store deleted nodes, but not deleted workflows, tables, or resources.

5.13.2. Recycle bin5.13.2. Recycle bin
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This topic describes the definit ion of a script  template, the content of a script  template, and how to
create a script  template.

LimitsLimits
You can use only DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion to create a script  template.
You must act ivate DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion before you create a script
template. For more information, see Billing of DataWorks advanced editions.

Definit ionDefinit ion
A script  template defines an SQL code process that includes mult iple input and output parameters.
Each SQL code process references one or more source tables. You can use an SQL code process to filter
source table data, join source tables, and aggregate the source tables to generate a new result  table
required for business.

ValueValue
In actual business scenarios, a large number of SQL code processes are similar. The input tables or
output tables in these processes may have the same schema or compatible data types but different
table names. In this case, developers can abstract  an SQL code process as a script  template to reuse
the SQL code. The script  template extracts input parameters from input tables and output parameters
from output tables.

To create an SQL script  template, you need to only select  an exist ing script  template from the script
template list  based on your business process and configure specific parameters for input tables and
output tables in your business for the selected script  template. This way, you do not need to
repeatedly copy the code. This helps improve the development efficiency and avoid repeated
operations during development. You can deploy and run the SQL script  templates that are created in
the same manner in which you deploy and run other SQL nodes.

Template contentsTemplate contents
Similar to a function, a script  template consists of input parameters, output parameters, and an SQL
code process.

Input parametersInput parameters
The input parameters of a script  template include propert ies such as the parameter name, parameter
type, parameter descript ion, and parameter definit ion. The parameter type can be table or string.

A table-type parameter specifies the table that you want to reference in an SQL code process. When
you use a script  template, you can specify the input table that is required for the specific business.

A string-type parameter specifies the variable control parameter in an SQL code process. For
example, to export  only the sales amount of the top N cit ies in each region in a result  table of an SQL
code process, you can use a string-type parameter to specify the value of N.

To export  the total sales amount of a province in a result  table of an SQL code process, you can use
a string-type parameter to specify the name of the province and obtain the sales data of the
specified province.

5.13.3. Script template management5.13.3. Script template management

5.13.3.1. Create a script template5.13.3.1. Create a script template
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The parameter descript ion specifies the functionality of a parameter in an SQL code process.

The parameter definit ion is a text  definit ion of the table schema and is required only for table-type
parameters. When you specify the parameter definit ion for a table-type parameter, specify an input
table that contains the same field names and compatible filed types that are defined by using the
table-type parameter. This way, the SQL code process can properly run. If  you do not specify an
input table that contains the same field names and compatible field types that are defined by using
the table-type parameter, an error is returned because the specified field name cannot be found in
the input table when the SQL code process runs. The input table must contain the field names and
field types that are defined by using the table-type parameter. The input table can also contain
other fields. The field names and field types in the input table can be specified in an order based on
your business requirements. In this topic, the parameter definit ion is provided only for reference.

We recommend that you define parameters in the following format:

Name of field 1 Type of field 1 Description of field 1 
Name of field 2 Type of field 2 Description of field 2 
Name of field n Type of field n Description of field n

Example:

area_id string 'Region ID' 
city_id string 'City ID' 
order_amt double 'Order amount'

Output parametersOutput parameters
The output parameters of a script  template include propert ies such as the parameter name,
parameter type, parameter descript ion, and parameter definit ion. The parameter type must be table.
String-type output parameters are not supported.

A table-type parameter specifies the table to be generated in an SQL code process. When you use a
script  template, you can specify the result  table that the SQL code process generates for the specific
business.

The parameter descript ion specifies the functionality of a parameter in an SQL code process.

The parameter definit ion is a text  definit ion of the table schema. When you specify the parameter
definit ion for a table-type parameter, specify an output table that contains the same number of
fields and compatible field types that are defined by using the table-type parameter. This way, the
SQL code process can properly run. If  you do not specify an output table that contains the same
number of f ields and compatible field types that are defined by using the table-type parameter, an
error is returned because the number of f ields does not match the specified value or the field types
are incompatible when the SQL code process runs. The field names of the output table do not need
to be the same as the field names that are defined by using the table-type parameter. In this topic,
the parameter definit ion is provided only for reference.

We recommend that you define parameters in the following format:

Name of field 1 Type of field 1 Description of field 1 
Name of field 2 Type of field 2 Description of field 2 
Name of field n Type of field n Description of field n

Example:
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area_id string 'Region ID' 
city_id string 'City ID' 
order_amt double 'Order amount' 
rank bigint 'Ranking'

SQL code processSQL code process
The parameters in an SQL code process are referenced in the following format:  @@{Parameter name} .

By defining an abstract  SQL code process, a script  template controls and processes an input table
based on input parameters to generate an output table with business value.

Before you develop an SQL code process, correctly configure the input and output parameters. In this
case, correct  SQL code can be generated and run during the process.

Create a script templateCreate a script template
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the

Workspaces page, find the workspace that you want to manage and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the
Actions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane of the DataStudio page, click Snippet sSnippet s.

3. In the Snippets pane, move the pointer over  and choose Creat eCreat e >  > SnippetSnippet .

4. In the Creat e SnippetCreat e Snippet  dialog box, configure the Snippet  NameSnippet  Name, Descript ionDescript ion, and Locat ionLocat ion
parameters.

5. After you complete the configuration, click CommitCommit .

Source table schemaSource table schema
The following table describes the schema of a source MySQL table that contains sales data.

Field name Data type Description

order_id varchar The ID of the order.

report_date datetime
The date on which the order is
generated.

customer_name varchar The name of the customer.

order_level varchar The level of the order.

order_number double The number of orders.

order_amt double The amount of the order.

back_point double The discount.

shipping_type varchar The transportation method.

profit_amt double The amount of the profit.

price double The unit  price.
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shipping_cost double The cost of transportation.

area varchar The region.

province varchar The province.

city varchar The city.

product_type varchar The type of the product.

product_sub_type varchar The subtype of the product.

product_name varchar The name of the product.

product_box varchar The packaging of the product.

shipping_date datetime The date of transportation.

Field name Data type Description

Business implicationBusiness implication
Script  template name: get_top_n

This script  template uses the specified sales data table as the table-type input parameter, the number
of top cit ies as the string-type input parameter, and the total sales amount of the cit ies for ranking.
You can obtain the rankings of the specified top cit ies in each region with ease by using this SQL code
process.

Script template parametersScript template parameters
Input parameter 1

Parameter name: myinputtable

Type: table

Input parameter 2

Parameter name: topn

Type: string

Output parameter 3

Parameter name: myoutput

Type: table

Parameter definit ion:

area_id string

city_id string

order_amt double

rank bigint

You can execute the following statement to create a table to store the sales data of a specified
number of top cit ies:
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CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS company_sales_top_n
( 
area STRING COMMENT 'Region', 
city STRING COMMENT 'City', 
sales_amount DOUBLE COMMENT 'Sales amount', 
rank BIGINT COMMENT 'Ranking'
)
COMMENT 'Company sales rankings'
PARTITIONED BY (pt STRING COMMENT '')
LIFECYCLE 365;

Example on how to define an SQL code processExample on how to define an SQL code process
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INSERT OVERWRITE TABLE @@{myoutput} PARTITION (pt='${bizdate}')
    SELECT r3.area_id,
    r3.city_id,
    r3.order_amt,
    r3.rank
from (
SELECT
    area_id,
    city_id,
    rank,
    order_amt_1505468133993_sum as order_amt ,
    order_number_150546813****_sum,
    profit_amt_15054681****_sum
FROM
    (SELECT
    area_id,
    city_id,
    ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY r1.area_id ORDER BY r1.order_amt_1505468133993_sum DESC
) 
AS rank,
    order_amt_15054681****_sum, 
    order_number_15054681****sum,
    profit_amt_1505468****_sum
FROM     
    (SELECT area AS area_id,
     city AS city_id,
     SUM(order_amt) AS order_amt_1505468****_sum,
     SUM(order_number) AS order_number_15054681****_sum,
     SUM(profit_amt) AS profit_amt_1505468****_sum
FROM
    @@{myinputtable}
WHERE
    SUBSTR(pt, 1, 8) IN ( '${bizdate}' )
GROUP BY 
    area,
    city )
    r1 ) r2
WHERE
    r2.rank >= 1 AND r2.rank <= @@{topn}
ORDER BY
    area_id, 
    rank limit 10000) r3;

Sharing scopeSharing scope
Script  templates can be shared within a workspace or made public.

By default , a script  template that is deployed can be used by users within the current workspace. The
developer of a script  template can click the Publish SnippetPublish Snippet  icon to make the general-purpose script
template public to the current tenant. This way, all users of the tenant can view and use the script
template.
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You can check whether the Publish SnippetPublish Snippet  icon that is shown in the following figure is clickable on
the configuration tab of a script  template. If  the icon is clickable, the script  template can be made
public.

Use a script templateUse a script template
For information about how to use a script  template, see Use a script template.

Reference recordsReference records
In the Components sect ion, double-click a script  template. On the configuration tab that appears, click
the Snippet  NodesSnippet  Nodes tab in the right-side navigation pane to view the reference records of the script
template.

To improve development efficiency, you can create data analyt ics nodes by using the script  templates
provided by workspace members and tenants.

Note the following points when using script  templates:

The script  templates provided by members of the current workspace are available on the
Workspace-Specif icWorkspace-Specif ic  tab.

The script  templates provided by tenants are available on the PublicPublic tab.

For more information about how to use script  templates, see Create an SQL component node.

Buttons on the interfaceButtons on the interface

5.13.3.2. Use a script template5.13.3.2. Use a script template
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No. Button Description

1 SaveSave Save the settings of the current script template.

2 St eal LockSt eal Lock
Steal the lock of the current script template and then edit  it  if
you are not the owner of the script template.

3 SubmitSubmit
Commit the current script template to the development
environment.

4 Publish SnippetPublish Snippet
Make the current general-purpose script template public to the
current tenant account so that all users under the account can
view and use the script template.

5 Parse I/O Paramet ersParse I/O Paramet ers

Parse input and output parameters from the code.

Not e Not e Typically, the parameters entered here are
table names instead of scheduling parameters.

6 PrecompilePrecompile
Edit custom and system parameters for the current script
template.

7 RunRun
Run the current script template in the development
environment.

8 St opSt op Stop running the current script template.

9 Format  CodeFormat  Code Format the code based on keywords.

10 Propert iesPropert ies
View the basic information and set input and output
parameters for the current script template.

11 VersionsVersions View the deployed versions of the current script template.

12 Snippet  NodesSnippet  Nodes List the reference records of the current script template.
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This topic describes how to create, reference, and download a JAR or Python resource.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A MaxCompute compute engine instance is associated with the desired workspace. The MaxCompute
folder is displayed on the DataStudio page only after you associate a MaxCompute engine instance
with the workspace on the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page. For more information, see Configure a
workspace.

ContextContext
If  your code or function requires resource files such as .jar f iles, you can upload resources to your
workspace and reference them.

If the exist ing built-in functions do not meet your requirements, you can create user-defined functions
(UDFs) and customize processing logic. You can upload the required JAR packages to your workspace so
that you can reference them when you create UDFs.

Not eNot e

You can view built-in functions in the Built -In Funct ionsBuilt -In Funct ions pane. For more information, see
Functions.

You can view the UDFs that you have committed or deployed in DataWorks in the
MaxComput e Funct ionsMaxComput e Funct ions pane. For more information, see MaxCompute functions.

You can upload different types of resources, such as text  f iles, Python code, and compressed packages
in the .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar formats to MaxCompute. You can read or use these resources when
you run UDFs or MapReduce.

MaxCompute provides API operations for you to read and use resources. The following types of
resources are supported:

Pyt honPyt hon: the Python code you have written. You can use Python code to register Python UDFs.

JARJAR: the compiled Java JAR packages.

ArchiveArchive: the compressed files that can be identified by the file name extension. Supported file types
include .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar.

FileFile: the files in the .zip, .so, or .jar format.

JARJAR resources and f ilef ile resources have the following differences:

You can write Java code in an offline Java environment, compress the code to a JAR package, and then
upload the package as a JAR resource to DataWorks.

6.Create and manage resources6.Create and manage resources
and functionsand functions
6.1. Create resources and register6.1. Create resources and register
functionsfunctions
6.1.1. Create a MaxCompute resource6.1.1. Create a MaxCompute resource
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You can create and edit  a small-sized file resource in the DataWorks console.

If  you want to upload a resource file whose size is greater than 500 KB from your on-premises
machine when you create a file resource, you can select  Large File (> 500 KB)Large File (> 500 KB).

Not e Not e You can upload a resource file whose size is no more than 50 MB. If  you want to
upload a resource file whose size is greater than 50 MB, you can use the MaxCompute client  to
perform this operation. Then, commit the resource file to DataWorks in the MaxCompute
Resources pane. For more information, see MaxCompute resources.

Create a JAR resourceCreate a JAR resource
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e > >

ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

Alternatively, you can click the name of the desired workflow in the Business FlowBusiness Flow sect ion, right-
click MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > ResourceResource >  > JARJAR.

For more information about how to create a workflow, see Create a workflow.

3. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, configure the Resource NameResource Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not eNot e

If the selected JAR package has not been uploaded from the MaxCompute client, select
Upload t o MaxComput eUpload t o MaxComput e. If  you do not select  it , an error occurs during the upload
process. If  the selected JAR package has been uploaded from the MaxCompute client,
clear Upload t o MaxComput eUpload t o MaxComput e. If  you do not clear it , an error occurs during the upload
process.

The resource name can be different from the name of the uploaded file.

The resource name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters, digits,
underscores (_), and periods (.). The name is not case-sensit ive. A JAR resource name
must end with .jar, and a Python resource name must end with .py.

4. Click UploadUpload and select  the file that you want to upload.

5. Click Creat eCreat e.

6. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the resource to the development environment.

If  the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you must click Deploy in the upper-right corner
to deploy the resource after you commit the resource. For more information, see Deploy nodes.

Create a Python resource and register a UDFCreate a Python resource and register a UDF
1. Create a Python resource.
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i. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e

> > ResourceResource >  > Pyt honPyt hon.

Alternatively, you can click the name of the desired workflow in the Business FlowBusiness Flow sect ion,
right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > ResourceResource >  > Pyt honPyt hon.

ii. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, configure the Resource NameResource Name and Locat ionLocat ion
parameters.

Not ice Not ice The resource name can contain letters, digits, periods (.), underscores (_), and
hyphens (-). It  must end with .py.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

iv. Write code for the created Python resource in the code editor. Sample code:

from odps.udf import annotate
@annotate("string->bigint")
class ipint(object):
    def evaluate(self, ip):
        try:
            return reduce(lambda x, y: (x << 8) + y, map(int, ip.split('.')))
        except:
            return 0

v. Click the  icon in the top toolbar to commit the resource.

If  the workspace that you use is in standard mode, you must click Deploy in the upper-right
corner to deploy the resource after you commit the resource. For more information, see Deploy
nodes.

2. Register a function.

i. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose MaxComput eMaxComput e

> > Funct ionFunct ion.

Alternatively, you can click the required workflow, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose
Creat eCreat e >  > Funct ionFunct ion.

ii. In the Creat e Funct ionCreat e Funct ion dialog box, configure the Funct ion NameFunct ion Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

iv. In the Regist er Funct ionRegist er Funct ion sect ion of the configuration tab that appears, enter the class name
of the function in the Class Name field and the name of the Python resource that you created
in the Resources field, and then click the  icon in the top toolbar. In this example, the class

name is  ipint.ipint .

v. Check whether the ipint  function is valid and meets your expectation. You can create an ODPS
SQL node on the DataStudio page to test  the ipint  function by executing an SQL statement.

You can also create an ipint.py file on your on-premises machine and upload the file by using the
MaxCompute client. For more information about how to use the MaxCompute client, see
MaxCompute client.

odps@ MaxCompute_DOC>add py D:/ipint.py;
OK: Resource 'ipint.py' have been created.                
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odps@ MaxCompute_DOC>create function ipint as ipint.ipint using ipint.py;
Success: Function 'ipint' have been created.           

After the resource file is uploaded, you can register a UDF on the MaxCompute client. For more
information, see Functions operations. You can use the UDF after it  is registered.

Reference and download a resourceReference and download a resource
For more information about how to reference a resource in a function, see Functions operations.

For more information about how to reference a resource in a node, see Create an ODPS MR node.

If  you want to download a resource, f ind the desired resource in the ResourceResource folder, right-click the
resource name, and then select  View Versions. In the Versions dialog box, click DownloadDownload. For more
information about how to download a resource by using the MaxCompute client, see Resource
operations.

Other operationsOther operations
After you create a resource, you can rename, reference, or delete the resource in the MaxComput eMaxComput e
folder of the desired workflow. For more information about how to delete a resource, see DataStudio.

DataWorks allows you to create E-MapReduce (EMR) Java Archive (JAR) resources in the DataWorks
console. You can upload a JAR file that contains user-defined functions (UDFs) or open source
MapReduce code as an EMR JAR resource. Then, you can reference the resource in compute nodes such
as an EMR MR node. This topic describes how to create an EMR JAR resource by uploading a file, commit
the resource, and reference the resource in compute nodes such as an EMR MR node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

If  you integrate Hive with Ranger in EMR, you must modify whitelist  configurations and restart  Hive
before you develop EMR Hive nodes in DataWorks. Otherwise, the error message Cannot  modif yCannot  modif y
spark.yarn.queue at  runt imespark.yarn.queue at  runt ime or Cannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt imeCannot  modif y SKYNET _BIZDAT E at  runt ime is returned when
you run EMR Hive nodes.

i. You can modify the whitelist  configurations by using custom parameters in EMR. You can append
key-value pairs to the value of a custom parameter. In this example, the custom parameter for
Hive components is used. The following code provides an example:

hive.security.authorization.sqlstd.confwhitelist.append=tez.*|spark.*|mapred.*|mapred
uce.*|ALISA.*|SKYNET.*

6.1.2. Create and use an EMR JAR resource6.1.2. Create and use an EMR JAR resource
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Not e Not e In the preceding code,  ALISA.*  and  SKYNET.*  are specific to DataWorks.

ii. After the whitelist  configurations are modified, you must restart  the Hive service to make the
configurations take effect. For more information, see Restart  a service.

An exclusive resource group for scheduling is created, and the resource group is associated with the
virtual private cloud (VPC) where the EMR cluster resides. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Not e Not e You can use only exclusive resource groups for scheduling to run EMR Hive nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the  icon and choose EMREMR >  > ResourceResource > >

EMR JAREMR JAR.

You can also find the workflow in which you want to create an EMR JAR resource, right-click the
workflow name, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > EMREMR >  > ResourceResource > EMR JAR.

3. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, set  the parameters.
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Parameter Description

Resource NameResource Name
The name of the resource that you want to create. The resource name must
have the suffix .jar.

Locat ionLocat ion
The folder for storing the resource. The default value is the path of the
current folder. You can modify the path based on your business
requirements.

File T ypeFile T ype The type of the resource. Set the value to EMR JAR.

Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance
The EMR compute engine instance to which the resource belongs. Select an
instance from the drop-down list.

St orage pat hSt orage pat h

The storage path of the resource. Valid values: OSSOSS and HDFSHDFS.

If you select OSSOSS, you must click Authorize next to OSS to authorize
DataWorks and EMR to access Object Storage Service (OSS). Then, select a
folder.

If you select HDFSHDFS, enter a storage path.

FileFile
The file that you want to upload. You can click UploadUpload, select a file from
your on-premises machine, and then click OpenOpen.

4. Click Creat eCreat e.
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5. Click the  and  icons in the top toolbar to save and commit the resource to the development

environment.

Not eNot e

You must select  a resource group for scheduling when you commit the EMR JAR resource.
We recommend that you use an exclusive resource group for scheduling. If  no exclusive
resource groups for scheduling are available, you can purchase and configure one. For
more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

When you commit the resource by using an exclusive resource group for scheduling, you
can view the logs generated during the commission process in the log area of the page.
After the resource is committed, messages are displayed in the log area and on the
page to inform you of the result .

What's nextWhat's next
After you create an EMR JAR resource, you can reference the resource in the code of compute nodes
such as an EMR MR node. The following figure shows how to reference the resource. For more
information, see Create and use an EMR MR node.

6.1.3. Register a MaxCompute function6.1.3. Register a MaxCompute function
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DataWorks supports Python and Java APIs. This topic describes how to register a function.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The required resources are uploaded.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Create a workflow. For more information, see Create a workflow.

3. Create a Java ARchive (JAR) or Python resource, and commit and deploy the resource. For more
information, see Create a MaxCompute resource.

4. Create a function.

i. Expand the desired workflow, right-click MaxComput eMaxComput e, and then choose Creat eCreat e >  > Funct ionFunct ion.

ii. In the Creat e Funct ionCreat e Funct ion dialog box, configure the Funct ion NameFunct ion Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

iv. In the Regist er Funct ionRegist er Funct ion sect ion of the configuration tab that appears, configure the
parameters that are described in the following table.

Parameter Description

Funct ion T ypeFunct ion T ype
The type of the function. Valid values: Mat hemat ical Operat ionMat hemat ical Operat ion
Funct ionsFunct ions , Aggregat e Funct ionsAggregat e Funct ions , St ring Processing Funct ionsSt ring Processing Funct ions ,
Dat e Funct ionsDat e Funct ions , Window Funct ionsWindow Funct ions , and Ot her Funct ionsOt her Funct ions .

Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance
MaxComput eMaxComput e

The MaxCompute compute engine instance. The value of this
parameter cannot be changed.
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Funct ion NameFunct ion Name
The name of the user-defined function (UDF). You can use this name
to reference the UDF in SQL statements. The UDF name must be
globally unique and cannot be changed after the UDF is registered.

OwnerOwner
The owner of the UDF. The account that is used to log on to the
DataWorks console is automatically displayed. You can change the
value of this parameter.

Class NameClass Name

The name of the class that implements the UDF. The name is in the
format of  Resource name.Class name . The resource name can
be the name of a Java or Python package.

In DataWorks, you can reference MaxCompute resources including
JAR and Python packages to create UDFs. The value format of this
parameter varies based on the resource type:

If the resource type is JAR, set the Class NameClass Name parameter in the 
 JAR package name.Actual class name  format. You can

query the class name by executing the  copy reference 
statement in IntelliJ IDEA.

For example, if  com.aliyun.odps.examples.udf  is the Java
package name and  UDAFExample  is the class name, the value
of the Class NameClass Name parameter is  com.aliyun.odps.examples.
udf.UDAFExample .

If the resource type is Python, set the Class NameClass Name parameter in
the  Python resource name.Actual class name  format.

For example, if  LcLognormDist_sh  is the Python resource
name and  LcLognormDist_sh  is the class name, the value of
the Class NameClass Name parameter is  LcLognormDist_sh.LcLognormD
ist_sh .

Not eNot e

You do not need to include the .jar or .py suffix in the
resource name.

You can use a resource after the resource is
committed and deployed. For more information
about how to create a MaxCompute resource, see
Create a MaxCompute resource.

Parameter Description
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ResourcesResources

Required. You can perform a fuzzy match to search for existing
resources in the current workspace.

Not eNot e

You do not need to specify the path of the added
resources.

If multiple resources are referenced in the UDF, separate
them with commas (,).

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the UDF.

Expression Synt axExpression Synt ax The syntax of the UDF. Example:  test .

Paramet er Descript ionParamet er Descript ion
The description of the input and output parameters that are
supported.

Ret urn ValueRet urn Value Optional. The return value. Example: 1.

ExampleExample Optional. The example of the UDF.

Parameter Description

5. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

6. Commit the UDF.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

This topic describes how to create an E-MapReduce (EMR) function.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An Alibaba Cloud EMR cluster is created, and an inbound rule that contains the following content is
added to the security group to which the cluster belongs.

Action: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16

An EMR compute engine instance is associated with your workspace. The EMR folder is displayed only
after you associate an EMR compute engine instance with the workspace on the Workspace
Management page. For more information, see Configure a workspace.

The required resources are uploaded.

6.1.4. Create an EMR function6.1.4. Create an EMR function
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ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Create a workflow. For more information, see Create a workflow.

3. Write Java code in an offline Java environment, compress the code to a JAR package, and then
upload the package as a JAR resource to DataWorks. For more information, see Create and use an EMR
JAR resource.

4. Create a function.

i. Click the workflow in the Business Flow sect ion, right-click EMREMR, and then choose Creat eCreat e > >
Funct ionFunct ion.

ii. In the Creat e Funct ionCreat e Funct ion dialog box, set  the Funct ion NameFunct ion Name, Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance, and Locat ionLocat ion
parameters.

iii. Click Creat eCreat e.

iv. In the Funct ion inf ormat ionFunct ion inf ormat ion sect ion of the configuration tab that appears, set  the
parameters.

Parameter Description

Funct ion T ypeFunct ion T ype
The type of the function. Valid values: Mat hemat ical Operat ionMat hemat ical Operat ion
Funct ionsFunct ions , Aggregat e Funct ionsAggregat e Funct ions , St ring Processing Funct ionsSt ring Processing Funct ions ,
Dat e Funct ionsDat e Funct ions , Window Funct ionsWindow Funct ions , and Ot her Funct ionsOt her Funct ions .

Engine Inst anceEngine Inst ance
The EMR cluster that is associated with the current workspace. By
default, you cannot change the engine instance.

Engine T ypeEngine T ype
The type of the compute engine. By default, you cannot change the
engine type.

EMR dat abaseEMR dat abase
The database where the EMR cluster resides. Select a database
from the drop-down list. To create a database, click New LibraryNew Library.
In the New LibraryNew Library dialog box, set the parameters and click OKOK.
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Funct ion NameFunct ion Name
The name of the function. You can use this name to reference the
function in SQL statements. The function name must be globally
unique and cannot be changed after the function is created.

OwnerOwner This parameter is automatically set.

Class NameClass Name Required. The name of the class that implements the function.

ResourceResource

Required. The resource to be used in the function. Select a resource
from the ones that are created in the current workspace from the
drop-down list. To create a resource, click Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource. In the
Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, set the parameters and click Creat eCreat e.

Descript ionDescript ion The description of the function.

Expression Synt axExpression Synt ax The syntax of the function. Example:  test .

Paramet er Descript ionParamet er Descript ion
The description of the input and output parameters that are
supported.

Ret urn ValueRet urn Value Optional. The return value. Example: 1.

ExampleExample Optional. The example of the function.

Parameter Description

5. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

6. Commit the function.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

Not e Not e You must select  a resource group for scheduling when you commit the EMR
function. We recommend that you use an exclusive resource group for scheduling. If  no
exclusive resource groups for scheduling are available, you can purchase and configure
one. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for scheduling.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

7. Commit the UDF.

i. Click the  icon in the top toolbar.

ii. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field.

iii. Click OKOK.

6.2. Manage MaxCompute resources6.2. Manage MaxCompute resources
and functionsand functions
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The Built-In Functions page displays functions built  in MaxCompute. You can view the types,
descript ions, and examples of functions on this page.

1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the
Workspaces page, find the target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Built -In Funct ionsBuilt -In Funct ions to view the functions.

The built-in functions include Aggregate functions, Window functions, Date functions, Mathematical
functions, String functions, and Other functions.

The preceding functions are built  in MaxCompute. You can click a function to view its descript ion.

MaxCompute modules include MaxCompute resources and MaxCompute functions. This topic describes
how to add and delete MaxCompute modules.

ContextContext
MaxCompute modules are hidden by default . To show MaxCompute modules in the left-side navigation
pane, click Set upSet up and then the Conf igurat ion Cent erConf igurat ion Cent er tab. In the DataStudio Tabs sect ion, click
MaxCompute and then required modules under All Modules.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the

Workspaces page, find the target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. Click  in the lower-left  corner to go to the Set upSet up page. Click the Conf igurat ion Cent erConf igurat ion Cent er tab.

3. Click MaxComput eMaxComput e in the Dat aSt udio T absDat aSt udio T abs sect ion and view modules under T abs onT abs on
Dat aSt udio PageDat aSt udio Page and All ModulesAll Modules.

4. Click modules under All ModulesAll Modules to add them. The added modules are displayed under
MaxCompute in the left-side navigation pane of the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

To delete a module, click  next  to the module under T abs on Dat aSt udio PageT abs on Dat aSt udio Page. After you

delete the module, it  no longer appears in the left-side navigation pane of the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

On the MaxCompute Functions tab, you can view functions in the MaxCompute compute engine and the
function change history. You can also add functions to workflows on the Data Analyt ics tab with a few
clicks.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The MaxCompute Functions module is hidden by default . To show this module in the left-side
navigation pane of the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, select  the module on the Conf igurat ion Cent erConf igurat ion Cent er tab of the
Set upSet up page. For more information, see MaxCompute modules.

View functionsView functions

6.2.1. Functions6.2.1. Functions

6.2.2. MaxCompute modules6.2.2. MaxCompute modules

6.2.3. MaxCompute functions6.2.3. MaxCompute functions
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1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Show MaxComput eMaxComput e in the left-side navigation pane and click MaxComput e Funct ionsMaxComput e Funct ions.

MaxCompute functions are sorted in descending order of creation t ime by default . Click the  icon

to switch the order of entries.

On the MaxCompute Functions tab, you can view the functions that are committed or deployed on
the Data Analyt ics tab. For more information, see Register a MaxCompute function.

3. Click a function to view its details.

The MaxCompute Functions tab displays functions in the product ion environmentproduct ion environment  by default . To
view committed but undeployed functions, click the  icon to switch the environment.

Not eNot e

For workspaces in basic mode, only the production environment is available.

Functions that are uploaded by using tools except DataWorks, such as the MaxCompute
client  and MaxCompute Studio, are not displayed on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab. However,
these functions are displayed on the MaxCompute Functions tab.

Delete a functionDelete a function
To delete a function, switch to the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab, right-click the name of the function in the
required workflow, and then select  Delet eDelet e.

Add a function to the Data Analytics tabAdd a function to the Data Analytics tab
1. On the MaxComput e Funct ionsMaxComput e Funct ions tab, click a function to view its details in the lower part.

2. Click Add t o Dat a Analyt ics T abAdd t o Dat a Analyt ics T ab.

This operation allows you to synchronize functions on the MaxComput e Funct ionsMaxComput e Funct ions tab to a
specified workflow on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab.

3. In the Creat e Funct ionCreat e Funct ion dialog box, set  the Funct ion NameFunct ion Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e When you upload a function, you can rename the function and select  a folder to
modify the workflow in which the function resides. However, you cannot modify the function
definit ion.

4. Click OKOK.
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Not eNot e

After a function is created, you must manually save, commit, and deploy the function.
The operations are the same as those performed when you create a function in a
workflow. For more information, see Register a MaxCompute function.

When you commit and deploy a function, the function is also uploaded to the
development and production environments of MaxCompute. In addit ion, the function is
updated as a custom function on the MaxComput e Funct ionsMaxComput e Funct ions tab.

A function is unique in a MaxCompute project. If  a function with the same name already
exists in the workspace, the newly created function overrides the exist ing one. If  the
exist ing function resides in a different workflow, the function is overridden in the new
workflow.

View the function change historyView the function change history
Click the required function and then click View Change Hist oryView Change Hist ory to view the creation and change
records of the function.

On the MaxCompute Resources tab, you can view resources in the MaxCompute compute engine and
the resource change history. You can also add resource files to workflows on the Data Analyt ics tab
with a few clicks.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The MaxCompute Resources module is hidden by default . To show this module in the left-side
navigation pane of the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, select  the module on the Conf igurat ion Cent erConf igurat ion Cent er tab of the
Set upSet up page. For more information, see MaxCompute modules.

View resourcesView resources
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Show MaxComput eMaxComput e in the left-side navigation submenu and click MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources.

No. Icon Description

6.2.4. MaxCompute resources6.2.4. MaxCompute resources
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1

The MaxCompute Resources tab displays resources in
the product ion environmentproduct ion environment  by default. To view

committed but undeployed resources, click the 

icon to switch the environment.

Not e Not e For workspaces in basic mode, only
the production environment is available.

2

Click this icon to filter resources by type.

Not e Not e JAR, archive, file, and Python
resources are supported.

3
Click this icon to switch the order of entries. Entries
are sorted in descending order of update t ime by
default.

No. Icon Description

3. Click a resource to view its detailed information, including the name, type, and size of the resource.

Resources that are displayed on the MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab may be different from those
on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab.

When you create a resource on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab, you must perform the following
operations to show the resource in the development or production environment of the
MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab: Select  Upload t o MaxComput eUpload t o MaxComput e. Then, commit or deploy the
resource.

Resource files that are uploaded by using tools except DataWorks, such as the MaxCompute
client  and MaxCompute Studio, are not displayed on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab. However, these
resources are displayed on the MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab.

The use of resources on the MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab is different from that of resources on
the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab.

Scenario Data Analytics MaxCompute Resources

Run an ODPS SQL node
Supported. The resources
must be uploaded to
MaxCompute.

Supported

Run an ODPS MR node
Supported. The resources
must be uploaded to
MaxCompute.

Not supported

Run a Shell node Supported Not supported

Run an ad hoc query
Supported. The resources
must be uploaded to
MaxCompute.

Supported
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Create a function in a workflow
Supported. The resources
must be uploaded to
MaxCompute.

Not supported

Scenario Data Analytics MaxCompute Resources

Add a resource to the Data Analytics tabAdd a resource to the Data Analytics tab
1. Find the required resource and click Add t o Dat a Analyt icsAdd t o Dat a Analyt ics.

This operation allows you to synchronize resource files on the MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab to a
specified workflow on the Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics tab.

2. In the Creat e ResourceCreat e Resource dialog box, set  the Resource NameResource Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters, click
UploadUpload, and then select  the file to upload.

You can perform the following operations during the upload:

Rename the resource.

Select  a dest ination folder to modify the workflow in which the resource resides.

You cannot perform the following operations during the upload:

Change the resource type.

Select  or clear Upload to MaxCompute.

Re-upload the resource file.

3. After the configuration is completed, click OKOK. Then, the resource is created.

Not eNot e

After a resource is created, you must manually save, commit, and deploy the resource.
The operations are the same as those performed when you create a resource in a
workflow. For more information, see Create a MaxCompute resource.

When you commit and deploy a resource, the resource is also uploaded to the
development and production environments of MaxCompute. In addit ion, the resource is
displayed on the MaxComput e ResourcesMaxComput e Resources tab.

A resource is unique in a MaxCompute project. If  a resource with the same name already
exists in the workspace, the newly created resource overrides the exist ing one. If  the
exist ing resource resides in a different workflow, the resource is overridden in the new
workflow.

View the resource change historyView the resource change history
Click the required resource and then click Change Hist oryChange Hist ory to view the creation and change records of
the resource file.
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This topic describes the basic guidelines and detailed specificat ions of SQL coding.

Coding guidelinesCoding guidelines
When you write SQL code, take note of the following guidelines:

The code is comprehensive.

Code lines are clear, neat, well-organized, and structured.

The optimal execution speed is considered during SQL coding.

Comments need to be added if  necessary to enhance the readability of your code.

The guidelines impose non-mandatory constraints on the coding behavior of developers. In pract ice,
reasonable deviat ions are allowed if  developers obey general rules.

All SQL keywords and reserved words must be entirely uppercase or lowercase, such as select/SELECT,
from/FROM, where/WHERE, and/AND, or/OR, union/UNION, insert/INSERT, delete/DELETE,
group/GROUP, having/HAVING, or count/COUNT. Do not use mixed-case letters, such as Select  or
seLECT.

One unit  of indentation contains four spaces. All indentations must be an integral mult iple of one
indentation unit . The code is aligned based on its hierarchy.

The  SELECT *  statement is prohibited. A column name must be specified in all statements.

Matching opening and closing parentheses must be placed in the same column.

SQL coding specificationsSQL coding specifications
When you write SQL code, take note of the following specificat ions:

Code header

The code header contains information such as the subject, descript ion, author, and date. Reserve a
line for change logs and a t it le line so that users can add change records in the future. Each line can
contain a maximum of 80 characters. The following code provides an example template:

-- MaxCompute(ODPS) SQL
--**************************************************************************
-- ** Subject: Transaction
-- ** Description: Transaction refund analysis
-- ** Author: Youma
-- ** Created on: 20170616 
-- ** Change log:
-- ** Modified on  Modified by  Content
-- yyyymmdd name comment 
-- 20170831  Wuma  Add a comment on the biz_type=1234 transaction 
--**************************************************************************

7.Code Development and7.Code Development and
Quality AssuranceQuality Assurance
7.1. SQL coding guidelines and7.1. SQL coding guidelines and
specificationsspecifications
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Field arrangement

Use a line for each field that is selected for the SELECT statement.

Reserve one unit  of indentation between the word SELECT and the first  selected field.

Start  each field name in a new line with two units of indentation and a comma (,).

Place a comma (,) between two fields right before the second field.

Place the AS statement in the same line as its matching field and keep AS statements of mult iple
fields in the same column.

Clause arrangement for an INSERT statement

Arrange the clauses of an INSERT statement in the same line.

Clause arrangement for a SELECT statement

The clauses such as FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, ORDER BY, JOIN, and UNION in a SELECT
statement must be arranged in compliance with the following requirements:

Use a line for each clause.

The clauses are left  aligned with the SELECT statement.

Reserve two units of indentation between the first  word of a clause and its content.

The logical operators and and or in a WHERE clause must be left  aligned with the keyword WHERE.

If  the length of a clause name exceeds two units of indentation, add a space between the clause
name, such as ORDER BY and GROUP BY and its content.

Spacing before and after operators
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Reserve one space before and after each arithmetic operator and logical operator. Keep all the
operators in the same line unless the length of the code exceeds 80 characters.

Arrangement for a SELECT CASE statement

The SELECT CASE statement is used to evaluate the value of a variable. Take note of the following
specificat ions on SELECT CASE statements:

Write the WHEN clause one unit  of indentation after the CASE statement in the same line.

Use a single line for each WHEN clause. Wrap the line if  the clause is excessively long.

The CASE statement must contain the ELSE clause. The ELSE clause must be aligned with the WHEN
clause.

Nested query

Nested queries are often used to implement the extract, transform, load (ETL) operations of data
warehouse systems. The following figure shows an example of arranging nested queries.
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Table alias

If an alias is defined for a table in a SELECT statement, you must use the alias whenever you
reference the table in the statement. Specify an alias for each table in the SELECT statement.

We recommend that you define the table aliases in alphabetical order, and do not use keywords
for the aliases.

In a nested query, levels 1 to 4 of SQL statements are named part, segment, unit , and detail, which
are abbreviated as P, S, U, and D. You can also use a, b, c, and d to represent levels 1 to 4.

To differentiate mult iple clauses at  the same level, add numbers such as 1, 2, 3, and 4 after the
letter that represents the level. Add comments to the table aliases as needed.

SQL comments

Add a comment to each SQL statement.

Use a separate line for the comment of each SQL statement and place the comment before the
SQL statement.

Place the comment of a field right after the field.

Add comments to clauses that are difficult  to understand.

Add a comment to important code.

If  a statement is long, we recommend that you add comments based on the purposes of each
segment.

The descript ion for a constant or variable is required. The comment on the valid value range is
optional.
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To add a comment to an SQL statement, place the mouse cursor at  the end of the SQL statement
and press  Ctrl+/  or  cmd+/ . To comment on mult iple lines of code, you can select  the code
on which you want to comment and press  Ctrl+/  or  cmd+/ .

Not eNot e

If your computer runs a Windows operating system, press  Ctrl+/  to add a comment
to an SQL statement.

If  your computer runs a macOS, press  cmd+/  to add a comment to an SQL statement.
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In the General sect ion of the Propert ies tab, you can view the basic propert ies a node, including the
name, ID, type, owner, and descript ion. This topic describes the parameters that are used to configure
basic propert ies for a node.

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. In the right-side
navigation pane of the configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the
Propert ies tab, configure basic propert ies for the node.

Parameter Description

NameName
The name that you specify for the node when you create the node. The
name cannot be changed.

Node IDNode ID
The unique ID of the node. The ID is generated when the node is
committed for the first  t ime. The ID cannot be changed.

Node T ypeNode T ype
The node type that you select when you create the node. The node type
cannot be changed.

OwnerOwner

The owner of the node. The default value is the current logon user. You
can change the owner based on your business requirements.

Not e Not e You can change the owner only to a member of the
current DataWorks workspace.

Descript ionDescript ion
The description of the node. You can specify the business information or
usage of the node for this parameter.

8.Schedule8.Schedule
8.1. Configure basic properties8.1. Configure basic properties

8.2. Configure scheduling parameters8.2. Configure scheduling parameters
8.2.1. Overview of scheduling parameters8.2.1. Overview of scheduling parameters
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In DataWorks, nodes are scheduled to run based on scheduling parameters. Scheduling parameters are
automatically replaced with specific values based on the data t imestamps of the nodes, the t ime when
the nodes are scheduled to run, and the value formats of the scheduling parameters. This implements
dynamic parameter sett ings for node scheduling. This topic describes the types of scheduling
parameters and the details of specific scheduling parameters.

The following sect ions provide more information about scheduling parameters for you:

Value types of scheduling parameters: describes the value types of scheduling parameters. The
values of scheduling parameters are assigned based on the data t imestamps of the nodes and the
time when the nodes are scheduled to run.

Types of scheduling parameters: describes the types of scheduling parameters. Scheduling
parameters are classified into cust om paramet erscust om paramet ers and built -in variablesbuilt -in variables based on their value
assignment methods.

Scheduling parameters: describes specific scheduling parameters.

After you understand what scheduling parameters are, you can configure and use them in the
Propert iesPropert ies panel. For more information, see Configure and use scheduling parameters.

The following topics provide some examples on how to configure and use scheduling parameters:

Configure scheduling parameters for different types of nodes: describes how to configure
scheduling parameters for different types of nodes.

Compare custom parameters: compares the value formats of custom parameters.

Process the return values of scheduling parameters: provides examples on how to configure
scheduling parameters.

Value types of scheduling parametersValue types of scheduling parameters
The following table describes the value types of scheduling parameters.

Parameter value type Description

Data timestamp

The date indicated by the data t imestamp of a node. The date is one day earlier
than the t ime when the node is scheduled to run. The value is accurate to days.
The data t imestamp of a node can be obtained by using the  $bizdate  or
 ${yyyymmdd}  parameter. Generally, the date indicated by the data

timestamp of a node is calculated by subtracting  1  from the date when the
node is scheduled to run.

Scheduled time
The time when the node is scheduled to run. The value is accurate to seconds.
The scheduled time of a node can be obtained by using the  $cyctime  or
 $[yyyymmddhh24miss]  parameter.

Types of scheduling parametersTypes of scheduling parameters
Scheduling parameters are classified into cust om paramet erscust om paramet ers and built -in variablesbuilt -in variables based on their
value assignment methods.

Built -in variablesBuilt -in variables: If  you use built-in variables in the code, they can directly obtain the data
timestamp of a node and the t ime when the node is scheduled to run.

Cust om paramet ersCust om paramet ers: You can customize variable names in the code based on your business
requirements. In this case, you must assign custom parameters to the variables in the Paramet ersParamet ers
sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies panel. This way, the variables can obtain t ime information in the specified
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formats.

The following figure shows the types of scheduling parameters.

Not eNot e

For most types of nodes, you can define parameters and assign values to the parameters by
using the method shown in the preceding figure. Specific configurations differ for common
Shell nodes and PyODPS nodes. For more information, see Configure scheduling parameters
for different types of nodes.

Some nodes, such as HTTP Trigger nodes, do not support  scheduling parameters. For more
information about whether a type of node supports scheduling parameters, see the
documentation of the type of node.

Cust om paramet ersCust om paramet ers

The following table describes the types of custom parameters that DataWorks supports.

Type Description Format Remarks
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Built-in
parameters

You can assign  $bizd
ate  and  $cyctime
  to variables in the
Parameters section so
that the variables can
obtain the data
timestamp of a node
and the time when the
node is scheduled to
run.

The value format is
fixed.

The value format of
 $bizdate  is  yy
yymmdd .

The value format of
 $cyctime  is  yy
yymmddhh24miss .

N/A

${...}
parameters

${...} parameters are
time parameters that
are based on the built-
in parameter  $bizdat
e . ${...} parameters
are generated by
combining  yyyy ,  
yy ,  mm , and
 dd .

You can customize the
value format.

For example, you can
specify a ${...}
parameter in the
format of  ${yyyy} ,
 ${yyyymm} ,  ${yy
yymmdd} , or  ${yyyy
-mm-dd} .

Not e Not e The
value of the  $bi
zdate  parameter
is the same as that
of the  ${yyyymm
dd}  parameter.

If you want to specify a t ime
that is N years or months
ago, use a ${...} parameter.

Not eNot e

${...} parameters
can be accurate
only to days.
Therefore, you
cannot use a
${...} parameter
to specify a t ime
that is accurate
to hours,
minutes, or
seconds, such as
 ${yyyy-mm-dd
-1/24} .

If you want to
specify a
calculation-
based time, we
recommend that
you use a ${...}
parameter. For
example, you
can specify a
parameter in the
format of  ${y
yyy-N}  or  ${
mm-N} .

Type Description Format Remarks
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$[...]
parameters

$[...] parameters are
time parameters that
are based on the built-
in parameter  $cyctim
e . $[...] parameters
are generated by
combining  yyyy ,  
yy ,  mm ,  dd ,  h
h24 ,  mi , and  ss
 .

You can customize the
value format.

For example, you can
specify a $[...]
parameter in the
format of  $[yyyymmd
d] ,  $[yyyy-mm-dd]
 ,  $[hh24miss] ,  
$[hh24:mi:ss] , or  
$[yyyymmddhh24miss]
 .

Not e Not e The
value of the  $cy
ctime  parameter
is the same as that
of the  $[yyyymm
ddhh24miss] 
parameter.

If you want to specify a t ime
that is N hours or minutes
ago, use a $[...] parameter.

Not eNot e

You cannot
specify a
calculation-
based time by
using a $[...]
parameter in the
format of  $[y
yyy-N]  or  $[
mm-N] . The
variable N
indicates the
number of years
or months. That
is, you cannot
specify a t ime
that is N years or
months ago by
using a $[...]
parameter in the
preceding
format.

If you want to
specify a t ime
that is accurate
to seconds, we
recommend that
you use a $[...]
parameter. For
example, you
can specify a
parameter in the
format of  $[y
yyy-mm-dd-1-1/
24] .

After you configure the
scheduling parameters, you can
test whether the parameters
work as expected. For more
information, see Test
scheduling parameters.

Type Description Format Remarks
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Constants

You can assign
constants to variables
in the Parameters
section of the
Properties panel. For
example, you can
assign  "abc"  or  1
234  to a variable.

The value format is not
fixed.

N/A

Type Description Format Remarks

For more information about the comparison of value formats of custom parameters, see Compare
custom parameters.

Built -in variablesBuilt -in variables

The following table describes the built-in variables that DataWorks supports.

Type Format Description

Data timestamp:  ${bdp.syste
m.bizdate} Fixed format:  yyyymmdd You can reference built-in

variables in the code of your
node without the need to assign
values to them.Scheduled time:  ${bdp.syste

m.cyctime} 
Fixed format:  yyyymmddhh24m
iss 

Scheduling parametersScheduling parameters
Built -in paramet ersBuilt -in paramet ers

The following table describes the built-in parameters that DataWorks supports.

Built-in parameter Description

$bizdate

The data t imestamp of the node, in the format of  yyyymmdd .

This parameter is widely used. By default, the date indicated by the
data timestamp of a node is one day earlier than the t ime when the
node is scheduled to run.

$cyctime
The time when the node is scheduled to run, in the format of  yyy
ymmddhh24miss .

$gmtdate

The current date, in the format of  yyyymmdd .

By default, the value of this parameter is the current date. During
data backfill, the input value is  one day after the date indica
ted by the data timestamp .
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$bizmonth

The month indicated by the data t imestamp, in the format of  yyy
ymm .

If the month indicated by the data t imestamp is the current
month, the value of this parameter is  one month before the 
month indicated by the data timestamp .

If the month indicated by the data t imestamp is not the current
month, the value of this parameter is  the month indicated b
y the data timestamp .

$jobid The ID of the workflow to which the node belongs.

$nodeid The ID of the node.

$taskid The ID of the node instance.

Built-in parameter Description

Cust om paramet ers ${...}Cust om paramet ers ${...}

The following table describes how to add or remove specific intervals based on the built-in
parameter  $bizdate . The built-in parameter $bizdate specifies the date that is one day earlier
than the t ime when the node is scheduled to run.

Interval that you want to add or
remove

Custom parameter

N years before or later  ${yyyy±N} 

N months before or later  ${yyyymm±N} 

N weeks before or later  ${yyyymmdd±7*N} 

N days before or later  ${yyyymmdd±N} 

N days before or later  ${yyyymmdd±N} 

N years before or later in yyyy
format

 ${yyyy±N} 

N years before or later in yy
format

 ${yy±N} 

Take note of the following variables:

 yyyy : indicates the four-digit  year, which is the year in the value of the  $bizdate  parameter.

 yy : indicates the two-digit  year, which is the year in the value of the  $bizdate  parameter.

 mm : indicates the month, which is the month in the value of the  $bizdate  parameter.

 dd : indicates the day, which is the day in the value of the  $bizdate  parameter.
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Not eNot e

To specify a t ime that is N months or years ago, we recommend that you use a ${...}
parameter.

The  $bizdate  parameter can be accurate only to days. Therefore, you cannot use a
${...) parameter to specify a t ime that is accurate to hours, minutes, or seconds.

You can combine engine functions with ${...} parameters to obtain t ime information in
more formats. For more information, see Process the return values of scheduling
parameters.

Cust om paramet ers $[...]Cust om paramet ers $[...]

The following table describes how to add or remove specific intervals based on the built-in
parameter  $cyctime . The built-in parameter $cyct ime specifies the t ime when the node is
scheduled to run.

Interval that you want to add or
remove

Custom parameter

N years later  $[add_months(yyyymmdd,12*N)] 

N years before  $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-12*N)] 

N months later  $[add_months(yyyymmdd,N)] 

N months before  $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-N)] 

N weeks before or later  $[yyyymmdd±7*N] 

N days before or later  $[yyyymmdd±N] 

N hours before or later

You can specify a parameter in one of the following formats:

 $[hh24miss±N/24] 
 $[Custom time format±N/24] . Example:  $[hh24±N/24] 

N minutes before or later

You can specify a parameter in one of the following formats:

 $[hh24miss±N/24/60] 
 $[Custom time format±N/24/60] . Examples:  $[mi±N/24/
60]  and  $[yyyymmddhh24miss±N/24/60] 

Take note of the following variables:

 yyyy : indicates the four-digit  year, which is the year in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

 yy : indicates the two-digit  year, which is the year in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

 mm : indicates the month, which is the month in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

 dd : indicates the day, which is the day in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

 hh24 (24-hour format)  and  hh (12-hour format) : indicate the hour, which is the hour in the
value of the  $cyctime  parameter.
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 ss : indicates the second, which is the second in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

 mi : indicates the minute, which is the minute in the value of the  $cyctime  parameter.

Not eNot e

To specify a t ime that is N hours or minutes ago, we recommend that you use a $[...]
parameter.

The  $cyctime  parameter is accurate to seconds. Therefore, $[...] parameters are also
accurate to seconds.

You can combine engine functions with ${...} parameters to obtain t ime information in
more formats. For more information, see Process the return values of scheduling
parameters.

The values that replace scheduling parameters are determined when instances are
generated and do not change with the t ime when instances actually run.

If  you use a $[...] parameter to specify a t ime that is accurate to hours or minutes, the
value that replaces the $[...] parameter is determined by the t ime when the instances of
the related node are scheduled to run.

The following examples show you how the $[...] parameter is replaced:

If the node is scheduled to run at   01:00  every day, the value of hh24 or hh is  0
1 .

If  the node is scheduled to run every hour from 00:00 to 23:59, the following
situations occur:

The first  instance generated for the node is scheduled to run at  00:00, and
the value of hh24 or hh is  00 .

The second instance generated for the node is scheduled to run at  01:00,
and the value of hh24 or hh is  01 .

The preceding process is repeated every one hour until the last  one.

Scheduling parameters are automatically replaced with specific values based on the data t imestamps
of nodes and value formats of scheduling parameters. This enables dynamic parameter configuration
for node scheduling. This topic describes how to configure and use scheduling parameters. This topic
also describes how to perform smoke test ing to check whether the scheduling parameters configured
for an ODPS SQL node work as expected.

Process of configuring and using scheduling parametersProcess of configuring and using scheduling parameters
To configure and use scheduling parameters, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the Parameters sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the configuration tab of a desired node. For
more information, see Go to the Parameters sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

2. Configure scheduling parameters for the node. For more information, see Configure scheduling
parameters.

3. Test  whether the scheduling parameters work as expected. For more information, see Test
scheduling parameters.

8.2.2. Configure and use scheduling parameters8.2.2. Configure and use scheduling parameters
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4. Check the configurations of the scheduling parameters in the production environment. For more
information, see View the configurations of scheduling parameters in Operation Center in the
production environment.

This topic provides an example on how to configure scheduling parameters for an ODPS SQL node. For
more information, see Example on how to configure scheduling parameters. For more information about
how to configure scheduling parameters for other types of nodes, see Configure scheduling
parameters for different types of nodes.

Go to the Parameters section of the Properties tabGo to the Parameters section of the Properties tab
1. Go to the DataStudio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console. Select  a region in the top navigation bar. Then, click
WorkspacesWorkspaces in the left-side navigation pane.

ii. On the Workspaces page, find your workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.
The DataStudio page appears.

2. Go to the Parameters sect ion of the Propert ies tab.

i. In the Scheduled Workflow pane of the DataStudio page, double-click a desired node to go to
the configuration tab of the node.

ii. On the configuration tab, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane.

iii. In the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab, configure scheduling parameters for the
node.

Configure scheduling parametersConfigure scheduling parameters
In the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion, you can add parameters or load exist ing parameters in the code of the
node on a visual interface. Alternatively, you can use expressions to define scheduling parameters.

Method
to define
schedulin
g
paramete
rs

Feature Description Screenshot
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Visual
interface

AddAdd
ParametParamet
erer

You can click Add Paramet erAdd Paramet er to configure
multiple scheduling parameters for a node.

DataWorks provides the following scheduling
parameters:

Previous dayPrevious day:  ${yyyymmdd} 
Current  dayCurrent  day:  $[yyyymmdd] 
Previous hourPrevious hour:  $[hh24-1/24] 
First  day of  t he current  mont hFirst  day of  t he current  mont h:  ${yyy
ymm}01 
First  day of  t he previous mont hFirst  day of  t he previous mont h:  ${yy
yymm-1}01 

For more information about scheduling
parameters, see Overview of scheduling
parameters.

LoadLoad
ParametParamet
ers iners in
CodeCode

After you click Load Parameters in Code,
DataWorks identifies the variable names
defined in the code of the current node and
adds the identified variable names to the
Parameters section.

Not eNot e

You do not need to assign values
to built-in variables. The variables
that are loaded are custom
variables. You must manually
assign values to them.

In most cases, custom variables
are defined in the format of  ${C
ustom variable name}  in the
code. For PyODPS nodes or
common Shell nodes, variable
names are defined by using a
different method from that for
other types of nodes. For more
information about how to define
custom variables for different
types of nodes, see Configure
scheduling parameters for
different types of nodes.

Method
to define
schedulin
g
paramete
rs

Feature Description Screenshot
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Expressio
ns

Def ineDef ine
byby
expressiexpressi
onon

By default, the system provides a visual
interface on which you can configure
scheduling parameters for a node. You can
also click Def ine by expressionDef ine by expression to configure
scheduling parameters by using an expression.

Not eNot e

When you use an expression to
configure multiple scheduling
parameters, separate multiple
assignment equations with
spaces. For example, if you want
to configure two assignment
equations  datetime1=$[yyyymm
dd]  and  datetime2=$bizdate
 , the expression is  datetime1=
$[yyyymmdd] datetime2=$bizda
te .

If you add, delete, or modify
scheduling parameters by using
expressions, DataWorks checks
the syntax of the expressions. If
the check fails, the scheduling
parameters fail to be configured.
For example, if a space exists on
either side of the equal sign (=),
DataWorks reports an error.

Method
to define
schedulin
g
paramete
rs

Feature Description Screenshot

Not e Not e If  you use the built-in variable  ${bdp.system.bizdate}  or  ${bdp.system.cyctime} 
in the code of a node, you do not need to assign values to the variable in the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion.

Test scheduling parametersTest scheduling parameters
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After you configure scheduling parameters, you must click the  icon to perform smoke test ing in the

development environment. You can configure a data t imestamp to simulate the scenario in which the
node is scheduled to run. Then, you can check whether the scheduling parameters work as expected.

Not e Not e When you perform smoke test ing in the development environment, you are charged for
the generated test  instances. For more information about instance pricing, see Shared resource
group for scheduling and Billing of exclusive resource groups for scheduling (subscript ion).

After the smoke test ing is complete, click the  icon to check whether the results in smoke test ing logs

meet your expectations.
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Not eNot e

Before you click the  or  icon in the toolbar to run a node, you must manually assign

constants to the variables that you want to reference in the code of the node. In this case,
you cannot check whether the configured scheduling parameters work as expected.

After you modify the code of a node, you must click the  icon and then the  icon to save

the modificat ions and commit the node to the development environment. Otherwise, you
cannot perform smoke test ing on the node in the development environment.

View the configurations of scheduling parameters in OperationView the configurations of scheduling parameters in Operation
Center in the production environmentCenter in the production environment
To prevent unexpected configurations of scheduling parameters from affect ing the running of an auto
triggered node, we recommend that you check the configurations of the scheduling parameters for the
auto triggered node on the Cycle T askCycle T ask page in Operation Center in the production environment after
the auto triggered node is deployed. For more information about auto triggered nodes, see View auto
triggered nodes.

Not e Not e If  the scheduling parameters of an auto triggered node are not configured as
expected or you cannot find the auto triggered node in Operation Center, check whether the node
is successfully deployed. For more information about how to deploy nodes, see Deploy nodes.

Example on how to configure scheduling parametersExample on how to configure scheduling parameters
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This sect ion describes how to perform smoke test ing in the development environment to check whether
the scheduling parameters of a node work as expected. In this sect ion, an ODPS SQL node is used. After
the node is deployed, you can view the configurations of the scheduling parameters in Operation
Center in the production environment.

Not e Not e For more information about how to configure scheduling parameters for different
types of nodes, see Configure scheduling parameters for different types of nodes.

1. Edit  the code of the node and configure the scheduling parameters.

The following figure shows the code and scheduling parameter configuration of the ODPS SQL
node.

i. Define variables in the code.

Define variables  '${var1}'  and  '${var2}'  to reference built-in parameters and define
variables  '${var3}'  and  '${var4}'  to reference custom parameters in the code of the
ODPS SQL node, as shown in Sect ion 1 in the preceding figure.

ii. Assign values to the variables.

Go to the Paramet ersParamet ers sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab and assign values to the variables, as
shown in Sect ion 2 in the preceding figure.

 var1=$bizdate : the data t imestamp in the  yyyymmdd  format.

 var2=$cyctime : the t ime at  which the node is scheduled to run in the  yyyymmddhh24miss
  format.

 var3=${yyyymmdd} : the data t imestamp in the  yyyymmdd  format.

 var4=$[yyyymmddhh24miss] : the t ime at  which the node is scheduled to run in the  yyyym
mddhh24miss  format.
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iii. (Optional)Configure a scheduling cycle.

Configure the ODPS SQL node to run at  an interval of a specified number of hours, as shown in
Section 3 in the preceding figure.

Not e Not e You can determine whether to configure a scheduling cycle for a node based
on your business requirements. In this example, a scheduling cycle is configured.

Start  from:  16:00 

End at:  23:59 

Interval:  1  hour

For more information about how to configure a scheduling cycle, see Configure t ime
propert ies.

2. In the top toolbar of the configuration tab of the node, click the  icon and then the  icon to

save the configurations of the ODPS SQL node and commit the ODPS SQL node.

3. Perform smoke test ing in the development environment.
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i. Click the  icon. In the Smoke T est ing in Development  EnvironmentSmoke T est ing in Development  Environment  dialog box, configure

a data t imestamp to simulate the scheduling cycle of the node.

In this example, configure a data t imestamp in the following way:

Data t imestamp:  2022-03-09 

Start  from:  16:00 

End at:  17:00 

The ODPS SQL node is scheduled by hour. Two instances are expected to be generated for the
node at   16:00  and  17:00  on March 10, 2022.

Not e Not e The data t imestamp is one day earlier than the t ime at  which the node is
scheduled to run. Therefore, the node is scheduled to run on March 10, 2022.

The following results are expected for the instance that is generated at   16:00 :

 var1=20220309 

 var2=20220310160000 

 var3=20220309 

 var4=20220310160000 

The following results are expected for the instance that is generated at   17:00 :

 var1=20220309 

 var2=20220310170000 

 var3=20220309 

 var4=20220310170000 

ii. Click OKOK. The node runs at  the scheduled t ime.
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iii. After the smoke test ing is complete, click the  icon to view the smoke test ing logs.

The two instances generated by the node are successfully run and the test  result  meets
expectations.

4. On the configuration tab of the ODPS SQL node, click DeployDeploy on the right side of the top
navigation bar to deploy the current node.

For more information about how to deploy nodes, see Deploy nodes.

5. Go to Operation Center and check the configurations of the scheduling parameters of the node.

i. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er on the right side of the top navigation bar
to go to the Operation Center page.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Cycle T ask Maint enanceCycle T ask Maint enance >  > Cycle T askCycle T ask. On the Cycle
Task page, find the node that you want to manage.

Not e Not e You can find a node on the Cycle Task page only after the node is deployed.

iii. Choose MoreMore >  > View Node Det ailsView Node Det ails in the Act ionsAct ions column of the node. On the NodeNode
Inf ormat ionInf ormat ion page, view the value of Execut ion Paramet ersExecut ion Paramet ers.

In this example, the scheduling parameters of the node are configured as expected in the
following way:  var1=$bizdate var2=$cyctime var3=${yyyymmdd}
var4=$[yyyymmddhh24miss] .

8.2.3. Typical scenarios8.2.3. Typical scenarios
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You can reference the method of configuring scheduling parameters for SQL nodes, such as ODPS SQL
nodes, to define scheduling parameters and assign values to the scheduling parameters for other types
of nodes, except common Shell nodes and PyODPS nodes. Specific configurations differ for common
Shell nodes and PyODPS nodes. This topic provides examples on how to configure scheduling
parameters for different types of nodes.

SQL nodes and batch synchronization nodesSQL nodes and batch synchronization nodes
Scheduling parameters are configured for SQL nodes and batch synchronization nodes by using a
method that is applicable to most types of nodes. Therefore, you can reference this method to
configure scheduling parameters for most types of nodes. In this sect ion, an ODPS SQL node is used as
an example. This sect ion describes how to assign values to built-in variables and custom parameters,
and how to reference scheduling parameters in code.

Not e Not e Some nodes do not support  scheduling parameters. For more information about
whether a type of node supports scheduling parameters, see the documentation of the type of
node.

Assign values to the custom variables var1, var2, var3, var4, and var5 in the Parameters sect ion and
reference the custom variables in the code editor, as shown in the preceding figure. In this example, the
following variables are defined:

 var1 : Specify $bizdate as var1. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 var3 : Specify $cyct ime as var3. This variable is used to obtain the scheduled t ime.

 var2 : Specify ${yyyymmdd} as var2. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 var4 : Specify $[yyyymmddhh24:mi:ss] as var4. This variable is used to obtain the scheduled t ime.

 var5 : Assign the constant abc to this variable.

For more information about how to configure and use scheduling parameters, see Configure and use
scheduling parameters. For more information about how to assign values to scheduling parameters, see
Overview of scheduling parameters.

PyODPS nodesPyODPS nodes

8.2.3.1. Configure scheduling parameters for different8.2.3.1. Configure scheduling parameters for different

types of nodestypes of nodes
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To avoid changing the code, a PyODPS node does not allow you to replace defined variables with
strings that are in the  ${param_name}  format in the code. You must add a dict ionary object  named
 args  to global variables before the code is run. This way, the PyODPS node can obtain the values of

scheduling parameters from the dict ionary object.

Assign values to the custom variables var1, var2, and var3 in the Parameters sect ion, add a dict ionary
object  named args, and then reference the custom variables in the formats of  args['var1'] ,
 args['var2'] , and  args['var3']  in the code editor, as shown in the preceding figure. In this

example, the following variables are defined:

 var1 : Specify $bizdate as var1. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 var2 : Specify ${yyyymmdd} as var2. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 var3 : Specify $[yyyymmdd] as var3. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

For more information about how to configure and use scheduling parameters, see Configure and use
scheduling parameters. For more information about how to assign values to scheduling parameters, see
Overview of scheduling parameters.

Common Shell nodesCommon Shell nodes
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You cannot customize variable names for common Shell nodes. The variables must be named based on
their ordinal numbers, such as  $1 ,  $2 , and  $3 . If  the number of parameters reaches or exceeds
10, use  ${number}  to declare the excess variables. For example, use ${10} to declare the tenth
variable.

Assign values to the custom variables $1, $2, and $3 in the Parameters sect ion and reference the
custom variables in the code editor, as shown in the preceding figure. In this example, the following
variables are defined:

Not e Not e For common Shell nodes, you can assign values to scheduling parameters only by using
expressions. Separate mult iple values with spaces. Make sure that you assign the values to the
parameters in the same order in which the parameters are defined. For example, the first  value
 $bizdate  that  you enter in the Parameters sect ion is assigned to the first  parameter $1.

 $1 : Specify $bizdate as $1. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 $2 : Specify ${yyyymmdd} as $2. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

 $3 : Specify $[yyyymmdd] as $3. This variable is used to obtain the data t imestamp.

For more information about how to configure and use scheduling parameters, see Configure and use
scheduling parameters. For more information about how to assign values to scheduling parameters, see
Overview of scheduling parameters.

Custom parameters are classified into built-in parameters, custom parameters ${...}, custom parameters
$[...], and constants. Values are assigned to each type of parameter in the specified formats. This topic
compares the value formats of different types of custom parameters.

How different custom parameters are usedHow different custom parameters are used
For example, the current date is  November 1, 2021 , and a node is scheduled to run at   00:00  every
day. The following table describes how different customer parameters are assigned values.

Not e Not e In this example, the parameters are referenced in the  pt=${datetime}  format in the
code.

8.2.3.2. Compare custom parameters8.2.3.2. Compare custom parameters
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Parameter Description Assignment Replacement result

 ${yyyymmdd} 
Obtains the data
timestamp of the
node.

 datetime=${yyyymmd
d}  datetime=20211031 

 $[yyyymmddhh24
miss] 

Obtains the t ime
when the node is
scheduled to run,
which is accurate
to seconds.

 datetime=$[yyyymmd
dhh24miss]  datetime=202111010000 

 $bizdate 
Obtains the data
timestamp of the
node.

 datetime=$bizdate  datetime=20211031 

 $cyctime 

Obtains the t ime
when the node is
scheduled to run,
which is accurate
to seconds.

 datetime=$bizdate  datetime=20211101000000 

 $gmtdate 
Obtains the
current date,
which is accurate
to days.

 datetime=$gmtdate  datetime=20211101 

 $bizmonth 

Obtains the
month indicated
by the data
timestamp of the
node.

 datetime=$bizmonth
 

If the month indicated by the
data timestamp is the current
month, the value of the  $bizm
onth  parameter is the previous
month.

If the month indicated by the
data timestamp is not the
current month, the value of the 
 $bizmonth  parameter is the

month indicated by the data
timestamp.

For example, the current date is
 November 1, 2021 :

If the date indicated by the data
timestamp is  November 2, 20
21 , which is in the current
month, the value of  datetime
  is 202110.

If the date indicated by the data
timestamp is  October 31, 20
21 , which is not in the current
month, the value of  datetime
  is 202110.
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Differences between ${...} and $[...] parametersDifferences between ${...} and $[...] parameters
The following table describes the differences between the ${...} and $[...] parameters.

Item ${...} parameter $[...] parameter

Benchmark

The value of the  $bizdate 
parameter is used as a benchmark to
run nodes.

The  $bizdate  parameter
indicates the data t imestamp. By
default, the date indicated by the
data timestamp is one day earlier
than the current date.

The value of the  $cyctime  parameter is
used as a benchmark to run nodes.

The  $cyctime  parameter indicates the
time when a node is scheduled to run. For
example, the value  yyyy-mm-dd
00:30:00  indicates  00:30  on the
current day.

Data backfill
The parameter is replaced with the
selected data t imestamp.

During data backfill, the parameter is
replaced with the date that is one day after
the date indicated by the selected data
timestamp.

For example,  20220315  is the date
indicated by the selected data t imestamp
for data backfill. In this case, the date
indicated by the value of the  $cyctime 
parameter is  20220316 .

T ime granularity The value is accurate to days.

The value is accurate to seconds.

Not e Not e  ${yyyy-mm-dd-1/24}  is
not supported. We recommend that you
use  $[yyyy-mm-dd-1-1/24] .

For more information about how to use ${...} and $[...] parameters, see Overview of scheduling
parameters.

For more information about how to configure and use custom parameters, see Configure and use
scheduling parameters.

In this example, an ODPS SQL node is used, and the current t ime is  10:30:00 on July 20, 2021 . The
following table describes how to obtain the required t ime data by using the ${...} and $[...] parameters.

T ime to obtain ${...} parameter $[...] parameter
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Year: 2021

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
yy} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
yy}=2021 

Assignment:  datetime=$[yyyy] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[yyyy]=2021
 

Year: 21

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
}=21 

Assignment:  datetime=$[yy] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[yy]=21 

Year: 2020

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
yy-1} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
yy-1}=2020 

Not supported

Month: 07

Assignment:  datetime=${mm
} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${mm
}=07 

Assignment:  datetime=$[mm] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[mm]=07 

Day: 20

Assignment:  datetime=${dd
} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${dd
}=20 

Assignment:  datetime=$[dd] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[dd]=20 

Date: 2021-06-20

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
yy-mm-dd-29} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
yy-mm-dd-29}=2021-06-20 

Assignment:  datetime=$[add_months(
yyyymmdd,-1)] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[add_months(
yyyymmdd,-1)]=2021-06-20 

T ime to obtain ${...} parameter $[...] parameter
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Date: 2021-07-19

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
yy-mm-dd} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
yy-mm-dd}=2021-07-19 

Assignment:  datetime=$[yyyy-mm-dd-
1] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[yyyy-mm-dd-
1]=2021-07-19 

Date: 2020-07-20

Assignment:  datetime=${yy
yy-mm-dd-364} 
Reference in code:  pt=${dat
etime} 
Replacement result:  pt=${yy
yy-mm-dd}=2020-07-20 

Assignment:  datetime=$[add_months(
yyyymmdd,-12*1)] 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[add_months(
yyyymmdd,-12*1)]=2020-07-20 

T ime: 10:30:00 Not supported

Assignment:  datetime=$[hh24:mi:ss]
 
Reference in code:  pt=${datetime} 
Replacement result:  pt=$[hh24:mi:ss]
=10:30:00 

T ime: 2021-07-20
10:30:00

Not supported

Assignment:  datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd
] datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss] 

Not e Not e You must customize two
variables datetime1 and datetime2,
and separate the key-value pairs of
the variables with a space.

Reference in code:  pt=${datetime1} $
{datetime2} 
Replacement result:

 datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd]=2021-07
-20 
 datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss]=10:30:0
0 
 pt=2021-07-20 10:30:00 

T ime to obtain ${...} parameter $[...] parameter
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T ime: 2021-07-20
10:29:00

Not supported

Assignment:  datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd
] datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss-1/24/60] 

Not e Not e You must customize two
variables datetime1 and datetime2,
and separate the key-value pairs of
the variables with a space.

Reference in code:  pt=${datetime1} $
{datetime2} 
Replacement result:

 datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd]=2021-07
-20 
 datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss-1/24/60]
=10:29:00 
 pt=2021-07-20 10:29:00 

T ime: 2021-07-20
09:30:00

Not supported

Assignment:  datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd
] datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss-1/24] 

Not e Not e You must customize two
variables datetime1 and datetime2,
and separate the key-value pairs of
the variables with a space.

Reference in code:  pt=${datetime1} $
{datetime2} 
Replacement result:

 datetime1=$[yyyy-mm-dd]=2021-07
-20 
 datetime2=$[hh24:mi:ss-1/24]=09
:30:00 
 pt=2021-07-20 09:30:00 

T ime to obtain ${...} parameter $[...] parameter

You can obtain only t ime data by configuring scheduling parameters for nodes. After you configure
scheduling parameters for specific nodes, such as batch synchronization nodes, the nodes cannot use
the return values of the scheduling parameters unless you process the return values by using methods
such as functions. This topic describes how to process the return values of scheduling parameters in
typical scenarios.

8.2.3.3. Process the return values of scheduling8.2.3.3. Process the return values of scheduling

parametersparameters
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Background informationBackground information
The t ime data that scheduling parameters support  is not applicable to all scenarios. If  you need t ime
data in special formats based on your business requirements, you can use engine functions to process
the t ime data. You cannot use functions to process the return values of the scheduling parameters for
some nodes. In this case, you can use assignment nodes to process the return values of the scheduling
parameters.

You can process the return values of scheduling parameters by using functions or assignment nodes in
the following scenarios:

Use f unct ionsUse f unct ions

In this topic, an ODPS SQL node is used. You can process the return values of scheduling parameters
by using functions in the following scenarios:

Obtain the last  day of the previous month.

Obtain the quarter to which the scheduled t ime belongs

Obtain the year, month, day, hour, and minute of the t ime that is 15 minutes before the scheduled
time

Obtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval for periodic scheduling being one day

Obtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval for periodic scheduling being one
hour

Use assignment  nodesUse assignment  nodes

For specific nodes, you cannot use functions to process the return values of scheduling parameters. If
such a node requires t imestamps or t ime data in another format, you can use assignment nodes to
convert  the return values of scheduling parameters to the required format, and pass the processed
values to the node. For more information about how to use assignment nodes, see Configure an
assignment node.

For example, if  a batch synchronization node needs to use t imestamp data for incremental
synchronization, you can convert  t ime data to t imestamp data by using a function defined for an
assignment node, and pass the t imestamp data to the batch synchronization node.

For more information about operations related to scheduling parameters, see the following topics:

Configure and use scheduling parameters and SQL nodes and batch synchronization nodes: describe
how to configure scheduling parameters for ODPS SQL nodes.

Overview of scheduling parameters: describes how to assign values to scheduling parameters.

I run an instance of a node at  00:00 on the current day to analyze the data in the part it ion that
corresponds to 23:00 on the previous day. However, the data in the part it ion that corresponds to
23:00 on the current day is analyzed. What do I do?: describes how to configure scheduling
parameters to obtain t ime data across days.

Obtain the last day of the previous month.Obtain the last day of the previous month.
The following table describes how to configure a scheduling parameter to obtain the last  day of the
previous month.
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Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result

Assignment:  last_month=$[yyyy-mm] 
Syntax to process the return value:  SELECT REPLACE(D
ATEADD(date'${last_month}-01',-1,'dd'),'-','');
 
Format of the returned result:  yyyymmdd 

 202109260000
00  20210831 

Obtain the quarter to which the scheduled time belongsObtain the quarter to which the scheduled time belongs
The following table describes how to configure a scheduling parameter to obtain the quarter to which
the scheduled t ime belongs.

Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result

Assignment:  month=$[mm] 
Syntax to process the return value:  SELECT CEIL(INT(
'${month}')/3); 
Type of the returned result: posit ive integer

 202110250017
00 4

Obtain the year, month, day, hour, and minute of the t ime that is 15Obtain the year, month, day, hour, and minute of the t ime that is 15
minutes before the scheduled timeminutes before the scheduled time
The following table describes how to configure scheduling parameters to obtain the year, month, day,
hour, and minute of the t ime that is 15 minutes before the scheduled t ime.

Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result
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Assignment:

 year=$[yyyy-15/24/60] 
 month=$[yyyymm-15/24/60] 
 day=$[yyyymmdd-15/24/60] 
 hour=$[hh24-15/24/60] 

Syntax to process the return value:  select 'year=${y
ear} month=${month} day=${day} hour=${hour} mi=
${mi}'; 
Format of the returned result:

Year:  yyyy 
Month:  yyyymm 
Day:  yyyymmdd 
Hour:  hh 
Minute:  mm 

 202107270005
00 

 year=2021 
 month=202107 
 day=20210726 
 hour=23 
 mi=50 

Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result

Obtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval forObtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval for
periodic scheduling being one dayperiodic scheduling being one day
Obtain the interval for data synchronization between  00:00:00  of the previous day and  00:00:00 
of the current day. The interval for periodic scheduling is one day and accurate to seconds, in the
format of  yyyymmddhh24miss .

Not e Not e If  you create a batch synchronization node to synchronize data generated in a Kafka or
LogHub data source in a specified interval and you need to configure the scheduling parameters,
you must set  the data t imestamp in the format of  yyyymmddhh24miss , and the interval must be
left-closed and right-open. For more information, see Kafka Reader and LogHub (SLS) Reader. For
more information about incremental synchronization in different scenarios, see Synchronize
incremental data.

The following table describes how to configure scheduling parameters to obtain the interval for data
synchronization.

Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result

Assignment:

 beginDateTime=$[yyyymmdd-1] 
 endDateTime=$[yyyymmdd] 

Syntax to process the return value:  select '${beginD
ateTime}000000 ${endDateTime}000000'; 
Format of the returned result:  yyyymmddhh24miss 

 202201170023
00 

 20220116000000 
 20220117000000 
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Obtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval forObtain the interval for data synchronization with the interval for
periodic scheduling being one hourperiodic scheduling being one hour
Obtain the interval for data synchronization between  00:00:00  of the previous day and  00:00:00 
of the current day. The interval for periodic scheduling is one hour and accurate to seconds, in the
format of  yyyymmddhh24miss .

Not e Not e If  you create a batch synchronization node to synchronize data generated in a Kafka or
LogHub data source in a specified interval and you need to configure the scheduling parameters,
you must set  the data t imestamp in the format of  yyyymmddhh24miss , and the interval must be
left-closed and right-open. For more information, see Kafka Reader and LogHub (SLS) Reader. For
more information about incremental synchronization in different scenarios, see Synchronize
incremental data.

The following table describes how to configure scheduling parameters to obtain the interval for data
synchronization.

Parameter configuration
Scheduled time
for testing

Returned result

Assignment:

 beginDateTime=$[yyyymmddhh24-1/24] 
 endDateTime=$[yyyymmddhh24] 

Syntax to process the return value:  select '${beginD
ateTime}0000 ${endDateTime}0000'; 
Format of the returned result:  yyyymmddhh24miss 

 202201170023
00 

 20220116230000 
 20220117000000 

After a node is committed to and deployed in the production environment, you can configure t ime
propert ies for the node, such as the instance generation mode, recurrence and scheduled t ime, rerun
propert ies, and t imeout period for the node. This topic describes how to configure t ime propert ies for a
node.

ContextContext

8.3. Configure time properties8.3. Configure time properties
8.3.1. Configure time properties8.3.1. Configure time properties
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Go to the DataStudio page, double-click a node in the Business Flow sect ion in the left-side navigation
pane, and then click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the Propert ies panel,
configure t ime propert ies for the node in the Schedule sect ion.

The following table describes the configuration items required for configuring t ime propert ies for a
node.

Configuration item Description

Instance generation modes
The mode in which instances are generated for the
node in the production environment.

Scheduling types
The mode in which the node is run in the production
environment.

Recurrence

The recurrence of the node. The recurrence
determines the number of instances to be
generated for this node and the time when the
instances are run in the production environment.

T imeout period

The timeout period for the node. If the period of
time for which the node is run exceeds the specified
timeout period, the node is automatically
terminated.

Rerun properties

Specifies whether to rerun the node and the
conditions in which the node can be rerun. When you
set this parameter, make sure that the data
idempotence of the node is not affected.

Validity Period
The period of t ime during which the node is
automatically run as scheduled. After the period of
time expires, the node is not automatically run.

Instance generation modesInstance generation modes
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After a node is committed to and deployed in the production environment, auto triggered node
instances are automatically generated and scheduled based on the instance generation mode that you
specify. Valid values of the Inst ance Generat ion ModeInst ance Generat ion Mode parameter:

Next  DayNext  Day: generates auto triggered node instances on the next  day. After the node is committed
and deployed, auto triggered node instances are generated and automatically scheduled on the
next day.

Immediat ely Af t er DeploymentImmediat ely Af t er Deployment : generates auto triggered node instances immediately after the
node is committed and deployed. The auto triggered node instances are run only if  the scheduled
time is 10 or more minutes later than the t ime you commit and deploy the node. If  the scheduled t ime
is in the past  or less than 10 minutes later than the t ime when you commit and deploy the node, the
auto triggered node instances perform dry runs. For more information, see Configure immediate
instance generation for a node.

Not eNot e

1. After an auto triggered node is committed and deployed, you can view the status of the node
on the Cycle Task page of Operation Center. The scheduling system generates instances every
day for the auto triggered node that is deployed in the production environment. The instance
generation mode determines when the auto triggered node instances take effect. For more
information about how to view the auto triggered node in Operation Center, see View auto
triggered nodes.

2. If  the node is committed and deployed between 23:30 and 00:00, the instance generation
mode that you specify does not take effect  on the day.

If  Instance Generation Mode is set  to Next Day, and the node is committed and
deployed before 23:30, the node instance is generated and takes effect  on the next
day.

If  the node is committed and deployed between 23:30 and 00:00, instances are
generated and take effect  the day after the next  day.

3. If  you select  Immediately After Deployment, instances are generated and run only if  the
scheduled t ime of the node is 10 or more minutes later than the t ime you commit and deploy
the node.

4. If  you select  Immediately After Deployment, the dependencies of nodes whose recurrence is
modified may be affected on this day. Instances that have been run are not deleted, whereas
instances whose scheduled t ime has not arrived are replaced by immediately generated
instances. For more information, see Configure immediate instance generation for a node.

Scheduling typesScheduling types
The following table describes the valid values of the Recurrence parameter.

Value Description Scenario
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NormalNormal

If you set the Recurrence parameter to
Normal, the node is run and generates data
based on the setting of the Scheduling Cycle
parameter.

After the node is run as expected, the
descendant nodes are also triggered and
run. By default, the Recurrence parameter is
set to Normal.

You want a node and the instances that are
generated for this node to be run as
expected.

SkipSkip
Execut ionExecut ion

If you set the Recurrence parameter to Skip
Execution, the node is scheduled based on
the recurrence and the scheduled time that
you specify. However, the status of the node
becomes Freeze and no data is generated
for this node.

When this node is scheduled, the status of
the node becomes Run failed and the
descendant nodes cannot be run.

Not e Not e The following icon is
displayed next to the name of a node

that is suspended for scheduling: 

You want to suspend a node and the
instances generated for this node. In this
case, the current node and its descendant
nodes cannot be run.

You can suspend the root node of a
workflow in a period of t ime based on your
business requirements. You can also
unfreeze the root node to resume the
workflow as needed. For more information,
see Node freezing and unfreezing.

Dry RunDry Run

If you set the Recurrence parameter to Dry
Run, the node is run based on the setting of
the Scheduling Cycle parameter. However,
the node performs a dry run and no data is
generated.

When the node is scheduled, the scheduling
system returns a success response. However,
the duration is  0  seconds, and no
operational logs are generated. This dry-run
node does not affect the execution of its
descendant nodes and occupies no
resources.

You want to suspend a node in a period of
time and require that its descendant nodes
be run as expected.

Value Description Scenario

RecurrenceRecurrence

Not e Not e Scheduling sett ings take effect  only if  you turn on Periodic schedulingPeriodic scheduling on the
Scheduling Set t ingsScheduling Set t ings tab. For more information, see Configure scheduling sett ings.

Background inf ormat ionBackground inf ormat ion
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The Scheduling Cycle parameter determines the frequency at  which the code of a node is run after
the node is committed to the production environment. After a node is committed and deployed, the
scheduling system generates auto triggered node instances every day from the next  day. Then, the
auto triggered node instances are run based on the output results of their ancestor instances and
the scheduled t ime specified for this node. If  a node is committed and deployed between 23:30 and
00:00, instances are generated and automatically scheduled for the node from the day after the
next day.

Valid values of  t he Scheduling Cycle paramet erValid values of  t he Scheduling Cycle paramet er

Minute: The node is automatically run once every N minutes within a specific period every day. For
more information, see Schedule a node by minute.

Hour: The node is automatically run once every N hours within a specific period every day. For more
information, see Schedule a node by hour.

Day: The node is automatically run once every day. For more information, see Schedule a node by
day.

Week: The node is automatically run at  a specified t ime on specific days every week. For more
information, see Schedule a node by week.

Month: The node is automatically run at  a specified t ime on specific days every month. For more
information, see Schedule a node by month.

Year: The node is automatically run at  a specified t ime on specific days every year. For more
information, see Schedule a node by year.

Usage not esUsage not es

If a node is committed and deployed between 23:30 and 00:00, the scheduling system generates
instances for the node from the day after the next  day.

The dependencies of an auto triggered node take priority over its t ime propert ies. The scheduling
system does not immediately run the instances of a node at  the scheduled t ime. The system first
checks whether all the ancestor instances of the node are successful.

Not eNot e

If not all its ancestor instances are successful, the node instance is in the Pending
(Ancestor) state at  the scheduled t ime.

If  all its ancestor instances are successful, the node instance enters the Pending
(Schedule) state before the scheduled t ime arrives.

If  all its ancestor instances are successful, the node instance enters the Pending
(Resources) state at  the scheduled t ime.

For information about how to troubleshoot a node that fails to run at  the scheduled t ime, see
Why is an auto triggered instance not run after its scheduling time arrives?.

The t ime when a node is scheduled may be inconsistent with the scheduled t ime that you specify
for the node due to unexpected issues. For example, the node needs to wait  for resources.
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For a node that is scheduled by week, month, or year, the scheduling system runs the node at  the
scheduled t ime every day. On the days that are not specified to run the node, the node performs a
dry run and no data is generated for this node. The following examples are effects of a dry run:

The scheduling system returns a success response, and the duration is  0  seconds.

No operational logs are generated.

The execution of descendant nodes is not affected.

The dry-run node occupies no resources.

Not eNot e

If you schedule a node to run every Monday, the node is run and generates data only on
Mondays. On the other days of the same week, the node performs a dry run and the scheduling
system returns a success response. If  you test  the node or backfill data for the node, you must
set  the data t imestamp to Sunday. The data t imestamp is one day earlier than the scheduled
time of the node. This way, the node can be tested or data can be backfilled when the node is
run and generates data on Monday.

ExamplesExamples

If a node that is scheduled by day is set  to depend on a node that is scheduled every Monday, the
ancestor node performs a dry run on the days except Monday, and the descendant node is
automatically scheduled and generates data every day.

If  you want the descendant node to be scheduled every Monday, you can configure t ime
propert ies for the descendant node to be the same as the ancestor node. On the days except
Monday, the descendant node also performs a dry run.

Scenarios and relat ed conf igurat ionsScenarios and relat ed conf igurat ions

Scenario Configuration

Schedule a node to run
at 00:00 every day

Schedule a node to run
at 12:00 every Friday
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Schedule a node to run
on the last day of every
month

Schedule a node to run
on the last day of the
first month in every
quarter

Scenario Configuration

Timeout periodTimeout period
You can use the Timeout Definit ion parameter to specify a t imeout period for a node. If  the period of
t ime for which the node is run exceeds the specified t imeout period, the node is automatically
terminated. Take note of the following items when you use this parameter:

The t imeout period applies to auto triggered node instances, data backfill instances, and test  node
instances.

The default  t imeout period ranges from 72 hours to 168 hours. The system automatically adjusts the
default  t imeout period for a node based on system loads.

You can customize a t imeout period, but it  cannot exceed 168 hours.

Not e Not e For exclusive resource groups for scheduling that you purchased before January 7,
2021, submit  a t icket  to contact  the technical support  staff to update the resource groups. The
Timeout Definit ion parameter is available only after you update the resource groups.

Rerun propertiesRerun properties
In the Schedule sect ion, you can configure the condit ions, interval, and number of t imes for rerunning a
node.
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Not eNot e

When you configure rerun propert ies for a node, make sure that the data idempotence of
the node is not affected based on your business requirements. This helps prevent data
quality issues after a failed node is rerun. For example, when you create and develop an
ODPS SQL node, you can replace the  INSERT INTO  statement with the  INSERT OVERWRITE
  statement.

You can go to the Scheduling Set t ingsScheduling Set t ings tab to configure default  scheduling sett ings for
nodes to be created. For more information, see Configure scheduling sett ings.

RerunRerun

The following table describes the valid values of the Rerun parameter.

Not e Not e You can click Specif y Def ault  ValueSpecif y Def ault  Value next  to the Rerun parameter to go to the
Scheduling Sett ings tab.

Value Scenario

Allow Regardless of  RunningAllow Regardless of  Running
St at usSt at us

If the data idempotence of a node is not affected after the
node is rerun multiple t imes, you can set the Rerun parameter
to this value.

Allow upon Failure OnlyAllow upon Failure Only
If the rerun of a failed node does not affect the data
idempotence but the rerun of a successful node does, you
can set the Rerun parameter to this value.

Disallow Regardless of  RunningDisallow Regardless of  Running
St at usSt at us

If the data idempotence of a node cannot be ensured after
the node is rerun, you can set the Rerun parameter to this
value.

Not eNot e

If you set the Rerun parameter to Disallow
Regardless of Running Status, the system does
not automatically rerun the node after the
system recovers from an exception.

The Aut o Rerun upon ErrorAut o Rerun upon Error parameter is not
displayed if you set the Rerun parameter to
Disallow Regardless of Running Status.

Aut o Rerun upon ErrorAut o Rerun upon Error

The following table describes the parameters you must set  if  you allow automatic reruns after an
error occurs.

Parameter Description
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Number of  RerunsNumber of  Reruns

The default number of t imes that an auto triggered node is rerun after it
fails to be run as scheduled.

Valid values: 1 to 10. A value of 1 indicates that nodes are not rerun after
it  fails to be run as scheduled. A value of 10 indicates that nodes are
rerun nine times after it  fails to be run as scheduled. You can set this
parameter based on your business requirements.

Rerun Int ervalRerun Int erval
The interval at which a node is rerun after it  fails to be run as scheduled.
You can set this parameter based on your requirements. Valid values: 1
to 30. Default value: 30. Unit: minutes.

Parameter Description

Not eNot e

The Aut o Rerun upon ErrorAut o Rerun upon Error parameter is not displayed if  you set  the Rerun parameter
to Disallow Regardless of  Running St at usDisallow Regardless of  Running St at us. In this case, the node is not allowed to
rerun after it  fails to be run as scheduled.

You can set  the default  number of reruns and default  rerun interval for the nodes in the
workspace on the Scheduling Set t ingsScheduling Set t ings tab. For more information, see Configure
scheduling sett ings.

The automatic rerun feature does not take effect  if  a node is automatically terminated
because the t imeout period is exceeded.

Validity PeriodValidity Period
You can specify a validity period during which a node is automatically run as scheduled. After the period
expires, the node is not automatically run. Nodes whose validity period expires are expired nodes. You
can view the number of expired nodes on the Overview page of Operation Center and unpublish the
nodes based on your requirements. For more information about the Overview page of Operation Center,
see View the statistics on the Overview page.

After you commit and deploy a node to the scheduling system, the system automatically generates an
instance for the node and runs the node. You can set  the Instance Generation Mode to Next Day or
Immediately After Deployment when you configure scheduling propert ies for a node. If  you set  the
Instance Generation Mode to Immediately After Deployment, the system immediately generates an
instance for your node after the node is deployed. Then, you can view the status of the instance in
Operation Center. This topic describes the rules for immediate instance generation and how to
configure the immediate instance generation feature.

Rules for immediate instance generationRules for immediate instance generation
If  you commit and deploy a node before 23:30, the system immediately generates an instance for
the node. During the period from 23:30 to 24:00, the immediate instance generation feature does
not take effect.

8.3.2. Configure immediate instance generation8.3.2. Configure immediate instance generation
for a nodefor a node
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If  the scheduled t ime for running your node is 10 or more minutes later than the t ime you commit
and deploy your node, the system generates an instance for the node and runs the node. Then,
you can view the instance in the instance list . For example, you commit and deploy your node at
18:00, and your node is scheduled to run at  18:30. In this case, the preceding situation occurs.

If  the scheduled t ime for running your node is less than 10 minutes from the t ime you commit and
deploy your node, the system generates an instance whose running is complete for the node. The
instance is an expired inst ance t hat  is generat ed in real t imeexpired inst ance t hat  is generat ed in real t ime. For example, you commit and
deploy your node at  18:00, and your node is scheduled to run at  18:05. In this case, the preceding
situation occurs. The expired instance is not actually run.

If  you commit and deploy a node after 23:30, the immediate instance generation feature does not
take effect. In this case, you cannot find the instance generated for the node in the instance list . You
can find the instance two days after the node is committed and deployed.

If  a node is an isolated node, no instances can be generated for the node. An isolated node is a node
that has no dependent ancestor nodes.

For example, you set  the Inst ance Generat ion ModeInst ance Generat ion Mode parameter to Next  DayNext  Day for Node A and
Immediat ely Af t er DeploymentImmediat ely Af t er Deployment  for Node B. Node B is a descendant node of Node A. Then, the
system immediately generates an instance for Node B but does not immediately generate an
instance for Node A. In this case, Node B cannot find the instance of Node A based on the
dependencies between Node A and Node B. As a result , Node B becomes an isolated node and
cannot be scheduled to run.

If  you change the instance generation mode of a node from Next  DayNext  Day to Immediat ely Af t erImmediat ely Af t er
DeploymentDeployment , instance generation for the node on the current day is affected.

If  the node is scheduled to run 10 or more minutes after you change the t ime to deploy the node,
instances generated for the node are deleted and replaced with the instances that are
immediately generated.

If  the node is scheduled to run within 10 minutes after you change the t ime to deploy the node,
instances generated for the node are retained.

You cannot set  the instance generation modes of node groups to Immediat ely Af t er DeploymentImmediat ely Af t er Deployment
because node groups do not support  the immediate instance generation feature. Node groups
include PAI nodes, do-while nodes, and for-each nodes that contain inner nodes.

Instance generation modeInstance generation mode
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Two instance generation modes are available for a node:

Next  DayNext  Day

If the node is committed and deployed before 23:30, instances are generated the next  day. If  the
node is committed and deployed between 23:30 and 00:00, instances are generated the day after
tomorrow.

Immediat ely Af t er DeploymentImmediat ely Af t er Deployment

Instances are immediately generated after the node is committed and deployed. To generate
instances for the node, the node must meet the rules for immediate instance generation. For more
information, see Rules for immediate instance generation.

Not e Not e A node that is scheduled to run only 10 or more minutes after it  is deployed can be
actually run and generate data.

Scenario: The instance generation mode of Node A is Next Day,Scenario: The instance generation mode of Node A is Next Day,
whereas that of the descendant nodes of Node A is Immediatelywhereas that of the descendant nodes of Node A is Immediately
After Deployment.After Deployment.
The immediate instance generation feature is typically used in the following scenario: The instance
generation mode of Node A is Next  Day, whereas that of the descendant nodes of Node A is
Immediately After Deployment. The following figure shows the dependencies between Node A and its
descendant nodes.

Based on the instance generation modes configured for Node A and its descendant nodes, the system
immediately generates instances for the descendant nodes but generates an instance for Node A the
next day. After the descendant nodes are committed and deployed, the instances immediately
generated for the descendant nodes can run only if  an instance is generated for Node A on the current
day and the instance is successfully run. The following table describes the detailed situations involved
in the preceding scenario and the impacts on the scheduling of the descendant nodes.
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Situation Impact on the scheduling of the descendant nodes Summary

Both Node A and its
descendant nodes are
newly created on the
current day.

Instances are not
generated for Node A
when the descendant
nodes are committed
and deployed.

The system immediately generates instances for
the descendant nodes but generates an instance
for Node A the next day. As a result, the instances
of the descendant nodes become isolated after
both Node A and its descendant nodes are
committed and deployed.

If you select Previous CyclePrevious Cycle and set Depend OnDepend On
to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node in the
DependenciesDependencies  section of the Properties tab for
a descendant node of Node A, the descendant
node becomes an isolated node and cannot be
scheduled to run even if an instance is generated
for Node A the next day. This is because the
descendant node depends on an isolated
instance that was generated on the previous day.

We recommend that
you change the instance
generation mode of
Node A to
Immediat ely Af t erImmediat ely Af t er
DeploymentDeployment . This way,
the system can
automatically generate
an instance for Node A
after Node A is
committed and
deployed, and the
descendant node of
Node A can be
scheduled to run.

An instance is
generated for Node A,
and a descendant node
that uses the
immediate instance
generation mode is
created on the current
day.

An instance has been
generated for Node A
when the descendant
node is committed and
deployed.

The system immediately generates an instance
for the descendant node after the descendant
node is committed and deployed. The generated
instance depends on the instance of Node A.

If the scheduling propert iesscheduling propert ies  of the descendant
node contain the following settings, different
situations occur:

The descendant node is scheduled by hourhour or
minut eminut e. In this case, the instance generated
for the descendant node depends on the
instance that has been generated for Node A.

Previous CyclePrevious Cycle is selected and Depend OnDepend On is
set to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node for the
descendant node. In this case, the first  instance
generated for the descendant node has no
dependent ancestor instances, but subsequent
instances generated for the descendant node
can depend on their previous-cycle instances.
The descendant node can be normally
scheduled to run.

To run a node that is
configured to depend
on its previous-cycle
instances, you must
make sure that the
instances of the node
are normally run on the
previous day.

Scenario: The instance generation mode of a node is changed fromScenario: The instance generation mode of a node is changed from
Next Day to Immediately After Deployment, and the scheduling cycleNext Day to Immediately After Deployment, and the scheduling cycle
of the node is changed from hour to day.of the node is changed from hour to day.
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In a workflow that is committed and deployed, the instance generation mode of Node A is Next  Day,
and Node A is scheduled by day, such as shili_1 in the following figure. The instance generation mode
of the descendant nodes of Node A is Next  Day, and these descendant nodes are scheduled by hour,
such as shili_2 and shili_3 in the following figure.

Instances are generated and run for Node A and its descendant nodes the next  day. After the
instances are run for a period of t ime, the scheduling cycle of shili_2 is changed from hour to day, and
the instance generation mode of shili_2 is changed to Immediately After Deployment at  the T1 t ime
point. The following figure shows the changes.

After the changes, the following situations occur:

After you change the instance generation mode and scheduling cycle of shili_2 at  T1 and commit
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shili_2, the instances that are generated for shili_2 before T1 and used to run shili_2 after T1 are
deleted. In addit ion, a new instance is generated for shili_2 whose scheduling cycle is changed to
day.

After shili_2 is committed and deployed at  T1, shili_3, the descendant node of shili_2, depends on
shili_2 whose scheduling cycle is changed to day.

If  Previous CyclePrevious Cycle is selected and Depend OnDepend On is set  to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node for shili_2, the
first  instance generated after the change depends on the instances generated for shili_2 whose
scheduling cycle is hour in the previous cycle.

If  a node is scheduled by minute, the node is automatically run once  every N minutes  within a
specific period every day.

LimitsLimits
The minimum time interval for a node that is scheduled by minute is 5 minutes.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example
Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

The following figure shows how to configure a node that is scheduled to run once every 5 minutes in
the t ime period from  00:00  to  23:59  every day.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.

8.3.3. Schedule a node by minute8.3.3. Schedule a node by minute
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If  a node is scheduled by hour, the node is automatically run once  every N hours  within a specific
period every day. For example, a node is run once every hour from 00:00 to 03:00 every day.

LimitsLimits
You can schedule a node to run by hour only on the hour during the specified period. For example, you
cannot schedule a node to run once every hour during the period from 00:05 to 23:59.

PrecautionsPrecautions
The period is a left-closed, right-closed interval. For example, if  a node is scheduled to run once
every hour during the period from 00:00 to 03:00, the scheduling system generates four instances for
the node every day, and the four instances are run at  00:00, 01:00, 02:00, and 03:00 in sequence.

You can schedule a node to run at  specified intervals within a specific period every day. You can also
schedule the node to run at  specified points in t ime on the hour every day.

The t ime at  which a node is actually run may be different from the configured t ime due to reasons
such as insufficient  resources.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example

8.3.4. Schedule a node by hour8.3.4. Schedule a node by hour
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Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

Conf igurat ion det ailsConf igurat ion det ails

The following figure shows how to configure a node that is scheduled to run every 6 hours in the
time period from  00:00  to  23:59  every day.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.

Scheduling det ailsScheduling det ails

The following figure shows that the scheduling system generates four instances every day and
runs the instances at  00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 in sequence.

8.3.5. Schedule a node by day8.3.5. Schedule a node by day
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If  a node is scheduled by day, the node is automatically run once at  a specified point  in t ime every day.
If  you create an auto triggered node that is scheduled by day, the node is scheduled to run at  00:00
every day by default . You can change the t ime based on your business requirements. For example, you
can set  the t ime to 13:00.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example
Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

Conf igurat ion det ailsConf igurat ion det ails

You create an import  node, an analyt ics node, and an export  node,

and you set  the point  in t ime at  which the nodes are run every day to  13:00 .

The analyt ics node depends on the import  node, and the export  node depends on the analyt ics
node.

The following figure shows how to configure a node that is scheduled to run at  13:00 every day.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.
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Scheduling det ailsScheduling det ails

The following figure shows that the scheduling system automatically generates and runs instances
for the nodes.

Not eNot e

The following prerequisites must be met before a node is run:

The ancestor node of the node is successfully run.

The point  in t ime at  which the node is scheduled to run has arrived.

Both prerequisites must be met and they have no specific chronological order.

The default  point  in t ime at  which the node is scheduled to run is a random t ime from  
00:00  to  00:30 .

If  a node is scheduled by week, the node is automatically run at  a specified t ime on specific days every
week.

PrecautionsPrecautions
To ensure that the descendant instances of a node that is scheduled by week can be run as expected
during the t ime period that is not the scheduled t ime of the node, the system generates dry-run auto
triggered instances for the node. That means the scheduling system does not actually run the node but
directly returns a success response when the scheduled t ime of the node arrives. This way, the
descendant nodes of the node can be run as expected and resources are not occupied by the node.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example
Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

8.3.6. Schedule a node by week8.3.6. Schedule a node by week
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On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

Conf igurat ion det ailsConf igurat ion det ails

If  the node is scheduled to run at  a specified t ime every Monday and Friday, the scheduling system
runs the instances that are generated every Monday and Friday. The scheduling system does not
run the instances that are generated every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, or Sunday
and directly returns a success response for the instances. The following figure shows the details
about the configurations.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.

Scheduling det ailsScheduling det ails

The following figure shows that the scheduling system automatically generates and runs instances
for the nodes.

If  a node is scheduled by month, the node is automatically run at  a specified t ime on specific days every
month.

PrecautionsPrecautions
To ensure that the descendant instances of a node that is scheduled by month can be run as
expected during the t ime period that is not the scheduled t ime of the node, the system generates
dry-run auto triggered instances for the node. That means the scheduling system does not actually
run the node but directly returns a success response when the scheduled t ime of the node arrives.
This way, the descendant nodes of the node can be run as expected and resources are not occupied
by the node.

You can set  the Run EveryRun Every parameter to Last  Day of  t he Mont hLast  Day of  t he Mont h. This way, the node is run on the

8.3.7. Schedule a node by month8.3.7. Schedule a node by month
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last  day of every month.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example
Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

Conf igurat ion det ailsConf igurat ion det ails

If  the node is scheduled to run on the last  day of each month, the scheduling system runs the
instances that are generated on the last  day of each month. The scheduling system generates dry-
run instances for the node on each of the rest  days every month and directly returns a success
response for the instances. The following figure shows the details about the configurations.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.

Scheduling det ailsScheduling det ails

The following figure shows that the scheduling system automatically generates and runs instances
for the nodes.

If  a node is scheduled by year, the node is automatically run at  a specified point  in t ime on specific days
every year.

PrecautionsPrecautions

8.3.8. Schedule a node by year8.3.8. Schedule a node by year
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To ensure that the descendant instances of a node that is scheduled by year can be run as expected
during the t ime period that is not the scheduled t ime of the node, the system generates dry-run auto
triggered instances for the node. That means the scheduling system does not actually run the node but
directly returns a success response when the scheduled t ime of the node arrives. This way, the
descendant nodes of the node can be run as expected and resources are not occupied by the node.

Configuration exampleConfiguration example
Conf igurat ion met hodConf igurat ion met hod

On the DataStudio page, create a node and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the
Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the GeneralGeneral sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab,
configure the scheduling period for the node.

ScenarioScenario

Conf igurat ion det ailsConf igurat ion det ails

If  the node is scheduled to run at  a specified point  in t ime on the first  and last  days of January,
April, July, and October each year, the scheduling system runs the instances that are generated on
these days each year. The scheduling system generates dry-run instances for the node on each of
the rest  days in the year and directly returns a success response for the instances. The following
figure shows the details about the configurations.

Not e Not e The corn expression is automatically generated based on the t ime you select  and
cannot be changed.

Scheduling det ailsScheduling det ails

The following figure shows that the scheduling system automatically generates and runs instances
for the nodes.

8.4. Configure a resource group8.4. Configure a resource group
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To run an auto triggered node, you must configure a resource group for scheduling. You can select  a
resource group in the Resource Group sect ion of the Propert ies panel for the required node.

Configure a resource groupConfigure a resource group
Go to the configuration tab of a node. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In the
Propert ies panel, configure the resource group for the node in the Resource GroupResource Group sect ion.

1. Select  the resource group you want to use from the Resource GroupResource Group drop-down list . By default ,
Common scheduler resource groupCommon scheduler resource group is selected.

Not e Not e You can go to the Scheduling Set t ingsScheduling Set t ings tab of the Sett ings page to change the
default  resource group for node scheduling. For more information, see Configure scheduling
sett ings.

2. Click View Resource UsageView Resource Usage next  to the resource group to view its usage in different periods on
the previous day. You can select  an appropriate resource group for node scheduling based on the
resource group usage.

Not eNot e

If you select  Common scheduler resource group, nodes may wait  for resources in peak hours.
We recommend that you change the scheduled t ime or use an exclusive resource group.

If  the exist ing resource groups do not meet your requirements, click Purchase ResourcePurchase Resource
GroupGroup to purchase an exclusive resource group. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

Nodes in a workflow in DataWorks are run in sequence based on the scheduling dependencies
configured for each node. This ensures that business data is generated in an effect ive and t imely
manner. This topic describes the principles for configuring same-cycle scheduling dependencies and
how scheduling dependencies work.

Reasons for configuring scheduling dependenciesReasons for configuring scheduling dependencies
Scheduling dependencies define the relat ionships between nodes. After you configure scheduling
dependencies for a node, the node is run only after its ancestor node is run as expected.

8.5. Configure scheduling8.5. Configure scheduling
dependenciesdependencies
8.5.1. Logic of same-cycle scheduling8.5.1. Logic of same-cycle scheduling
dependenciesdependencies
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After the execution of a node is successful, the node generates the output data. Then, its descendant
node extracts that data from the node. This mechanism ensures that a node can obtain valid data from
its ancestor node. This also prevents the node from extract ing output data from its ancestor node
before the execution of the ancestor node is successful.

We recommend that you plan and configure scheduling dependencies for nodes based on the lineage
of the table data of each node. Make sure that the following principles are met:

A table is generated by only one node, and the table must be configured as the output of the node.

Not eNot e

The system automatically adds the table generated by an SQL node to the output of the
SQL node based on the automatic parsing feature.

You must manually add the table generated by a batch sync node to the output of the
node. The name of the table is in the projectname.tablename format. This way, the
output table of the node is configured as the input table of its descendant node based
on the automatic parsing feature when the descendant node is run.

The output of a node must be configured as the input of its descendant node, which forms
dependencies between nodes.

Not e Not e For a node whose table data has no lineage, you can plan and configure scheduling
dependencies for the node based on the upstream and downstream relat ionships between nodes
in a workflow. The configuration principles and results must comply with those of a node whose
table data has a lineage.

The scheduling dependencies of a node are configured in the Propert iesPropert ies panel of the node. You must
set  the Parent  NodesParent  Nodes and Out putOut put  parameters for the node.

Scheduling dependencies can be automatically or manually configured for a node.

In most cases, the system can automatically identify input and output commands such as  SELECT 
and  INSERT  based on the standard code that you developed for a node. The system can also
identify the lineage of table data based on the code. Then, the system automatically configures
scheduling dependencies for the node based on the automatic parsing feature and the identified
lineage.
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In special cases, you can manually configure scheduling dependencies for a node. For example, the
scheduling dependencies configured for a node contain a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, such as a table uploaded from your on-premises machine. In this case, you can
manually modify the scheduling dependencies.

When you commit a node, the system checks whether the scheduling dependencies configured for the
node are consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node. If  they are inconsistent,
the system displays an error message. In this case, you can determine whether to modify the scheduling
dependencies based on actual situations.

Automatic parsingAutomatic parsing
For an SQL node, the system can automatically determine the scheduling dependencies of the node
based on the code developed for the node. Then, the system automatically sets the Out putOut put  or
Parent  NodesParent  Nodes parameters for the scheduling dependencies of the node.
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Principles f or adding scheduling dependencies based on aut omat ic parsingPrinciples f or adding scheduling dependencies based on aut omat ic parsing

If the code developed for a node contains output commands such as  INSERT  and  CREATE , the
system automatically parses the commands and adds the table generated by the node to Out putOut put
for the node.

If  the code developed for a node contains input commands such as  SELECT , the system
automatically parses the commands and adds the input table to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node.

The output of a node is configured as the input of its descendant node. This way, a scheduling
dependency is established between the nodes based on their data lineages.

In normal cases, the results of automatic parsing are consistent with data lineages. If  you commit a
node, the system checks whether the scheduling dependencies configured for the node are consistent
with data lineages. If  they are inconsistent, the system displays an error message. In this case, you can
use one of the following methods to resolve the issue:

If the scheduling dependencies of a node do not contain a table that is not generated by an auto
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triggered node, you must check whether the scheduling dependencies are correctly configured for
the node.

If  the scheduling dependencies of a node contain a table that is not generated by an auto triggered
node, you must manually delete the dependency for the node.

Requirement s and principles f or code developmentRequirement s and principles f or code development

Automatic parsing enables the system to automatically identify the scheduling dependencies of a node
based on the code that you developed for the node. Therefore, we recommend that you strict ly
comply with the following requirements when you develop data:

Requirements for code development: One node generates only one table, and a table is generated
by only one node.

Requirements for node creation: The name of a node must be consistent with that of the table that
is to be generated by the node.

Requirements for scheduling configurations: The table generated by a node must be added to
Output for the node.

Manually configure scheduling dependencies between nodesManually configure scheduling dependencies between nodes
DataWorks allows you to manually modify the Parent  NodesParent  Nodes and Out putOut put  parameters for a node
during the code development for the node. If  the scheduling dependencies automatically generated by
the system for your node do not meet your business requirements, you can manually modify the
dependencies.

ScenariosScenarios

Scheduling dependencies ensure that a node can successfully obtain the table data generated by its
ancestor node that is scheduled to run. However, if  the ancestor node of a node is not scheduled to
run, the system cannot monitor whether the ancestor node has generated the latest  table data. If  the
table specified in the SELECT statement of the code for a node is not generated by an auto triggered
node and the table name is automatically added to Parent Nodes for the node, you must manually
delete the dependency for the node. Tables that are not generated by auto triggered nodes include
the following types:

Tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks

Dimension tables

Tables that are not generated by nodes scheduled by DataWorks

Tables generated by manually triggered nodes

Conf igurat ion met hodsConf igurat ion met hods

Delete a scheduling dependency in the code editor of a node
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If  the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, you can delete the dependency for the node. Specifically, you can go to the code
editor of the node, right-click the name of the table that you want to remove from the input, and
then click Delete Input. The preceding figure shows the process. You can also add a rule as a
comment at  the top of the code. This way, the system does not automatically parse the
dependency based on the rule.

Delete a scheduling dependency in the Propert ies panel of a node

If the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, you can manually remove the table from Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node. Specifically,
you can go to the Propert ies panel of the node, set  Auto Parse to No, and then manually perform
the operation.

Configuration by drawing lines to connect nodesConfiguration by drawing lines to connect nodes
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DataWorks allows you to specify the relat ionships between nodes by drawing lines to connect nodes
on the edit ing pages of workflows. After the nodes are connected, the system automatically adds
scheduling dependencies for each node based on the connections.

After all nodes are created, the system automatically adds an out putout put  whose name is suffixed with
_out_out  for each node. When you connect nodes by drawing lines, the system adds an output whose
name is suffixed with _out_out  to the input of each descendant node.

ScenarioScenario

After you create a workflow, you can connect nodes by drawing lines on the configuration tab of the
workflow to configure scheduling dependencies for each node based on your business requirements.
During subsequent code development, you can add or modify scheduling dependencies for each node
manually or by using the automatic parsing feature. This way, all nodes in the workflow can be
configured with correct  scheduling dependencies.

Case studyCase study
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In this sect ion, an example is provided to demonstrate how scheduling dependencies work.

The preceding figure shows the following information:

The table generated by a node must be added to Out putOut put  for the node. If  the code developed for
the node contains output commands such as  INSERT , the system automatically parses the
commands and adds the table to Out putOut put  for the node.

The input of a node must be added to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node. If  the code developed for the
node contains input commands such as  SELECT , the system automatically parses the commands
and adds the table to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node.

The output of a node is configured as the input of its descendant node. This way, a scheduling
dependency is established between the nodes based on their data lineages.

Then, the system runs the ancestor node first  based on the established scheduling dependency. After
the execution of the ancestor node is successful, the system begins to run its descendant node.

The preceding process indicates that the following principles must be met when you configure
scheduling dependencies for each node:

For a node that has upstream and downstream relat ionships, the Out putOut put  of the ancestor node of
the node must be configured as the Parent  NodesParent  Nodes of the node. This helps establish scheduling
dependencies between nodes.

The value of the Out put  T able NameOut put  T able Name and Node IDNode ID parameters of Parent  NodesParent  Nodes configured for a
descendant node must be unique. This also indicates that the output names of all nodes must be
unique. Otherwise, the descendant node cannot find its ancestor node based on the two pieces of
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information and obtain the data generated by the ancestor node.

Instructions on configuring scheduling dependenciesInstructions on configuring scheduling dependencies
For more information about how to configure scheduling dependencies in common scenarios, see
Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

For more information about how to configure scheduling dependencies in other typical scenarios, see
the following topics:

Scenario 1: Configure scheduling dependencies for batch synchronization nodes in a workflow

Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances

Scenario 3: Configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workflows or workspaces

FAQFAQ
When I commit Node A, the system reports an error that the output name of the dependent ancestor
node of Node A does not exist . What do I do?

When I commit a node, the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not
consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node. What do I do?

Scheduling dependencies

Scheduling dependencies are fundamental to the establishment of orderly workflows. You must
configure correct  dependencies between nodes to ensure that business data is produced effect ively
and in t ime. This topic provides instruct ions to configure scheduling dependencies.

Background informationBackground information
The configurations of scheduling dependencies include Parent  NodesParent  Nodes and Out putOut put .

Parent  NodesParent  Nodes: the ancestor node of the current node. The current node can start  to run only after
its ancestor node is successfully run.

Out putOut put : the output of the current node. You can search for the current node by its output name
and configure the current node as an ancestor node of another node.

8.5.2. Configure same-cycle scheduling8.5.2. Configure same-cycle scheduling
dependenciesdependencies
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You can use one of the following methods to configure scheduling dependencies for an auto triggered
node in DataStudio:

On the configuration tab of the workflow to which the auto triggered node belongs, draw lines to
connect the nodes in the workflow. For more information, see Configuration by drawing lines to
connect nodes.

In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the configuration tab of the auto triggered
node, click the Same Cycle tab, and enter the name of a node or the name of the output table of the
node in the Parent Nodes field to add the node as an ancestor node of the auto triggered node. You
can click Analyze CodeAnalyze Code and modify the analysis results based on your business requirements. For
more information, see Manual configuration.

In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the configuration tab of the auto triggered
node, select  Yes for Auto Parse to enable the automatic parsing feature. When you commit the
node, the system parses the code of the node to obtain the dependencies of the node and
configures dependencies for the node in the Parent Nodes sect ion. For more information, see
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Configuration based on the automatic parsing feature.

In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the configuration tab of the auto triggered
node, select  No for Auto Parse and click Recommendation. In the Recommended Parent Nodes dialog
box, the system provides the recommended ancestor nodes for the auto triggered node based on
the data lineage in the code of the auto triggered node.

Not e Not e The data lineage is updated  one day later than  the scheduling t ime of the auto
triggered node. As a result , the recommendation of ancestor nodes may be delayed.

After the configuration is complete, you can preview the scheduling dependencies of the node. For
more information, see Preview scheduling dependencies.

For more information about the configurations in common scenarios, see Instruct ions to configure
scheduling dependencies in common business scenarios.

After scheduling dependencies are configured for a node, the system checks whether the scheduling
dependencies are consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node when you
commit the node. For more information, see Operations performed by the system after scheduling
dependencies are configured.

General principles for configuring scheduling dependenciesGeneral principles for configuring scheduling dependencies
This sect ion describes the general principles for configuring scheduling dependenciesscheduling dependencies and
conf igurat ion it emsconf igurat ion it ems:

Out putOut put : the output of the current node. The node name must be unique within your Alibaba Cloud
account.

After you create nodes, the system automatically generates the following two out put sout put s for each
node:

One out putout put  whose name is suffixed with *******_out*******_out

The other out putout put  named in the  projectname.nodename  format
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Parent  NodesParent  Nodes: the ancestor node on which the current node depends. After you configure this
parameter, the system can find the ancestor node based on the configured output name or output
table name of the ancestor node.

If  you enter an output name to search for the ancestor node, the system searches for the output
name among the output names of the nodes that have been committed to the scheduling system.

Fuzzy match is supported. After you enter a keyword, all nodes whose names contain the keyword
are displayed. If  the message T he node is f rozenT he node is f rozen is displayed on the right side of a node, do not
use this node as an ancestor node of the current node. If  you use a frozen node as an ancestor node
of the current node, the current node may not run as expected.

Regardless of the method that is used to configure scheduling dependencies, the scheduling
dependencies must comply with the following principles:

A table is generated by only one node, and the table must be configured as the output of the node.
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Not eNot e

The system automatically adds the table generated by an SQL node to the output of the
SQL node based on the automatic parsing feature.

You must manually add the table generated by a batch sync node to the output of the
node. The name of the table is in the projectname.tablename format. This way, the
output table of the node is configured as the input table of its descendant node based
on the automatic parsing feature when the descendant node is run.

The output of a node must be configured as the input of its descendant node, which forms
dependencies between nodes.

For more information about the logic of scheduling dependencies, see Logic of same-cycle scheduling
dependencies. The following sect ions describe the principles and configuration methods for scheduling
dependencies in detail.

Not e Not e If  a workspace is created before January 10, 2019, some of the data generated in the
workspace may be invalid. In this case, you must submit  a t icket  to resolve the issue. If  a workspace
is created after January 10, 2019, this issue does not occur.

Configuration based on the automatic parsing featureConfiguration based on the automatic parsing feature
Scenarios

The system can automatically parse SQL statements in the code developed for a node to obtain the
data lineage. Then, the system adds an out putout put  or an ancest or nodeancest or node for the node based on the
data lineage and automatic parsing feature. The automatic parsing feature is convenient, efficient,
and suitable for most scenarios.

Not e Not e The automatic parsing feature cannot be used to configure scheduling
dependencies for batch synchronization nodes. After a table is generated in a synchronization
node, you must manually add the table as the output of the node. The table name is in the
project_name.table_name format. This way, the scheduling dependencies of the synchronization
node can be quickly configured by using the automatic parsing feature when data of the
generated table is cleansed by the descendant nodes of the synchronization node.

How it  works
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The following figure shows the principles of automatic parsing for dependencies.

If  a table is specified in the SELECT statement of the code for a node, the system adds the table
name to Parent Nodes for the node based on the automatic parsing feature.

If  a table is specified in the INSERT statement of the code for a node, the system adds the table
name to Output for the node based on the automatic parsing feature.

If  mult iple INSERT and SELECT statements are used, mult iple output and input names are parsed
based on the automatic parsing feature.

Configuration principles

The automatic parsing feature enables the system to automatically identify relat ionships between
nodes and configure scheduling dependencies for nodes. The following table describes the principles
of automatic parsing.

Node
type

SQL
statemen
t

Configuration based on
automatic parsing

Configuration principle

ODPS
node

CREATE

INSERT

If the code developed
for the node contains
such SQL statements,
the system
automatically adds an
out putout put  for the node.

The out putout put  that is automatically added by the
system is named in the odps_project_name.table_
name format.

In the preceding format:

odps_project_name: the DataWorks workspace
to which the node belongs.

table_name: the name of the generated table.

SELECT

If the code developed
for the node contains
such an SQL statement,
the system
automatically adds an
ancest or nodeancest or node for
the node.

The ancest or nodeancest or node that is automatically added
by the system is named in the project_name.table_
name format.

In the preceding format:

project_name: the name of the workspace to
which the node that generates the table
belongs.

table_name: the name of the generated table.
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SQL node
other
than the
ODPS
node

ALTER

CREATE

UPDAT
E

INSERT

If the code developed
for the node contains
such SQL statements,
the system
automatically adds an
out putout put  for the node.

The out put sout put s  that are automatically added by the
system for different nodes are named in the
following formats:

E-MapReduce (EMR): workspace_name.db_name.
table_name

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL: workspace_name.db
_name.schema_name.table_name

AnalyticDB for MySQL: workspace_name.db_nam
e.schema_name.table_name

Hologres: workspace_name.db_name.schema_n
ame.table_name

In the preceding formats:

workspace_name: the name of the DataWorks
workspace to which the node belongs.

db_name: the name of the database to which
the data is written.

schema_name: the name of the schema of the
node.

table_name: the name of the generated table.

SELECT

If the code developed
for the node contains
such an SQL statement,
the system
automatically adds an
ancest or nodeancest or node for
the node.

The ancest or nodeancest or node that is automatically added
by the system is named in the project_name.table_
name format.

In the preceding format:

project_name: the name of the workspace to
which the node that generates the table
belongs.

table_name: the name of the generated table.

Batch
synchroni
zation
node

Batch synchronization nodes do not support the automatic parsing feature. You must
manually configure scheduling dependencies for such nodes.

Not e Not e After a table is generated in a synchronization node, you must manually
add the table as the output of the node. The table name is in the
project_name.table_name format. This way, the scheduling dependencies of the
synchronization node can be quickly configured by using the automatic parsing feature
when data of the generated table is cleansed by the descendant nodes of the
synchronization node.

Node
type

SQL
statemen
t

Configuration based on
automatic parsing

Configuration principle

Precautions
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Requirements for node development

Automatic parsing enables the system to automatically identify the scheduling dependencies of a
node based on the code that you developed for the node. Therefore, we recommend that you
strict ly comply with the following requirements when you develop data:

Requirements for code development: One node generates only one table, and a table is
generated by only one node.

Requirements for node creation: The name of a node must be consistent with that of the table
that is to be generated by the node.

Requirements for scheduling configurations: The table generated by a node must be added to
Output for the node.

Nodes that do not support  the automatic parsing feature

Batch synchronization nodes, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL nodes, Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes,
and EMR nodes do not support  configuration of scheduling dependencies based on the
automatic parsing feature. The tables generated by these nodes must be manually added to
the outputs of these nodes.

Temporary tables created by executing SQL statements do not support  the automatic parsing
feature. For example, in the Workspace sett ings topic, the tables whose names are prefixed with
t_ are specified as temporary tables. Such tables cannot be automatically added to Output or
Parent Nodes for nodes.

Logic for handling non-standard configurations

If a table specified in SQL statements is used as both an output table and a referenced table,
the table is parsed only as an output table.

If  a table specified in SQL statements is used as an output table or a referenced table mult iple
t imes, only the latest  scheduling dependency that is recommended by the system is used.
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Scheduling dependency inconsistencies

After you enable automatic parsing for a node, the system automatically generates the input and
output for the node based on the data lineage in the code of the node when you commit the
node. This ensures that the node can successfully generate data. You can also modify the input
and output of the node based on your business requirements.

When you commit a node, if  the scheduling dependencies of the node that are modified based on
the automatic parsing result  are different from those in the development or production
environment, a message indicating the changes of the scheduling dependencies is displayed. The
changes indicate that some inputs or outputs are added or deleted after you modify the
scheduling dependencies in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab based on the
automatic parsing result . You can choose whether to use the current  scheduling dependenciescurrent  scheduling dependencies
and commit the current node that is scheduled based on the current scheduling dependencies.
After the node is committed, the latest  inputs and outputs are automatically added to Parent
Nodes and Output in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab.

Not e Not e When you commit a node, if  the system detects that the current scheduling
dependencies of the node are different from those in the production or development
environment, check whether the current scheduling dependencies of the node meet your
business requirements. This can prevent inappropriate changes that you make on the
scheduling dependencies from affect ing data generation. If  the current node has a large
number of descendant nodes, inappropriate scheduling dependencies may have a great
impact on the descendant nodes and data generation. Do not change the scheduling
dependencies unless necessary.

For example, if  the system detects that the scheduling dependencies of a node do not include
the input A that is included in the scheduling dependencies in the development or production
environment when you commit the node, you must check whether the current scheduling
dependencies are correct. A is the out put  name of  an ancest or nodeout put  name of  an ancest or node of the current node.
If  Table A is specified in the SELECT statement in the code developed for the current node but
the node that generates data of Table A is not configured as an ancestor node for the current
node, the current node may start  to run before the data of Table A is generated. In this case,
the current node cannot be run and generate data.

Other precautions

If an SQL statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, the system adds the table to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the current node based on the
automatic parsing feature. The tables that are not generated by auto triggered nodes include
dimension tables and tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks. However, the
system cannot find the node that generates the table added to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes, and an error
occurs. In this case, you must manually delete the table.

Manual configurationManual configuration
Scenarios

DataWorks allows you to manually modify the Parent  NodesParent  Nodes and Out putOut put  parameters for a node
during the code development for the node. If  the scheduling dependencies automatically generated
by the system for your node do not meet your business requirements, you can manually modify the
dependencies.

You can manually configure scheduling dependencies in the following scenarios:
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You must delete a scheduling dependency configured by using a table that is not generated by an
auto triggered node.

Scheduling dependencies ensure that a node can successfully obtain the table data generated by
its ancestor node that is scheduled to run. However, if  the ancestor node of a node is not
scheduled to run, the system cannot monitor whether the ancestor node has generated the latest
table data. If  the table specified in the SELECT statement of the code for a node is not generated
by an auto triggered node and the table name is automatically added to Parent Nodes for the
node, you must manually delete the dependency for the node. Tables that are not generated by
auto triggered nodes include the following types:

Tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks

Dimension tables

Tables that are not generated by nodes scheduled by DataWorks

Tables generated by manually triggered nodes

You must manually add the tables generated by nodes that do not support  the automatic parsing
feature to the outputs of these nodes.

Batch synchronization nodes, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL nodes, Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes, and
EMR nodes do not support  configuration of scheduling dependencies based on the automatic
parsing feature. The tables generated by these nodes must be manually added to the outputs of
these nodes.

Configuration principles

Delete a scheduling dependency in the code editor of a node

If the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, you can delete the dependency for the node. Specifically, you can go to the code
editor of the node, right-click the name of the table that you want to remove from the input, and
then click Delete Input. The preceding figure shows the process. You can also add a rule as a
comment at  the top of the code. This way, the system does not automatically parse the
dependency based on the rule.
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Delete a scheduling dependency in the Propert ies panel of a node

If the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is not generated by an auto
triggered node, you can manually remove the table from Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node. Specifically,
you can go to the Propert ies panel of the node, set  Auto Parse to No, and then manually perform
the operation.

Precautions

When you configure scheduling dependencies on the Propert ies tab of a node, we recommend
that you click Analyze CodeAnalyze Code after you set  Auto Parse to NoNo. This way, the system automatically
adds scheduling dependencies for the node by using a method that is consistent with automatic
parsing. Then, you can perform operations on the scheduling dependencies based on your business
requirements.

You can click Clear Code Analysis Result sClear Code Analysis Result s to delete the scheduling dependencies that are
automatically added by the system. The scheduling dependencies that are manually added are not
deleted.

If  you click Recommendat ionRecommendat ion, the system recommends all the other SQL nodes that generate the
input table of the current node based on the SQL lineage of the current workspace. You can select
your desired node from the recommended results and configure the node as the ancestor node on
which the current node depends.

Not e Not e Only the nodes that are committed and deployed to the production environment
and have generated data in the required table can be recommended by the system. Therefore,
the recommended nodes may be parsed one day later than the scheduling t ime of the current
code.

The recommended nodes must be committed to the scheduling system on the previous day.
This way, they can be identified by the automatic recommendation feature after data is
generated on the current day.
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Configuration by drawing lines to connect nodesConfiguration by drawing lines to connect nodes
Scenarios

DataWorks allows you to specify the relat ionships between nodes by drawing lines to connect nodes
on the edit ing page of a workflow. After the nodes are connected, the system automatically
generates scheduling dependencies for each node based on the connections.

After you create a workflow, you can connect nodes by drawing lines on the configuration tab of
the workflow to configure scheduling dependencies for each node based on your business
requirements. During subsequent code development, you can add or modify scheduling
dependencies for each node manually or by using the automatic parsing feature. This way, all nodes
in the workflow can be configured with correct  scheduling dependencies.

How it  works

When you connect nodes by drawing lines, the system automatically adds an output whose name is
suffixed with *******_out*******_out  to the input of each descendant node.

Configuration principles

You can connect nodes by drawing lines on the edit ing page of a workflow.

Preview scheduling dependenciesPreview scheduling dependencies
After you configure scheduling dependencies for a node, click Preview DependenciesPreview Dependencies. In the Preview
Dependencies dialog box, you can preview the scheduling dependencies of the node on the NodeNode
DependencyDependency and Inst ance DependencyInst ance Dependency tabs. You can modify the scheduling dependencies that do
not meet your business requirements.
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Not eNot e

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) that is generated based on the scheduling dependencies is
only for reference. The DAG that is generated may be different from the DAG in the
production environment.

Only the following roles can be used to preview the scheduling dependencies of a node:
DevelopmentDevelopment , O&MO&M, Project  OwnerProject  Owner, and Workspace ManagerWorkspace Manager. If  a user wants to
preview the scheduling dependencies of a node, you must assign one of the preceding roles
to the user. For more information, see Manage workspace-level roles and members.

You can preview only the ancestor nodes and descendant nodes that are at  the nearest
level of the current node.

If  you do not save scheduling dependencies of a node before you click PreviewPreview
DependenciesDependencies, click Conf irmConf irm in the At t ent ionAt t ent ion dialog box. This way, you can view the
latest  scheduling dependencies of the node.

On the Inst ance DependencyInst ance Dependency tab, you can preview scheduling dependencies of an auto
triggered node that generates mult iple instances. For example, you can preview the
scheduling dependencies of an auto triggered node scheduled by hour. The auto triggered
node scheduled by hour depends on an auto triggered node scheduled by minute.

The scheduling dependencies of a node that you preview are as expected only after you
save the ancestor nodes of the node.

Select  a preview method.

You can select  Not  Aggregat eNot  Aggregat e, Aggregat e by WorkspaceAggregat e by Workspace, or Aggregat e by OwnerAggregat e by Owner to preview
the scheduling dependencies of a node. For more information about aggregation methods, see
Manage instances in a DAG.
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The following figures show preview effects by using different aggregation methods on the NodeNode
DependencyDependency tab.

You can click a node to view the basic information about the node.

Preview scheduling dependencies of an auto triggered node that generates mult iple instances.

For an auto triggered node that generates mult iple instances, you can click the Inst anceInst ance
DependencyDependency tab and select  a scheduling cycle to preview scheduling dependencies of the node.
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Instructions to configure scheduling dependencies in commonInstructions to configure scheduling dependencies in common
business scenariosbusiness scenarios

Scenario 1: Configure scheduling dependencies for batch synchronization nodes in a workflow

Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances

Scenario 3: Configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workflows or workspaces

Operations performed by the system after scheduling dependenciesOperations performed by the system after scheduling dependencies
are configuredare configured
After scheduling dependencies are configured for a node, the system checks whether the configured
scheduling dependencies are consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node. If
they are inconsistent, the system displays an error message. In this case, you must modify the
scheduling dependencies based on actual situations. For more information, see When I commit a node,
the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not consistent with the data lineage in the
code developed for the node. What do I do?.

FAQFAQ
When I commit Node A, the system reports an error that the output name of the dependent ancestor
node of Node A does not exist . What do I do?

When I commit a node, the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not
consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node. What do I do?

Scheduling dependencies

8.5.3. Configure previous-cycle scheduling8.5.3. Configure previous-cycle scheduling
dependenciesdependencies
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DataWorks allows you to configure previous-cycle scheduling dependencies for auto triggered nodes.
You can configure the instance generated for a node in the current cycle to depend on the instances
generated for one or more specific nodes in the previous cycle. This way, the instance generated for
the node in the current cycle can start  to run only after the instances generated for one or more
specific nodes on which the node depends are successfully run. This topic describes how to configure
previous-cycle scheduling dependencies for a node and the types of previous-cycle dependencies.

Configuration scheduling dependenciesConfiguration scheduling dependencies
Create a node in DataStudio and go to the configuration tab of the node. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in
the right-side navigation pane. Then, configure scheduling dependencies for the node in the
DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert ies tab. DataWorks allows you to configure same-cycle or
previous-cycle scheduling dependencies for a node.

The following table describes the differences between the two types of scheduling dependencies.

Dependency type Business logic and use scenario Display of dependencies

Same-cycle
scheduling
dependency

The current node (Node A) needs to
use the table data that is generated
by another node on the current day.
The table is specified in the
 SELECT  statement for Node A.

To ensure that Node A can
successfully obtain the table data,
you must configure same-cyclesame-cycle
scheduling dependenciesscheduling dependencies  for
Node A.

Same-cycle scheduling dependencies are
presented as solid lines in Operation Center.
For more information about how to go to
Operation Center and view the scheduling
dependencies of a node, see Overview.
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Previous-cycle
scheduling
dependency

The current node (Node A) needs to
use the table data that is generated
by one or more specific nodes in the
previous cycle. The table is specified
in the  SELECT  statement for
Node A. To ensure that Node A can
successfully obtain the table data,
you must configure previous-cycleprevious-cycle
scheduling dependenciesscheduling dependencies  for
Node A.

Previous-cycle scheduling dependencies are
presented as dashed lines in Operation
Center. For more information about how to
go to Operation Center and view the
scheduling dependencies of a node, see
Overview.

Dependency type Business logic and use scenario Display of dependencies

Types of previous-cycle scheduling dependenciesTypes of previous-cycle scheduling dependencies
The following table describes the types of previous-cycle scheduling dependencies.

Type Description Scenario

Dependenc
y on the
instance
generated
for the
current
node in
the
previous
cycle

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle starts to run only after the
instance generated for the same node in the
previous cycle is successfully run.

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle depends on the latest business
data from the instance generated for the
same node in the previous cycle.

Dependenc
y on the
instances
generated
for the
descendan
t nodes of
a node in
the
previous
cycle

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle starts to run only after the
instances generated for the descendant
nodes of the current node in the previous
cycle are successfully run.

For example, Node A has three descendant
nodes: Node B, Node C, and Node D. If you
configure this type of scheduling
dependency for Node A, the instance
generated for Node A in the current cycle
depends on the instances generated for
Node B, Node C, and Node D in the previous
cycle. The instance generated for Node A in
the current cycle starts to run only after the
instances generated for Node B, Node C, and
Node D in the previous cycle are successfully
run.

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle depends on whether the
output table data of the current node in the
previous cycle is cleansed by the instances
generated for the descendant nodes of the
current node in the previous cycle.
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Dependenc
y on the
instances
generated
for one or
more
specified
nodes in
the
previous
cycle

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle starts to run only after the
instances generated for one or more
specified nodes in the previous cycle are
successfully run.

Not e Not e If you configure this type of
scheduling dependency for a node, you
must search by node ID to add the
nodes on which the node needs to
depend in the Dependencies section of
the Properties tab.

The instance generated for a node in the
current cycle depends on the output table
data from the instances generated for one
or more other nodes in the previous cycle in
the business logic but does not use the data
in the code.

Type Description Scenario

You can set  Follow t he upst ream air running at t ribut eFollow t he upst ream air running at t ribut e to Yes when you set  Depend On to
Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node or Ot her NodesOt her Nodes. For more information, see Pass the dry-run attribute of
an ancestor node.

After you configure scheduling dependencies for your node, you can preview the scheduling
dependencies. For more information, see Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

For more information about typical scenarios of the dependency on instances in the previous cycle, see
Examples.

Dependency on the instance generated for the current node in theDependency on the instance generated for the current node in the
previous cycleprevious cycle

Node dependencyNode dependency

The instance generated for a node in the current cycle starts to run only after the instance
generated for the same node in the previous cycle is successfully run.

ScenarioScenario

The instance generated for a node in the current cycle depends on the latest  business data from the
instance generated for the same node in the previous cycle.

Impact  on t he scheduling of  t he current  node whose inst ance generat ed in t he currentImpact  on t he scheduling of  t he current  node whose inst ance generat ed in t he current
cycle is conf igured t o depend on t he inst ance generat ed f or t he same node in t hecycle is conf igured t o depend on t he inst ance generat ed f or t he same node in t he
previous cycleprevious cycle
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Example 1: Configure the instance generated in the current cycle for a node scheduled by day to
depend on the instance generated for the same node in the previous cycle

WorkflowRoot and Node_A are auto triggered nodes that are scheduled by day.

The following configuration is performed for Node_A: The instance generated in the current
cycle depends on the instance generated in the previous cycle.

Node_A generates an instance named  Instance_A  in the current cycle (T).

Node_A generates an instance named  Instance_A'  in the previous cycle (T-1).

After you set  Depend OnDepend On to Instances of Current Node for Node_A in the Dependencies sect ion
of the Propert ies tab,  Instance_A  starts to run in the current cycle only after  Instance_A' 
and the instance generated for  WorkflowRoot  in the current cycle are successfully run.
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Example 2: Configure the instance generated in the current cycle for a node scheduled by hour to
depend on the instance generated for the same node in the previous cycle

WorkflowRoot is a zero load node that is scheduled by day. Node_A is an auto triggered node
that is scheduled by hour. WorkflowRoot is the ancestor node of the Node_A.

Node_A is scheduled to run every 8 hours from  00:00  to  23:59 . The scheduled t ime of
Node_A is  00:00 (T1) ,  08:00 (T2) , and  16:00 (T3) .

Node_A generates the following instances at  T1, T2, and T3:  Instance_A1 ,  Instance_A2 ,
and  Instance_A3 .

The following configuration is performed for Node_A: The instance generated in the current
cycle depends on the instance generated in the previous cycle.

If  you do not configure the instance generated for Node_A in the current cycle to depend on
the instance generated for Node_A in the previous cycle, after WorkflowRoot is successfully run
on the current day,  Instance_A1 ,  Instance_A2 , and  Instance_A3  run based on their own
scheduled t ime.

If  you configure the instance generated for Node_A in the current cycle to depend on the
instance generated for Node_A in the previous cycle,  Instance_A1  depends on the instance
generated for WorkflowRoot,  Instance_A2  depends on  Instance_A1 , and  Instance_A3 
depends on  Instance_A2 . In this case, an instance can run only after the instance on which it
depends in the previous cycle is successfully run.

Not e Not e This example uses an auto triggered node scheduled by hour to demonstrate the
logic of the dependency on the instance generated for the same node in the previous cycle.
The logic is similar for an auto triggered node scheduled by minute.

Impact  on t he scheduling of  t he descendant  nodes when t he inst ance generat ed in t heImpact  on t he scheduling of  t he descendant  nodes when t he inst ance generat ed in t he
current  cycle f or t he current  node scheduled by hour or minut e is conf igured t o dependcurrent  cycle f or t he current  node scheduled by hour or minut e is conf igured t o depend
on t he inst ance generat ed f or t he same node in t he previous cycleon t he inst ance generat ed f or t he same node in t he previous cycle

WorkflowRoot is a zero load node scheduled by day. Node_A is an auto triggered node scheduled
by hour. WorkflowRoot is the ancestor node of Node_A. Node_B and Node_C are auto triggered
nodes scheduled by day and are descendant nodes of Node_A.

Node_A is scheduled to run every 8 hours from  00:00  to  23:59 . The scheduled t ime of
Node_A is  00:00 (T1) ,  08:00 (T2) , and  16:00 (T3) .

Node_B is scheduled to run at   00:00  every day. Node_C is scheduled to run at   08:00  every
day.
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Node_A generates the following instances at  T1, T2, and T3:  Instance_A1 ,  Instance_A2 , and
 Instance_A3 .

Node_B and Node_C generate instances  Instance_B  and  Instance_C .

The following configuration is performed for Node_A: The instance generated in the current cycle
depends on the instance generated in the previous cycle.

If  you do not configure the instance generated for Node_A in the current cycle to depend on the
instance generated for Node_A in the previous cycle, the instances generated for Node_A,
Node_B, and Node_C run in the following ways:

After WorkflowRoot is successfully run on the current day,  Instance_A1 ,  Instance_A2 , and
 Instance_A3  run based on their own scheduled t ime.

 Instance_B  and  Instance_C  depend on all the three instances generated for Node_A on
the current day. This indicates that  Instance_B  and  Instance_C  start  to run only after  In
stance_A1 ,  Instance_A2 , and  Instance_A3  are all successfully run on the current day.

If  you configure the instance generated for Node_A in the current cycle to depend on the instance
generated for Node_A in the previous cycle, the instances generated for Node_A, Node_B, and
Node_C run in the following ways:

 Instance_A1  depends on the instance generated for WorkflowRoot,  Instance_A2  depends
on  Instance_T1 , and  Instance_A3  depends on  Instance_A2 . In this case, an instance
can run only after the instance on which it  depends in the previous cycle is successfully run.

 Instance_B  and  Instance_C  depend on the instances whose scheduled t ime is closest  to
their scheduled t ime.

This indicates that  Instance_B  whose scheduled t ime is  00:00  starts to run after  Instanc
e_A1  is successfully run.  Instance_C  does not run.

 Instance_C  whose scheduled t ime is  08:00  starts to run after  Instance_A2  is
successfully run.

Dependency on the instances generated for the descendant nodes ofDependency on the instances generated for the descendant nodes of
a node in the previous cyclea node in the previous cycle

Node dependencyNode dependency

The instance generated for a node in the current cycle starts to run only after the instances
generated for the descendant nodes of the current node in the previous cycle are successfully run.
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For example, Node A has three descendant nodes: Node B, Node C, and Node D. If  you configure this
type of scheduling dependency for Node A, the instance generated for Node A in the current cycle
depends on the instances generated for Node B, Node C, and Node D in the previous cycle. The
instance generated for Node A in the current cycle starts to run only after the instances generated
for Node B, Node C, and Node D in the previous cycle are successfully run.

ScenarioScenario

The instance generated for a node in the current cycle depends on whether the output table data
of the current node in the previous cycle is cleansed by the instances generated for the descendant
nodes of the current node in the previous cycle.

ExampleExample

WorkflowRoot, Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C are auto triggered nodes scheduled by day.

Node_B and Node_C are the descendant nodes of Node_A.

Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C generate the following instances in the current cycle (T):  Instance
_A ,  Instance_B , and  Instance_C .

Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C generate the following instances in the previous cycle (T-1):  Insta
nce_A' ,  Instance_B' , and  Instance_C' .

After you set  Depend OnDepend On to Level-1 Child Node for Node_A,  Instance_A  depends on  Instance_
B' ,  Instance_C' , and the instance generated for  WorkflowRoot . In this case,  Instance_A 
starts to run only after Instance_B', Instance_C', and the instance generated for WorkflowRoot are
successfully run.

Dependency on the instances generated for one or more specifiedDependency on the instances generated for one or more specified
nodes in the previous cyclenodes in the previous cycle

Node dependencyNode dependency

The instance generated for a node in the current cycle starts to run only after the instances
generated for one or more specified nodes in the previous cycle are successfully run.

Not e Not e If  you configure this type of scheduling dependency for a node, you must search by
node ID to add the nodes on which the node needs to depend in the Dependencies sect ion of
the Propert ies tab.

ScenarioScenario
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The instance generated for a node in the current cycle depends on the output table data from the
instances generated for one or more other nodes in the previous cycle in the business logic but does
not use the data in the code.

ExampleExample

WorkflowRoot_1, WorkflowRoot_2, Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C are auto triggered nodes
scheduled by day.

Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C belong to different workflows.

Node_A and Node_B are the descendant nodes of WorkflowRoot_1. Node_C is the descendant
node of WorkflowRoot_2.

The following configuration is performed for Node_A: The instance generated for Node_A in the
current cycle depends on the instance generated for Node_C in the previous cycle.

Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C generate the following instances in the current cycle (T):  Instance
_A ,  Instance_B , and  Instance_C .

Node_A, Node_B, and Node_C generate the following instances in the previous cycle (T-1):  Insta
nce_A' ,  Instance_B' , and  Instance_C' .

After you set  Depend OnDepend On to Other Nodes for Node_A,  Instance_A  depends on  Instance_C' 
and the instance generated for  WorkflowRoot_1 . In this case,  Instance_A  starts to run only
after Instance_C' and the instance generated for WorkflowRoot_1 are successfully run.

Pass the dry-run attribute of an ancestor nodePass the dry-run attribute of an ancestor node
ScenarioScenario

If a branch node has two descendant nodes, one descendant node can normally run, and the other is
dry-run. If  you configure the instance generated for the dry-run descendant node in the current cycle
to depend on the instance generated for the dry-run descendant node in the previous cycle, the dry-
run attribute of the node is passed to the descendant nodes of the dry-run node. In this case, all the
instances generated for the dry-run node and the descendant nodes of the dry-run node are dry-
run. If  you do not want the dry-run attribute to be passed, you can set  Follow t he upst ream airFollow t he upst ream air
running at t ribut erunning at t ribut e to NoNo for the dry-run descendant node in the Dependencies sect ion of the
Propert ies tab.
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Not e Not e The dry-run attribute of nodes other than branch nodes is not passed. When you use
a branch nodebranch node that has two or more descendant nodes, the dry-run attribute of one of the
descendant nodes can be passed if  you configure the instance generated for the descendant
node in the current cycle to depend on the instance generated for the descendant node in the
previous cycle.

ExampleExample

Assign_Node is an assignment node. Branch_Node is a branch node. Shell_Node1 and Shell_Node2
are the descendant nodes of Branch_Node. All these nodes are scheduled by day.

Shell_Node1 is dry-run, and Shell_Node2 normally runs.

The following configuration is performed for Shell_Node1: The instance generated in the current
cycle depends on the instance generated in the previous cycle.

Shell_Node1 generates an auto triggered node instance  Shell_Node1'  in the current cycle (T).

Shell_Node1 generates an auto triggered node instance  Shell_Node1  in the previous cycle (T-1).

 Shell_Node1'  depends on  Shell_Node1 . The dry-run attribute of Shell_Node1 is passed.
Therefore, all the instances generated for Shell_Node1 and descendant nodes of Shell_Node1 are
dry-run. You can set  Follow t he upst ream air running at t ribut eFollow t he upst ream air running at t ribut e to NoNo for Shell_Node1. This way,
all the instances generated for Shell_Node1 and descendant nodes of Shell_Node1 can normally run.

Preview scheduling dependenciesPreview scheduling dependencies
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After you configure scheduling dependencies for a node, click Preview DependenciesPreview Dependencies. In the Preview
Dependencies dialog box, you can preview the scheduling dependencies of the node on the NodeNode
DependencyDependency and Inst ance DependencyInst ance Dependency tabs. You can modify the scheduling dependencies that do
not meet your business requirements.

Not eNot e

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) that is generated based on the scheduling dependencies is
only for reference. The DAG that is generated may be different from the DAG in the
production environment.

Only the following roles can be used to preview the scheduling dependencies of a node:
DevelopmentDevelopment , O&MO&M, Project  OwnerProject  Owner, and Workspace ManagerWorkspace Manager. If  a user wants to
preview the scheduling dependencies of a node, you must assign one of the preceding roles
to the user. For more information, see Manage workspace-level roles and members.

You can preview only the ancestor nodes and descendant nodes that are at  the nearest
level of the current node.

If  you do not save scheduling dependencies of a node before you click PreviewPreview
DependenciesDependencies, click Conf irmConf irm in the At t ent ionAt t ent ion dialog box. This way, you can view the
latest  scheduling dependencies of the node.

On the Inst ance DependencyInst ance Dependency tab, you can preview scheduling dependencies of an auto
triggered node that generates mult iple instances. For example, you can preview the
scheduling dependencies of an auto triggered node scheduled by hour. The auto triggered
node scheduled by hour depends on an auto triggered node scheduled by minute.

The scheduling dependencies of a node that you preview are as expected only after you
save the ancestor nodes of the node.

Select  a preview method.

You can select  Not  Aggregat eNot  Aggregat e, Aggregat e by WorkspaceAggregat e by Workspace, or Aggregat e by OwnerAggregat e by Owner to preview
the scheduling dependencies of a node. For more information about aggregation methods, see
Manage instances in a DAG.

The following figures show preview effects by using different aggregation methods on the NodeNode
DependencyDependency tab.
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You can click a node to view the basic information about the node.

Preview scheduling dependencies of an auto triggered node that generates mult iple instances.

For an auto triggered node that generates mult iple instances, you can click the Inst anceInst ance
DependencyDependency tab and select  a scheduling cycle to preview scheduling dependencies of the node.
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ExamplesExamples
For more information about typical scenarios of the dependency on instances in the previous cycle, see
Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances.

Scheduling dependencies cannot be automatically added to batch synchronization nodes in a
workflow based on the automatic parsing feature. If  a node depends on the table generated by its
ancestor batch synchronization node, you must manually add the table to the output of the batch
synchronization node. This way, when the node queries the table data, the automatic parsing feature
can help quickly find the batch synchronization node.

Error messageError message

8.5.4. Typical application scenario cases8.5.4. Typical application scenario cases
8.5.4.1. Scenario 1: Configure scheduling dependencies8.5.4.1. Scenario 1: Configure scheduling dependencies

for batch synchronization nodes in a workflowfor batch synchronization nodes in a workflow
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If  you do not manually add the table generated by a batch synchronization node to the output of the
batch synchronization node, the system cannot use the automatic parsing feature to find the batch
synchronization node. In this case, when you commit an SQL node that depends on the output of the
batch synchronization node, an error message shown in the following figure appears.

This error occurs because the system cannot find the batch synchronization node on which the SQL
node depends based on the upstream dependency that is automatically parsed. For more information,
see Error analysis. To prevent this error, we recommend that you use one of the following methods to
configure scheduling dependencies for a batch synchronization node:

Method 1: Manually add the table generated by a batch synchronization node to its output

Method 2: Keep the name of a batch synchronization node the same as that of its generated table

Method 1: Manually add the table generated by a batchMethod 1: Manually add the table generated by a batch
synchronization node to its outputsynchronization node to its output
To prevent the preceding error, you can manually add the upstream dependency that is automatically
parsed to the output of the batch synchronization node. You can perform the operation on the
Propert ies panel of the batch synchronization node. The following figure shows an example.
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Method 2: Keep the name of a batch synchronization node the sameMethod 2: Keep the name of a batch synchronization node the same
as that of its generated tableas that of its generated table
Based on the preceding descript ions, you can obtain the following information:

When you create a batch synchronization node, the system automatically generates an out putout put
named in the  projectname.nodename  format for the node.

When the SQL node uses the generated table of the batch synchronization node, the system
automatically generates a dependent  ancest or nodedependent  ancest or node named in the  projectname.tablename 
format for the SQL node.

To prevent errors, you must make sure that the name of the dependent  ancest or nodedependent  ancest or node is the same
as that of the out putout put  of the batch synchronization node.

Therefore, to prevent the preceding error when you commit the SQL node, you must keep the name of
the batch synchronization node the same as that of the table generated by the batch synchronization
node.

Not e Not e When you create a node, the system automatically generates an out putout put  named in the
 projectname.nodename  format for the node. If  you change the name of the node after the node

is created, the name of the out putout put  does not change. Therefore, this method can be used only
when you create a batch synchronization node. If  you change the name of a node or a table
generated by a batch synchronization node in subsequent operations to ensure consistent names,
this error persists.

Error analysisError analysis
The following figure shows the nodes and scheduling dependencies configured in a workflow that
contains batch synchronization nodes.
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Step
No.

Detailed step Configured scheduling dependency

1

Create nodes in the workflow
based on the planning of the
workflow.

In the preceding figure, virtual
nodes, batch synchronization
nodes, and MaxCompute nodes
are created.

After the nodes are created in DataWorks, the system
automatically generates two out put sout put s  for each node. One
is named in the  projectname.nodename  format, and
the name of the other is suffixed with _out_out .

For example, the preceding figure shows that after the
batch synchronization node user_1 is created, the system
automatically generates the following outputs for the
node:

One output named  *******_out 
The other output named  doctest.user_1 

2

Connect the nodes by drawing
lines based on the planning of
the workflow to determine the
dependency relationships of the
nodes.

After the nodes are connected, the system automatically
adds dependency configurations for each ancestor node
based on the connections.

For example, after you connect the nodes, the
MaxCompute node sql_1 in the preceding figure becomes
a descendant node of the batch synchronization node
user_1. In this case, the system automatically configures
an output named  *******_out  of user_1 as a
dependent  ancest or nodedependent  ancest or node of sql_1.

3 Develop task code for each node.

When you develop task code for each node, the system
automatically parses some input and output commands in
the code and adds the out putout put  or descendant  ancest ordescendant  ancest or
nodenode for each node.

For example, the MaxCompute node sql_1 needs to use
the data in the  table_1  table generated by the batch
synchronization node user_1, and the task code of sql_1
contains statements such as  select * from table_1 .
In this case, the system automatically adds a dependentdependent
ancest or nodeancest or node for sql_1. The output of the
automatically added ancestor node is named in the
 projectname.tablename  format. In this example, the

output name is  doctest.table_1 .

After you perform the preceding operations, if  you fail to notice that the system does not
automatically add the table generated by the batch synchronization node to the out putout put  of the batch
synchronization node, an error is reported when you commit a node in the workflow. The error indicates
that the output name of the dependent ancestor node does not exist .
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This error is caused by the following reasons:

The batch synchronization node user_1 does not support  automatic parsing. Therefore, the table_1
table generated by user_1 is not automatically added to the out putout put  of user_1. This indicates that
user_1 does not have an output named  doctest.table_1 .

The system automatically adds a dependent  ancest or nodedependent  ancest or node named in the  projectname.tablenam
e  format for the descendant node sql_1. In this example, the name of the dependent ancestor
node is  doctest.table_1 . However, the system does not add  doctest.table_1  to the output
of user_1. Therefore, the system cannot find the ID of user_1.

When you commit sql_1, the system detects that sql_1 has an upstream dependency  doctest.table
_1 . However, the system cannot associate the upstream dependency with the ID of an ancestor
node and reports an error indicating that the output name of the dependent ancestor node of sql_1
does not exist .

A cross-cycle dependency indicates the dependency of a node on its last-cycle instance, last-cycle
instances of its descendant nodes, or last-cycle instances of specified nodes. After you configure a
cross-cycle dependency for a node, the node is run in the current cycle only after relevant last-cycle
instances are successfully run.

DataWorks supports the following types of cross-cycle dependencies:

Dependency on the last-cycle instances of descendant nodes

Node dependency: A node depends on the last-cycle instances of its descendant nodes. For
example, Node A has three descendant nodes: Node B, Node C, and Node D. If  you configure this
type of dependency for Node A, Node A is run in the current cycle only after all the last-cycle
instances of Node B, Node C, and Node D are successfully run.

Business scenario: A node is run in the current cycle only after its descendant nodes successfully
cleanse the data in the tables generated by the node in the last  cycle. To check whether the
descendant nodes have cleansed the data, you can configure data quality monitoring rules for the
tables generated by the descendant nodes.

8.5.4.2. Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies8.5.4.2. Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies

for a node that depends on last-cycle instancesfor a node that depends on last-cycle instances
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Dependency on the last-cycle instance of the current node

Node dependency: A node depends on its last-cycle instance. The node is run in the current cycle
only after the last-cycle instance of the node is successfully run.

Business scenario: The running of a node in the current cycle depends on the business data that is
generated by the last-cycle instance of the node. To check whether the data of the node has
been cleansed, you can configure data quality monitoring rules for the table generated by the
node.

Dependency on the last-cycle instances of specified nodes: To configure this type of dependency,
you must manually enter the IDs of the nodes that you want a node to depend on. Separate the IDs
with commas (,), such as 12345,23456.

Node dependency: A node depends on the last-cycle instances of specified nodes. The node is
run in the current cycle only after the last-cycle instances of the specified nodes are successfully
run.

Business scenario: In the business logic, a node depends on the business data that is generated by
other nodes but is not processed by the node itself.

The difference between cross- and same-cycle dependencies is that cross-cycle dependencies appear
as dotted lines in Operation Center.

Before you undeploy a node, you must delete the dependencies that are configured for the node,
including the cross- and same-cycle dependencies. The following figure shows the Propert ies panel of
a node. You must delete the cross-cycle dependencies for the node in the sect ion marked as 1 and
same-cycle dependencies in the sect ion marked as 2.
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You can configure a cross- or same-cycle dependency on the ancestor node for a node based on your
business requirements. In most cases, you can configure either a same- or cross-cycle dependency on
the ancestor node for a node. If  you enable the automatic parsing feature for a node, the scheduling
system automatically configures a same-cycle dependency on the ancestor node for the node. If  this
configuration does not meet your requirements, you can delete the default  same-cycle dependency
and configure a cross-cycle dependency for the node. For more information, see Logic of scheduling
dependencies.

The following figure shows the dependency between the nodes in a workflow.

The following figure shows how the dependency appears in Operation Center.
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The following figure shows the code and configurations of the xc_create node.

In the preceding figure, the xc_create node creates the xc_1 and xc_2 tables and inserts data to the
two tables. The xc_1 and xc_2 tables are the outputs of the xc_create node.

The following figure shows the code and configurations of the xc_select  node.

In the preceding figure, the xc_select  node queries data in the xc_1 and xc_2 tables. Based on the
automatic parsing feature, the same-cycle dependency on the xc_create node is automatically
configured for the xc_select  node.

Dependency on the last-cycle instances of descendant nodesDependency on the last-cycle instances of descendant nodes
Node dependency: A node depends on the last-cycle instances of its descendant nodes. For example,
Node A has three descendant nodes: Node B, Node C, and Node D. If  you configure this type of
dependency for Node A, Node A is run in the current cycle only after all the last-cycle instances of
Node B, Node C, and Node D are successfully run.

Business scenario: A node is run only after its descendant nodes have successfully cleansed the data in
the tables generated by the node in the last  cycle. Otherwise, the node is not run in the current cycle.
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When you configure dependencies for the xc_create node, select  Cross-Cycle Dependencies and set
Depend On to Instances of Child Nodes.

The following figure shows how the dependency appears in Operation Center.

Dependency on the last-cycle instance of the current nodeDependency on the last-cycle instance of the current node
Node dependency: A node depends on its last-cycle instance. The node is run in the current cycle only
after the last-cycle instance of the node is successfully run.

Business scenario: The running of a node in the current cycle depends on the business data that is
generated by the last-cycle instance of the node. In this example, the node is scheduled to run by
week. This way, you can conveniently view the dependencies of the node in Operation Center.

To view the dependencies of the node, go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er. In the left-side navigation pane,
choose Cycle T ask Maint enanceCycle T ask Maint enance >  > Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance. Search for the node to view its dependencies.
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Not e Not e For example, a node is scheduled to run by hour and depends on its last-cycle instance.
If  the instance that is generated for a specific hour is not successfully run, the system does not run
the instance that is generated for the next  hour.

If  the first  instance that is generated on a day is not run or the running fails, the instances that are
generated for the rest  of the day cannot be run.

Dependency on the last-cycle instances of specified nodesDependency on the last-cycle instances of specified nodes
Node dependency: The tables generated by the xc_information node are not used in the code of the
xc_create node. However, the xc_create node depends on the output data of the xc_information node
in the last  cycle, as configured in the business logic. Logically, the xc_create node depends on the last-
cycle instance of the xc_information node.

Business scenario: Node A depends on the business data that is generated by Node B based on the
business logic. However, the business data is not referenced in the code of Node A. This indicates that
Node A performs no operations on the business data.

In this example, when you configure the xc_create node, select  Cross-Cycle Dependencies, set  Depend
On to Instances of Custom Nodes, and then enter the ID of the xc_information node, which is
1000374815.
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To view the dependencies of the node, go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er. In the left-side navigation pane,
choose Cycle T ask Maint enanceCycle T ask Maint enance >  > Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance. Search for the node to view its dependencies.

Advanced configuration for dependency on the last-cycle instancesAdvanced configuration for dependency on the last-cycle instances
A branch node has two descendant nodes. In most cases, only one of the descendant nodes is actually
run. The scheduling system generates and runs an instance for one descendant node. For the other
descendant node, the scheduling system generates an instance and directly returns a successful
response without running the instance. In addit ion, the scheduling system also performs a dry run for
the descendant node of this descendant node. If  this does not meet your requirements, you can select
Upst ream node air running at t ribut e does not  conduct  cross-cycleUpst ream node air running at t ribut e does not  conduct  cross-cycle when you configure this
descendant node of the branch node.

If  a descendant node of a branch node depends on its own last-cycle instance and the last-cycle
instance is dry-run, the descendant node is also dry-run in the current cycle. As a result , the descendant
node becomes a dry-run node permanently.
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The following figure shows an example. If  the scheduling system performs a dry run for the descendant
node on the left , the scheduling system also performs a dry run for the descendant node of this
descendant node.

Your business may require that the running of the descendant node of a branch node depend only on
the result  of the branch node in the current cycle, and that the descendant node not be affected by
its dry run in the last  cycle. To meet this requirement, perform the following steps:

1. On the edit ing tab of this descendant node of the branch node, click Propert iesPropert ies in the right-side
navigation pane.

2. In the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of the Propert ies panel, select  Cross-Cycle DependenciesCross-Cycle Dependencies.

3. Click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings.

4. In the Rely on last  cycle Advanced configuration message, select  Upst ream node air runningUpst ream node air running
at t ribut e does not  conduct  cross-cycleat t ribut e does not  conduct  cross-cycle. This way, the descendant node of the branch node is
not affected by its dry run in the last  cycle.
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Not e Not e This advanced configuration applies only to the descendant nodes of branch nodes.
For other nodes, a dry run in the last  cycle does not affect  the running in the current cycle.

Typical scenarios of cross-cycle dependenciesTypical scenarios of cross-cycle dependencies
Scenario 1

Scenario descript ion: Node A is scheduled to run by day. Node B is scheduled to run by hour. Node
A depends on Node B. By default , Node A is run at  the end of each day after Node B has been run
for 24 t imes. However, you want Node A to be run at  12:00 every day.

Solut ion: When you configure Node B, select  Cross-Cycle DependenciesCross-Cycle Dependencies and set  Depend On to
Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node. When you configure Node A, set  Run At to 12:00. Do not configure
cross-cycle dependencies for Node A.

This way, after an instance is generated and run for Node B at  12:00, the scheduling system runs
Node A.

Scenario 2

Scenario descript ion: Node A is scheduled to run by day. Node B is scheduled to run by hour. Node
A depends on the data that is generated by Node B on the previous day.

Solut ion: When you configure Node A, select  Cross-Cycle DependenciesCross-Cycle Dependencies, set  Depend On to
Inst ances of  Cust om NodesInst ances of  Cust om Nodes, and then enter the ID of Node B.

Scenario 3

Scenario descript ion: Node A is scheduled to run by hour. Node B is scheduled to run by day. Node
A depends on Node B. After Node B is run on a day, Node A has gone through 24 cycles, and the
scheduling system starts to generate and run 24 instances at  the same t ime.

Solution: When you configure Node A, select  Cross-Cycle DependenciesCross-Cycle Dependencies and set  Depend On to
Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node.

Scenario 4

Scenario descript ion: A node depends on the data that is generated by the node in the last  cycle.
The t ime at  which the data in the last  cycle was generated needs to be determined.

Solution: When you configure the node, select  Cross-Cycle DependenciesCross-Cycle Dependencies and set  Depend On to
Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node.

This topic describes how to configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workflows or
workspaces.

Configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workflowsConfigure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workflows
If  you want to configure scheduling dependencies for branch nodes in a workflow on nodes in another
workflow, you must use a zero load node to aggregate the outputs of the branch nodes in the current
workflow, and configure the output of the zero load node as the input of the root node of the other
workflow.

8.5.4.3. Scenario 3: Configure scheduling dependencies8.5.4.3. Scenario 3: Configure scheduling dependencies

for nodes across workflows or workspacesfor nodes across workflows or workspaces
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Not e Not e A zero load node is a control node that supports only dry-run scheduling and does not
generate data. In most cases, a zero load node serves as the root node of a workflow or the
output node of mult iple branch nodes. If  a workflow contains mult iple branch nodes, you must
create a zero load node and configure the zero load node as the descendant node of the branch
nodes. For example, you can create a zero load node named in the format of  Workflow_end_Zero
load node . This way, the zero load node depends on the outputs of the branch nodes. After the
 zero load node  is successfully run, the workflow is also successfully run.

The following example shows how to use zero load nodes to configure scheduling dependencies for
branch nodes across workflows.

Create two workflows: Workflow 1 and Workflow 2. Then, configure Workflow 1 as the ancestor
workflow of Workflow 2.

Create the following zero load nodes in Workflow 1:

 Workflow1_start_Zero load node : the start  node of the branch nodes in Workflow 1.

 Workflow1_end_Zero load node : the output node that is used to aggregate the outputs of
branch nodes in Workflow 1.

Create the following zero load nodes in Workflow 2:

 Workflow2_start_Zero load node : the start  node of the branch nodes in Workflow 2.

 Workflow 2_end_Zero load node : the output node that is used to aggregate the outputs of
branch nodes in Workflow 2.

Configure scheduling dependencies between Workflow 1 and Workflow 2: Configure the output of  
Workflow1_end_Zero load node  as the input of  Workflow2_start_Zero load node . This way,
scheduling dependencies for branch nodes across workflows are configured.
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Not e Not e DataWorks allows you to configure the output of a node as the input of another node
to establish dependencies between the nodes. You can use one of the following methods to
configure scheduling dependencies: drag nodes in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to configure
dependencies between the nodes, enable the automatic parsing feature, and configure
dependencies. In the preceding example, the scheduling dependencies are configured by
configuring the output of  Workflow1_end_Zero load node  as the input of
 Workflow2_start_Zero load node .

For more information about how to create a workflow, see Create a workflow.

For more information about how to create a zero load node, see Create a zero-load node.

For more information about how to configure scheduling dependencies between nodes, see
Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

Configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workspacesConfigure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workspaces
DataWorks also allows you to configure scheduling dependencies for nodes across workspaces that
reside in the same region. You can configure the output of a node in a workspace as the input of a
node in another workspace to establish scheduling dependencies between the nodes. For example, you
can configure the output of Node A in Workspace A as the input of Node B in Workspace B to establish
scheduling dependencies between the nodes. The configuration method is the same as the method
that is used to configure scheduling dependencies in common scenarios. For more information, see
Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

Not e Not e Nodes in workspaces in standard mode cannot depend on nodes in workspaces in basic
mode. To resolve this issue, submit  a t icket.

Input and output parameters are used to transmit  data between ancestor and descendant nodes. This
topic describes how to define and use input and output parameters.

ContextContext
After you define an output parameter and its value for a node, you can define an input parameter for
the descendant node of the node and configure the descendant node to reference the value of the
output parameter in the input parameter.

PrecautionsPrecautions
Input and output parameters are used together with assignment nodes. For more information about
assignment nodes, see Configure an assignment node. Some types of nodes support  the assignment
parameter. The assignment parameter functions the same as an assignment node. For more information
about how to configure the assignment parameter, see the Assignment parameter sect ion in this topic
and the topic about how to configure an assignment node.

Configure input and output parametersConfigure input and output parameters
1. Log on to the DataWorks console.

8.6. Configure input and output8.6. Configure input and output
parametersparameters
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2. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

3. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

4. In the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low pane of the DataStudio page, double-click a desired node to go to
the configuration tab of the node.

5. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the Propert ies tab, configure the
input and output parameters in the Input  and Out put  Paramet ersInput  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion.

For more information about how to configure scheduling parameters for different types of nodes,
see SQL nodes and batch synchronization nodes.

Output parametersOutput parameters
You can define output parameters in the Input  and Out put  Paramet ersInput  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion. The following value
types are supported for output parameters: Const antConst ant  and VariableVariable.

After you define an output parameter for the current node and commit the current node, the output
parameter can be referenced as an input parameter for a descendant node of the current node.

Not e Not e You cannot write code for the current node to assign a value to the defined output
parameter.

Field Description Remarks

No.No.

The serial number, which is
automatically increased by 1 each
time you define an output
parameter.

N/A

Paramet er NameParamet er Name
The name of the output
parameter.

N/A

T ypeT ype
The value type of the output
parameter.

Valid values: Const antConst ant  and
VariableVariable.

ValueValue
The value of the output
parameter.

The value type can be Constant
or Variable.

If the Type field is set to
Constant, the value is a fixed
string.

If the Type field is set to
Variable, the value can be a
global variable, a built-in
scheduling parameter, or a
custom scheduling parameter
in the ${...} or $[…] format.

Descript ionDescript ion
The description of the output
parameter.

N/A
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Add Met hodAdd Met hod
The way in which the output
parameter is defined.

Valid values: AddedAdded
Aut omat icallyAut omat ically, Aut o ParseAut o Parse,
and Added ManuallyAdded Manually.

Act ionsAct ions
You can click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e
to perform the related operation.

These two operations are not
supported if a node depends on
the current node. Before you
configure a node to reference the
output parameter of the current
node, make sure that the output
parameter is correctly defined on
the current node.

Field Description Remarks

Assignment parameterAssignment parameter
If  the current node supports the assignment parameter and you want to pass the query results of the
current node to its descendant node as a parameter, you can perform the following operations: Go to
the configuration tab of the current node. Click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane. In
the Out put  Paramet ersOut put  Paramet ers table in the Input  and Out put  Paramet ersInput  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion, click Add assignmentAdd assignment
paramet erparamet er. The outputs assignment parameter is added. The following types of nodes support  the
assignment parameter: EMR Hive, EMR Spark SQL, ODPS Script, Hologres SQL, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL,
and MySQL.

Not e Not e The assignment parameter is supported only in DataWorks Standard Edit ion or a more
advanced edit ion.

After you click Add assignment  paramet erAdd assignment  paramet er to add the outputs assignment parameter, a descendant
node of the current node can reference the outputs parameter to obtain the query results of the
current node. If  the query results of the current node are empty, the current node is not blocked.
However, the descendant node that references the outputs assignment parameter of the current node
may fail to run.

You must add the assignment parameter of the current node as an input parameter of a descendant
node of the current node. The assignment parameter can be referenced by using a two-dimensional
array in the code. The assignment parameter functions the same as an assignment node in the ODPS
SQL language. For more information, see Configure an assignment node.

Input parametersInput parameters
An input parameter of a node defines the reference to the output of an ancestor node of the node.
The input parameter can be used in the same way as other parameters.
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The following descript ions show how to define and use an input parameter:

Define an input parameter

i. In the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the configuration tab of a desired node,
add a node on which the current node depends.

ii. In the Input Parameters table in the Input  and Out put  Paramet ersInput  and Out put  Paramet ers sect ion, define an input
parameter and configure this parameter to reference the output parameter of an ancestor node
of the current node.

Field Description Remarks

No.No.

The serial number, which is
automatically increased by 1
each time you define an input
parameter.

N/A

Paramet er NameParamet er Name
The name of the input
parameter.

N/A

Value SourceValue Source
The value source of the input
parameter.

The value of the input
parameter is the value of the
output parameter of the
ancestor node.

Descript ionDescript ion
The description of the input
parameter.

N/A

Parent  Node IDParent  Node ID The ID of the ancestor node.
The system parses the ID of
the ancestor node.

Add Met hodAdd Met hod
The way in which the input
parameter is defined.

Valid values: AddedAdded
Aut omat icallyAut omat ically, Aut o ParseAut o Parse,
and Added ManuallyAdded Manually.

Act ionsAct ions
You can click ChangeChange or
Delet eDelet e to perform the related
operation.

N/A

Use the input parameter
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The defined input parameter is referenced in the code of a node in the same way as other built-in
scheduling parameters. The input parameter is configured in the  ${Input parameter name}  format.
The following figure shows how to reference an input parameter in the code of a Shell node.

Supported built-in scheduling parametersSupported built-in scheduling parameters
Built-in scheduling parameters

Built-in scheduling parameter Description

${projectId} The ID of the MaxCompute project.

${projectName} The name of the MaxCompute project.

${nodeId} The ID of the node.

${gmtdate}
The date on which the node instance is scheduled
to run, in the yyyy-MM-dd 00:00:00 format.

${taskId} The ID of the node instance.

${seq}
The sequence number of the node instance, which
indicates the ranking of this node instance among
all node instances on the same day.

${cyctime}
The time at which the node instance is scheduled
to run.

${status}
The status of the node instance. Valid values:
SUCCESS and FAILURE.

${bizdate} The data t imestamp.

${finishT ime}
The time at which the node instance finishes
running.

${taskType}
The mode in which the node instance is run. Valid
values: NORMAL, MANUAL, PAUSE, SKIP, UNCHOOSE,
and SKIP_CYCLE.

${nodeName} The name of the node.

For more information about other parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

8.7. FAQ8.7. FAQ
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Problem descriptionProblem description
When I commit Node A, the system reports an error that the output name of the dependent ancestor
node of Node A does not exist .

The preceding figure is used to explain the error. The error occurs because the system cannot find the
ancestor node that generates the  xc_ods_user_info_d_133  table based on the out put  name ofout put  name of
t he dependent  ancest or nodet he dependent  ancest or node configured for Node A.

Not e Not e The error indicates that t he out put  name of  a node does not  existt he out put  name of  a node does not  exist . This does not
mean that the xc_ods_user_info_d_133 table does not exist . Instead, this means that no node uses
the output name of the node as an output. If  the xc_ods_user_info_d_133 table exists and is
generated by a node, but the system does not add the table to the output of the node, the error
is also reported.

Possible cause 1: No node generates the tablePossible cause 1: No node generates the table
Possible cause:

No node generates the table.

In most cases, the system can automatically add a table generated by a node to the output of the
node by using the automatic parsing feature. However, tables generated by nodes other than auto
triggered nodes do not support  the feature. Nodes other than auto triggered nodes generate the
following tables:

8.7.1. When I commit Node A, the system reports8.7.1. When I commit Node A, the system reports
an error that the output name of the dependentan error that the output name of the dependent
ancestor node of Node A does not exist. What doancestor node of Node A does not exist. What do
I do?I do?
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Tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks

Dimension tables

Tables that are not generated by nodes scheduled by DataWorks

Tables generated by manually triggered nodes

If the code developed for a node contains the SELECT statement that specifies one of the preceding
tables, the preceding error is reported.

Solut ion:

You must delete the dependency that contains tables generated by nodes other than auto
triggered nodes. In this example, you must delete the out put  name of  t he dependent  ancest orout put  name of  t he dependent  ancest or
nodenode that contains the  xc_ods_user_info_d_133  table.

For more information about how to delete a scheduling dependency, see Manual configuration.

Possible cause 2: The table that is generated by a node is not addedPossible cause 2: The table that is generated by a node is not added
to the output of the nodeto the output of the node

Possible cause:

The table is generated by a node. However, the table is not added to the output of the node.

In most cases, the system can automatically add a table generated by a node to the output of the
node based on the automatic parsing feature. However, some nodes do not support  the feature.
Batch synchronization nodes, Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL nodes, Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes, and EMR
nodes do not support  configuration of scheduling dependencies based on the automatic parsing
feature. The tables generated by these nodes must be manually added to the outputs of these
nodes.

If  the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies one of the preceding tables, and the table is
not added to the output of the node that generates the table, the preceding error is reported.

Solut ion:

You must manually add the table to the output of the node that generates the table. In this
example, you must manually add the  xc_ods_user_info_d_133  table to the out putout put  of the node
that generates the table.

For more information about how to add a scheduling dependency, see Manual configuration.

To prevent data errors caused by incorrect  dependency configurations, the system compares the input
and output of the table data lineage with those of the scheduling configurations when you commit a
node. If  they are inconsistent, the system displays an error message. For more information, see When I
commit a node, the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not consistent with the
data lineage in the code developed for the node. What do I do?.

You do not need to configure node dependencies for table data generated by a node that is not
scheduled to run by day. If  you have configured such a dependency, it  can be deleted. In this case, the
system displays an error message that the lineage of the table data is inconsistent with the scheduling
configurations when you commit the node. If  the inconsistency is caused only by the delet ion, you can
forcibly commit the node.

Possible cause 3: Multiple nodes have duplicate output namesPossible cause 3: Multiple nodes have duplicate output names
Possible cause:

The out putout put  names of mult iple nodes are the same. This may be caused by the following reasons:
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Mult iple nodes generate the same table.

If  mult iple nodes generate the same table, and the code developed for a node contains the
SELECT statement that specifies the table, the system cannot find the unique node that generates
the table, and the error is reported when you commit your node.

A workspace contains nodes that have the same name.

When you create a node, the system automatically adds two out put sout put s for the node. One is named
in the  projectname.nodename  format. If  a workspace contains two nodes that have the same
name, the out putout put  names of these two nodes are the same. In this case, when you commit the
created node, the system reports the error.

Solut ion:

You must change the names of the nodes based on code development specificat ions and UI node
naming suggestions.

A table is generated by only one node, and the table must be configured as the output of the
node.

Each node name must be unique in a workspace.

After you change the names of the nodes, make sure that nodes have different out putout put  names.

Problem descriptionProblem description
When I commit a node, the system reports an error that the input and output of the node are not
consistent with the data lineage in the code developed for the node.

Possible causesPossible causes

8.7.2. When I commit a node, the system reports8.7.2. When I commit a node, the system reports
an error that the input and output of the nodean error that the input and output of the node
are not consistent with the data lineage in theare not consistent with the data lineage in the
code developed for the node. What do I do?code developed for the node. What do I do?
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The table specified in the SELECT statement is inconsistent with the table added to Parent Nodes for
the node, or the table specified in the INSERT or CREATE statement is inconsistent with the table added
to Outputs for the node.

For example, in the preceding figure:

The SELECT statement in the code of the node that you committed specifies table2, but table2 is
not added to Parent Nodes for the committed node.

doc_test  is added to Outputs for the committed node, but the INSERT or CREATE statement in the
code of the node does not specify a table named doc_test.

SolutionSolution
If  a table that is generated not by an auto triggered node is configured as the input or output of a
node, you can ignore the error and commit the node.

Node dependencies ensure that a node can successfully obtain the table data generated by its
ancestor node that is scheduled to run. However, if  the ancestor node is not scheduled to run, the
system cannot detect  whether the ancestor node has generated the latest  table data. If  the SELECT
statement in the code of a node specifies a table that is generated not by an auto triggered node,
you can remove the table that is specified by the SELECT statement from Parent Nodes for the
committed node. Tables that are generated not by auto triggered nodes include the following
types:

Tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks

Dimension tables

Tables that are generated not by nodes scheduled by DataWorks

Tables generated by manually triggered nodes

If a table is generated by an auto triggered node, you must check whether the data lineage and
scheduling dependencies are correctly configured.

If  you forcibly commit a node without checking the preceding item, the following errors may occur:

Descendant nodes cannot obtain data from the ancestor nodes on which they depend. For
example, the SELECT statement in the code of a node specifies Table A, and Table A is generated
by a node scheduled to run every day. If  Table A is not added to Parent Nodes for the node, and
the execution of the scheduled node that generates Table A fails one day, the node may fail to
obtain the data generated by the last  execution of the scheduled node.

The output name of an ancestor node does not exist . For example, the CREATE or INSERT
statement in the code of Node A specifies Table B, but Table B is not configured as the output of
Node A. In this case, if  the SELECT statement in the code of Node B specifies Table B, the system
automatically configures Table B as the input of Node B to establish a dependency relat ionship
between Node A and Node B. However, the system cannot find Node A based on the dependency
relat ionship. Therefore, when you commit Node B, the system reports an error that the output
name of the ancestor node of Node B does not exist . For more information, see When I commit
Node A, the system reports an error that the output name of the dependent ancestor node of
Node A does not exist . What do I do?.
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DataWorks provides the quick run feature to allow you to quickly run the code snippet that you select
on the configuration tab of a node. You can use this feature to test  whether a code snippet is correctly
written. This topic describes how to quickly run a code snippet of a node.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An ODPS SQL node is created, and the code of the ODPS SQL node is writ ten. For more information
about how to create an ODPS SQL node, see Create an ODPS SQL node.

LimitsLimits
You can use the quick run feature to quickly run the code of only an ODPS SQL node.

You can use the quick run feature to quickly run the code only of nodes that are not running. If  the
code of a node is being executed, the quick run icon  is not displayed on the left  side to the

code line of the node.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the DataStudio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ionsAct ions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low, Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows, or
Ad Hoc QueryAd Hoc Query, f ind the ODPS SQL node that you create, and then double-click the ODPS SQL node
to go to the configuration tab of the node.

For more information about functionalit ies on the DataStudio page, see Features on the
DataStudio page. For more information about ad hoc queries, see Create an ad hoc query.

3. Quickly run the code that you select  and view the result .

9.Debug and submit publishing9.Debug and submit publishing
taskstasks
9.1. Debugging and viewing tasks9.1. Debugging and viewing tasks
9.1.1. Debug a code snippet: Quickly run a code9.1.1. Debug a code snippet: Quickly run a code
snippetsnippet
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i. Select  the code that you want to run.

In the SQL code sect ion of the configuration tab of the ODPS SQL node, move the pointer over
a line of code that you want to run. The system automatically highlights the complete code
snippet to which the line of code belongs.

ii. Run the code.
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Not eNot e

You can use the quick run feature to quickly run the code only of nodes that are
not running. If  the code of a node is being executed, the quick run icon  is not

displayed on the left  side to the code line of the node.

Descript ion of the resource group that is used to run the selected code snippet by
using the quick run feature:

The resource group that you use to quickly run the current code snippet is
the resource group that is used for the most recent execution of the code
of the ODPS SQL node. You can run the code of the ODPS SQL node by
clicking the quick run icon , run icon , or advanced run icon  in the

top toolbar of the configuration tab of the node.

The first  t ime you run the code of the ODPS SQL node, you must select  a
resource group for scheduling based on your business requirements. If
exist ing resource groups do not meet your business requirements, you can
create a resource group. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for scheduling.

If  you want to change the resource group that is used to run the code of
the ODPS SQL node, click the  icon.

The first  t ime you quickly run a code snippet, you must specify values for variables if
the code snippet contains variables. The system saves the specified values for
subsequent operations. If  you want to change the specified values of the variables,
click the  icon. For more information about how to specify a value for a variable,

see Overview of scheduling parameters.

You can use one of the following methods to run the code of the ODPS SQL node:

Click the quick run icon  on the left  side to the code line of the ODPS SQL node.

Run the code of the ODPS SQL node by using a shortcut  key.

Windows operating system: Press  Ctrl+Enter .

macOS: Press  Cmd+Enter .

After the execution of the code of the ODPS SQL node is complete, you can view the
execution result . If  an unexpected result  is returned, modify the code snippet.

Ad hoc query allows you to test  your code in the development environment. This way, you can perform
troubleshooting or check whether your code works as expected.

ContextContext
You do not need to commit and deploy ad hoc query nodes or configure scheduling policies for ad hoc
query nodes. You can configure scheduling policies only for nodes that are created under BusinessBusiness
processprocess on the Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  tab of the DataStudio page.

9.1.2. Create an ad hoc query9.1.2. Create an ad hoc query
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Create a folderCreate a folder
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where the target workspace resides. Find the
target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. On the left-side navigation submenu, click the T emporary queryT emporary query icon.

You can click the  icon in the lower-left  corner to show or hide the left-side navigation submenu.

3. On the Temporary query tab, move the pointer over the  icon and select  FolderFolder.

4. In the New f olderNew f older dialog box, enter a name for the folder in the Folder nameFolder name field and set  the
Dest inat ion f olderDest inat ion f older parameter.

Not eNot e

The folder name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters, digits,
underscores (_), and periods (.).

DataWorks supports mult i-level folders. You can save a newly created folder under
another folder that already exists.

5. Click NewNew.

Create an ad hoc query nodeCreate an ad hoc query node
On the T emporary queryT emporary query tab, you can create a variety of ad hoc query nodes, such as EMR HiveEMR Hive,
ODPS SQLODPS SQL, EMR Spark SQLEMR Spark SQL, EMR Prest oEMR Prest o, EMR ImpalaEMR Impala, ShellShell, Analyt icDB f or Post greSQLAnalyt icDB f or Post greSQL,
Analyt icDB f or MySQLAnalyt icDB f or MySQL, and Dat a Lake Analyt icsDat a Lake Analyt ics nodes.

In this example, create an ODPS SQL node.

1. On the T emporary queryT emporary query tab, right-click the folder you created and choose New NodeNew Node >  > ODPSODPS
SQLSQL.

2. In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, set  the Node NameNode Name and Locat ionLocat ion parameters.

Not e Not e The node name must be 1 to 128 characters in length and can contain letters,
digits, underscores (_), and periods (.).

3. Click CommitCommit .

4. On the node configuration tab that appears, enter an SQL query statement.
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Not eNot e

If the current workspace is bound to mult iple MaxCompute compute engines, you must
select  a desired MaxCompute engine instance before you submit  the query statement
for execution.

The selected MaxCompute engine instance may use a default  resource group that is
charged in pay-as-you-go mode. In this case, you can click the  icon in the toolbar to

est imate the cost  of this operation. The actual cost  is included in your bill.

5. Click the  icon in the toolbar to view the query result .

The Runtime Logs page displays the records of all nodes that have been run in the last  three days. You
can click a node to view its runtime logs.

Not e Not e The runtime logs are retained for only three days.

View runtime logsView runtime logs
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the

Workspaces page, find the target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Runt ime LogsRunt ime Logs to go to the Runtime Logs page. This page
displays runtime logs of all node states by default .

Select  a node state from the drop-down list  to view the runtime logs of nodes in the specified
state.

3. Click a record to view the runtime log on the right.

Save the code as an ad hoc query nodeSave the code as an ad hoc query node

9.1.3. Runtime logs9.1.3. Runtime logs
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To save the SQL statements in the runtime log, click the Save as Ad-Hoc Query NodeSave as Ad-Hoc Query Node icon.

In the Creat e NodeCreat e Node dialog box, configure Node T ypeNode T ype, Locat ionLocat ion, and Node NameNode Name, and click SubmitSubmit .

On the Workflow Parameters tab, you can assign a value to a variable or replace the value of a
parameter for all nodes in the current workflow. This topic describes how to configure a workflow
parameter. In this example, the value of the ReplaceMe parameter is replaced with ReplaceMe123 for all
nodes in a manually triggered workflow.

LimitsLimits
In manually triggered workflows, ODPS SQL nodes, Shell nodes, and sync nodes support  workflow
parameters. The format for specifying a workflow parameter varies based on the node type. For
example, a workflow parameter is specified as x=y1.

To configure the workflow parameter for an ODPS SQL node, double-click the node and click the
GeneralGeneral tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the GeneralGeneral tab, enter x=aaa in the Arguments
field. When the node is run, the value of the x parameter is replaced with y1. You can use ${x} to
reference the workflow parameter in the code.

To configure the workflow parameter for a Shell node, double-click the node and click the
GeneralGeneral tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the GeneralGeneral tab, enter $x in the Arguments
field. When the node is run, the value of the x parameter is replaced with y1. You can use $1 to
reference the workflow parameter in the code.

To configure the workflow parameter for a sync node, double-click the node and click the GeneralGeneral
tab in the right-side navigation pane. On the GeneralGeneral tab, enter -p"-Dx=aaa" in the Arguments
field. When the node is run, the value of the x parameter is replaced with y1. You can use ${x} to
reference the workflow parameter in the code.

In auto triggered workflows, only ODPS SQL nodes support  workflow parameters.

9.1.4. Use workflow parameters9.1.4. Use workflow parameters
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Before you use workflow parameters, you must configure the parameters of each single node in a
workflow to ensure that each node is run as expected.

If  the value that is assigned to a workflow parameter is inconsistent with the value that is assigned to
a node parameter, the value of the workflow parameter overwrites the value of the node parameter.

Parameter names and values are case-sensit ive.

Configure a workflow parameterConfigure a workflow parameter
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the left-side navigation submenu, click the Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows icon.

3. Double-click a manually triggered workflow. On the workflow configuration tab, click the
Workf low Paramet ersWorkf low Paramet ers tab in the right-side navigation pane.

4. On the Workf low Paramet ersWorkf low Paramet ers tab, enter ReplaceMe in the Paramet er NameParamet er Name field and
ReplaceMe123 in the Value/ExpressionValue/Expression field.

5. On the workflow configuration tab, click the  icon in the top toolbar.

Configure the workflow parameter for an ODPS SQL nodeConfigure the workflow parameter for an ODPS SQL node
1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows icon on the left-side

navigation submenu.

2. Click the required workflow and choose MaxCompute > Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics. Double-click the required
ODPS SQL node. The node configuration tab appears.

3. Click the GeneralGeneral tab in the right-side navigation pane. Enter ReplaceMe=123 in the Argument sArgument s
field.
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The workflow parameter is specified as ReplaceMe=ReplaceMe123. When the workflow is run, the
ReplaceMe parameter is assigned the value ReplaceMe123 for the node.

4. On the workflow configuration tab, click the  icon in the top toolbar.

Configure the workflow parameter for a Shell nodeConfigure the workflow parameter for a Shell node
1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows icon on the left-side

navigation submenu.

2. Click the required workflow and click GeneralGeneral. Double-click the required Shell node. The node
configuration tab appears.

3. Click the GeneralGeneral tab in the right-side navigation pane. Enter ${ReplaceMe} in the Argument sArgument s field.

Not e Not e Make sure that you specify the workflow parameter in the correct  format for the
Shell node.

4. On the workflow configuration tab, click the  icon in the top toolbar.

Configure the workflow parameter for a sync nodeConfigure the workflow parameter for a sync node
1. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows icon on the left-side

navigation submenu.

2. Click the required workflow and click Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion. Double-click the required sync node. The
node configuration tab appears.

3. Click the GeneralGeneral tab in the right-side navigation pane. Enter -p"ReplaceMe=abc" in the
Argument sArgument s field.

The ReplaceMe parameter is assigned the value abc for the sync node. The workflow parameter is
specified as ReplaceMe=ReplaceMe123. When the workflow is run, the ReplaceMe parameter is
assigned the value ReplaceMe123 for the node, namely pt="ReplaceMe123".

Not e Not e Make sure that you specify the workflow parameter in the -p"-DParameter
name=Parameter value" format for the sync node.
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4. On the workflow configuration tab, click the  icon in the top toolbar.

Run the workflow and view the resultsRun the workflow and view the results

On the workflow configuration tab, click the  icon in the top toolbar. When an auto triggered

workflow is run, the values that are assigned to the parameters of nodes in the workflow are
automatically replaced with the values of workflow parameters. When you run a manually triggered
workflow on the DataStudio page, you must assign a value to each workflow parameter in the Ent erEnt er
paramet ersparamet ers dialog box. In this example, assign a value to the ReplaceMe parameter.

Right-click the ODPS SQL node and select  View LogView Log. Then, you can view the value that is assigned to
the ReplaceMe parameter for the ODPS SQL node.

Right-click the Shell node and select  View LogView Log. Then, you can view the value that is assigned to the
ReplaceMe parameter for the Shell node.

Right-click the sync node and select  View LogView Log. Then, you can view the value that is assigned to the
ReplaceMe parameter for the sync node.

If  you have not assigned a value to a workflow parameter on the Workf low Paramet ersWorkf low Paramet ers tab for a
manually triggered workflow, you must assign a value to the workflow parameter every t ime you run
the workflow in the production environment.

DataWorks provides the code review feature. If  the forcible code review feature is enabled, you must
commit each node to a specific reviewer to review the node code. You can deploy the node only after
the reviewer approves the node code.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
DataWorks Professional Edit ion or a more advanced edit ion is act ivated. If  the administrator enables the
forcible code review feature for a workspace in standard mode, you must commit your node for code
review. If  the forcible code review feature is disabled, you do not need to commit your node for code
review. For a workspace in basic mode, you can choose whether to commit your node for code review.

LimitsLimits
The code review feature is available only for DataWorks workspaces in standard mode.

Enable the forcible code review featureEnable the forcible code review feature
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the  icon in the lower-left  corner.

3. On the Set upSet up page, click the Workspace Set t ingsWorkspace Set t ings tab.

9.2. Submit and publish tasks9.2. Submit and publish tasks
9.2.1. Code review9.2.1. Code review
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4. In the Code review conf igurat ionCode review conf igurat ion sect ion, turn on Force t o review codeForce t o review code and specify BaselineBaseline
scopes f or code reviewscopes f or code review.

You can set  the Baseline scopes for code review to Level 1 baseline t asksLevel 1 baseline t asks, Level 3 baselineLevel 3 baseline
t askst asks, Level 5 baseline t asksLevel 5 baseline t asks, Level 7 baseline t asksLevel 7 baseline t asks, Level 8 baseline t asksLevel 8 baseline t asks, or Non-Non-
baseline t asksbaseline t asks. A high level indicates a high priority. A baseline task has a higher priority than a
non-baseline task. For more information about how to configure the priority of a baseline task, see
基线管理. After you specify Baseline scopes for code review, the code of the baseline tasks at  the
specified level must be reviewed before it  is deployed. If  mult iple tasks are run in parallel, those of
a higher priority preferentially preempt resources. If  you specify Baseline scopes f or codeBaseline scopes f or code
reviewreview for a task of a higher priority, a reviewer can check for code errors in the task before it  is
deployed to prevent tasks that contain code errors from occupying resources for a long t ime.

Review codeReview code

1. Go to the configuration tab of a node or workflow and click the  icon in the top toolbar.

2. In the Commit  NodeCommit  Node dialog box, enter your comments in the Change descript ionChange descript ion field and set
the Specif y code reviewer(Required)Specif y code reviewer(Required) parameter.
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Not eNot e

You cannot commit a combined node such as a do-while or for-each node for code
review.

After you specify the code reviewer, the system generates a code review t icket.

If  the forcible code review feature is disabled for the workspace, you do not need to
commit your node for code review. Otherwise, you must commit your node for code
review. You can deploy the node only after the specified reviewer approves the node
code.

3. Click OKOK.

4. After you commit your node for code review, you can click the  icon in the upper-left  corner and

choose All Product sAll Product s >  > Code ReviewCode Review to go to the code review page.

5. On the code review page, click the Review by Me tab, find the node, and then review the code of
the node. You can also click the Submitted by Me tab and view the records of the code review
requests that you have committed.

You can perform the following operations on the code of a specific version as a code reviewer:
Writ e a commentWrit e a comment , PassPass, Dot  not  passDot  not  pass, AbandonedAbandoned, and ReopenReopen. If  the forcible code review
feature is enabled, your review result  determines whether the node can be deployed. If  you
perform the PassPass operation on the code of a specific version, the node with this code version can
be deployed. If  you perform the Do not  passDo not  pass or AbandonedAbandoned operation on the code of a specific
version, the node with this code version cannot be deployed. You can compare the code of the
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committed version and that of the production version in the Review details sect ion.

Operation Description

Writ e a commentWrit e a comment Adds comments to the committed version.

PassPass Approves the code of the committed version.

Do not  passDo not  pass

Rejects the code of the committed version.

Not e Not e If the forcible code review feature is disabled for the
workspace, the node with this code version can still be deployed
without code review. If the forcible code review feature is enabled
for the workspace, the node with this code version cannot be
deployed after you reject the code.

AbandonedAbandoned Abandons the code of the committed version.

ReopenReopen

Reviews the code of the committed version again after you abandon it.
After you abandon the code of a specific version, you can click
AbandonedAbandoned on the Review by MeReview by Me tab, find the code of this version,
and then click Reopen in the Actions column to review the code of this
version again.

The code review page consists of the Review by MeReview by Me and Submit t ed by MeSubmit t ed by Me tabs.

Review by MeReview by Me: You can view the records of all the review requests submitted to you.

Find a record and click ViewView in the Act ions column. On the page that appears, you can perform
the following operations on the code of a specific version: Writ e a commentWrit e a comment , PassPass, Do notDo not
passpass, AbandonedAbandoned, and ReopenReopen.
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Submit t ed by MeSubmit t ed by Me: You can view the records of all the review requests that you have
submitted.

This topic describes how to deploy nodes in a workspace in standard mode and how to use the cross-
workspace cloning feature to clone and deploy nodes in a workspace in basic mode.

ContextContext
In a rigorous data development process, developers develop and debug code and configure
dependencies and scheduling propert ies for nodes in the development environment. Then, developers
commit the nodes to run them in the production environment.

DataWorks workspaces in standard mode provide both the development environment and the
production environment within a single workspace. We recommend that you use workspaces in standard
mode to develop and produce data. For more information, see Basic mode and standard mode.

In a workspace in standard mode, committed nodes are automatically added to the Creat e DeployCreat e Deploy
T askT ask page. This page displays created, updated, and deleted nodes, resources, and functions.

9.2.2. Publish nodes9.2.2. Publish nodes

9.2.2.1. Deploy nodes9.2.2.1. Deploy nodes
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After you deploy a node on the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, a deployment task is generated for the
node. You can view the deployment record and status of the node on the Deploy T asksDeploy T asks page.

To make the nodes, resources, and functions that you create, update, or delete on the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio
page take effect  in the production environment, you must deploy them to the production environment
on the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page. On the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, you can add one or more nodes
to the list  of nodes to be deployed and deploy the nodes at  a t ime.

On the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, you can modify the number of items that can be displayed on each
page.

Find the node that you want to view and click ViewView in the Act ions column. You can view the changes
that are made in the current version to the code and scheduling propert ies of the node. The following
table describes the parameters related to the configurations of scheduling propert ies.

Parameter Description

appIdappId
The ID of the DataWorks workspace to which the node belongs. You can
go to the Workspace Management page to view the ID. For more
information, see Configure a workspace.

creat eUsercreat eUser The ID of the user that created the node.

creat eT imecreat eT ime The time when the node was created.

last Modif yUserlast Modif yUser The ID of the user that last modified the node.

last Modif yT imelast Modif yT ime The time when the node was last modified.

ownerowner
The ID of the owner of the node. You can view the owner ID in the GeneralGeneral
section of the Propert iesPropert ies  panel. For more information, see Configure
basic properties.
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st art Right Nowst art Right Now

The mode in which auto triggered node instances are generated for the
node. Valid values:

00: Auto triggered node instances are generated on the next day after
the node is deployed.

11: Auto triggered node instances are immediately generated after the
node is deployed.

For more information, see Configure immediate instance generation for a
node.

t askRerunT imet askRerunT ime The number of t imes for which the node is rerun.

t askRerunInt ervalt askRerunInt erval The interval between two consecutive automatic reruns. Unit: milliseconds.

reRunAblereRunAble

Indicates whether the node can be rerun. Valid values:

00: The node can be rerun only after it  fails to run.

11: The node can be rerun regardless of whether it  is run as expected or
fails to run.

22: The node cannot be rerun regardless of whether it  is run as expected
or fails to run.

st art Ef f ect Dat est art Ef f ect Dat e
The start date and time of the period during which scheduling takes
effect.

endEf f ect Dat eendEf f ect Dat e The end date and time of the period during which scheduling takes effect.

cycleT ypecycleT ype

The scheduling type of the node. Valid values:

00: The node is scheduled by day, week, month, or year.

11, 22, or 33: The node is scheduled by minute or hour.

cronExpresscronExpress The CRON expression used for configuring periodic scheduling.

ext Conf igext Conf ig

The additional configurations of the node. The value must be in the JSON
format and contains the settings of the following fields:

ignoreBranchCondit ionSkipignoreBranchCondit ionSkip: specifies whether the dry-run property in
the previous cycle is passed to the current cycle of the node.

t ruet rue: The dry-run property in the previous cycle is passed to the
current cycle of the node.

f alsef alse: The dry-run property in the previous cycle is not passed to the
current cycle of the node.

For more information, see Pass the dry-run attribute of an ancestor
node.

alisaT askKillT imeoutalisaT askKillT imeout : the t imeout period. Unit: hours.

resgroupIdresgroupId
The ID of the resource group for scheduling used to run the node. For more
information, see Configure a resource group.

Parameter Description
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isAut oParseisAut oParse

Specifies whether to enable the automatic parsing feature for the node.
Valid values:

11: enables the automatic parsing feature for the node.

00: disables the automatic parsing feature for the node.

For more information, see Configure same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

inputinput The input and output configurations of the node. The parameter values
contain the settings of the following fields:

st rst r: the input or output value.

ref T ableNameref T ableName: the output table.

parseT ypeparseT ype: the way in which the scheduling dependencies of the node
are configured. Valid values:

00: The scheduling dependencies are automatically configured for the
node based on the automatic parsing feature.

11: The scheduling dependencies are manually configured for the
node.

22: The scheduling dependencies for the node are automatically
configured based on the connections between nodes.

For more information, see Logic of same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

input Listinput List

out putout put

out put Listout put List

dependent T ypeListdependent T ypeList

The previous-cycle scheduling dependencies of the node. Valid values:

00: no specified node.

11: one or more specified nodes.

22: child nodes.

33: the current node.

For more information, see Configure previous-cycle scheduling
dependencies.

dependent Dat aNodedependent Dat aNode
The IDs of the one or more nodes that are specified as the previous-cycle
scheduling dependencies of the node. This parameter is valid only if the
dependent T ypeListdependent T ypeList  parameter is set to 11.

input Cont ext Listinput Cont ext List
The context-based input and output parameters of the node. For more
information, see Configure input and output parameters.

out put Cont ext Listout put Cont ext List

t agst ags

The reserved parameters.

t agListt agList

f ileIdf ileId

isSt opisSt op

dependent T ypedependent T ype

Parameter Description

For more information about the t ime propert ies, see Configure t ime propert ies.
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The t ime when instances are generated varies based on the instance generation mode.

Nodes for which the Instance Generation Mode parameter is set  to Next Day: If  you update and
deploy an auto triggered node before 23:30, instances are generated for the updated node the
next day.

Nodes for which the Instance Generation Mode parameter is set  to Immediately After Deployment: If
you create and deploy a node, instances whose scheduled t ime is 10 minutes later than the t ime
when the node is deployed are generated as expected. If  you update and deploy a node, instances
whose scheduled t ime is 10 minutes later than the t ime when the node is deployed are generated
again based on the latest  scheduling configuration. These instances replace those that are
generated before the update. For more information, see Configure immediate instance generation
for a node.

If  you create or update a node and deploy the node after 23:30, instances are generated for the
new or updated node on the third day.

If  you deploy a node after 23:30 and the Instance Generation Mode parameter is set  to Immediately
After Deployment, instances are not immediately generated for the node.

Deploy nodes in a workspace in standard modeDeploy nodes in a workspace in standard mode
Each DataWorks workspace in standard mode is associated with two MaxCompute projects, one as the
development environment and the other as the production environment. You can directly commit and
deploy nodes from the development environment to the production environment.

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. Find the workspace that you want to use and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

2. Commit the node.

In a workspace in standard mode, only members that are assigned the developer role are allowed
to commit nodes.

i. Double-click a configured workflow. On the tab that appears, click the  icon in the top

toolbar.

ii. In the CommitCommit  dialog box, select  the nodes to be committed, set  the Change descript ionChange descript ion
parameter, and then select  Ignore I/O Inconsist ency Alert sIgnore I/O Inconsist ency Alert s.

Not e Not e If  all nodes of a workflow are committed and you modify only the workflow or
node propert ies, you can enter the descript ion and commit the workflow, without the
need to select  the nodes. The changes are automatically committed.

If  a node has been committed and the node code remains unchanged, you cannot select
the node again.

iii. Click CommitCommit .

3. After you commit the nodes, click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner.

In a workspace in standard mode, only members that are assigned the administrat ion expert,
deployment expert, or administrator role can deploy nodes.

4. On the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, select  the nodes to be deployed at  a t ime and click Add t oAdd t o
ListList .
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You can filter and search for nodes by sett ing parameters such as Commit t ed ByCommit t ed By, NodeNode
ID/NameID/Name, and Change T ypeChange T ype. You can click DeployDeploy to immediately deploy the selected nodes to
the production environment.

5. Click View ListView List . Check whether the node information in the list  is correct  and click Creat e T ask f orCreat e T ask f or
AllAll. All nodes in the list  are deployed to the production environment.

Not e Not e Workspaces in basic mode do not allow you to directly perform operations on
table data in the production environment. Workspaces in standard mode ensure a stable,
secure, and reliable production environment. Therefore, we recommend that you deploy and
run nodes in a workspace in standard mode.

Deploy nodes in a workspace in basic modeDeploy nodes in a workspace in basic mode
If  you want to isolate the development environment from the production environment when you use
workspaces in basic mode, create two workspaces, one for development and the other for production.
You can clone nodes from the development workspace to the production workspace.

For example, two workspaces in basic mode are created, one for development and the other for
production. You can use the cross-workspace cloningcross-workspace cloning feature to clone nodes from Workspace A to
Workspace B, and then commit the cloned nodes to the scheduling engine in Workspace B.
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Not eNot e

Permission requirement: Only workspace administrators and RAM users who are assigned the
administ rat ion expertadminist rat ion expert  role can clone nodes. The administrat ion expert  role has
permissions to create clone tasks and deploy cloned nodes.

Supported workspace type: You can clone nodes only from workspaces in basic mode to
other workspaces.

Prerequisites: The source workspace in basic mode and the dest ination workspace in
standard mode are created.

1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. Find the workspace that you want to use and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column.

2. Commit the node.

i. Double-click a configured workflow. On the tab that appears, click the  icon in the top

toolbar.

ii. In the CommitCommit  dialog box, select  the nodes to be committed, set  the Change descript ionChange descript ion
parameter, and then select  Ignore I/O Inconsist ency Alert sIgnore I/O Inconsist ency Alert s.

iii. Click CommitCommit .

3. Click Cross-project  cloningCross-project  cloning in the upper-right corner.

4. On the Creat e Clone T askCreat e Clone T ask page, select  the nodes to be cloned and set  the T arget  WorkspaceT arget  Workspace
parameter.

5. Click Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping. Configure the mapping between the compute engines of
the current workspace and the dest ination workspace.

If  the dest ination workspace has mult iple compute engines, you must configure the mapping
between the compute engines of the current workspace and the dest ination workspace before
you clone nodes. If  no mapping is configured, the nodes are cloned to the default  compute engine
of the dest ination workspace.

Not eNot e

If the type of the compute engine to which the nodes to be cloned does not exist  in
the dest ination workspace, a message appears in the Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping
dialog box. You can choose to skip these nodes that cannot be cloned. Otherwise, an
error is reported during the cloning process.

The Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping button is displayed only if  an engine type in the
source or dest ination workspace has more than two engine instances.

6. Click Add t o ListAdd t o List . The selected nodes are added to the list  of nodes to be cloned.
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7. Click T o-Be-Cloned Node ListT o-Be-Cloned Node List  in the upper-right corner. Click Clone AllClone All.

8. After the engine mapping is prechecked, confirm the information and click CloneClone.

9. After the nodes are cloned, go to the dest ination workspace and view the cloned nodes. In most
cases, the overall directory structure of the workflow is cloned.

In some scenarios, you need to delete a node from the development or production environment.

Delete a node from the development environmentDelete a node from the development environment
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the

Workspaces page, find the target workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics in the Act ions column.

2. Search by node type and keyword for the node to be deleted.

3. Right-click the node and select  Delet eDelet e. The node is deleted from the development environment.

Delete a node from the production environmentDelete a node from the production environment
To delete a node from the production environment, you need to delete the node from the
development environment and create a deployment task to deploy the node.

Not e Not e Before delet ing a node from the production environment, you need to remove its
dependencies with child nodes. Otherwise, a message appears, indicating that the node to be
deleted has child nodes and cannot be deleted.

To remove the dependencies, follow these steps:

1. Find each child node of the target node. You can view the dependencies of the target node in
the workflow.

2. On the configuration tab of a child node, click the Propert ies tab in the right-side navigation
pane, and change the parent node. Alternatively, delete the child node.

If  a message appears indicating that the child node has next-level child nodes, repeat these steps
to remove the dependencies.

9.2.2.2. Delete a node9.2.2.2. Delete a node
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1. Delete the node from the development environment.

For more information, see the preceding sect ion.

2. Create a deployment task for the deleted node.

Not e Not e Only administrators and administrat ion experts have the permission to create a
deployment task. If  you are not an administrator or administrat ion expert, we recommend that
you seek help from an administrat ion expert.

i. After delet ing the node from the production environment, click DeployDeploy in the upper-right
corner.

ii. On the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask page, select  the node.

iii. Click Deploy Select edDeploy Select ed.

You can also click Add t o ListAdd t o List  to add the node to T o-Be-Deployed Node ListT o-Be-Deployed Node List  and deploy
the node in the Nodes to Deploy pane.

3. Deploy the node.

In the Creat e Deploy T askCreat e Deploy T ask dialog box that appears, click DeployDeploy to deploy the node.

For workspaces in basic mode under the same Alibaba Cloud account, you can use the cross-workspace
cloning feature to isolate the development environment from the production environment. You can
also use this feature to clone and migrate nodes, such as computing or sync nodes, across workspaces.
This topic describes how to process the dependencies between nodes during cross-workspace cloning.

If  you clone nodes across workspaces by using the cross-workspace cloningcross-workspace cloning feature, DataWorks
automatically modifies the output names in the dest ination workspace to dist inguish nodes in different
workspaces under the same Alibaba Cloud account. This allows you to smoothly clone or maintain node
dependencies.

Not eNot e

Cross-workspace cloningCross-workspace cloning cannot be used across regions.

You cannot clone nodes in a workflow of earlier versions to a workspace in the latest
version. You must clone the nodes to a folder under Business FlowBusiness Flow and then clone the
entire workflow to the dest ination workspace.

You can set  the owner of cloned nodes to Def aultDef ault  or Clone T ask Creat orClone T ask Creat or.

If  the owner of the nodes to be cloned is the workspace administrator, you can set  the owner of the
cloned nodes to Def aultDef ault  or Clone T ask Creat orClone T ask Creat or.

After the nodes are cloned, their owner is preferentially set  to the original owner. If  the original
owner is not added to the dest ination workspace, the clone task creator becomes the owner.

If  the owner of the nodes to be cloned is the clone task creator, you can set  the owner of the cloned
nodes to Def aultDef ault  or Clone T ask Creat orClone T ask Creat or.

9.2.3. Cross-workspace cloning9.2.3. Cross-workspace cloning
9.2.3.1. Overview9.2.3.1. Overview
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After the nodes are cloned, their owner is preferentially set  to the original owner. If  the original
owner is not added to the dest ination workspace, the system asks whether to change the owner. If
you agree to change the owner, the clone task creator becomes the owner of the cloned nodes and
the clone task succeeds. If  you do not agree to change the owner, the clone task is canceled.

Complete workflow cloningComplete workflow cloning
Assume that the output name of the task_A node in the project_1 workspace is project_1.task_A_out.
If  you clone the task_A node to the project_2 workspace, the node output name changes to
project_2.task_A_out.

Cross-workspace dependency cloningCross-workspace dependency cloning
Assume that the task_ B node in the project_1 workspace depends on the task_A node in the project_3
workspace. If  you clone the task_B node in the project_1 workspace to the project_2 workspace, the
dependency between the task_A and task_B nodes is also cloned. The task_B node in the project_2
workspace also depends on the task_A node in the project_3 workspace.

This topic describes how to clone nodes across workspaces.

ScenariosScenarios
You can clone nodes across workspaces in the following scenarios:

9.2.3.2. Clone nodes across workspaces9.2.3.2. Clone nodes across workspaces
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Clone nodes from a workspace in basic mode to another workspace in basic mode.

Clone nodes from a workspace in basic mode to another workspace in standard mode.

Not eNot e

After you clone a node, the folder and workflow to which the node belongs are also cloned
to the dest ination workspace.

Before you clone a node, make sure that its ancestor nodes are cloned to the dest ination
workspace.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page and double-click the target workflow on the Data Analyt ics tab.

2. Click Cross-Project  CloningCross-Project  Cloning in the upper-right corner. The Create Clone Task page appears.

3. Set  T arget  WorkspaceT arget  Workspace and select  the nodes to be cloned.

4. Click Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping. In the dialog box that appears, set  the mapping between
the compute engines of the current workspace and the dest ination workspace.

If  the dest ination workspace has mult iple compute engines, you must set  the mapping between
compute engines of the current workspace and the dest ination workspace before cloning nodes. If
no mapping is set, the nodes are cloned to the default  compute engine of the dest ination
workspace.

Not eNot e

If the engine type of some nodes to be cloned does not exist  in the dest ination
workspace, a message appears in the Comput e Engine MappingComput e Engine Mapping dialog box. You can
select  Skip Nodes Wit hout  T arget  Engine Inst anceSkip Nodes Wit hout  T arget  Engine Inst ance to ignore these nodes.
Otherwise, an error will be reported during cloning.

The Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping button only appears when an engine type in the
source or dest ination workspace has more than two engine instances.

5. Click Add t o ListAdd t o List . The selected nodes are added to T o-Be-Cloned Node ListT o-Be-Cloned Node List .

6. Click T o-Be-Cloned Node ListT o-Be-Cloned Node List  in the upper-right corner. On the Nodes to Deploy pane that
appears, click Clone AllClone All.

7. In the Comput e Engine MappingComput e Engine Mapping dialog box that appears, confirm the engine mapping and click
OKOK.

8. After the nodes are cloned, view the cloned nodes in the dest ination workspace. Generally, the
overall folder structure of the workflow is cloned.
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DataWorks provides the code search feature that allows you to query code segments in nodes by
keyword. The search results show the details of each segment and the nodes that contain these
segments. You can use this feature to trace the node that leads to changes in a dest ination table. This
topic describes how to use the code search feature on the DataStudio page.

LimitsLimits
You can use the code search feature only in DataWorks edit ions that are more advanced than
DataWorks Basic Edit ion.

The code search feature allows you to query nodes that you created in the directories of ScheduledScheduled
Workf lowWorkf low, Ad Hoc QueryAd Hoc Query, Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows, Manually T riggered NodesManually T riggered Nodes, and
Recycle BinRecycle Bin tabs. For more information about features of each tab, see Features on the DataStudio
page.

The Manually T riggered NodesManually T riggered Nodes tab is only available for DataWorks V1.0.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. In the upper part  of the Scheduled Workflow pane, click the  icon. The Search Code tab appears

on the right.

3. Configure search condit ions and view search results.

10.GUI elements10.GUI elements
10.1. Code search10.1. Code search
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i. Enter keywords and configure search condit ions.

a. In Area 1, enter keywords in the search box, such as a code segment or the name of a
table. The more specific the keywords, the more relevant the search results.

Example: Enter  alter table test, rpt_user . The alter table test  keyword indicates an
operation and the  rpt_user  keyword indicates the name of the table.

b. Click Expand Advanced SearchExpand Advanced Search next  to the search box and set  the Search scopeSearch scope,
Node t ypeNode t ype, Responsible personResponsible person, and Last  Modif icat ion t imeLast  Modif icat ion t ime parameters to narrow
down the query range.

Not eNot e

This helps you find the required node in a more accurate and quick manner. If
you do not configure the advanced search condit ions, all nodes in the current
workspace are searched by default .

The code search feature allows you to query nodes that you created in the
directories of Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low, Ad Hoc QueryAd Hoc Query, Manually T riggeredManually T riggered
Workf lowsWorkf lows, Manually T riggered NodesManually T riggered Nodes, and Recycle BinRecycle Bin tabs. For more
information about features of each tab, see Features on the DataStudio page.

The Manually T riggered NodesManually T riggered Nodes tab is only available for DataWorks V1.0.

ii. Click SearchSearch.

iii. View the search results.

In Area 2, you can view all the code segments that match the keywords and the nodes that
contain the segments and match the search condit ions. This helps you find the required node
that causes the changes in the dest ination table. You can also perform the following
operations:

Click the name of the node to view the details of the node.

Click Copy codeCopy code to copy the segment for further use.

10.2. Lineage10.2. Lineage
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The Lineage tab displays the relat ionships between a node and other nodes. You can view the node
dependencies and the lineage parsed from the code of the node.

DependenciesDependencies
You can check the node dependencies presented based on the current configuration. If  the node
dependencies fail to meet your expectations, you can reconfigure the node dependencies on the
Propert ies tab.

LineageLineage
The lineage is parsed based on the code of the current node. For example, an ODPS SQL node contains
the following SQL statements:

INSERT OVERWRITE TABLE dw_user_info_all_d PARTITION (dt='${bdp.system.bizdate}')
SELECT COALESCE(a.uid, b.uid) AS uid
  , b.gender
  , b.age_range
  , b.zodiac
  , a.region
  , a.device
  , a.identity
  , a.method
  , a.url
  , a.referer
  , a.time
FROM (
  SELECT *
  FROM ods_log_info_d
  WHERE dt = ${bdp.system.bizdate}
) a
LEFT OUTER JOIN (
  SELECT *
  FROM ods_user_info_d
  WHERE dt = ${bdp.system.bizdate}
) b
ON a.uid = b.uid;
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The following figure shows the lineage parsed from the preceding SQL statements. The results queried
from the ods_log_info_d and ods_user_info_d tables are joined and then inserted to the
dw_user_info_all_d table.

The Versions tab displays the version information that is generated each t ime a node is committed and
deployed. You can view the historical versions and information about each version. This information
includes the user that committed the node, t ime when the node was committed, change type, status,
and descript ion.

Not e Not e Only a committed node has version information. Each t ime a node is committed, a
version is generated and added to the VersionsVersions tab.

Parameter or button Description

File IDFile ID The ID of the node.

VersionVersion

The version of the node. A version is generated each time the node is
committed and deployed. V1 indicates version 1 and V2 indicates version 2.
The version number increases by 1 each time an additional version is
generated.

Commit t ed ByCommit t ed By The user that committed the node.

Commit t ed AtCommit t ed At
The time when the node was committed. By default, the t ime when the
node was last committed is displayed.

Change T ypeChange T ype

The operation that is performed on the node. The first  t ime that the node
is committed and deployed, the value of this parameter is Create.
However, if the node is modified, committed, and then deployed, the value
of this parameter is Change.

10.3. Versions10.3. Versions
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St at usSt at us

The status of the node. Valid values:

YesYes : The node is committed to the development environment but the
related deployment task has not been created. The node has not been
deployed in the production environment.

Not  DeployedNot  Deployed: The node is committed to the development
environment and the deployment task is created. The node is pending
for deployment.

DeployedDeployed: The node is committed to the development environment
and deployed in the production environment.

Descript ionDescript ion
The change description of the node when it  is committed. This description
helps other users find the relevant version when they manage the node.

Act ionsAct ions

The actions that you can perform on the version. Two actions are
available: View CodeView Code and Roll BackRoll Back.

View CodeView Code: Click the button to view the code of the current version.

Roll BackRoll Back: Click the button to roll back the node from the current
version to the required version. After you roll back a node, you must
commit and deploy it  again.

CompareCompare

Click the button to compare the code and properties between two
selected versions.

Not e Not e You can compare only two versions. If you select only one
version or more than two versions, the comparison is not supported.

Parameter or button Description

DataWorks allows you to view the SQL code structure parsed from the code of a node. The code
structure helps you troubleshoot issues and view and modify the code.

View the code structure of a nodeView the code structure of a node
1. Go to the DataStudio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

10.4. View the code structure10.4. View the code structure
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ii. Find the workspace that you want to manage and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions
column to go to DataStudio.

2. Go to the configuration tab of a node.

You can search for a node in the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low or Manually T riggered Workf lowsManually T riggered Workf lows pane.
After that, double-click the node to go to the configuration tab of the node.

3. View the code structure of the node.

In the right-side navigation pane, click Code St ruct ureCode St ruct ure to view the code structure of the node in
classic mode or outline mode.
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Classic mode: The SQL code is run based on the organized SQL operators to obtain the final
result . The classic mode displays the SQL operators involved in the structure and the associat ions
between the operators.

You can view the type of an SQL operator by moving the pointer over this operator. The
following list  describes the common SQL operators used in the code structure.

Source t ableSource t able: the table to be queried.
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Filt erFilt er: the condit ion for filtering the part it ions in the table to be queried.

Int ermediat e t able (query view)Int ermediat e t able (query view): the temporary table that stores the query results.

In this example, three intermediate tables are involved. Two intermediate tables displayed in
the first  sect ion are used to store the query results from the corresponding source tables. The
intermediate table displayed in the second sect ion is used to store the joined query results.
This intermediate table can be stored for three days and is automatically deleted after three
days.

JoinJoin: the operation for joining the query results.

Outline mode: The outline mode displays the directory of the main SQL statements of the code.

You can view a specified code block by clicking the corresponding SQL operator in classic mode or
the statement in outline mode. After that, you can modify the code as needed.

The resource group orchestrat ion feature of DataWorks allows you to change the resource groups for
scheduling for nodes in the specified workflow. If  you have mult iple resource groups for scheduling in
your workspace, you can change the resource groups for scheduling for nodes based on your business
requirements. This helps you promote resource efficiency. This topic describes how to use the resource
group orchestrat ion feature of DataWorks.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A workflow is created. The resource group orchestrat ion feature allows you to change the resource
groups for scheduling for nodes in a specified workflow. For more information about how to create a
workflow, see Create a workflow.

One or more resource groups for scheduling are created for your workspace. This way, you can use
the resource group orchestrat ion feature to allocate resource groups for scheduling in the current
workspace.

If  you act ivate DataWorks, the system automatically creates the shared resource group for
scheduling for you to run nodes. If  the shared resource group for scheduling cannot meet your
requirements, you can purchase exclusive resource groups for scheduling as needed. For more
information about exclusive resource groups for scheduling, see Overview.

10.5. Change the resource groups for10.5. Change the resource groups for
scheduling for one or more nodesscheduling for one or more nodes
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ContextContext
The resource group orchestrat ion feature is used to change the resource groups for scheduling used by
mult iple nodes in a specified workflow during data development. The maximum number of concurrent
nodes that can be run by a resource group for scheduling varies based on the specificat ions of the
resource group. You can specify the nodes to run on the resource group for scheduling whose
specificat ions meet the needs of the nodes. For more information about the specificat ions of exclusive
resource groups for scheduling and the maximum number of concurrent nodes supported by each
specificat ion, see Billing of exclusive resource groups for scheduling (subscript ion).

Not e Not e For information about how to change the resource groups for scheduling for mult iple
nodes in the production environment, see View auto triggered nodes.

LimitsLimits
DataWorks allows you to change the resource groups for scheduling only for auto triggered nodes.

Zero load nodes do not occupy scheduling resources. Therefore, you cannot change the resource
groups for scheduling for zero load nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. Go to the Resource Group Orchestrat ion tab.

On the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the required workflow and click the  icon next  to

the workflow name to go to the Resource Group Orchestrat ion tab.

Not e Not e Before you go to the Resource Group Orchestrat ion tab, you must find the
workflow in which you want to change the resource groups for scheduling for the nodes.

3. Change the resource groups for scheduling for mult iple nodes.
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Not eNot e

You can specify the same resource group for scheduling for the nodes that run on
different resource groups for scheduling at  a t ime.

If  you want to specify different resource groups for scheduling for the nodes that run
on mult iple resource groups, you must specify a resource group for scheduling for part
of the nodes at  each t ime.

i. (Optional)Find the required nodes by configuring the filter condit ions, such as the NameName,
Node T ypeNode T ype, and Engine T ypeEngine T ype parameters.

ii. Check the nodes in the search results and select  the nodes for which you want to change the
resource groups for scheduling.

iii. Click Swit ch Resource GroupsSwit ch Resource Groups and select  a resource group for scheduling from the list .

iv. Click OKOK.

You can perform the following operations for the resource groups for scheduling:

Scale out  t he resource groups f or schedulingScale out  t he resource groups f or scheduling: You can scale out only the shared resource
groups for scheduling. Click Expand Capacit yExpand Capacit y next  to the Common scheduler resourceCommon scheduler resource
groupgroup. Then, the Public Resource Groups tab appears. You can click Buy Now in the Public
Resource Group Usage sect ion to purchase resource plans of shared resource groups for
scheduling.

Modif y specif icat ionsModif y specif icat ions: You can modify specificat ions for only exclusive resource groups for
scheduling. Click Set t ingsSet t ings next  to the name of an exclusive resource group f or schedulingexclusive resource group f or scheduling.
Then, the Exclusive Resource Groups tab appears. You can view the details of the exclusive
resource group for scheduling and modify specificat ions as needed.

Purchase resource groups f or schedulingPurchase resource groups f or scheduling: If  no resource groups are available in the current
workspace, you can click Purchase Resource GroupPurchase Resource Group in the upper-right corner to purchase
resource groups for scheduling.

Change t he resource group f or scheduling conf igured f or a single nodeChange t he resource group f or scheduling conf igured f or a single node: Click Swit chSwit ch in
the Act ionsAct ions column that corresponds to the node to change the resource group for scheduling
for the node.

4. Click the  icon to commit the resource group changes.

5. Deploy the nodes whose resource groups for scheduling are changed.

After the resource groups for scheduling of nodes are modified, you must deploy the nodes to the
production environment on the Deploy page. After that, the nodes are run on the newly allocated
resource group for scheduling in the production environment.
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DataWorks allows you to modify the configurations, such as the owner, of mult iple nodes, resources,
and functions at  a t ime. After that, you can commit and deploy the modified objects to the production
environment at  a t ime. This topic describes how to use the batch operations feature in DataWorks.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the DataWorks console, go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, and then click the Bat chBat ch

Operat ionOperat ion icon in the top toolbar in the left-side navigation pane.

2. Modify mult iple DataWorks objects at  a t ime.

10.6. Perform operations on multiple10.6. Perform operations on multiple
DataWorks objects at a timeDataWorks objects at a time
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i. On the Bat ch Operat ion-Dat a DevelopmentBat ch Operat ion-Dat a Development  tab, you can perform operations on mult iple
nodes, resources, or functions at  a t ime on the NodeNode, ResourceResource, or Funct ionFunct ion tab.

ii. On each tab, you can set  the filter condit ions, such as the Business processesBusiness processes and
Responsible personResponsible person parameters, to search for required objects.

Not eNot e

Batch sync nodes can be filtered by resource group for Data Integration, types of
the source and the dest ination, and names of the source and the dest ination.

The filter condit ions on the NodeNode tab are different from those on the ResourceResource,
and the Funct ionFunct ion tabs.

iii. If  the search results are displayed on the tab, you can select  mult iple nodes, resources, or
functions that you want to modify.

iv. After that, click a button at  the bottom to perform the operation on the selected objects as
needed.

Not eNot e

In the dialog box that appears, if  you set  the Mandatory modificat ion parameter to
YesYes, nodes that are locked by other owners will be modified. If  you set  this
parameter to NoNo, only the nodes that are locked by you will be modified.

If  you modify and commit the objects on the Batch Operation-Data Development
tab, the operations take effect  only in the development environment. To update
the configurations of nodes, resources, or functions in the production environment,
you must deploy the objects to the production environment on the Deploy page.

3. You can click Hist orical operat ion recordsHist orical operat ion records in the upper-right corner to view the details of
historical operations.

DataWorks allows you to upload local f iles in the specified formats, such as CSV files, to DataWorks and
import  the data to MaxCompute tables. This topic describes how to import  data to a MaxCompute
table.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A MaxCompute table is created.

You can specify an exist ing MaxCompute table or create a MaxCompute table. For more information
about how to create a MaxCompute table, see Create a MaxCompute table.

LimitsLimits
You can import  only the data of your local f iles to a MaxCompute table.

Entry points for data importEntry points for data import

10.7. Import data to a MaxCompute10.7. Import data to a MaxCompute
tabletable
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You can import  data to a MaxCompute table in the top toolbar of the Scheduled Workflow pane, in the
MaxCompute folder of the Business Flow sect ion, or in the Workspace Tables pane. The following
figures show the entry points for data import.

Click the Import  icon in the top toolbar of the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low pane.

In the Scheduled Workf lowScheduled Workf low pane, find the required workflow, right-click the table to which you
want to import  data in the MaxCompute folder, and then select  Import  Data.

In a workspace in standard mode, click Workspace T ablesWorkspace T ables in the left-side navigation pane, right-
click the table to which you want to import  data, and then select  Import  Data.
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Import dataImport data
You can import  only the data of your local f iles to a MaxCompute table.

1. Perform one of the preceding operations to open the Dat a Import  WizardDat a Import  Wizard dialog box.

2. In the Dat a Import  WizardDat a Import  Wizard dialog box, check the name of the table to which you want to import
data. Then, specify the part it ion to which the data is imported and check whether the part it ions
exist . After that, click NextNext .

Not e Not e If  the table that you select  is a non-part it ioned table, click NextNext  to skip this step.

You can specify the part it ion to which the data is imported. After that, click CheckCheck to check
whether the part it ion exists.

If  the specified part it ion does not exist , the system creates a part it ion for subsequent
operations and the data will be imported to the created part it ion.

If  the specified part it ion exists, the data will be imported to this part it ion.
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3. Set  the parameters, such as the File Format, Select  File, and Select  Delimiter parameters, based on
your business requirements. Then, click NextNext .

The following table describes the parameters.

Parameter Description

File FormatFile Format
The format of the file to be uploaded. Valid values: CSVCSV  and Cust om T extCust om T ext
FileFile. If you set the parameter to Custom Text File, you can upload  .txt , 
 .csv , and  .log  files.

Select  FileSelect  File
The file to be uploaded. You can click BrowseBrowse and select the file to be
uploaded as prompted.

Select  Delimit erSelect  Delimit er

The delimiter that is used to separate fields. Valid values: Comma (,), Tab,
Semicolon (;), Space, |, # , and &.

Not e Not e If you set the File Format parameter to Custom Text File,
you can enter a character or string in the Select Delimiter field as the
delimiter to separate fields.

Original Charact erOriginal Charact er
SetSet

The encoding format of the file to be uploaded. Valid values: GBKGBK, UT F-8UT F-8,
CP936CP936, and ISO-8859ISO-8859.

Import  First  RowImport  First  Row The row from which the data is imported.

First  Row as FieldFirst  Row as Field
NamesNames

Specifies whether the first  row of the file to be imported is set as the header
row.

If you select YesYes , the first  row of the file is not imported.

Otherwise, the first  row of the file is imported.

4. Specify the method used to match the fields between the uploaded file and the MaxCompute
table. Then, click Import  Dat aImport  Dat a.
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You can set  the Select  a method for matching fields in the source and target tables parameter to
By Location or By Name.

After the operation is complete, a message appears to inform you that the data of the local f ile is
imported to the MaxCompute table. You can view the imported data by running an ad hoc query.
For more information, see Create an ad hoc query.

This topic describes the general shortcuts of the code editor.

Shortcuts for Google Chrome in WindowsShortcuts for Google Chrome in Windows
 Ctrl+S : Save the configuration.

 Ctrl+Z : Cancel the act ion.

 Ctrl+Y : Redo the act ion.

 Ctrl+D : Select  identical strings.

 Ctrl+X : Cut  a line.

 Ctrl+Shift+K : Delete a line.

 Ctrl+C : Copy the current line.

 Ctrl+I : Select  a line.

 Shift+Alt+Drag : Mult i-select  consecutive lines to modify the content.

 Alt+Click : Mult i-select  specific lines and indent them by pressing Tab.

 Ctrl+Shift+L : Place the cursor after identical strings for batch edit .

 Ctrl+F : Search for specific content.

 Ctrl+H : Replace the searched data with required content.

 Ctrl+G : Locate the specific line.

 Alt+Enter : Select  all matching strings.

 Alt+↓  or  Alt+↑ : Move the current line down or up.

10.8. Editor shortcuts10.8. Editor shortcuts
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 Shift+Alt+↓  or  Shift+Alt+↑ : Copy the current line down or up.

 Shift+Ctrl+K : Delete the current line.

 Shift+Ctrl+\ : Move the cursor to matching parentheses.

 Ctrl+]  or  Ctrl+[ : Increase or decrease the units of indentation.

 Home  or  End : Move the cursor to the beginning or end of the current line.

 Ctrl+Home  or  Ctrl+End : Move the cursor to the beginning or end of the current file.

 Ctrl+→  or  Ctrl+← : Move the cursor one word to the right or left .

 Shift+Ctrl+[  or  Shift+Ctrl+] : Hide or show the area that is pointed by the cursor.

 Ctrl+K+Ctrl+[  or  Ctrl+K+Ctrl+] : Hide or show the sub-area that is pointed by the cursor.

 Ctrl+K+Ctrl+0  or  Ctrl+K+Ctrl+j : Hide or show all areas.

 Ctrl+/ : Comment or uncomment the line or code block that is pointed by the cursor.

Shortcuts for Google Chrome in MacShortcuts for Google Chrome in Mac
 Cmd+S : Save the configuration.

 Cmd+Z : Cancel the act ion.

 Cmd+Y : Redo the act ion.

 Cmd+D : Select  identical strings.

 Cmd+X : Cut  a line.

 Cmd+Shift+K : Delete a line.

 Cmd+C : Copy the current line.

 Cmd+I : Select  the current line.

 Cmd+F : Search for specific content.

 Cmd+Alt+F : Replace the searched data with required content.

 Alt+↓  or  Alt+↑ : Move the current line down or up.

 Shift+Alt+↓  or  Shift+Alt+↑ : Copy the current line down or up.

 Shift+Cmd+K : Delete the current line.

 Shift+Cmd+\ : Move the cursor to matching parentheses.

 Cmd+]  or  Cmd+[ : Increase or decrease the units of indentation.

 Cmd+←  or  Cmd+→ : Move the cursor to the beginning or end of the current line.

 Cmd+↑  or  Cmd+↓ : Move the cursor to the beginning or end of the current file.

 Alt+→  or  Alt+← : Move the cursor one word to the right or left .

 Alt+Cmd+[  or  Alt+Cmd+] : Hide or show the area that is pointed by the cursor.

 Cmd+K+Cmd+[  or  Cmd+K+Cmd+] : Hide or show the sub-area that is pointed by the cursor.

 Cmd+K+Cmd+0  or  Cmd+K+Cmd+j : Hide or show all areas.
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 Cmd+/ : Comment or uncomment the line or code block that is pointed by the cursor.

Multiple selectionsMultiple selections
 Alt+Click : Insert  cursors.

 Alt+Cmd+↑  or   Alt+Cmd+↓  : Move cursors up or down.

 Cmd+U : Undo last  cursor act ions.

 Shift+Alt+I : Insert  cursors at  the end of each line in the selected code block.

 Cmd+G  or  Shift+Cmd+G : Find the next  or previous string.

 Cmd+F2 : Select  all the pointed strings.

 Shift+Cmd+L : Select  all the pointed lines.

 Alt+Enter : Select  all matching strings.

  Shift+Alt+Drag : Mult i-select  lines.

 Shift+Alt+Cmd+↑  or  Shift+Alt+Cmd+↓ : Mult i-select  lines vert ically.

 Shift+Alt+Cmd+←  or  Shift+Alt+Cmd+→ : Mult i-select  lines horizontally.
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On the Personal Sett ings tab, you can customize the modules to be displayed in the left-side
navigation pane of DataStudio, the sett ings of the code editor and the directed acyclic graph (DAG),
and the theme of DataStudio. This topic describes the sett ings you can configure on this tab.

Go to the Personal Settings tabGo to the Personal Settings tab
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

2. On the Workspaces page, find the required workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions
column to go to DataStudio.

3. In the lower-part  of the left-side navigation pane, click the  icon to go to the PersonalPersonal

Set t ingsSet t ings tab of the Set t ingsSet t ings page.

On the Personal Sett ings tab, you can configure the following sett ings:

Customize the modules to be displayed in the left-side navigation pane of DataStudio. For more
information, see Customize the modules to be displayed.

Configure the default  sett ings of code editor, such as the minimap feature, the error check
feature, and the front size. For more information, see Configure the sett ings of the code editor.

Specify the theme of DataStudio. For more information, see Configure the display sett ings of the
DAG and DataStudio.

After you configure these sett ings, click Apply t o All WorkspacesApply t o All Workspaces in the lower-right corner of the
Personal Set t ingsPersonal Set t ings tab to apply these sett ings to all workspaces.

Customize the modules to be displayedCustomize the modules to be displayed
In the Dat aSt udio ModulesDat aSt udio Modules sect ion of the Personal Sett ings tab, you can customize the modules to
be displayed in the left-side navigation pane of DataStudio.

You can click PublicPublic or MaxComput eMaxComput e to go to the corresponding tab. Then, you can click modules that
have a plus (+) icon in the All ModulesAll Modules sect ion to add them to the Added ModulesAdded Modules sect ion. This way,
the added modules are displayed in the left-side navigation pane of DataStudio. You can click the icons
that represent these modules to perform corresponding data development operations.

Not eNot e

If you cannot find a required module in the left-side navigation pane, go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio
ModulesModules sect ion of the Personal Sett ings tab and add the module to the Added Modules
sect ion.

If  you want to remove a module from the left-side navigation pane, find the module in the
Added ModulesAdded Modules sect ion and click the  icon next  to it . After that, the module is

removed only from the left-side navigation pane of DataStudio, but not from DataWorks.

Configure the settings of the code editorConfigure the settings of the code editor

11.Setup11.Setup
11.1. Personal settings11.1. Personal settings
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In the Edit or Set t ingsEdit or Set t ings sect ion of the Personal Sett ings tab, you can configure the sett ings of the
code editor. The changes to the sett ings immediately take effect. The following table describes the
parameters in the Editor Sett ings sect ion.

Parameter Description Example

MinimapMinimap

Specifies whether to display a minimap that
provides an overview of the code in the code
editor. When the code is long, you can move
the pointer in the minimap to specify the
code block to be displayed.

Error Annot at ionError Annot at ion

Specifies whether to check the code syntax
for errors. If you select this check box, the
errors are marked in the red shading. If you
move the pointer over the red shading, you
can see the error details.

Aut o SaveAut o Save

If you select this check box, DataWorks
automatically saves the code that is being
edited. This way, if the code editor of a
node is unexpectedly closed, you can click
Use Version Saved on ServerUse Version Saved on Server or UseUse
Version Saved in Local CacheVersion Saved in Local Cache when you
re-open the node.

Aut o-Aut o-
Complet edComplet ed
Code St yleCode St yle

Specifies whether the keywords in the code
are uppercase or lowercase.

Aut o Line WrapAut o Line Wrap

Specifies whether to automatically wrap
lines for long clauses. Valid values:

DisableDisable

EnableEnable

None
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Wrap at  ColumnWrap at  Column

If you set the Auto Line Wrap parameter
to DisableDisable, the value of Wrap at Column
is 80 by default, which cannot be
modified.

If you set the Auto Line Wrap parameter
to EnableEnable, you can set the maximum
number of columns that is allowed in a
line.

None

Code Font  Siz eCode Font  Siz e
Valid values: an integer from 12 to 18. You
can set this parameter based on your habits
and code size.

None

Press Ent er f orPress Ent er f or
Suggest ionsSuggest ions

If you select this check box, DataWorks
automatically displays suggestions on code
after you press the Enter key.

Not eNot e

If you clear this check box, a
new line is started after you
press the Enter key.

In addition to the Enter key, you
can also use the Tab key to
trigger the display of
suggestions on code.

Aut oAut o
Complet ionComplet ion

You can enable the following types of hints
for code completion:

Cont inuous Smart  T ipsCont inuous Smart  T ips : specifies
whether to analyze the intentions of code
writing and give hints on the code to
write.

KeywordKeyword: specifies whether to enable
keyword hints.

Synt ax T emplat eSynt ax T emplat e: specifies whether to
enable syntax template hints.

ProjectProject : specifies whether to enable
project name hints.

T able NameT able Name: specifies whether to
enable table name hints. Higher priority is
given to tables that are recently used.

FieldField: specifies whether to enable field
name hints.

None

Parameter Description Example

Configure the display settings of the DAG and DataStudioConfigure the display settings of the DAG and DataStudio
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In the General Set t ingsGeneral Set t ings sect ion of the Personal Sett ings tab, you can configure the display sett ings of
the DAG and DataStudio. The following table describes the parameters in the General Sett ings sect ion.

Parameter Description Example

Display Node EngineDisplay Node Engine
Inf ormat ion on DAGInf ormat ion on DAG

Specifies whether to display the
information about compute
engines of nodes in the DAG.

T hemeT heme
Specifies the theme of
DataStudio. You can set the
theme to black or white.

None

A code template provides the content that is displayed at  the beginning of the code for a node. You
can configure a code template for the following types of nodes based on your business requirements:
ODPS SQL, ODPS MR, and Shell.

LimitsLimits
Only a workspace administrator can modify code templates. If  you want to modify a code template,
you must obtain the permissions of a workspace administrator. For more information, see Manage
roles and permissions.

You can configure code templates only for the following types of nodes: ODPS SQL, ODPS MR, and
Shell.

Configure a code templateConfigure a code template
1. Go to the Code Templates tab.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the top navigation bar, select  the region where your
workspace resides. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

ii. On the Workspaces page, find your workspace and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions
column to go to the DataStudio page.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane of the DataStudio page, click the  icon to go to the

Set t ingsSet t ings page.

iv. On the Set t ingsSet t ings page, click Code T emplat esCode T emplat es to go to the Code T emplat esCode T emplat es tab.

2. Configure a code template.

i. Modify a code template.

On the Code T emplat eCode T emplat e tab, f ind the code template that you want to modify and click
ChangeChange in the Act ions column. In the Node Template dialog box, you can modify the code
template based on your business requirements. DataWorks provides the following types of
default  code templates:

11.2. Configure a code template11.2. Configure a code template
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Code t emplat e f or ODPS SQL nodesCode t emplat e f or ODPS SQL nodes

Code t emplat e f or ODPS MR nodesCode t emplat e f or ODPS MR nodes
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Code t emplat e f or Shell nodesCode t emplat e f or Shell nodes

ii. After you modify the code template, click SaveSave.

After you create a node of one of the preceding types, the related code template is used for
the node.

To run auto triggered nodes as scheduled, you must go to the Scheduling Sett ings tab in DataStudio
to enable periodic scheduling. This topic describes how to enable periodic scheduling and configure the
default  scheduling sett ings for auto triggered nodes.

Configure the default scheduling settings for auto triggered nodesConfigure the default scheduling settings for auto triggered nodes
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

2. Find the workspace that you want to manage and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column
to go to DataStudio.

3. In the lower part  of the left-side navigation pane, click the  icon to go to the Set t ingsSet t ings page.

4. Click the Scheduling Set t ingsScheduling Set t ings tab. On the tab that appears, set  the following parameters.

11.3. Configure scheduling settings11.3. Configure scheduling settings
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Parameter Description

Periodic schedulingPeriodic scheduling
Specifies whether to enable periodic scheduling. Auto triggered
nodes in the workspace can be run as scheduled only if you turn
on this switch.

Resource groupResource group The default resource group used to schedule nodes.

Dat a int egrat ion resourceDat a int egrat ion resource
groupgroup

The default resource group for Data Integration used to schedule
Data Integration nodes.

RerunRerun

The default rerun policy for auto triggered nodes. Valid values:

Allow Regardless of  Running St at usAllow Regardless of  Running St at us

Allow upon Failure OnlyAllow upon Failure Only

Disallow Regardless of  Running St at usDisallow Regardless of  Running St at us

Not e Not e If you set the RerunRerun parameter to Allow
Regardless of Running Status or Allow upon Failure Only,
make sure that the data idempotence of auto triggered
nodes is not affected. Otherwise, data quality issues may
arise after multiple reruns.

Number of  rerunsNumber of  reruns

The default number of t imes that an auto triggered node is rerun
after it  fails to be run as scheduled.

Valid values: 1 to 10. A value of 1 indicates that the node is rerun
once after it  fails to be run as scheduled. A value of 10 indicates
that the node is rerun ten times after it  fails to be run as
scheduled. You can change the value of this parameter based on
your business requirements.

Rerun int ervalRerun int erval
The default interval between two consecutive reruns.

Valid values: 1 to 30. Unit: minutes.
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Enable aut o parsing whenEnable aut o parsing when
creat e a new f ilecreat e a new f ile

Specifies whether to enable automatic parsing for auto triggered
nodes. If you enable this feature, after a node is committed,
DataWorks automatically parses the output names of the node
and its ancestor nodes based on the code.

Parameter Description

5. Click SaveSave to save the preceding sett ings that you configure.

Then, DataWorks uses these sett ings as the default  sett ings to schedule new auto triggered
nodes.

You can manage sett ings such as part it ion formats, identifiers of part it ion fields, table name prefixes,
and folders, levels, and categories for tables on the Table Management tab of the DataStudio page.

LimitsLimits
Only a workspace administrator can create folders and classify tables into different categories by
attribute such as purpose or name. Before you can create a folder, you must obtain the permissions of
a workspace administrator. For more information, see Manage roles and permissions.

Go to the Table Management tabGo to the Table Management tab
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces. Select  the

region where your workspace resides.

2. Find your workspace on the Workspaces page and click Dat a DevelopmentDat a Development  in the Act ions column
to go to the DataStudio page.

3. In the left-side navigation pane of the DataStudio page, click the  icon to go to the Set t ingsSet t ings

page.

4. On the Set t ingsSet t ings page, click the T able ManagementT able Management  tab.

On the Table Management tab, you can perform the following operations:

Configure basic attributes for tables. For more information, see Configure basic attributes for
tables.

Create or manage a folder for tables. For more information, see Create or manage a folder for
tables.

Create or manage a level or category for tables. For more information, see Create or manage a
level or category for tables.

After the desired operations are complete, click Save conf igurat ionSave conf igurat ion.

Configure basic attributes for tablesConfigure basic attributes for tables

11.4. Manage settings for tables11.4. Manage settings for tables
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You can configure part it ion formats, identifiers of part it ion fields, and table name prefixes on the
T able ManagementT able Management  tab.

Parameter Description

Part it ion Dat e FormatPart it ion Dat e Format
The date format of a partit ioned table. Default value:
YYYYMMDDYYYYMMDD.

Part it ion Field NamePart it ion Field Name
The identifier of a partit ion field. We recommend that you set
this parameter to dtdt .

T emporary T able Pref ixT emporary T able Pref ix
The prefix for the name of a temporary table. Default value:
t _t _.

Upload T able (Import  T able) Pref ixUpload T able (Import  T able) Pref ix
The prefix for the name of a table that is uploaded to
DataStudio. Example: upload_upload_.

Create or manage a folder for tablesCreate or manage a folder for tables
Tables that you create in a workspace are displayed in the Workspace Tables pane of the DataStudio
page. You can select  a folder level when you create a table. Then, the table is stored in the folder at
the specified level after the table is committed and deployed. Folders are used to store tables.

You can enter a folder name in the FolderFolder field on the Table Management tab and click Creat eCreat e to
create a folder. You can also click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e in the Act ionsAct ions column that corresponds to a
folder to modify or delete the folder.

Create or manage a level or category for tablesCreate or manage a level or category for tables
The level management feature allows you to design physical levels for tables. Table levels are used to
define and manage the layers of data warehouses. In most cases, we recommend that you divide a
data warehouse into various layers, such as the operational data store (ODS) layer, data warehouse
detail (DWD) layer, data warehouse summary (DWS) layer, and application data service (ADS) layer. For
more information, see Create a data layer. Table categories allow you to categorize tables in a finer-
grained manner from the business dimension.
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Not e Not e After a workspace is created, the system does not provide default  levels for tables.
You must create levels for tables as a project  owner or workspace administrator based on your
business requirements.

T able LevelsT able Levels: used to define the levels to which tables belong. You can create, modify, or delete a
level based on your business requirements.

Create a level: Enter a level name in the LevelLevel f ield, enter a descript ion for the level in the
Descript ionDescript ion field, and then click Creat eCreat e.

Modify or delete a level: Find the desired level and click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e in the Act ionsAct ions column.

T able Cat egoriesT able Cat egories: used to define the categories to which tables belong. You can create, modify, or
delete a category based on your business requirements.

Create a category: Enter a category name in the Cat egoryCat egory field, enter a descript ion for the
category in the Descript ionDescript ion field, and then click Creat eCreat e.

Modify or delete a category: Find the desired category and click ChangeChange or Delet eDelet e in the Act ionsAct ions
column.

DataWorks allows you to configure security sett ings based on your business requirements. You can
determine whether to mask sensit ive information in the returned results of queries that you perform in
DataStudio in the current workspace.

ContextContext
DataStudio provides built-in rules for data masking. If  you turn on Mask Dat a in Page Query Result sMask Dat a in Page Query Result s
on the Security Sett ings tab, the system masks sensit ive information displayed in the data that is
returned after you run the code of a node in DataStudio based on the built-in rules for data masking. If
the built-in rules for data masking do not meet your business requirements, you can create a custom
rule for data masking in Data Security Guard. For more information, see Data Security Guard.

Not eNot e

The configuration of Mask Dat a in Page Query Result sMask Dat a in Page Query Result s takes effect  only in the current
workspace.

Data masking in DataStudio is dynamic data masking, which does not affect  underlying data.

LimitsLimits

11.5. Configure security settings11.5. Configure security settings
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The configuration of Mask Data in Page Query Results takes effect  only in the current workspace. If  you
want to mask sensit ive information in the returned results of queries in all workspaces, you must turn on
Mask Data in Page Query Results for all workspaces.

Not e Not e For example, you turn on Mask Data in Page Query Results for Workspace A and do not
turn on the switch for Workspace B. If  a member in Workspace B is granted the permissions to query
tables in Workspace A, data in the tables is displayed in plaintext  when the member queries the
tables from Workspace B.

Turn on Mask Data in Page Query ResultsTurn on Mask Data in Page Query Results
1. Go to the Security Sett ings tab.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console, select  a region, and then click WorkspacesWorkspaces in the left-side
navigation pane.

i. On the Workspaces page, find the workspace that you want to manage and click Dat aDat a
DevelopmentDevelopment  in the Act ions column. The DataStudio page appears.

ii. In the lower part  of the left-side navigation pane of the DataStudio page, click the  icon to

go to the Set t ingsSet t ings page.

iii. On the Set t ingsSet t ings page, click Securit y Set t ingsSecurit y Set t ings. The Securit y Set t ingsSecurit y Set t ings tab appears.

2. On the Securit y Set t ingsSecurit y Set t ings tab, turn on Mask Dat a in Page Query Result sMask Dat a in Page Query Result s.

The configuration takes effect  immediately after you turn on Mask Data in Page Query Results. The
system masks sensit ive information in the returned results of queries that you perform in
DataStudio based on the built-in rules for data masking.

Not eNot e

You can use this feature together with Data Security Guard. If  the built-in rules for data
masking do not meet your business requirements, you can create a custom rule for data
masking in Data Security Guard. For more information, see Data Security Guard.

If  you do not turn on Mask Data in Page Query Results, sensit ive information may be
leaked.

The following table describes the built-in rules for data masking provided by DataWorks.

Item Data masking rule Data before masking Data after masking

ID card number

Only the first  and last digits in
a 15-digit  or 18-digit  ID card
number are displayed in
plaintext. All the other digits
are displayed as asterisks (*).

111222190002309999 1*************9

Mobile phone
number

Only the first  seven digits in a
mobile phone number in the
Chinese mainland are displayed
in plaintext. The last four
digits are displayed as
asterisks (  * ).

13900001234 1390000****
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Email address

If the number of characters
that precede the at sign (  @
 ) is greater than or equal
to three, the first  three
characters are displayed in
plaintext, and all the other
characters that precede the
at sign (@) are displayed as
asterisks (*).

If the number of characters
that precede the at sign (  @
 ) is less than three, all the
characters are displayed in
plaintext and three asterisks
(  * ) are added before the
at sign (@).

username@example
.com

a@example.net

use***@example.co
m

a***@example.net

Bank card
number

Only the last four digits in a
credit  card number or deposit
card number are displayed in
plaintext. All the other digits
are displayed as asterisks (*).

6888 8888 8888
8888

4666 6666 6666
6666

**** **** **** 8888

**** **** **** 6666

IP or MAC
address

Only the first  section of an IP
address or a media access
control (MAC) address is
displayed in plaintext. All the
other sections are displayed as
asterisks (  * ).

192.168.0.1

01-80-C2-00-00-00

192.***.*.*

01-**-**-**-**-**

License plate
number

 Only the region informat
ion and the last three cha
racters of the license pla
te number are displayed in
plaintext . All the other
characters are displayed as
asterisks (  * ).

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A
666666

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A
888888

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation)
A***666

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation)
A***888

Item Data masking rule Data before masking Data after masking

The workspace backup and restoration feature is used for code migration between workspaces. This
topic describes how to back up and restore a workspace.

On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click the  icon in the lower-left  corner. The Set upSet up page appears on the

right.

11.6. Workspace backup and11.6. Workspace backup and
restorationrestoration
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In the top navigation bar, click Workspace Backup and Rest orat ionWorkspace Backup and Rest orat ion. The Workspace Backup andWorkspace Backup and
Rest orat ionRest orat ion tab appears.

On the BackupBackup tab, you can compress the node code, node dependencies, resources, and functions
in a workspace into one package.

On the Rest oreRest ore tab, you can restore a workspace to its original scheduling configurations. After the
workspace is restored, all nodes in the workspace are saved but not committed.

Go to the Workspace Backup and Restoration tabGo to the Workspace Backup and Restoration tab
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. Find the required workspace and click Dat a Analyt icsDat a Analyt ics.

2. Click the  icon in the lower-left  corner. The Set upSet up page appears on the right.

3. In the top navigation bar, click Workspace Backup and Rest orat ionWorkspace Backup and Rest orat ion.

Back up the workspaceBack up the workspace
A workspace backup is a compressed package that contains the node code, node dependencies,
resources, and functions in a workspace.

Only workspace administrators can export  backups and restore data from backups on the Setup
page.

Workflows and node groups of earlier versions cannot be backed up. We recommend that you use
workflows of the latest  version for data analyt ics.

A node that is backed up to a path in a workspace will override the original node with the same name
in the path. We recommend that you create another workspace to restore data.

Data in tables is not backed up when you back up a workspace. You can synchronize the table data in
the following ways:

Click the Workspace ManageWorkspace Manage icon in the upper-right corner. Go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page and
configure a MaxCompute connection. Then, create a sync node to back up the data.

In Workspace A, execute the DDL statement  create table select * from Workspace B.Table nam
e  to migrate the data.

1. Go to the Workspace Backup and Rest orat ionWorkspace Backup and Rest orat ion tab. Click the BackupBackup tab. Then, click Creat eCreat e
BackupBackup in the upper-right corner.

2. In the Creat e BackupCreat e Backup dialog box, set  the Met hodMet hod and VersionVersion parameters.

Met hodMet hod

You can set  the backup method to Full BackupFull Backup or Increment al BackupIncrement al Backup.

Full BackupFull Backup: backs up all the node code, node dependencies, resources, and functions in the
workspace.

Increment al BackupIncrement al Backup: backs up all the new or modified nodes from the t imestamp that is
specified by the St art  T imest ampSt art  T imest amp parameter to the current t ime.

Not e Not e If  you use the incremental backup method, make sure that the dependencies
between incremental sync nodes are correct. Otherwise, the workspace may fail to be
restored. We recommend that you set  this parameter to Full BackupFull Backup.

VersionVersion

Valid values are Public CloudPublic Cloud, Apsara St ack V3.6.1 - V3.8.1Apsara St ack V3.6.1 - V3.8.1, and Apsara St ack < V3.6.1Apsara St ack < V3.6.1.
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3. After the configuration is completed, click Creat eCreat e.

Restore the workspaceRestore the workspace
1. Go to the Workspace Backup and Rest orat ionWorkspace Backup and Rest orat ion tab. Click the Rest oreRest ore tab. Then, click Rest oreRest ore in

the upper-right corner.

2. In the Rest oreRest ore dialog box, click Select  FileSelect  File.

Not e Not e You can upload the compressed package that you previously backed up to the
workspace.

3. After the configuration is completed, click Rest oreRest ore.

4. In the Set  Comput e Engine MappingSet  Comput e Engine Mapping dialog box, set  the Comput e Engine Inst ances ofComput e Engine Inst ances of
T arget  WorkspaceT arget  Workspace parameter.

If  the workspace that you backed up contains mult iple compute engines, the system scans all
compute engine instances during restoration. The system restores only nodes of the exist ing
compute engines in the workspace to be restored. In this case, you must configure the mappings
between the compute engines in the source and dest ination before you restore the dest ination
workspace.

Not eNot e

If the workspace to be restored does not contain a compute engine type such as E-
MapReduce, or no instance is available for the compute engine type, nodes of this
engine type are not restored.

The custom node types vary based on the region. Therefore, you must also configure
the mappings between the custom node types in the source and dest ination. For
example, you must configure the mappings for the exist ing custom node types such as
Hologres development node, Data Lake Analyt ics node, Analyt icDB for MySQL node, and
Analyt icDB for PostgreSQL node.

DataWorks supports various sett ings for data development. On the Ot her Set t ingsOt her Set t ings tab in DataStudio,
you can enable forcible code review and specify one or more code reviewers to control the code
quality of your nodes. You can also delete all invalid DATABLAU data models on this tab. This topic
describes the sett ings that you can configure on the Ot her Set t ingsOt her Set t ings tab in DataStudio.

LimitsLimits
The following limits apply to the delet ion of DATABLAU data models:

Only after the DATABLAU service expires and before the service is renewed can you delete DATABLAU
data models.

Only workspace administ rat orsworkspace administ rat ors can delete DATABLAU data models.

Go to the Other Settings tabGo to the Other Settings tab
1. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

2. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage

11.7. Other settings11.7. Other settings
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resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column to go to DataStudio.

3. In the lower part  of the left-side navigation pane, click the  icon to go to the Set t ingsSet t ings page.

4. On the Set t ingsSet t ings page, click Ot her Set t ingsOt her Set t ings to go to the Ot her Set t ingsOt her Set t ings tab.

On this tab, you can perform the following operations:

Enable the forcible code review feature. For more information, see Enable the forcible code
review feature.

Delete all DATABLAU data models. For more information, see Delete all DATABLAU data models.

Enable the forcible code review featureEnable the forcible code review feature
The forcible code review feature helps you control the code quality of your nodes. To enable and
configure forcible code review, turn on the Force to review code switch and set  the Code reviewers
parameter to Any Developer RoleAny Developer Role or Developer RoleDeveloper Role. If  you select  Developer Role, you must
manually specify one or more reviewers. After forcible code review is enabled, a node can be deployed
only after its code is approved by a reviewer.

You can also set  the Baseline scopes for code review parameter. Valid values of the parameter are
Level 1 baseline t asksLevel 1 baseline t asks, Level 3 baseline t asksLevel 3 baseline t asks, Level 5 baseline t asksLevel 5 baseline t asks, Level 7 baseline t asksLevel 7 baseline t asks,
Level 8 baseline t asksLevel 8 baseline t asks, and Non-baseline t asksNon-baseline t asks.

You can specify one or more baseline scopes. A baseline scope contains a group of baselines at  the
same priority level. The priority level is identified by a fixed value. The higher the value, the higher the
priority level. For more information, see 基线管理.

After a baseline scope is specified, the code of the nodes within the scope is reviewed by a reviewer
after the nodes are committed. You can deploy a node only after the reviewer approves the node
code.

If  mult iple nodes are run at  the same t ime, those at  a higher priority level preempt resources.
Therefore, we recommend you specify an appropriate baseline scope for nodes at  a higher priority
level so that reviewers can detect  and stop the nodes that preempt resources and contain code
errors from being committed to and run in the development environment. This way, you can ensure
that resources are allocated in a proper and efficient  manner. For more information about code
review, see Code review.

Delete all DATABLAU data modelsDelete all DATABLAU data models
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After the DATABLAU service expires, exist ing DATABLAU data models cannot be used if  you do not
renew the service. To delete all exist ing DATABLAU data models, click Delet eDelet e in the Dat ablau DDMDat ablau DDM
section on the Other Sett ings tab.

Not eNot e

Only after the DATABLAU service expires and before the service is renewed can you delete
DATABLAU data models.

Only workspace administ rat orsworkspace administ rat ors can delete DATABLAU data models.

The delet ion of DATABLAU data models does not affect  the table schemas and data on
compute engines, but DATABLAU data models cannot be recovered once deleted. We
recommend you perform this operation with caution.

The Workspace Sett ings tab displays five parameters: Part it ion Column Date Format, Part it ion Field
Name, Temporary Table Prefix, Upload Table (Import  Table) Prefix, and Mask Data in Page Query Results.

Click the  icon in the lower-left  corner of the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page to display the Set t ingsSet t ings page on the

right side.

In the top navigation bar, click the Workspace Set t ingsWorkspace Set t ings tab to configure a workspace.

Parameter Description

Part it ion Column Dat e FormatPart it ion Column Dat e Format
The default date format of partit ion field values. You can modify the
format based on your business requirements.

Part it ion Field NamePart it ion Field Name The default name of the partit ion field.

T emporary T able Pref ixT emporary T able Pref ix
The prefix of temporary table names. By default, tables with the
prefix t_ in their names are identified as temporary tables.

Upload T able (Import  T able)Upload T able (Import  T able)
Pref ixPref ix

The prefix of the names of tables uploaded on the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio
page.

11.8. Workspace settings11.8. Workspace settings
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Mask Dat a in Page QueryMask Dat a in Page Query
Result sResult s

Specifies whether to de-identify the data in query results. If the
switch is turned on, the result  returned for an ad hoc query node in
the current workspace is de-identified.

Parameter Description

Enable de-identification for DataWorks workspacesEnable de-identification for DataWorks workspaces
De-identificat ion needs to be enabled for DataWorks workspaces one by one. After de-identificat ion is
enabled, the results returned for ad hoc query nodes in the current workspace are de-identified. The
data stored at  underlying layers is not affected because only dynamic de-identificat ion is performed.

Not e Not e For example, de-identificat ion is enabled for Workspace A but is disabled for
Workspace B. If  you init iate a request  in Workspace B to query tables in Workspace A, the query
result  is displayed in plaintext.

Click the Workspace Set t ingsWorkspace Set t ings tab and turn on Mask Dat a in Page Query Result sMask Dat a in Page Query Result s. Then, click SaveSave in
the lower-right corner of the tab. The results returned for ad hoc query nodes in the current workspace
will be de-identified.

Not e Not e By default , the Mask Data in Page Query Results switch is turned off, and you are not
allowed to download data.

After de-identificat ion is enabled for a DataWorks workspace, data of the types listed in the following
table is de-identified by default .

Type De-identification rule Raw data De-identified data

ID card
information

Only the first  and last digits in a
15- or 18-digit  ID card number
are displayed in plaintext. All the
other digits are displayed as
asterisks (*).

111222190002309999 1*************9

Mobile phone
number

Only the first  seven digits in a
mobile number in the Chinese
mainland are displayed in
plaintext. The last four digits
are displayed as asterisks (*).

13900001234 1390000****

Email address

If the string before the at sign
(@) in an email address contains
three or more characters, only
the leftmost three characters
are displayed in plaintext,
followed by three asterisks (*).
If the string before the at sign
(@) contains only one or two
characters, the entire string is
displayed in plaintext, followed
by three asterisks (*).

username@example.
com

a@example.net

use***@example.com

a***@example.net
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Bank card
number

Only the last four digits in a
credit  or deposit  card number
are displayed in plaintext. All the
other digits are displayed as
asterisks (*).

6888 8888 8888 8888

4666 6666 6666 6666

**** **** **** 8888

**** **** **** 6666

IP address or
MAC address

Only the first  segment in an IP
address or a MAC address is
displayed in plaintext. All the
other characters are displayed
as asterisks (*).

192.168.0.1

01-80-C2-00-00-00

192.***.*.*

01-**-**-**-**-**

License plate
number

Only the one-character
provincial abbreviation and the
last three characters in a license
plate number in the Chinese
mainland are displayed in
plaintext. All the other
characters are displayed as
asterisks (*).

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A
666666

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A
888888

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A***666

(One-character
provincial
abbreviation) A***888

Type De-identification rule Raw data De-identified data

Not e Not e If  you want to de-identify more types of data or have special requirements on the
formats in which data is de-identified, complete your de-identificat ion sett ings in Data Protect ion.
The feature of de-identifying data for DataWorks workspaces must work with Data Security Guard.
For more information, see Overview.
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